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Abstract
In order to improve the robustness of SIFT algorithm
to reflection attack, a flip-invariant SIFT (FI-SIFT) descriptor is proposed to detect copy-move forgery of digital
images based on the study on the arrangement of SIFT
descriptor after reflection attack in this paper. The proposed descriptor FI-SIFT is designed to improve the invariance to reflection and perform as well as SIFT in other
situations. Our method starts by extracting FI-SIFT descriptors for detected SIFT key points in the suspicious
image. Then, the g2NN method is adopted to implement
multiple key points matching. Next, the possible affine
transform between matched key points is estimated to remove the mismatched key points. Extensive experimental
results are presented to confirm that our method performs
well to detect copy-move forgeries distorted by common
attacks including rotation, scaling, reflections and their
mixture, especially for the sophisticated scenario, such as
multi-objects forgery with combination of reflections.
Keywords: Copy-Move Forgery; FI-SIFT; Image Forensics; Reflection Attack

1

Introduction

Nowadays, we are living in an era of digital revolution
which makes it easier for people to access, process, and
share digital information. Digital media is playing a significant role in our daily life. However, with the popularity of sophisticated editing tools like Photoshop, it is becoming very difficult to discriminate between an authentic
picture and its manipulated version, which poses a serious
social problem of debasing the credibility of photographic
images as definite records of events. To tackle this crisis of confidence and attempt to restore the credibility in
society regarding digital images, the field of digital forensics aiming to reveal forgery operations in digital images
is receiving more and more attention.
Among forgery techniques using typical image processing tools, copy-move is the most common type due to

its simplicity and effectiveness, where a region of an image is copied and then pasted to another nonintersecting
region in the same image to conceal an important element or to emphasize a particular object. The existing
copy-move forgery detection methods are based on the
fact that, at the end of the manipulation process, the resulting image will have relatively similar areas since the
duplicated regions come from the same image. Although
not always necessary, some additional operations are often performed on the duplicated regions before pasting
them to make the forgery unnoticeable. These operations
are used to provide a type of spatial synchronization and
homogeneity between the copied region and its neighbors,
including rotation, scaling, reflection, illumination modifying, or chrominance modifying. In a practical situation,
the processing could be a combination of two or more
operations. Thus, the effectiveness of copy-move forgery
detection depends on the ability to detect forgery regions
with these attacks.
In this work, we proposed a novel flip-invariant SIFT
descriptor called FI-SIFT for automatic detection and localization of copy-move forgery regions based on the classical SIFT algorithm in order to resist to reflection-based
attacks. We then compared the performance with two
state-of-the-art methods to verify the validity of our algorithm. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2, the related research about the past works is
introduced. Section 3 presents FI-SIFT descriptor which
is the core contribution and novelty of our method. In
Section 4, the proposed detection approach is described
in detail. Section 5 gives experimental results and the corresponding analysis. Finally, a brief conclusion is drawn
in Section 6.

2

Related Work

During the last decade, a large number of techniques
have been proposed to address the problem of copy-move
forgery detection. First attempt in identifying tampered
areas was investigated by Fridrich et al. [5] who proposed
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a method using discrete cosine transform (DCT) of overlapping blocks and their lexicographical representation to
avoid the computational burden. Later, with the purpose
of improving robustness and detection efficiency, Huang
et al. [8], Cao et al. [4] and Zhao et al. [17] proposed improved block matching detection schemes based on DCT
respectively. Luo et al. [11] divided image blocks into
four sub-blocks, which were evaluated according to the
averages of the red, green, and blue color values. Although these methods proved robust to some attacks such
as additive noise, Gaussian blurring, and JPEG compression to some extent, they might fail if the duplicated regions underwent geometrical transformations such as rotation or scaling before they were pasted. To solve the
above-mentioned problem, several methods have been explored by matching interest point descriptors to identify
forged regions as an alternative to the block-matching
based detection methods. Such interest point descriptors include scale invariant feature transform (SIFT) [13]
descriptor and speeded up robust feature (SURF) [2] descriptor, which are robust to rotation and scaling. Huang
et al. [7] exploited the SIFT interest point descriptor to
reveal the duplicate regions in the forged image through
direct matching among these interest points. Furthermore, Amerini et al. [1] proposed a SIFT-based detection
scheme that could detect and then estimate the geometric
transformation used in the copy-move forgery. Similar to
Amerini’s algorithm, Pan and Lyu [12] proposed another
SIFT-based detection algorithm that had the ability to
obtain the precise location and extent of the detected duplicated regions using the estimation of affine transformation between matched key points and the correlation
of corresponding regions. Xu et al. [15] adopted SURF
descriptor to detect this forgery with higher efficiency.

184

we reorganize the structure of SIFT descriptor, and also
adjust the matching strategy accordingly.

3

FI-SIFT Descriptor

Although the classical SIFT descriptor has been proven to
perform better than the other existing local descriptors, it
does not gain sufficient robustness in the case of reflection.
That is to say, as a consequence, the descriptors extracted
from two identical but flipped local patches could be completely different in feature space. To overcome the above
limitation, we propose a flip-invariant SIFT descriptor,
which enhances SIFT with flip invariance property.
Reflection is one of the most common used operations
in copy-move forgery, which can be divided into two types:
horizontal and vertical reflection. Since vertical reflection
image can be obtained by rotating the horizontal flipped
version by 180 degrees, the two kinds of reflections are
equivalent by rotating the dominant orientations of coordinate system. Thus, in this section we just consider the
case of horizontal reflection.

3.1

Analysis on SIFT Descriptor in the
Case of Reflection

A SIFT descriptor consists of magnitudes of all the orientations histogram entries in a 4 × 4 array with 8 orientation bins in each around the corresponding key point.
As shown in Figure 2, Figure 2(a) is a key point with
its interest region in the original image, and Figure 2(b)
is Figure 2(a) in the horizontally reflected image, both
of which are after specifying dominant orientation as indicated by the arrow in the figures. Figure 2(d) shows
the distribution of 8 orientations in the 14th cell of Figure 2(a). Accordingly, Figure 2(c) is the corresponding
version of Figure 2(b).
SIFT employs a fixed order to organize the 16 cells in
the interest region. As shown in Figure 2(a), SIFT uses
the column-major-order encoding strategy to obtain the
key point descriptor. It thus sorts the order of 16 cells
as Figure 2(e). However, the order of 16 cells is reversed
after horizontal reflection as shown in Figure 2(b). As a
result, the original fixed encoding strategy used in SIFT
would arrange the 16 cells as Figure 2(f). Although SIFT
descriptor is invariant to rotation and scale, and even tolerant to affine transformation, it does not result in the
same order in the case of horizontal reflection. Besides,
it is not hard to see that the order of 16 cells is the same
as Figure 2(b) because of the rotation invariance. For the
foregoing reasons, SIFT does not have the ability to resist
reflection attack.

Although the feature points-based methods show
promising performance, SIFT and SURF feature extraction techniques have two inevitable weaknesses. Firstly,
they have difficulties in locating feature points in flat regions and misdetect in uniform regions. In the recent year,
Bi et al. [3] proposed a multi-level dense descriptor and
a hierarchical feature matching method to address this
issue. Zandi et al. [16] applied an iterative improvement
strategy to a new dense descriptor to improve algorithm
performance. Secondly, they fail in the situation of reflection as shown in Figure 1. Despite the invariance of
SIFT is remarkably robust, it naturally lacks the ability
to describe the reflection transformation of feature points.
In view of the above problem, Guo X et al. [6] proposed a
reflection invariant descriptor inspired from SIFT, which
resulted in high false alarming rate for authentic images
with planar symmetric objects. Warif et al. [14] combined
the SIFT-based copy-move forgery detection method with
symmetry-based matching to enhance the robustness to
reflection attack, which was proven to be inefficient by
our experiments as a result of double matching in na- 3.2 Descriptor Reconstruction
ture. In this paper, the proposed FI-SIFT descriptor was
designed to improve the invariance to reflection and per- In this paper, we propose a universal encoding technique
form as well as SIFT in other situations. Particularly, to generate key point descriptor FI-SIFT, which is also
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(a) Detecting result of SIFT
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(b) Detecting result of FI-SIFT

Figure 1: Comparison of detecting results between SIFT and FI-SIFT in a copy-flip-move distorted image

Figure 2: Illustration of the descriptor organization of SIFT in the case of horizontal reflection

invariant to reflection while preserving tolerance to rotation, scale and even affine transformation. First, we
determine the location, scale and dominant orientation of
key points using the classical SIFT algorithm. Next, for
each key point the FI-SIFT descriptor is calculated as follow. Just as there might be multiple descriptors for the
same combination of location and scale in the classical
SIFT algorithm, FI-SIFT employs two different descriptors to represent the feature of each key point. To be specific, FI-SIFT adopts the anticlockwise order and clockwise order strategies to reorganize the feature descriptor
respectively. As shown in Figure 3(a) and Figure 3(b),
the 16 cells in the interest region are reorganized in anticlockwise order, and 8 orientation bins in each cell are
rearranged into anticlockwise array. In this way, the 16
cells are ordered as Figure 3(e). Similarly, for each key
point FI-SIFT reorganizes the 16 cells and 8 orientation
bins in each cell in clockwise order as shown in Figure 3(c)
and Figure 3(d). As a result, the 16 cells are ordered as
Figure 3(f). To summarize, for each key point, FI-SIFT
generates two different descriptors as shown in Figure 3(e)

and Figure 3(f), where the 16 cells and 8 orientation bins
are sorted in anticlockwise and clockwise order respectively.

4

The Proposed Method

In this section, we describe the proposed method in detail
to detect duplicated and pasted regions in a tampered
image.

4.1

FI-SIFT Features Extraction and
Multiple Key Points Matching

In our method, duplicated regions are detected in the illumination domain, thus RGB images are first converted
to grayscale images using standard color space conversion. Given a grayscale image, a set of SIFT key points
X = {x1 , x2 , · · · , xn } with their corresponding FI-SIFT
descriptors {f1 , f2 , · · · , fn } are extracted. Since it may
happen that the same image region is cloned more than
once, multiple key points matching need to be taken into
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Figure 3: Illustration of the descriptor organization of FI-SIFT

account. For this reason, we adopt g2NN method [1] to
implement multiple key points matching. In a high dimensional feature space such as that of FI-SIFT features,
for key points that are different from one considered, Euclidean distances of their features share very high and very
similar values. Instead, for two similar key points, their
features show low Euclidean distances with respect to the
others. In the early 2NN method [10], given a key point we
need to define a similarity vector D = {d1 , d2 , · · · , dn−1 }
that represents the sorted Euclidean distances with respect to the other descriptors. The key point is matched
only if d1 /d2 is lower than a preset threshold T2N N . The
g2NN method can be viewed as the generalization consisting of iterating the 2NN method between Ri = di /di+1 (
i = 1, 2, · · · , n − 2) until this ratio Ri is greater than a
preset threshold Tg2N N . If this ratio satisfies Rk < Tg2N N
(1 ≤ k < n − 2) and Rk+1 ≥ Tg2N N , each key point in
correspondence to a distance in {d1 , d2 , · · · , dk } is considered as match points for the inspected key point. We can
obtain the set of matched key points by iterating over key
points in X.

4.2

Estimating Affine Transform
tween Matched Key Points

Be-

Next, we need to estimate the possible geometric distortions between duplicated regions and pasted regions.
Since almost all the image geometry transforms such as
rotation, scaling and shearing can be generalized as affine
transform, we model the distortion affine transform of
pixel coordinates. Given two corresponding pixel loca-

tion from a duplicated region and its pasted counterpart
as x = (x, y)T and x
e = (e
x, ye)T respectively, we can employ
a 2-D affine transform to relate them, which is specified
by a 2 × 2 matrix T = [t11 t12 ; t21 t22 ] and a shift vector
x0 = (x0 , y0 )T as x
e = T x + x0 , more definitely

 

 

x
e
t11 t12
x
x0
=
+
(1)
ye
t21 t22
y
y0
We can obtain unique affine transform parameters T and
x0 by means of randomly selecting three pairs of corresponding key points which are not collinear. Since there
are some imprecise matching in practice, Equation (1)
may not be satisfied exactly. In order to eliminate deviation as far as possible, we optimize matched key points
(x1 , x2 , · · · , xn ) and (f
x1 , x
f2 , · · · , x
fn ) using least squares
objective function to find optimal parameter combination
T and x0 when Equation (2) is minimized.
L(T, x0 ) =

N
X

kxei − T xi − x0 k22

(2)

i=1

According to the estimated parameters T and x0 , all the
putative pairs of matched key points are classified into two
groups: inliers and outliers. Specifically, a pair of matched
key points (x, x
e) is an inlier if ke
x − T x − x0 k2 ≤ β, otherwise, it is regarded as an outlier. To remove the impact
of mismatched key points and obtain accurate transform
parameters, Random Sample Consensus (RANSAC) algorithm is employed to robustly estimate the affine transform parameters, which returns with estimated parameters that generate the largest number of inliers. In our
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experiment, we choose default value for N=100 and β = 3
which lead to better empirical performance.

5

Experimental Results and Discussion

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed method through a comprehensive set of experiments. First, the experimental setup and evaluation metric used in the experiments are introduced. Next, the
effectiveness of our method is evaluated in different situations. Then, we compare our method with two state-ofthe-art methods which also are developed to improve the
invariance to reflection based on SIFT.

5.1

Experimental Setup and Evaluation
Metrics

At present, almost all the public datasets for copy-move
forgery detection contain only simple geometrical transformation attacks, including translation, rotation, scaling,
as well as the mixture of theirs, which lack the corresponding images for reflection attacks. In the recent year, a new
dataset called NB-CASIA [14] was created to evaluate the
performance of detection methods against reflection attacks. This dataset is composed of 510 images: 255 are
original images and 255 are forged images, which the original images are taken from the CASIA v2.0 dataset [9].
The resolution of the images vary from 240 160 to 900
600. The forged images in NB-CASIA consist of translation, rotation, scaling, reflection and the mixture with
different parameters as follow.
1) Translation: The duplicated region is translated to
the target location with no distortion.
2) Rotation: The duplicated region is rotated with an
angle θ ∈ {20o , 40o , 60o , 120o , 240o }.

5.2

187

Effectiveness Test and Comparisons

In the following experiment, we employed NB-CASIA
dataset to test the effectiveness of our algorithm. All the
forged images in this experiment were without any postprocessing operation. Examples of detected results were
illustrated in Figure 4. It was noted that the proposed
method output detection result maps with color lines connecting all the matching points to identify the duplicated
region and forgery region. Although the forged region
cannot be localized precisely to pixel level, we can easily
identify the tampered region by color lines, which is sufficient for practical detection requirements. Figure 4(a)
shows the authentic image. Figures 4(b), 4(c) and 4(d)
give the detected results of rotation, scaling and horizontal reflection respectively, which indicate that our method
can expose copy-move forgeries effectively in the case of
geometric transformations attacks. It is not hard to see
that our method can detect stable results by sufficient
matching of key points, especially for horizontal reflection
attack, which surpasses the classical SIFT algorithm.
Next, we present the analysis of the performance of
our method in detecting forged images. The results were
compared with two promising methods: Amerini et al. [1]
and Warif et al. [14]. Table 1 shows the overall performance of all the forgery detection methods which were
implemented and applied to the NB-CASIA dataset. The
input parameters required by the two methods were set as
the papers gave. TP, FP and FN values were used to calculate the F-score for each method. As shown in Table 1,
our method achieved the best performance compared to
the other two methods, which indicated that our method
is effective in detecting common transformation attacks,
including rotation, scaling, reflections and their mixture.
Experimental results show that wrongly detected original
images almost have intrinsically similar areas and undetected forged images all have highly uniform region resulting in unreliable feature points.

3) Scaling: The duplicated region is scaled with a scal- Table 1: The F-score with TP, FP, FN for each method
ing factor s ∈ {0.6, 0.8, 1.2, 1.4, 1.6}.
using the NB-CASIA dataset
4) Reflection: The duplicated region is flipped horizontally or vertically.

Methods
Amerini et al. [1]
Warif et al. [14]
Our method

5) Mixture of attacks: The duplicated region is distorted with a mixture of attacks.
Our experiments were implemented using MATLAB
R2015a on an Intel Core i7 3.4GHz processor with 8GB
memory. The detection performance was measured in
terms of F-score by the image-level, which is defined as

5.3

TP
215
237
242

FP
9
9
7

FN
40
18
13

F-score
0.898
0.946
0.960

Robustness Test

Based on the previous analysis that showed the effective(3) ness of our method in terms of reflection attack, in this
section we further explore the robustness of the proposed
where true positive (TP), false negative (FN) and false method especially in the case of reflection attack. Thus,
positive (FP) represent the number of detected forged we selected an original image at random from NB-CASIA
images, undetected forged images and wrongly detected dataset to test the robustness. First, the bird in the imoriginal images, respectively.
age was selected as target area. Then, the target area was
F =

2T P
2T P + F N + F P
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(a) Authentic image

(b) Detected result of rotation

(c) Detected result of scaling

(d) Detected result of horizontal reflection
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Figure 4: Examples of detected results using our method
copied, flipped horizontally and vertically respectively to
create two forged images. The forged images and detected
results for horizontal reflection and vertical reflection are
shown in Figures 5(a) and 5(b), which indicate that our
method performs well in the case of simple reflection.
Next, we created a forged image in the case of vertical reflection with occlusion, where it was actually quite
common. The forged image and detected result are shown
in Figure 5(c). In view of this kind of situation, the proposed method remains valid. Besides, in practical situations rotation and scaling might be used in combination
with reflection attacks, which is a direct challenge to most
existing techniques. On account of this, we made the corresponding experiments. Figure 5(d) showed the forged
image and detected result, which was created by horizontal reflection and 15 degrees rotation. And Figure 5(e)
showed the forged image and detected result, which was
generated by horizontal reflection and 70% scaling. Experimental results illustrate that our method is robust
enough against combined attacks of geometric transformation and reflection. In the end, we would create a sophisticated forged image involved combined attacks of rotation, scaling and reflection. We copied the bird, flipped
it horizontally, scaled it to 75%, rotated it by 17 degrees
clockwise, and then pasted it to the left side of the original image. In a similar way, the other duplicate was
flipped vertically, scaled to 50%, and then pasted to the
right side of the original image. The forged image and
the corresponding result detected using our method are
shown in Figure 5(f), which demonstrate that our algorithm work well even when the forged image have multiple
duplicated regions. The forged image in Figure 5(f) shows
the specific scenario that three kinds of attacks including
rotation, scaling, reflections and multiple forgery regions
coexist simultaneously in an image. Due to the sophis-

ticated scenario in the suspicious image, it is challenge
to discern the forgery. To the best of our knowledge, a
number of existing methods cease to be effective under
the circumstances, however, the detection result of our
method is satisfactory.

6

Conclusions

Copy-move forgery detection has been widely studied in
the past ten years. However, reflection-based transformation attacks have not been highlighted by prior researchers. The purpose of this work is to achieve high
robustness against reflections and any combination of reflection with other geometrical transformation attacks.
Thus, we propose a novel feature descriptor called FISIFT based on the classical SIFT algorithm which is the
core contribution of this paper, and then presented a detection scheme to resist to reflection-based attacks. FISIFT cover the reflection-based features by means of modifying the arrangement of feature descriptors. A series of
experimental results reveal that the proposed method performs well to detect copy-move forgeries distorted by common attacks including rotation, scaling, reflections and
their mixture, especially for the sophisticated scenario,
such as multi-objects forgery with combination of reflections. Though having achieved promising performance in
detecting sophisticated forgeries with duplicated regions
under reflection-based attacks, our method relies on the
detection of reliable SIFT key points. For some images
with large uniform areas, the SIFT algorithm cannot find
sufficient number of reliable key points. In addition, some
images have intrinsically identical or similar areas that
cannot be differentiated from intentionally pasted copied
regions by our method. In the future work, we will con-
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(a) Horizontal reflection

(b) Vertical reflection

(c) Vertical reflection with occlusion

(d) Horizontal reflection with rotation

(e) Horizontal reflection with scaling

(f) Multi-objects forgery with combination of reflections

Figure 5: Examples of forged images and detected results in terms of reflection attacks
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Abstract
The most primary advantage of Bitcoin and Ethereum
systems is widely understood to be decentralization.
However, despite the widely acknowledged importance of
this property, most studies on this topic lack quantification, and none of them performs a measurement on the
extent of decentralization they achieve in practice. In
this paper, we present a coefficient of variation method in
probability theory and statistics to quantify decentralization. Using the coefficient of variation, we calculate the
dispersion extents of blocks mined and address balances
to quantify the extents of decentralization for Bitcoin and
Ethereum systems, and the results of calculations indicate that Bitcoin’s mining is more approximately 27.3%
decentralized than Ethereum with top 19 pool samples,
and Bitcoin’s wealth is more approximately 16.5% decentralized than Ethereum with 100 samples. Our method
can be used to measure the extent of decentralization for
any blockchain system.
Keywords: Bitcoin; Blockchain; Coefficient of Variation;
Decentralization; Ethereum

1

Introduction

Bitcoin is a digital currency implementation based on
blockchain technology that was invented by Satoshi
Nakamoto in 2008 [14]. Bitcoin network is the first digital
currency system that has been tested in large scale and
long time in history. As a public blockchain platform, for
adapting to more complex and flexible application scenarios, Ethereum [3] has further extended the functions
of Bitcoin for digital currency transactions, supporting
the important feature of smart contract. The common
advantage of Bitcoin and Ethereum systems is widely understood to be decentralization that does not have any
central authority or server and their networks are peerto-peer. By storing data across its decentralized network,

the blockchain eliminates a number of risks that come
with data being held centrally.
Since decentralization is the most important property
in blockchain, many studies about the decentralization
were proposed. Croman and Gencer et al. proposed the
technical evaluation of blockchain decentralization systems, mainly focusing on the network congestion or delay
to evaluate the performance of the blockchain distributed
network [5, 8, 12, 16, 20]. They analyze how fundamental
and circumstantial bottlenecks in Bitcoin limit the ability
of its current peer-to-peer overlay network to support substantially higher throughputs and lower latencies. Their
results suggest that reparameterization of block size and
intervals should be viewed only as a first increment toward achieving next-generation, high-load blockchain protocols, and major advances will additionally require a basic rethinking of technical approaches. They offer a structured perspective on the design space for such approaches.
Within this perspective, they enumerate and briefly discuss a number of recently proposed protocol ideas and
offer several new ideas and open challenges.
Gervais et al. revealed that there are many important
operations and decisions in Bitcoin system which is not
decentralized, and they revealed that some nodes control services, decision-making, transactions and mining in
Bitcoin system, finally they gave a way to optimize the
decentralization of Bitcoin network [4, 9, 10, 13, 17]. They
show that the vital operations and decisions that Bitcoin
is currently undertaking are not decentralized. They also
show that third-party entities can unilaterally decide to
“devalue” any specific set of Bitcoin addresses pertaining
to any entity participating in the system. Finally, they explore possible avenues to enhance the decentralization in
the Bitcoin system. Ron and Shamir analyzed the transaction data of Bitcoin and revealed the occurrence of large
transactions in the Bitcoin system at a certain point in
time [11, 15, 18].
These existed research papers above are based on data
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analysis of Bitcoin transaction behavior to illustrate the
drawbacks of the low extent of decentralization in Bitcoin system. Although these studies are mainly concerned
about the decentralization of blockchain, none of them
performs a measurement on the extent of decentralization they achieve in practice. The closest research work
to ours is the paper [19] that only focuses on evaluating
a critical value of the number of nodes needed to control
over 51% of the network by using a Nakamoto coefficient,
rather than quantifying the dispersion of a set of data
of blockchain systems, such as blocks mined and address
balance and so on.
Herein, we must be able to measure the data dispersion extents of the targets of nodes in blockchain systems
before we improve the decentralization. In this paper, we
present a coefficient of variation method in probability
theory and statistics to measure and quantify the extents
of decentralization for blockchain systems. Using the coefficient of variation, we measure the dispersion extents
of blocks mined and address balances to quantify the extents of decentralization for blockchain systems. The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. In section
2, we introduce the theory of the coefficient of variation
in probability theory and statistics, and the meanings of
decentralization in blockchain systems. In section 3, we
propose a quantitative measurement method to measure
the data dispersion extent based on the coefficient of variation, and in section 4, we calculate the dispersion extents
of blocks mined and address balances by using the measurement method. In section 5, we compare the results of
the coefficient of variation between Bitcoin and Ethereum
systems. Finally, we conclude the paper in section 6.

2

Background

In this section, we first introduce the theory of the coefficient of variation in probability theory and statistics, and we illustrate the meanings of decentralization
in blockchain systems to introduce the measurements of
decentralization.

2.1

Coefficient of Variation

In probability theory and statistics, the coefficient of variation, also known as relative standard deviation, is a standardized measure of dispersion of a probability distribution or frequency distribution. The coefficient of variation
(cv ) is defined as the ratio of the standard deviation (σ)
to the mean (µ): cv = σ/µ. It shows the extent of variability in relation to the mean of the population. The
coefficient of variation should be computed only for data
measured on a ratio scale, as these are the measurements
that allow the division operation.
The coefficient of variation is useful because the standard deviation of data must always be understood in the
context of the mean of the data. In contrast, the actual
value of the coefficient of variation is independent of the
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unit in which the measurement has been taken, so it is a
dimensionless number. For comparison between data sets
with different units or widely different means, one should
use the coefficient of variation instead of the standard deviation. The value of coefficient of variation is larger, the
greater the degree of dispersion.
In this paper, we use the coefficient of variation to measure the extents of decentralization with dimensionless
numbers for Bitcoin and Ethereum systems. We consider
the extents with the two targets: blocks mined, and address balance.

2.2

Decentralization

Decentralization is the process by which the activities
of an organization, particularly those regarding planning
and decision making, are distributed or delegated away
from a central, authoritative location or group.
In blackchain systems, the decentralization means that
no single individual can destroy transactions in the network, and any transaction request requires the consensus
of most participants. Bitcoin and Ethereum also have a
peer-to-peer network for disseminating block and transaction information. Both Bitcoin and Ethereum also contain full nodes, which serve two critical roles: (1) to relay blocks and transactions to miners (2) and to answer
queries for end users about the state of the blockchain. In
the Bitcoin and Ethereum protocols, users submit transactions for miners to sequence into blocks. Better decentralization of miners means higher resistance against censorship of individual transactions. Specifically, a decentralized system (like Bitcoin or Ethereum) is composed of
a set of decentralized subsystems (like mining, exchanges,
nodes, developers, clients, and so on). Srinivasan et al.
used these six subsystems to calculate a critical value with
a Nakamoto coefficient, and to illustrate how many nodes
needed to control over 51% of the network in Bitcoin or
Ethereum [19].
In this paper, we will calculate the dispersion degrees
by two targets (blocks mined and address balance) to
measure the extents of decentralization for Bitcoin and
Ethereum systems. Please note: you may decide to use
different subsystems or targets based on which ones you
consider essential to decentralization of the system as a
whole.

3

Measurement Method

As mentioned above, we use the coefficient of variation
to measure the dispersion degree for dimensionless data
sets in Bitcoin and Ethereum systems. Herein, we elaborate the inferring process of coefficient of variation according to the variance and standard deviation, and then
we present the formula of the coefficient of variation as a
measurement method.
In probability theory and statistics, variance is the expectation of the squared deviation of a random variable
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from its mean. Informally, it measures how far a set
of (random) numbers are spread out from their average
value. Variance is a central role in statistics, where some
ideas that use it include descriptive statistics, statistical
inference, hypothesis testing, and Monte Carlo sampling.
Variance is an important tool, where statistical analysis of
data is common. Variance is the square of the standard
deviation, the second central moment of a distribution,
and the covariance of the random variable with itself, and
it is often represented by V ar(X). If the generator of random variable X is discrete with probability mass function
x1 `→ p1 , x2 `→ p2 , · · · , xn `→ pn then
n
X
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average differences on the comparison of variability between two or more data sets. Therefore, coefficient of
variation can be used to calculate the different dimensionless data sets between Bitcoin and Ethereum. More
theories about variance, standard deviation, and coefficient of variation, please refer to the probability theory
and statistics textbooks.

4

Calculations

According to the measurement method presented above,
let’s now calculate coefficients of variation for the blocks
i=1
mined and address balance in Bitcoin and Ethereum netPn
where µ is the expected value, i.e. µ = i=1 pi xi . When works. We can calculate the decentralized extents each of
such a discrete weighted variance is specified by weights them according to coefficients of variation.
whose sum is not 1, one divides by the sum of the weights.
Therefore, in statistics, the variance of a set of n equally
likely values can be written as
V ar(X) =

pi · (xi − µ)2 ,

4.1

n

1X
(xi − µ)2 ,
V ar(X) =
n i=1
Pn

where µ is the average value, i.e. µ = n1 i=1 xi .
In statistics, the standard deviation (SD, also represented by the lower case Greek letter sigma σ) is a measure that is used to quantify the amount of variation or
dispersion of a set of data values. A low standard deviation indicates that the data points tend to be close to the
mean (also called the expected value) of the set, while a
high standard deviation indicates that the data points are
spread out over a wider range of values. The standard deviation of a random variable, statistical population, data
set, is the square root of its variance, i.e.,
v
u n
p
u1 X
σ = V ar(X) = t
(xi − µ)2
n i=1
Pn
where µ = n1 i=1 xi .
Coefficient of variation is another statistic to measure
the degree of variation of observed values in data. When
comparing the degree of variability of two or more data,
the standard deviation can be used directly if the unit
of measurement is the same as the average. If the unit
and/or average are different, the standard deviation could
not be used to compare the degree of variation, but the
ratio of the standard deviation to the average (relative
value) should be used to compare. The ratio of standard
deviation to average is called coefficient of variation (cv ),
i.e.,
cv =

σ
µ

Blocks Mined

The quantity of blocks mined reflects the priority to account in blockchain networks. The data is more dispersed (or polarized), the ability of the miners controlling the entire blockchain network is more powerful, and
the extent of decentralization of the blockchain network
is lower. On the contrary, the data is more average, the
ability of the miners controlling the entire blockchain network is weaker, and the extent of decentralization of the
blockchain network is higher.
Hence, we use the coefficient of variation as the measurement method to calculate and quantify the degrees of
data dispersion for Bitcoin and Ethereum networks, and
we can compare the extents of decentralization between
them.

4.1.1

Coefficient of Variation of Bitcoin Blocks
Mined

We catch the data of Bitcoin blocks mined over the last
7 days from the website btc.com on Oct. 25, 2018, where
Bitcoin’s data will be updated in real time, as show in
Figure 1.
The green frame in Figure 1 is the data top list of
Bitcoin blocks mined. The data distribution of top 19
blocks mined in Bitcoin network is as show in Figure 2.
We can see that the top 7 miners mined most blocks,
and they can influence the decentralized extent of entire
Bitcoin network.

According to the measurement method presented
above, we use the random variable X = {161, 136, 110,
where σ = n i=1 (xi − µ)2 and µ = n1 i=1 xi . Coef- 101, 95, 90, 73, 16, 15, 15, 12, 11, 10, 10, 7, 6, 4, 2, 1}
ficient of variation can eliminate the effect of unit and/or and sample number n = 19 to calculate the coefficient of
q P
n
1

Pn
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Figure 1: Miner distribution sorted by blocks mined in Bitcoin network over the last 7 days (Data from
https://btc.com/ on Oct. 25, 2018 [1])

variation that is introduced above as follows.
n

µ =

σ

=

cv

=

1X
xi ≈ 46.05
n i=1
v
u n
u1 X
t
(xi − µ)2 ≈ 51.38
n i=1
σ
≈ 1.12.
µ

We obtain the value of coefficient of variation of Bitcoin
blocks mined is approximately equal to 1.12.
4.1.2

Coefficient of
Blocks Mined

Variation

of

Ethereum

In the same way, we obtain the Ethereum block data over
the last 7 days on Oct. 25, 2018 from the website etherscan.io, where Ethereum’s data will be updated in real
time, as show in Figure 3.
The red frame in Figure 3 is the data top list of
Figure 2: The distribution of top 19 blocks mined in Bit- Ethereum blocks mined. The data distribution of top 19
coin network
blocks mined in Ethereum network is as show in Figure 4.
We can see that the only top 5 miners mined most blocks,
and they can influence the decentralized extent of entire
Ethereum network.
We also use the random variable Y = {11389, 9569,
5711, 4334, 3748, 816, 729, 591, 589, 461, 378, 329, 315,
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Figure 3: Miner distribution sorted by blocks mined in Ethereum network over the past 7 days (Data from
https://etherscan.io/ on Oct. 25, 2018 [6])

301, 288, 256, 241, 229, 198} and sample number n = 19
to calculate the coefficient of variation as follows.
n

1X
yi ≈ 2130.11
n i=1
v
u n
u1 X
(yi − µ)2 ≈ 3271.55
= t
n i=1

µ =

σ
cv

=

σ
≈ 1.54.
µ

We obtain the value of coefficient of variation of Ethereum
blocks mined is approximately equal to 1.54.

4.2

Address Balance

This index examines the addresses of the first 100 tokens,
and accumulative total tokens as a percentage of the total
tokens in the blockchain. We believe that the decentralized blockchain should also decentralize wealth, and the
more centralized tokens means that institutions or individuals with a large number of tokens are more likely to
Figure 4: The distribution of top 19 blocks mined in manipulate token prices.
Ethereum network
4.2.1 Coefficient of Variation of Bitcoin Address
Balance
We catch the data of Bitcoin address balance (token) from
the website btc.com on Oct. 25, 2018 as show in Figure 5.
The green frame in Figure 5 is the data top list of
Bitcoin address balances (tokens). The data distribution
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Figure 5: Address Balance in Bitcoin network (Data from https://btc.com/ on Oct. 25, 2018 [2])

of top 100 address balances (tokens) in Bitcoin network
is as show in Figure 6.
Herein we can ignore the decimal digits since the values
of address balances are very huge. Therefore, we use the
random variable X = {133317, 129234, 107203, 98042,
97848, 85947, 79957, 69370, 66452, 66379, 66236, 66234,
63600, 55483, 53880, 53000, 52431, 51830, 48500, 45899,
40593, 40474, 40438, 40414, 40054, 40000, 36000, 35612,
34010, 32957, 32841, 32796, 32500, 32490, 31925, 31270,
31085, 31000, 30108, 29999, 29772, 29683, 28151, 27833,
27683, 27496, 26215, 25489, 25409, 25403, 25378, 25302,
25272, 25160, 25064, 24000, 23228, 22891, 22211, 22173,
22100, 21603, 20934, 20263, 20008, 20000, 19414, 17955,
17817, 16252, 16224, 16000, 15746, 15500, 15000, 15000,
15000, 14850, 14627, 14500, 14316, 14000, 13900, 13576
,13000 12800, 12553, 12000, 11927, 11837, 11800, 11337,
11251, 11102, 10960, 10910, 10900, 10885, 10846, 10771}
and sample number n = 100 to calculate the coefficient
of variation as follows.

4.2.2

Coefficient of Variation of Ethereum Address Balance

We also catch the data of Ethereum address balance from
the website etherscan.io on Oct. 25, 2018 as show in Figure 7.
The red frame in Figure 7 is the data top list of
Ethereum address balances (tokens). The data distribution of top 100 address balances (tokens) in Ethereum
network is as show in Figure 8.

Herein we still can ignore the decimal digits since the
values of address balances are very huge. Therefore, we
use the random variable Y = {1538423, 1510066, 1507810,
1483159, 1378754, 1024185, 1004999, 1000000, 988888,
959123, 825000, 817061, 801053, 672785, 672524, 670941,
658443, 560000, 558117, 552124, 549774, 530000, 505000,
493015, 483000, 450000, 450000, 450000, 436000, 427828,
403085, 395433, 380000, 369023, 365003, 350001, 345741,
n
1X
325000, 319500, 306276, 281380, 275000, 267786, 254248,
µ =
xi ≈ 32906.88
n i=1
250000, 245342, 245300, 234322, 232419, 221195, 220523,
v
219824, 207438, 204364, 204176, 203527, 203468, 200782,
u n
u1 X
195524, 193737, 190905, 190121, 189000, 187068, 185591,
2
t
(xi − µ) ≈ 25055.40
σ =
n i=1
183371, 180001, 176650, 172224, 169032, 166602, 164998,
163197, 150000, 142943, 141354, 137476, 135284, 132930,
σ
cv =
≈ 0.76.
132288, 131340, 130379, 130000, 128529, 126850, 125266,
µ
123450, 122862, 121861, 120347, 114939, 113762, 110195,
We obtain the value of coefficient of variation of Bitcoin 109488, 109381, 108761, 107866, 107371, 106712, 105114}
address balances is approximately equal to 0.76.
and sample number n = 100 to calculate the coefficient
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Figure 6: The distribution of top 100 address balance in Bitcoin network

Figure 7: Address Balances in Ethereum network (Data from https://etherscan.io/ on Oct. 25, 2018 [7])
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Figure 8: The distribution of top 100 address balances in Ethereum network

of variation as follows.
n

1X
yi ≈ 377230.01
n i=1
v
u n
u1 X
= t
(yi − µ)2 ≈ 345119.60
n i=1

µ =

σ
cv

=

Ethereum blocks mined is larger than the value of coefficient of variation of Bitcoin blocks mined, as show in
Figure 9.

σ
≈ 0.91.
µ

We also obtain the value of coefficient of variation of
Ethereum address balances is approximately equal to
0.91.

5

Comparison and Analysis

We present the comparison of decentralization extents between Bitcoin and Ethereum, and we analyze the centralized and decentralized influences in Bitcoin and Ethereum
networks.
Figure 9: Coefficients of variation of blocks mined comparison between Bitcoin and Ethereum

5.1

Blocks Mined Index

This index examines how many individual or organizational unions are needed to control more than 50% account power. For example, how many pools in PoW will
add up to 50% of the total net power. This index intuitively reflects the difficulty of controlling a digital currency through 51% attacks. We believe that the more
decentralized the blockchain, the less likely it is to control the entire blockchain by controlling a few individuals
or organizations.
According to the results of calculations of coefficients
of variation above, the value of coefficient of variation of

As shown in Figure 9, Bitcoin mining is more decentralized than Ethereum as measured by blocks mined over
the past 7 days. Ethereum mining is somewhat more centralized.

5.2

Address Balance Index

This index is a more controversial indicator, because
many people would argue that addresses with a large
number of tokens may be exchanges. Actually, those tokens are not exchanges, but are temporarily deposited in
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exchanges. Herein, we still believe that address balance
decentralization is an important factor in the real decentralization of digital money.
According to the results of calculations of coefficients
of variation above, the value of coefficient of variation of
Ethereum address balance is also larger than the value of
coefficient of variation of Bitcoin address balance, as show
in Figure 10.

6
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Conclusions

Decentralization is the most important property of networks like Bitcoin and Ethereum. It is critical to be able
to measure the extents of decentralization. More importantly, the coefficient of variation method is one such general measurement method adapting to quantify dispersion
for any data set. Therefore, given a proposed blockchain
network, we can calculate its coefficient of variation for
kinds of targets which you think they are important, and
analyze whether this is plausibly a decentralization bottleneck for the network.
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Abstract
Trusted cloud architecture provides secure and trustworthy execution environment for cloud computing users,
which protects the private data’s computing and storage security. However, with the rapid development of
mobile cloud computing, there is currently still no secure solution for mobile terminals accessing trusted cloud
architecture. Aiming at the above issues, a secure access scheme of cloud services for trusted mobile terminals is proposed. The program fully considers the
background of mobile cloud computing applications, uses
ARM TrustZone hardware-based isolation technology to
build a trusted mobile terminal that could protect cloud
service customers and security-sensitive operations on
the terminal from malicious attacks. Physical unclonable function (PUF), the key and sensitive data management mechanism is put forward. The secure access
protocol is designed based on the trusted mobile terminal and by employing trusted computing technology. The
protocol is compatible with trusted cloud architecture
and establishes end-to-end authenticated channel between
cloud server and the mobile client. Six security properties of the scheme are analyzed and a scenario-based
mobile cloud storage example is presented. Finally a prototype system is implement. Experimental results show
that the proposed scheme has good expandability and secure controllability. Moreover, the scheme achieves small
TCB((trusted computing base) for mobile terminal and
high operating efficiency for cloud users.
Keywords: Mobile Cloud Computing; PUF; Secure Access;Trusted Computing; TrustZone

1

bile Cloud Computing Forum [4] and Intel Aepona [3]
give the relevant definition, mobile cloud computing is a
comprehensive technology for mobile terminal devices to
outsource data processing and data storage to resourcerich computing platforms through mobile cloud applications. Mobile cloud computing can be effective reduce
the cost of computing resources, storage resources and
electricity and can enhance the usability of complex applications in mobile terminals [2]. Mobile cloud computing presents software as a service’s (referred to as SaaS)
level [10] to the users, users use mobile devices to thin
client software or web browser through a wireless network to access remote cloud services. In recent years,
mobile cloud computing promotion areas include cloud
office, cloud mail, cloud storage, cloud payment, cloud
games and cloud video. Companies have also launched
corresponding support technologies and products for mobile cloud computing, including Apple’s iCloud, Google’s
Cloud Console, Microsoft’s OneDrive and Amazon’s AppStrea,which have greatly improved the convenience of mobile users to experience cloud services. The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
• For the mobile cloud computing scenario, a method
based on TrustZone technology to build a trusted
mobile terminal is proposed to ensure the security
and reliability of the cloud service client program and
related sensitive operations in the mobile terminal.
• A key and sensitive data management mechanism
based on PUF technology is proposed. This mechanism cooperates with TrustZone technology to provide a trusted root function for trusted mobile terminals and cloud service security access.

Introduction

With the rapid development of cloud computing technology, mobile terminal equipment, international mobile
communication technology and mobile internet applications, the concept of mobile cloud computing (MCC) are
gradually affecting people’s daily life. International Mo-

• A trusted mobile terminal cloud service security access protocol is proposed, which uses trusted computing technology to establish end-to-end bi-directional
authentication channel between the cloud server and
the mobile client to protect user data and cloud service access requests’s authentication, confidentiality
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and integrity in the access’ process. The protocol is protect the security of user data during transmission and
compatible with the trusted cloud architecture.
cloud operations. However, the above-mentioned building methods of trusted cloud computing environment are
Section 1 of this paper discusses the work in this area. designed for x86 hardware platform. How to access the
Related work and some research achievement about the trusted cloud environment safely and effectively by mobile
topic is discussed in Section 2. Section 3 presents pre- terminal equipment is still a problem to be solved.
liminary knowledge about key and sensitive data manIn the rapid development of mobile cloud computagement for trusted mobile terminal cloud.Section 4 ex- ing today, mobile cloud computing security has attracted
patiates on the design of secure access scheme for trusted more and more people’s attention. Related research [7,13]
mobile terminal cloud: trusted mobile terminal architec- pointed out that: the mobile user’s private data in the
ture, and cloud service security.Example and Scheme eval- mobile terminal, cloud host and communication channel
uation based on the system is given in Sections 5 & 6. on the confidentiality and integrity, are the key to mobile
Section 7 summarizes the full text and looks forward to cloud computing security. Trusted virtualization technolfuture research.
ogy and cloud architecture can protect user’s data in the
cloud host, but lack of suppling and supporting the mobile terminal and mobile network communications in the
2 Related Work
protection of user data and aim at cloud environment for
In order to solve the pro blem of information security from the design of trusted solutions. Literature [20] gives a
the underlying computer hardware, the concept of trusted trusted security isolation method based on mobile opercomputing has been proposed and popularized in scien- ating system access control strategy, which is based on
tific research and industry. Trusted Computing Group the premise of mobile operating system security. However,
(TCG) has launched a TPM (Trusted Platform Mod- the successful use of Android system vulnerabilities in the
ule) security solution for x86 hardware platform. Trusted implementation of the attack is endless, the operating sysplatform module( referred to as TPM), the TCM’s main tem itself does not provide high-intensity security. For the
TPM1.2 specification [16], was revised several times in research of trusted mobile terminals, the Mobile Trusted
2009 to receive the ISO in 2009. In 2013, TCG officially Module (MTM) specification [18] has been released for
released a new security solution TPM2.0 standard [17]. In mobile terminals, but it is not promoted in the mobile
China, the National Cryptology Authority in 2007 pro- industry due to the need to rely on additional hardware
posed a trusted cryptography module (TCM) [19] with modules, and the specification has not been promoted in
independent intellectual property rights and related in- the mobile industry.
terface specifications. As a basic security technology, an
important application scenario of trusted computing is
Problem Statement and Prelimto construct a trusted virtualization platform. The vir- 3
tual trusted platform module(vTPM [6]) can be used to
inaries
protect the security of virtual machine monitor. TrustVisor [14] provides trusted services for isolated code by cre- 3.1 Root Key Seed Extraction
ating a virtual TPM instance . Because of the advantages
of security isolation, security intervention and data pro- In this paper, the literature [24] proposed SRAM (Static
tection, infrastructure virtualization technology is widely Random Access Memory) PUF technique to extract the
used in cloud computing architecture, and it is a hot re- root key seed S, S is a piece of unique bit string ransearch area in recent years to build trusted cloud comput- domly selected by the mobile terminal manufacturer M
ing environment by trusted virtualization technology. Lit- in the production process of the device, M uses the physierature [15] outlines the concept of trusted cloud comput- cal characteristics of the SRAM-specific area in the mobile
ing platform (TCCP), which provides a closed operating terminal T to store S, therein. S is only reproduce from
environment for user virtual machines by extending the the SRAM PUF component every time T is normally powfunctionality of the trusted platform to the cloud infras- ered up and is safely cached by the key manager in the SW
tructure, thus user data confidentiality and integrity can (Secure World)). S confidentiality is strictly protected by
be effectively protected.Wuhan University Professor Zhao TrustZone.
Bo et al. [23] summarizes the trusted cloud computing environment to build the technical methods and challenges. 3.2 Key Derivation
TrustCloud [1] designed a framework for trust building
and security auditing for cloud computing. Cloud Termi- In the mobile terminal SW, KDF (key derivation funcnal [9] uses a trusted authentication method to outsource tion) is the key manager of the trusted service and has
the data-processing security of user-sensitive applications a key generation function, which is a deterministic mape where Se is the key seed space, Pe
to the cloud service provider, where the user’s local host ping: Se × Pe −→ K,
only displays the interface. CloudProxy [8] uses trusted is a set of string parameters for declaring the usage of
e is the space for generating the keys, uscomputing technology to establish an end-to-end trusted the key, and K
connection between the cloud host and the user’s host to ing the KDF and the root key seed S, a public private
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blobID

key pairs (dpkT , dskT ) that uniquely identify the identity
of the mobile terminal can be generated, the generation
method is:

k M AC , ni )).
With the storage key refactored in the key manager,
the data processor can call the Data Unseal() function to recover and validate the sensitive data from
the corresponding data block.

4

4.1
3.3

= EncskID (ID, k Enc , k M AC , ni )k
M ACmkID (EncskID (ID, k Enc ,

(dpkT , dskT ) ←− KDFs (”identity”).
Similarly, srk (Storage Root Key) can be generated in the
form srk ← KDF s(”storage root”). srk is used to further generate a storage key to store and protect the actual
sensitive data, and this set of storage key can enhance the
isolation and security. It is worth emphasizing that the
private keys of all storage keys and device keys generated
here never leave the SW and are not stored on the nonvolatile memory of the mobile device. If needed, they will
be used in the same way as the KDF way refactoring,
which can reduce the risk of key loss.
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Sensitive Data Management

Design of Secure Access Scheme
for Trusted Mobile Terminal
Cloud Service
Trusted Mobile Terminal Architecture

With TrustZone and PUF technology, we designed a
trusted mobile terminal architecture for cloud computing
scenarios. On the basis of the existing mobile terminal
hardware architecture, our trusted terminal program is
based on software design and implementation as a focus,
targeting low cost, flexibility and scalability. Figure 1
shows the proposed trusted mobile terminal architecture
and the interaction between the various components of
the details in this paper.
Using the method given in literature [21], it is possible to construct TEE (Trusted Execution Environment)
safely and efficiently in the TrustZone SW, The TEE
implemented in the SW is physically isolated from the
universal mobile system environment implemented in the
NW (Normal World), running a custom TEE OS in OS
to executing security-sensitive program code. There is a
Universal Mobile OS running on the NW, which can be
an Android or iOS system capable of performing regular
mobile applications, and the functions of each component
• For the public key apk, the encapsulation only needs
described in details below.
to protect the integrity of the public key to prevent
mobile applications are malicious tampering caused 1) Trusted agent: The trusted agent interacts directly
public key damage, the steps are as follows:
with the mobile application in the NW. The component receives a trusted service request from the
mkapk ←− KDFsrk (”storage key”, ”M AC”, apk),
mobile application, assembles the command for callblobapk ←− Data Seal(”M AC”, mkapk , apk);
ing the trusted service component in the SW (Secure World) according to the request type, and prewhere KDFsrk means storage root from key derivapares for the substantial security operation in the
tion function, among them,
SW. The component contains the following two subblobapk = apkkM ACmkapk (apk).
components:

A variety of storage keys derived from srk encapsulate
and store the public key apk of the application service
provider A and the key package (ID, k Enc , k M AC , ni ) is
required for the cloud service session. The key data’s
specific meaning and usages will be described in detail
in Section 4.1. The encapsulation operation is performed
in the data processor of the SW trusted service. The
data processor implements the data encapsulation function Data Seal(). The encapsulated data block can be
stored in the public nonvolatile memory of the device.
In this paper, M ACk (m) represent the calculation of the
message authentication code for the data m by using the
key k; Enck (m) means that the data m is encrypted with
the key k, and the symmetric and asymmetric encryption
can be expressed according to the type of k; Signk (m)
represents the signature operation; k indicates the connection of the data. The following are the specific encapsulation methods:

• For the key package (ID, k Enc , k M AC , ni ), when
packing,we need to protect their confidentiality and
integrity to prevent the rival’s theft or tampering, the
steps are as follows:
(skID , mkID ) ←−

KDFsrk (”storage key”,
”Enc + M AC”, ID),

blobID

←−

Data Seal(”Enc + M AC”, skID ,
mkID , (ID, k enc , k M AC , ni ));

• Software stack: Mobile applications to provide
high-level trusted service interface, responsible
for resolving the application request data, and
return the results of service response;
• Command caller: Assembling the trusted service invocation command, interacting with the
trusted service component in the SW, and transmitting the command through the canonical
Global Platform TEE client API [5], requesting the NW to switch to the SW by means of
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the NW underlying driver and wait for the data
to return.

non-security-sensitive functions, App trustlet is responsible for collecting and pre-processing sensitive
data information needed to access the cloud service
and presenting it to the trusted service for operation
of the secure access protocol. When the App needs
to access the cloud service through the implementation of secure access protocol, it calls trusted agent
software stack to make trusted service requests. After TrustZone uses the system interrupt to complete
the NW to SW switchover, the Trusted Service will
load the startup App trustlet whose code integrity
is measured by the logical engine of the trusted service. Based on our previous study work [22], once the
App trustlet is found to have been tampered with by
an adversary using the whitelist mechanism in the
SW, it can be disabled. When the App trustlet is
properly started, the user can send cloud service user
name and password and other sensitive data information into App trustlet in the security mode, and
then hand over to the trusted service for processing. The App implements the communication with
the App trustlet through the inter-domain communication mechanism [12] provided by TrustZone, where
the mobile application design conforms to the current
TrustZone’s normal application mode.

2) Trusted service: Trusted service component is a core
component of Trusted Mobile Terminal, which not
only realizes Trusted Computing related functions,
such as Trust Root Rendering, Key and Sensitive
Data Management and Trusted Environment Authentication, but also implements the security crediting protocol execution in mobile terminal Logic. The
code execution of this component is protected by the
TrustZone quarantine mechanism and consists of the
following five subcomponents:
• API functions: Receive trusted service requests
from trusted agents in the NW, parse command
data, pass operational instructions to the logic
engine, and wait for the results to return to the
trusted agent;
• Key manager: Use the root key seed extracted
from the SRAM PUF to produce a variety of
cryptographic keys and provide the key to the
data processor for user;
• Data handlers: In order to prevent adversaries
from forging security parameters (usually user
names and passwords), the data processor receives only the parameter input from the mobile
application trusted cell in the SW and passes the
parameters to the logic engine. In addition, the
subcomponent is also responsible for the encapsulation and de-encapsulation of sensitive data,
encapsulated data can be stored in the general
non-volatile memory of the mobile device;
• Crypto library: It provides cryptographic algorithm support for key manager, data processor
and logic engine, which implements symmetric
and asymmetric encryption,decryption and signature verification algorithms and a variety of
message digest algorithms.
• Logic engine: Obtains the necessary parameter
input from other sub-components. According
to the designed security access protocol logic,
it performs the security-sensitive trusted service operation of the mobile terminal and outputs the execution result. In addition, the subcomponent implements the load measurement
and start-up control of the application process
in SW.
3) Mobile application (App) and App trustlet: When
the mobile user wants to access the cloud services at
C, whether it is browser or client mode, you need to
start the appropriate mobile applications. The mobile application provided by the application service
provider A comprises two parts: a mobile application running in the NW and a mobile application
trustlet running in the SW. App only provides the
user with a graphical user interface (GUI) and basic
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4) Components in the kernel: In SW’s TEE operating
system kernel, there is a drive component SW-Driver;
in the NW mobile operating system kernel, there is a
drive component NW-Driver. The above two driver
components are used to handle the request and response commands of the two world switching in the
TrustZone, which contains the communication data
of the two. As an implementation of the security
monitor defined by TrustZone, the monitor is located
in the system kernel of the SW, which controls the
underlying hardware to perform the specific actions
of the TrustZone world switch. In addition to these
special components, the OS kernel implementation in
the NW has a variety of generic hardware’s driver, including network communication drivers, which is relied by the data communication between the trusted
mobile terminal and the cloud service.
5) Components in the hardware: Trusted mobile terminal hardware support ARM TrustZone extension
technology, by the protection of the technology, the
SRAM PUF physical components located in the
hardware can only be accessed by the SW, and the
software algorithm of the PUF is implemented by the
key manager of the trusted service.

4.2

Cloud Service Security Access Protocol

The interactive participant entities of the cloud security
access protocol are T, A, and C, and an overview of the
protocol implementation is shown in Figure 2 under normal circumstances. In a certain period of time, when T
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Figure 1: Architecture of trusted mobile terminal for cloud computing

first accesses a cloud service located at C, it first sends an
authorization request for access service to A; after charging and legitimacy authentication, A generates a session
key package and issues it to T; at the same time, A will be
certified to the user data sent to C through the security
channel, here, we do not distinguish the user management
host in C and service operations host; after obtaining
the authorized session key package, T sends the service
access request to C by using the relevant key and the
authentication information; after C verified the request,
the verification results will return to T; then complete
access authentication, T and C start a normal cloud service interaction. The secure access protocol we provide
can be interfaced with the trusted cloud architecture to
achieve bidirectional authentication between the T and C
secure execution environments. This paper assumes that
C adopts the trusted cloud architecture proposed in literature [8], when returning the T service access request
verification result, C will attach the integrity metric of
the cloud service program from cloud host.
The secure access protocol with the trusted mobile terminal as the core consists of 4 parts, authorization application, access request, authentication response and au- Figure 2: An overview of secure access protocol under
thorization revocation. Among them, the authorization normal condition
application is only executed in three cases: (1) The first
time users use T to request access to cloud services; (2)
The last authorization application has expired; (3) Due
to network error or malicious attack, authorization was
revoked. After successfully executing the authorization
request, the user can use T to request access to the cloud
service several times within a certain period of time. The
access request and authentication response of the protocol
can be executed multiple times.
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4.2.1

Application for Authorization

In this part of the agreement, the user using T sends a
cloud service access authorization request to A, and A
verifies the relevant parameters in the application. After
determining the legality of the T and its users, generate a
secret for the future conversation between T and C. The
key package is sent to both parties, as follows:
1) The user operates the App in NW to request access
to the cloud service, TrustZone switches to SW, and
T calls KDF to generate the message integrity protection key mkauth, which is used to protect the integrity of data communication when A sends a session key package to T. The key generation method is
as follows:
mkauth ←− KDFs (”session key”, ”M AC”, r),
among them, r is the key generated by the key manager for generating different mkauth .
2) When T loads the launch App trustlet in the SW, it
performs integrity metrics on the loaded code, and
uses the hash function to get the metric µ(app).
Based on our whitelist mechanism [12], we can find
the tampering of the App trustlet, if tampered, the
agreement will terminate execution.
3) The user input user name user and password pswd of
the login cloud service to the SW’s App trustlet, and
the App trustlet calculates the password hash value
H(pswd), and sends it to the data processor of the
trusted service along with the username, and App
trustlet will be shut down by the trusted service.
4) The logic engine of the trusted service in SW calls the
authorization application API: Apply(), generates
the authorization request message m apply: m apply
←− Apply(CertT , dskT , blobapk , mkauth , µ(app),
user, H(pswd)). The API specifically performs the
following operations:
a. Call the key manager to reconstruct the device
key private key dskT ;
b. Call the key manager to reconstruct the apk
storage protection key, call the data processor
to unblock blobapk , then get the correct apk;
c. Call the signature function Generate the signature:
w := SigndskT (mkauth , u(app), user, H(pswd));
d. Call the encryption function to generate the end
of the communication message:
m apply :== Encapk (CertT , mkauth , u(app),
user, H(pswd), w).
Here, apk is derived from A, in fact, A generates
a pair of public-private key pairs (apk, ask) for
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each application issued, apk can be extracted
by T for authentication communication with A
when the application is installed; in addition,
apk can uniquely identify an application.
5) T switches from SW to NW, sends m apply to A, A
decrypts the message with its own private key ask,
uses the public key M certificate CertT issued by authority, and obtains the device key public key dpkT
of T , verifying the signature of the relevant data, extracting valid data tuples of the authorization request
message:
(mkauth , µ(app), user, H(pswd)).
6) A verifies the integrity measure µ(app) of the App
trustlet in T according to their published application
code, and uses the user and H(pswd) verify the legitimacy of the user account, you can check the balance
of the account: if the relevant authentication fails,
returns the message and reason why the application
of T failed; if all authentication passes, A generates
a session key packet tuple (ID, k Enc , k M AC , n0 ) for
T and C, where ID uniquely identifies the key package; k Enc is used to protect the confidentiality of the
conversation; k M AC is used to protect the integrity
of the session; n0 is a randomly selected nonce value
and to prevent replay attacks. T and C access once
correct service connection, each of the value will plus
1, so the (i + 1)th connection get ni ;
7) A is the authorized session key package for T , and
A will use the dpkT encryption to generate σ after
signing the session cipher package:
σ := EncdpkT (apk, (ID, k Enc , k M AC , n0 ),
Signask (ID, k Enc , k M AC , n0 )).
Among them, apk is used to identify the application
corresponding to the encrypted data, and A generates an authorization response message in the following manner:
m reply := σkM ACmkauth (σ).
8) A sends m reply to T and sends (ID, k Enc , k M AC ,
n0 ) along with user and µ(app) to C through the security channel. If C finds the same user’s previous
session in the database package through user, the old
key package is deleted. The lifetime of the session
key package can be set to a different length depending on the security sensitivity of the cloud service,
which can be 1 day, 7 days, or 30 days. The validity
period is recorded at C, and if the expiration date is
exceeded, the session key package will automatically
invalidated, and the expired session key package is
periodically cleaned and deleted by C;
9) After T receives m reply, it switches to SW , and
the trusted service parses m reply. After verifying
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the message integrity and signature correctness, the
extracted session key package (ID, k Enc , k M AC , n0 )
is encapsulated as a blobID and stored in a mobile
device.
4.2.2

Access Request

In this part of the protocol, T uses the session key package
to send a cloud service access request to C. The specific
steps are as follows:
1) T reloads start App trustlet, and measures the loaded
the integrity of the code once again, the use of hash
function to obtain the metric µ0 (app), you can use
the white list mechanism to check again whether the
App trustlet is tampered;
2) The logical engine of the trusted service in SW calls
the cloud service access request API: Request() generates m request:
m request ⇐= Request(blobID , µ0 (app)).
The API specifically performs the following operations:
1) Call the key manager to reconstruct the storage protection key of the session key package, and call the
data processor to unlock the blobID to get the correct
session key packet tuple (ID, k Enc , k M AC , ni );
2) Generate cloud service access request communication
message m request:
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2) C uses the legitimate key package parsing m request,
and matches the value of ni to the current nonce
value of the session key package record in the
database, if they are not the same, then return the
validation failure response to T , T will re-execute the
authorization request protocol.
3) C matches the µ0 (app) in m request with the original µ(app) of the corresponding session key package
in the database, if not the same, that App Trustlet
in T is likely to have been tampered, C will reject
the access request of T , and the response to the authentication failure is returned.
4) After the above 3-step verification, C uses the security method in the trusted cloud architecture to
generate an integrity metric µ(csp) of the program
running the T-requested cloud service in the virtual
machine. In some specific application scenarios , the
metric may be derived from a hash metric for the
entire virtual machine image, for µ(csp) certification
methods can refer to the specific agreement of the
cloud architecture.
5) C generates a communication message m response
for the verification response:
m response
:= IDkEnckEnc (”response”, passed”, ni , apk,
µ(csp))kM ACkM AC (ID, EnckEnc (”response”,
”passed”, ni , apk, µ(csp))).

m request := IDkEnckEnc (”request”, ni , µ0 (app))k 6) After C sends m response to T , it updates the nonce
value: ni+1 = ni +1, and sets the nonce limit value of
M ACkM AC (ID, EnckEnc (”request”,
the access service to be limit n = ni + j, j represents
ni , µ0 (app))).
the T access to the cloud service after the verification.
If ni+x > limit n of C at the xth access, T needs to
Among them, ID is used to tell C which session key
re-execute the access request protocol to let C update
packet to use to decrypt and verify the message; the
and set limit n;
request is a command parameter that identifies the
execution of the cloud service at the request C. Here, 7) After receiving m response, T switches to SW to
parse and verify it. Meanwhile, it updates the nonce
the command to apply for access to the cloud service
value of the itselves’ session key package: ni+1 =
is indicated.
ni + 1. The security method with trusted cloud ar3) T switches to NW and sends m request to C.
chitecture can verify the integrity of the cloud service program through µ(csp). After the verification
4.2.3 Verify the Response
is passed, the App trustlet transmits command parameters to the trusted service according to the speIn this part of the protocol, C uses the session key packcific function of the user requesting the cloud service.
age to parse the access request from T , and returns the
The trusted service uses the session key package to
verification result and the integrity measure of the cloud
assemble the cloud service operation command, and
service executive to T , and the concrete steps are as folcommunicates with C to complete the specific Cloud
lows:
service features.
1) After receiving the m request, C finds the corresponding session key package in the database accordMobile Cloud Storage Applicaing to ID, to check whether the session key package 5
is still valid, expires or revokes, or fails to find the
tion Examples
key package. In case, C sends a response marked as
verification failure to T , and T will re-execute the Based on the proposed secure access solution for mobile
authorization application agreement.
terminal cloud services, we designed a mobile cloud stor-
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age application instance MCFile. MCFile security objectives including: (1) protecting the confidentiality and
integrity of mobile terminal users sending and receiving
files to the cloud server; (2)The cloud server can enforce mandatory security authentication and access control policies for mobile terminal users’ access requests
and file access. The cloud storage service operation commands implemented by MCFile can be: create files (create). Delete files, write files, read files, addrights, and removerights. Assuming that there are two users whose user
names are user1 and user2, user1 stores the file named
Fuser1 in the cloud. Then, after the user1 successfully
performs the authentication response of the cloud service
security access protocol using the mobile terminal T, he
can generate the following cloud service request command
in the SW to read the cloud file Fuser1 :
IDkEnckEnc (”read”, Fuser 1 , ni+1 )kM ACkM AC (ID,
EnckEnc (”read”, Fuser 1 , ni+1 )).
After C received the command, find the associated session key package and user name of user1 according to the
ID. After parsing the request command and verifying the
legitimacy of the command, C checks the user1’s permission for the file Fuser1. If it is judged as readable, the
following service response will be returned: where File
(Fuser1) represents the file entity specified by Fuser1, the
use of data block technology can achieve large volume of
the file network encryption transmission. If user1 wants
to share the file Fuser1 with user2, it can add the read
permission of Fuser1 to user2. The corresponding cloud
service request command is as follows:
IDkEnckEnc (”addright”, user2, ”read”, Fuser1 , ni+1 )
kM ACkM AC (ID, EnckEnc (”addright”, user2,
”read”, Fuser1 , ni+1 )).
After receiving the column verification, C adds a user2
readable entry in the permission list of file Fuser1 , but at
this time the owner of Fuser1 is still user1, and user1 can
send a command to cancel the read permission of user2
to Fuser1 . In addition, when the symbol * is used in the
above request command instead of user2, user1 assigns
the readable authority of Fuser1 to all legitimate users,
that is, the public sharing of files is realized. The other
functions of MCFile other cloud storage service functions
can be implemented by this method. Analogy, no more
description here.

6

Assessment

We simulated and realized the mobile terminal T , the application service provider A and the cloud service provider
C respectively. For the simulation and realization of mobile terminal equipment, we used the embedded development board Zynq-7000 AP Soc Evaluation Kit. The
board supports the TrustZone security extension with an
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ARM Cortex-A9 MPCore processor, 1GB of DDR3 memory, and OCM (on-chip memory) module with 256KB
SRAM.
For the application service provider’s simulation implementation, we used a Dell OptiPlex 990 desktop computer with a 3.3GHz Intel i3-2120 dual-core processor and
4GB of memory, running the Ubuntu10.04 operating system with kernel version Linux 2.6.32. For cloud service
provider simulation implementation, we used a Lenovo
ThinkCentre M8500t desktop computer, equipped with
3.4GHz Intel i7-4770 quad-core processor and 8GB of
memory, the operating system is the same as the former.

6.1

Code Amount and Trusted Computing Based

In the program prototype system, the realization of the
components of the C code’s approximate lines number
(lines of code, referred to as LoC) in Table 1. The trusted
computing base (TCB) of a device is a collection of software, hardware, and firmware required to achieve device
security. The smaller the scale is, the more difficult to be
attacked by rivals, and the security is relatively easy to
be guaranteed. In this scheme, the TCB of the trusted
mobile terminal contains only the mobile device hardware
and the software running in the SW. According to the literature [11], a certain type of SW security OS currently in
the mobile commercial market has 6000 LoC. If this type
of OS is used, plus the trusted service and App trustlet
that we implement, the TCB software part of the scheme
is only 9100 LoC. This scale is relatively small, and the
controllability of system security is relatively high.

6.2

Performance Evaluation

Using the prototype system, we experimented the related
operations required by the mobile terminal T to perform
the solution in this paper. The program include encapsulation and unblocking sensitive data and communication interactions in the process of generating and resolving authorization requests, access requests, and requests
for cloud services, among them, cloud service request and
response messages do not consider specific cloud service
commands. The operating time cost statistics take the average of 100 runs, and the experimental results are shown
in Table 2.

6.3

Performance Evaluation of Serverside Program

Using the prototype system, we experimented with the
related operations required by the application service
provider A and the cloud service provider C in the implementation of this program. In the scheme, A is responsible for receiving and resolving the authorization application messages sent by the mobile terminal and verifying
it to generate an authorization response message. In this
experiment, we take this process as a response. First,
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Table 1: Code size and TCB implemented components
Entity
Mobile Terminal T

Application Service Provider A
Cloud Service Provider C

Components
Trusted service
Trusted proxy
App trustlet
App
Authorization procedure
Access authentication procedure

Loc
2300
1500
800
500
5600
6300

TCB
V
X
V
-

Table 2: Time overheads of the operations on mobile terminal
Operatations
Encapsulation apk
Unblock apk
Encapsulation session key package
Unblock session key package
Generate m apply
Resolve m reply
Generate m request
Resolve m response
Generate cloud service access request
Resolve Cloud Service Authentication Response

we experimented with the time cost of A single thread to
complete a response, taking the average of 100 runs independently. The experimental results are single-threaded
single time-consuming 13.225ms. Then, we experimented
with the time required to complete a single response when
using A thread pool concurrent execution with a large
number of authorization requests. The experimental results are shown in Figure 3 . It can be seen from the graph
that as the number of concurrent requests increases from
100 to 500 on the abscissa, the response time of a single
request increases from about 400 ms to about 2300 ms on
the ordinate. This substantial increase is due to the fact
that A needs to be in a single response execute asymmetric encryption,decryption,signature and verify every time,
these operations consume more system resources. Our experiments are based on a generic desktop computer, taking into account that A is usually implemented by several professional server clusters in practical application,
and the optimized concurrency response will have a lot of
room for improvement. In addition, the frequency of mobile users to implement authorization applications is not
high compared to the mobile network delay. Moreover,
server response delay about 2 000ms can not be accepted.
C is responsible for receiving and resolving the access
request message sent by the mobile terminal in the scheme
and validating it to generate a verification response message. In the experiment, we take this process as a response. Similarly,we first experimented with the execution of a single response of C single thread, and the ex-

Time Consumption (ms)
0.030
0.020
0.081
0.093
129.906
128.738
0.117
0.110
0.152
0.150

Figure 3: Authorization response latency in A
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sible to design and implement a trusted terminal cloud
service secure access scheme with anonymous attributes.

7.2

Figure 4: Authentication response latency in C

perimental results were 0.016 ms for single-thread single
response. Then, we experimented with C in the case of
concurrent execution to complete a single response time,
the experimental results can be shown in Figure 4. It can
be seen from the figure that as the number of concurrent
requests increases, the response time of a single request
increases from about 0.030ms to about 0.100ms, and the
absolute value and the growth rate are not large, which
is due to the operations that the C in the process of one
response does not consume a lot of system resources. In
addition to sending a verification response message to the
mobile terminal, C will also interact with the mobile terminal in large numbers to complete the specific cloud service function response, which is basically consistent with
the authentication response. Regardless of the specific
cloud service operation, the response time overhead will
be at the same level as the experimental results in Figure
4. The request response handled by C will be executed
frequently in this scenario, which occupies a large proportion of the actual running interaction of the scheme.
The low response delay reflected in the experiment indicates that the solution has good performance at the cloud
service provider.

Conclusion and Future Studies

This paper analyzes the related security issues of mobile
terminal access cloud service for mobile cloud computing scene, and proposes a trusted mobile terminal cloud
service security access scheme. The scheme uses TrustZone security extension technology to construct trusted
mobile terminal architecture. Trusted mobile terminal
uses SRAM PUF to obtain root key seed, and realized
the security management mechanism of key and sensitive
data.Secondly, based on the idea of trusted computing
technology, the cloud service security access protocol is
designed on the basis of trusted mobile terminal, and the
protocol is compatible with trusted cloud computing architecture. The analysis and experimental results show
that the security access scheme proposed in this paper
can effectively realize the security authentication of the
mobile terminal in the process of accessing the cloud service and protect the private data security of the mobile
user in the cloud service. The program has better scalability and smaller mobile terminal TCB, its overall operation efficiency is higher, mobile users wait for the delay
within the acceptable range. In the future work,we will
do a formal analysis for the security access protocol which
presented in the program , and give a more detailed proof
of security.
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Abstract
With the prevalence of cloud computing, users store and
share confidential data in the cloud while this approach
makes data security become an important and tough issue. To ensure data security, cloud service providers must
provide efficient and feasible mechanisms to provide a reliable encryption method and a suitable access control system. In order to realize this ideal, Huang et al. proposed
a data collaboration scheme with hierarchical attributebased encryption. After analyzing Huang et al.0 s scheme,
we find that one weakness exists in their scheme such that
the semi-trusted cloud service provider can decrypt the
protected data to obtain the plaintext. Data confidentiality is not ensured as claimed. In this paper, we will
explicitly indicate how this weakness damages Huang et
al.0 s scheme.
Keywords: Cloud Computing; Data Confidentiality; Data
Collaboration; Hierarchical Attribute-based Encryption

1

Introduction

With rapid progress of network technologies, plenty of
various applications and services are proposed and realized, and cloud computing revolutionizes the way how services are provided. Cloud computing possesses superior
properties to benefit users such that resources including
storage can be easily accessed, shared, and virtualized.
Moreover, distributed computing is also allowed in cloud
computing.
In addition to the above advantages, cloud computing
can help users to save time and money because they do
not need to construct the infrastructure by themselves
completely. Cloud computing ensures flexibility. For example, users can obtain the required resources or services

provided in the cloud and keep essential data secretly and
locally. The flexible property makes more and more enterprises utilize cloud-based services.
Although cloud computing brings great benefits to enterprises and cloud users, many security issues are raised.
Data confidentiality and access control in cloud computing are serious and urgent. It is because the cloud service
provider (CSP) is semi-trusted and the data stored in the
cloud may be disclosed by an unauthorized user or a malicious employee in CSP. This denotes that data leakage
will take place if these security issues are not well and
appropriately addressed [2]. As a result, data confidentiality and access control are important issues in cloud
computing.
The reliable approach to protect data is encrypting
data before being outsourced. The traditional methods
for data encryption include symmetric encryption and
asymmetric encryption. However, the above two traditional encryption methods are not suitable for data access
control in cloud systems. As a result, attribute-based encryption (ABE) is proposed to ensure data access control
with high precision [10]. An ABE mechanism enables access control over encrypted data with access policies and
attributes among private keys and ciphertexts. Moreover, ciphertext-policy attribute-based encryption (CPABE) makes the data owner define access policies on all
attributes that users need to decrypt the ciphertext. By
CP-ABE, data confidentiality and data access control can
be guaranteed [3].
However, the previous methods are designed to provide users with secure data reading while how multiple
users collaboratively manipulate encrypted data in cloud
computing is not taken into consideration.
Data collaboration service offered by CSP supports
availability and consistency of the data shared among
users [1]. In short, cloud computing is providing most
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of the functions originally provided by computers via the
Internet. A user only needs one terminal to complete
all functions such as the website setup, program development, and file storage. In order to realize and provide secure data collaboration services in cloud computing, only
authorized users have the right to access or modify data
in the cloud. That is, CSP needs to verify the user0 s legitimacy. A cryptographic technique, Attribute-Based Signature (ABS), can help CSP verify the user when he/she requests to modify the data stored in the cloud. In an ABS
system, the user can sign messages with his/her attributes
key. Then, from the signature, CSP can check whether
the signer0 s attributes meet the access policy while the
signer0 s identity is unknown.
In recent years, many researches about the topics
have been proposed. In 2011, Hur et al. proposed an
attribute-based access control scheme in data outsourcing systems [5]. In 2012, Wan et al. proposed a hierarchical attribute-based access control in cloud computing
scheme [8]. However, the above two schemes only take
data sharing into consideration and cannot support write
operations over stored data. In 2013, Li et al. proposed
a secure sharing scheme based on attribute-based encryption for personal health records in cloud computing [6].
Li et al.0 s scheme allows write operations. Unfortunately,
the cloud still cannot verify the user0 s write permission
after receiving the re-encrypted modified data. In 2015,
Yang et al. proposed one outsourcing scheme for big data
access control in cloud and claimed that it cloud ensure security and verifiability [9]. Unfortunately, Liu et al. show
that Yang et al.0 s outsourcing scheme for big data access
control in cloud suffers from some security flaws [7].
In 2017, Huang et al. proposed a data collaboration
scheme with hierarchical attribute-based encryption in
cloud computing [4]. Huang et al.0 s scheme applies ABE,
attribute-based signature (ABS), and bilinear map to ensuring data confidentiality and data access control. In
their system model, there are five entities, central authority, domain authority, CSP, data owner, and user. The
central authority, a trusted third party, manages domain
authorities, sets up system parameters, and issues the secret parameter to the domain authority at the top level.
A domain authority is a trusted third party, manages multiple domain authorities and domain users, and generates
the master key for each domain authority at the next level
and attribute secret keys for users. CSP, a semi-trusted
party, provides data storage and collaboration service, offers partial decryption and partial signing, and is responsible for verifying the re-encrypted data before accepting
it. The data owner outsources the encrypted data to CSP
for collaboration. A user possessing a set of attributes
satisfying the access policy can access and modify the
data in cloud computing. Huang et al. also claimed that
their scheme ensured data confidentiality. After analyzing Huang et al.0 s scheme, we find that the semi-trusted
cloud service provider can decrypt the protected data and
obtain the plaintext after an authorized user modifies the
data. That is, Huang et al.0 s scheme cannot provide data
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confidentiality as claimed.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
reviews Huang et al.0 s data collaboration scheme with hierarchical attribute-based encryption in cloud computing.
Analyses on Huang et al.0 s scheme are given in Section 3.
At last, some conclusions are drawn in Section 4.

Review of Huang et al.0 s Scheme

2

Huang et al.0 s scheme is composed of six phases:
1) System setup phase;
2) Domain setup phase;
3) Key generation phase;
4) Data encryption phase;
5) Data decryption phase;
6) Data modification phase.
In this section, we first introduce the symbols and nine
algorithms used in Huang et al.0 s scheme. Then we review
Huang et al.0 s scheme. The details are as follows.

2.1

Notations

Notations used in Huang et al.0 s scheme are listed in Table 1.
Table 1: Notations used in Huang et al.0 s scheme
Symbol
CSP
PK
MK
S
SK
AK
GK
T
DK
CT
ST
Enc/Dec

2.2

Definition
Cloud service provider
Central authority0 s public key
Entity0 s master key
A set of attributes
User0 s attribute secret keys
User0 s attribute key
Global key
Access policy
Data encryption key
Ciphertext
Signature
Symmetric encryption/decryption

Algorithms

Huang et al. proposed nine algorithms and used them to
define the designed system. The definitions of these nine
algorithms are shown as follows.
1) Setup(K). The central authority takes a security parameter K as input and outputs the system public
key PK and the central authority0 s master secret key
MK0 .
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2) CreateDM(PK, MKl , S). The central authority or Step 2. Computes M Kl = (A, Dl = g (α+δl )β , {Dl,i =
0
a domain authority takes PK, the master key MKl
g δl β H1 (i)δl,i , Dl,i = g δl,i |ai ∈ A, i ∈ {1, 2, ..., m}})
and a set of attributes S as inputs and outputs the
for the domain authority at the top level.
master secret key MKl+1 for the domain authority at
Case 2: The high level domain authority with M Kl exthe next level.
ecutes CreateDM algorithm as follows:
3) KeyGen(PK, MKl , S). A domain authority takes
chooses εl,i ∈ Zp
PK, MKl and S as inputs and outputs the attribute Step 1. Selects a unique number εl and
0
randomly
for
each
attribute
in
A
for
i = 1, 2, ..., n,
secret keys SK for each domain user.
where A0 is a set of n attributes A0 = {a1 , a2 , ..., an }.
4) Encrypt(PK, M, T). The data owner takes PK, a
Step 2. Computes M Kl+1 = (A0 , Dl+1 = Dl · g εl β ,
message M and an access policy T as inputs and out0
0
{Dl+1,i = Dl,i · g εl β H1 (i)εl,i , Dl+1,i = Dl,i · g εl,i |ai ∈
puts the ciphertext CT.
0
A , i ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}}) for the domain authority at the
5) PartDec(CT, AK). A user uses SK to generate the
next level.
attribute key AK and sends AK to CSP. CSP takes
CT and AK as inputs. If the attributes in AK satisfy 2.5 Key Generation Phase
T in CT, CSP outputs a partial decrypted ciphertext
When a user joins in the domain, the corresponding doCTP .
main authority with M Kl executes KeyGen algorithm as
6) Decrypt(CTP , SK). A user takes CTP and SK as follows:
inputs, recovers the data encryption key DK, and
Step 1. Selects γ ∈ Zp randomly for the user and chooses
outputs the plaintext M.
γi ∈ Zp randomly for each ai in S, where S is a set
7) PartSign(Q, AK). CSP takes a data collaboration
of the user0 s attributes.
request Q and AK as inputs and outputs a partial
Step 2. Computes the attribute secret keys SK =
signature STP and a global key GK.
(S, D = Dl · (g β )γ , {Di = Dl,i · g γβ H1 (i)γi , Di0 =
0
8) Sign(STP , SK). A user takes STP and SK as inputs
Dl,i · g γi |i ∈ S}) for the user, where i ∈ S is the
and outputs the signature ST.
shorthand for ai ∈ S.
9) Verify(T, ST, GK). CSP takes T, ST and GK as
inputs. If ST is the user0 s valid signature such that 2.6 Data Encryption Phase
S satisfies T, it outputs true.
The data owner executes Encrypt algorithm to encrypt
the data M , defines the access policy T , and outsources
the ciphertext to the cloud. The data owner performs as
2.3 System Setup Phase
follows:
In the beginning, the central authority executes Setup
Step 1. Selects a random number DK ∈ Zp to encrypt
algorithm as follows:
the data M by using a symmetric encryption algoStep 1. Selects a bilinear group G1 of prime order p and
rithm. Note that M will be encrypted under the
generator g and the bilinear map ê : G1 × G1 → G2 .
access policy T .
Step 2. Selects random numbers α and β in Zp and de- Step 2. Generates a polynomial px for each node x in the
fines hash functions H1 , H2 : {0, 1}∗ → G1 .
access tree T with a top-down manner starting from
the root node R. Sets the degree dx of px to be kx −1
Step 3. Sets the master key M K0 = (α, β) that is kept
for each node x in T , where kx is the threshold value
secret by the central authority and obtains the sysof x and kx = 1 if x a leaf node. On the root node R,
tem public key P K, where P K = (g α , g β ).
chooses a random number s ∈ Zp , sets pR (0) = s, and
chooses other dR nodes randomly to define pR . For
2.4 Domain Setup Phase
other node x, sets px (0) = pparent(x) (index(x)) and
chooses other dx nodes randomly to define px , where
The central authority or a domain authority will be inindex(x)
is the label associated with x and index(x)
volved in this phase to execute CreateDM algorithm. For
will
be
from
1 to num(p) when x is the child node of
clarity, two cases are given.
node p and num(p) denotes the number of p0 s child
Case 1: The central authority executes CreateDM alnodes.
gorithm as follows:
Step 3. Computes the ciphertext CT = (T, E =
EncDK (M ), C̃ = DK · ê(g, g)αβs , C = g s , {Cy =
Step 1. Selects a unique number δl and chooses δl,i ∈
g py (0) , Cy0 = H1 (attry )py (0) }y∈Y ) and outsources CT
Zp randomly for each attribute in A for i =
to CSP , where Y is a set of leaf nodes in access policy
1, 2, . . . , m, where A is a set of m attributes and
T.
A = {a1, a2, ..., am }.
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Data Decryption Phase

the re-encrypted data. Data modification phase is composed of four parts, writing data phase, partial signing
This phase is composed of two parts, partial decryption
phase, signing phase and verification phase. The details
phase and decryption phase. The details are as follows.
are as follows.
2.7.1

Partial Decryption Phase

When a user wants to access the data owner0 s outsourced
ciphertext from CSP , he/she first generates the attribute
key AK = {Di , Di0 |i ∈ S} to CSP.
After getting AK, CSP executes P artDec algorithm
to partially decrypt the ciphertext. Then CSP executes
a recursive algorithm, DecryptN ode algorithm. The recursive algorithm DecryptN ode(CT, AK, p) takes the ciphertext CT , the attribute key AK associated with S,
and a node p from T as inputs.
If the node p is a leaf node y of T , i = attry ,
where attry denotes an attribute associated with the
leaf node y. If i ∈ S, DecryptN ode(CT, AK, p) =
ê(D ,C )
/ S,
DecryptN ode(CT, AK, y) = ê(Di0 ,Cy0 ) ; otherwise, if i ∈
y
i
DecryptN ode(CT, AK, y) =⊥.
If the node p is a non-leaf node x of T ,
DecryptN ode(CT, AK, x) is executed by calling
DecryptN ode(CT, AK, z) for all child nodes z of x
and storing the output Fz . If no Sx , an arbitrary kx -sized
set of child nodes z of x such that Fz 6=⊥, exists, the node
does not meet T and DecryptN ode(CT, AK, x) =⊥.
Otherwise, it denotes the subtree rooted at node x meets
the access policy T if and only if kx subtrees rooted
at x0 s children meet T . Fx is computed as follows,
where parent(z) is a parent node of z, index(z)
is the
Q
label associated with z, and ∆r,Sx (x) = j∈Sx ,j6=r x−j
r−j .
Because z is a child node of x, index(z) will be from 1 to
num(x), where num(x) is the number of x0 s children.
Fx =

Y

∆

0(0)

FZ j,Sx

= ê(g, g)(δl +γ)βpx (0)

Z∈Sx

where Sx0 = {index(z)|z ∈ Sx } and j = index(z). With
the recursive approach, calling DecryptN ode(CT, AK, R)
can have the masking factor W efficiently obtained to
decrypt CT such that W = DecryptN ode(CT, AK, R) =
ê(g, g)(δl +γ)βs . Then, CSP sends the partial decrypted
ciphertext CTP = (E, C̃, C, W ) to the user.

2.8.1

The collaborative user obtains the plaintext in data decryption phase. After the user modifies the data, he/she
re-encrypts data with T . Then the user sends the data
collaboration request Q, AK and the re-encrypted data to
CSP .
2.8.2

Decryption Phase

After receiving CTP , the user executes Decrypt algorithm
to retrieve the plaintext. The user first computes DK =
C̃/ê(C, D)/W ) and obtains DK. Then the user can use
DK to retrieve M = DecDK (E).

2.8

Data Modification Phase

Partial Signing Phase

After receiving the collaboration request, CSP executes
P artSign algorithm. CSP selects a random number
µ ∈ Zp and computes S˜0 = H2 (Q)µ and S0 = g µ . CSP
generates a polynomial qx for each node x in the access
tree T with a top-down manner starting from the root
node R. CSP sets the degree bx of qx to be kx − 1
for each node x in T , where kx is the threshold value
of x. On the root node R, CSP chooses a random number t ∈ Zp , sets qR (0) = t, and chooses other bR nodes
randomly to define qR . For other node x, CSP sets
qx (0) = qparent(x) (index(x)) and chooses other bx nodes
randomly to define qx . CSP computes the global key
GK = {Ky = g qy (0) , Ky0 = H1 (attry )qy (0) |y ∈ Y } for each
y ∈ Y , where Y is a set of leaf nodes in access policy T .
CSP selects a random number ti ∈ Zp for each
i ∈ Y and uses AK to compute {Si , Si0 }, where {Si =
Di H1 (i)ti , Si0 = Di0 g ti |i ∈ S ∩ Y } and {Si = H1 (i)ti , Si0 =
g ti |i ∈ Y /S ∩ Y }. Then CSP generates the partial signature STP = (S˜0 , S0 , {Si , Si0 |i ∈ Y }) and sends STP to the
user.
2.8.3

Signing Phase

After receiving STP , the user executes Sign algorithm
to generate the signature. The user computes S̃ =
S˜0 D and S = S0 and generates the signature ST =
(S̃, S, {Si , Si0 |i ∈ Y }). Then the user sends ST to CSP .
2.8.4

2.7.2

Writing Data Phase

Verification Phase

After receiving ST , CSP executes V erif y algorithm to
verify the signature ST . CSP executes V erif yN ode algorithm that is a recursive algorithm. The recursive algorithm V erif yN ode takes ST , a node p from T and GK
associated with a set of attributes as inputs.
If the node p is a leaf node y of T , i = attry . If i ∈ S∩Y ,
V erif yN ode(ST, GK, p) = V erif yN ode(ST, GK, y) =
ê(Si ,Ky )
ê(S 0 ,K 0 ) . If i ∈ Y /S ∩ Y , V erif yN ode(ST, GK, p) =

y
i
When a user needs to modify the stored data in the
ê(S ,K )
V
erif
yN ode(ST, GK, y) = ê(Si0 ,Ky0 ) = 1.
cloud to work collaboratively, he/she must use his/her
y
i
If the node p is a non-leaf node x,
attributes to sign the data collaboration request by using
attribute-based signature, ABS. Only the user’s signature V erif yN ode(ST, GK, x) is executed by calling
satisfying the access policy can be authorized to outsource V erif yN ode(ST, GK, z) for all child nodes z of x
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and storing the output Gz . If no Gz , an arbitrary kx sized set of child nodes z of x such that Gz 6=⊥, exists, the
node does not meet T and V erif yN ode(ST, GK, x) =⊥.
Otherwise, it denotes the subtree rooted at node x meets
the access policy T if and only if kx subtrees rooted
at x0 s children meet T . Gx is computed as follows,
where parent(z) is a parent node of z, index(z)
is the
Q
label associated with z, and ∆r,Sx (x) = j∈Sx ,j6=r x−j
r−j .
Because z is a child node of x, index(z) will be from 1 to
num(x), where num(x) is the number of x0 s children.
Gx =

Y

∆

0(0)

GZ i,Sx

= ê(g, g)(δl +γ)βqx (0)

Z∈Sx

where Sx0 = {index(z)|z ∈ Sx } and i = index(z). With
the recursive approach, calling V erif yN ode(ST, GK, R)
can have the masking factor I efficiently obtained to verify
the signature such that I = V erif yN ode(ST, GK, R) =
ê(g,S̃)
ê(g, g)(δl +γ)βt . Then, CSP checks if ê(H2 (Q),S)·(I)
1/t
equals ê(g, g)αβ . If they are equal, CSP accepts the signature and the re-encrypted data form the collaborative
user. Otherwise, CSP rejects this data collaboration request.

3

Analysis
Scheme

on

Huang

et

al.0 s
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the partial decrypted ciphertext CTP = (E, C̃, C, W )
to the user, where W = DecryptN ode(CT, AK, R) =
ê(g, g)(δl +γ)βS . In decryption phase of data decryption
phase, after receiving CTP , the user executes Decrypt algorithm to retrieve the plaintext by computing DK =
C̃/(ê(C, D)/W ) and M = DecD K(E). The above denotes that CSP is aware of (E, C̃, C, W ) after an authorized user accesses the data owner0 s outsourced ciphertext
from CSP .
Suppose that U1 , who is an authorized user and has
accessed the outsourced ciphertext from CSP , wants to
modify the data. That is, data modification phase will
be executed. In partial signing phase, CSP executes
P artSign algorithm by generating the partial signature
STP = (S˜0 , S0 , {Si , Si0 |i ∈ Y }) and sending STP to the
user, where S˜0 = H2 (Q)µ and S0 = g µ . In signing
phase of data modification phase, after receiving STP , the
user executes Sign algorithm to generate the signature by
computing S˜0 = S˜0 D and S = S0 and generating the signature ST = (S̃, S, {Si , Si0 |i ∈ Y }). In verification phase,
after receiving ST , CSP executes V erif y algorithm to
verify the signature ST . The above denotes that CSP is
aware of (S˜0 , S0 , S̃, S, {Si , Si0 |i ∈ Y }) after an authorized
user wants to modify the data.
From then on, CSP knows (E, C̃, C, W ) and
(S˜0 , S0 , S̃, S, {Si , Si0 |i ∈ Y }). To retrieve the data, CSP
performs as follows:
Step 1. Computes S̃ × (S˜0 )−1 = (S˜0 D) × (S˜0 )−1 = D.

0

After analyzing Huang et al. s scheme, we find that their
scheme cannot provide data confidentiality as claimed.
Because the cloud service provider CSP is semi-trusted
in Huang et al.0 s scheme, CSP should neither know nor
retrieve what the original data is even when users use data
collaboration service. In Huang et al.0 s scheme, the data
M is protected by being encrypted by the data encryption key DK, and only users who meet the access policy
can work collaboratively. Because it is only mentioned
that the user modifies the data and re-encrypts data with
T in writing data phase of data modification phase, this
makes two cases possible. First, the modified data is reencrypted with the same DK. Second, the modified data
is re-encrypted with new DK by executing data encryption phase. No matter which case is true, CSP can obtain
DK to retrieve data. For clarity, the details are given in
the following.

3.1

Re-encrypting Data with The Same
DK

Step 2. Computes DK = C̃/(ẽ(C, D)/W ).
Step 3. Computes M = DecDK (E).
According to the above, it is obvious that CSP can retrieve the original data after an authorized user modifies
the data. This found weakness shows that Huang et al.0 s
scheme cannot ensure data confidentiality.

3.2

Re-encrypting Data with New DK by
Executing Data Encryption Phase

Suppose the modified data is re-encrypted with new DK
by executing data encryption phase in writing data phase.
If a user U1 has ever modified the data, CSP can obtain D
after signing phase is executed. When another authorized
user U2 wants to access the re-encrypted data, CSP can
get DK with D to retrieve the data M . The details are
as follows:

Step 1. In signing phase, U1 receives STP
=
Suppose the modified data is re-encrypted with the same
(S˜0 , S0 , {Si , Si0 |i ∈ Y }) from CSP .
Then U1
DK in writing data phase. In partial decryption phase
computes S˜0 = S˜0 D and S = S0 and sends
of data decryption phase, when a user wants to access
ST = (S̃, S, {Si , Si0 |i ∈ Y }) to CSP . Because CSP
0
the data owner s outsourced ciphertext from CSP , he/she
is aware of (S˜0 , S0 , S̃, S, {Si , Si0 |i ∈ Y }), CSP can
0
first generates the attribute key AK = {Di , Di |i ∈ S} to
retrieve D by computing S̃ × (S˜0 )−1 = D.
CSP . After getting AK, CSP executes P artDec algorithm to partially decrypt the ciphertext with a recursive Step 2. When U2 accesses the re-encrypted data, U2 realgorithm, DecryptN ode algorithm. Then, CSP sends
ceives CTP = (E, C̃, C, W ) from CSP in decryption
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phase of data decryption phase. U2 uses parameters (C̃, C, W, D) to compute DK = C̃/(ẽ(C, D)/W ).
Then U2 can retrieve the data M with DK. It means
that CSP is also capable of computing the data encryption key DK because C̃, C, W , and D are all
known. Thereupon, CSP can also retrieve the data
M with DK.
According to the above, even if the modified data is reencrypted with new DK by executing data encryption
phase, CSP still can decrypt the encrypted data to retrieve the plaintext after another authorized user accesses
the re-encrypted data.

4

Conclusions

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]
Huang et al. proposed a hierarchical attribute-based encryption scheme to realize data collaboration in cloud
computing. In this paper, we explicitly show how
Huang et al.0 s scheme suffers from one weakness. The
data M is protected by the key DK, and it is supposed [9]
that only users who meet the access policy could obtain
the plaintext. However, we find that CSP can retrieve
the outsourced data after an authorized user modifies the
data because CSP can get the data encryption key DK.
Because CSP is semi-trusted, CSP should never know [10]
what the data M is. As a result, data confidentiality cannot be ensured in Huang et al.0 s scheme. According to our
findings, how to design a secure and efficient data collaboration scheme in cloud computing is still an urgent and
tough issue.
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Abstract
Aiming at the problem that the dimension of the traffic
data to be processed in the wireless sensor network (WSN)
intrusion detection method is too high, which leads to the
large amounts of computational complexity of the intrusion detection model and the weak detection performance
of the intrusion behavior. Using the principle of ensemble learning algorithm, an intrusion detection model for
WSN based on information gain ratio and Bagging algorithm was proposed. Firstly, the information gain ratio
method is used to select the feature of sensor node traffic data in this model. Secondly, the Bagging algorithm
is used to construct an ensemble classifier so as to train
multiple C4.5 decision trees which are improved. The parameters of the ensemble classifier are optimized through
10 iterations, and the dynamic pruning process is introduced. Finally, the classification results of C4.5 decision
tree are classified and detected by majority voting mechanism. The experimental results show that compared with
the existing intrusion detection methods, the proposed
model has higher detection accuracy for Blackhole, Grayhole, Flooding, Scheduling and other intrusion attacks.
While ensuring the true positive rate of 99.4%, it can still
maintain a low false positive rate and high detection performance for intrusions behavior.
Keywords: Bagging Algorithm; Ensemble Classifier; Intrusion Detection; Information Gain Ratio; Wireless Sensor Network (WSN)

1

Introduction

With the wide application of WSN in smart cities, smart
grids, environmental monitoring, medical sensing, industrial and other fields [12], it also brings some security
issues such as network attacks and intrusions. Due to the
wireless transmission and unattended characteristics of
WSN, the sensor node has limited energy, storage capac-

ity and computing power, which makes it vulnerable to
various malicious attacks, such as Wormhole, Sinkholes,
Greyhole, and Flooding and so on. These typical attacks
all cause the network traffic to deviate from the normal
network traffic, which will bring great harm to the WSN
in a short time. Therefore, as an important technical
means of network security, WSN network intrusion detection technology has attracted wide attention from scholars [26].
At present, WSN intrusion detection is mainly divided
into anomaly detection, misuse detection, specificationbased detection and hybrid system detection [15]. The
existing intrusion detection methods mainly include: support vector machine [7, 20], artificial neural network [2,
9], Naive Bayes [10], Bayesian Network [23], decision
tree [22], random forest [14], artificial immunity [8], random weight neural network [25] and other methods. For
example, in [7], a hybrid method of support vector machine and genetic algorithm was proposed. The genetic
algorithm was used to select the feature subset from the
original feature set, and SVM was used as the classifier for
intrusion detection. The method obtained 97.3% detection rate. However, the detection efficiency of unknown
attacks is not efficient.
In [20], an intrusion detection system based on SVM
and principal component analysis (PCA) was proposed.
For KDDcup99 data, PCA combined with SVM algorithm
was used for intrusion detection. This method reduces
data analysis time and improves intrusion detection performance, but it cannot identify the different types of attacks. In [9], a back propagation learning algorithm was
proposed to optimize the back propagation neural network (BPNN) intrusion detection system. For the KDDcup99 data, it has higher detection rate and lower false
detection rate, but the algorithm complexity is higher.
In [23], an intrusion detection method based on ensemble learning was proposed. By Using the KDDcup99 data,
the Bayesian network and the random tree were first used
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as the base classifier for voting classification, and then
identify if an attack has occurred. The algorithm as a
whole has high detection efficiency, but the accuracy of
U2R attacks was low.
In [14], a lightweight intrusion detection system based
on decision tree was established, which improves the detection rate and reduces the complexity of the algorithm,
but it does not detect unknown attacks. In [8], it compared the performance of supervised machine learning
classifiers, proving that the detection performance of random forests is the best. In [25], an improved clonal selection algorithm was proposed. By selecting the best
individual and cloning to detect the intrusion behavior, it
was proved that the proposed artificial immune method
is better than the artificial neural network.
In [6], a semi-supervised learning method based on
fuzziness was proposed. The unlabeled sample was combined with the supervised learning algorithm to optimize
the performance of the classifier. The random weight neural network was used as the base classifier to improve the
classification ability. However, only two types of tasks can
be detected, and multiple attacks cannot be detected.
In [21], considering the characteristics of wireless sensor
networks, a detection model based on clustering mutual
coordination was proposed. The intrusion detection rate
was enhanced and the false detection rate was reduced.
However, it is complicated to update the CA-AFSA-BP
system during the detection process. And the detection
rate of unknown attacks is not high.
In [24], a two-level feature selection method based on
SVM was proposed. Fisher and information gain were
used to filter noise and irrelevant features respectively in
the filtering mode. By reducing the feature dimension,
the modeling time and testing time of the system were
reduced. However, when the number of training samples
increases, the system overhead is large, and the classification detection performance is not high.
In [18], a cluster network intrusion detection system
was proposed. Each node calculates the reputation value
according to the behavior of observing neighbor nodes.
The base station detects the malicious nodes by combining the reputation value and the misuse detection
rules. However, because the reputation value calculation
method has a great influence on the detection rate, which
leads to the excessive dependence on the reputation value
calculation method.
In [13], in order to solve the problem of dimension
hazard in high-dimensional feature space, a SVM intrusion detection system based on self-encoding network was
proposed, which is suitable for high-dimensional spatial
information extraction tasks, and it can also reduce the
intrusion detection model classification training time and
test time. It satisfies the real-time requirements of intrusion detection, but the detection performance of R2L,
U2R and other attack behaviors is not high.
In [4], a special WSN data set was developed, and
the collected data set is called WSN-DS. It can help
researchers better detect and classify WSN’s four types
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of denial of service (DoS) attacks, including Blackhole,
Grayhole, Flooding, and Scheduling. The data set is used
to train the artificial neural network (ANN) to detect and
classify different attacks. By analyzing the above research
work, the existing WSN intrusion detection method generally has a large computational load, and the dimension
of the traffic data to be processed is too high, which cannot effectively detect multiple attack types and the detection efficiency of unknown attacks is low.
In [17], a novel approach called SCDNN for sensor network intrusion detection was proposed, which combines
spectral clustering (SC) and deep neural network (DNN)
algorithms. es an effective tool of study. The algorithm
has a strong ability of sparse attack classification and effectively improves the detection accuracy of the actual
security system. However, the limitations of SCDNN are
that its weight parameters and the threshold of each DNN
layer need to be optimized, and the k and s parameters
of the cluster are determined by experience, rather than
by mathematical theory.
In [16],a localization attack recognition method using a
deep learning architecture was proposed, by learning the
positional and topological feature based on SDA-based
deep architecture, the classification accuracy can be significantly improved, but the time complexity and space
complexity are relatively large.
In [3], a novel intrusion detection system based on
neuro-fuzzy classifier in binary form for packet dropping
attack in ad hoc networks was proposed. Simulation results show that efficiently detect the packet dropping attack with high true positive rate and low false positive
rate.
Aiming at the shortcomings of the above research, this
paper proposes a WSN intrusion detection model based
on information gain ratio and Bagging algorithm. The
model uses feature gain ratios for feature selection and
reduces feature dimensions by removing extraneous features. The Bagging algorithm is used to construct an ensemble classifier to train the improved C4.5 decision tree,
and the parameters of the C4.5 decision tree are optimized by multiple iterations to improve the classification
accuracy of the classifier. A majority voting mechanism
is used for the classification results to detect intrusion behavior. The experimental results show that the model
can identify different types of attacks. Compared with
the existing intrusion detection methods, the detection
accuracy is improved, and many types of attacks can be
detected.
The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces related theory, including WSN
network topology, feature selection and ensemble theory.
Section 3 describes in detail the specific implementation
process of the proposed WSN intrusion detection model
in this paper. Section 4 gives the experimental results
and performance analysis as compared with other related
methods. Finally, we conclude our paper in Section 5.
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2
2.1

Related Theory
WSN Network Topology

WSN mainly has three kinds of network topologies, which
are divided into plane structure, cluster based structure
and hierarchical structure [19], as shown in Figure 1. The
WSN consists of three parts: Sensor nodes, cluster head
nodes and base station. Sensor nodes are used to monitor the target area and collect data from the area. These
nodes are arranged in respective clusters, and the sensed
data is simply processed and transmitted to the cluster
head node. The cluster head nodes collect and process
the sensor node data in the cluster and transmit it to
the base station. The cluster head nodes in the base station management scope can monitor the behavior of the
cluster head nodes in real time, and the intrusion detection model can be deployed to the base station. When the
base station receives the traffic data from the cluster head
node, each piece of data is processed, and the intrusion
detection model is used to determine whether an attack
behavior has occurred in the WSN.
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into c1 , c2 , . . . , cn , n represents the total number of classifications. Then the information entropy H(C) of the
classification system is defined as follows:
H(C) = −

n
X

P (ci )logP (ci ),

(1)

i=1

where P (ci ) is the probability of the category ci (1 ≤i≤n)
at different values.
Definition 2. Conditional entropy: Conditional entropy
can evaluate the uncertainty of the value of a feature,
suppose there are X pieces of data in the data set, and
each piece of data has s features, which are expressed as
A={f1 , f2 , . . . , fs }. When the overall distribution of feature set A is fixed, the conditional entropy H(C/A) is
defined as follows:
H(C) = −

XX

p(f, c)logp(c/f ),

(2)

f ∈A c∈C

where H(C/A) represents the uncertainty of the category
C under the condition that the feature set A is different
in value, and P (c/f ) represents the conditional probability
that the category c takes the value under the condition of
the feature A = f .
Definition 3. Information gain: The information gain
reflects the importance of the feature. The greater the
information gain, the more important the features are.
Then the information gain IG brought by the feature set
A to the system is defined as follows:
IG(A) = H(C) − H(C/A).

(3)

Figure 1: WSN network topology

2.2

Feature Selection

In the WSN, the traffic data dimension is high, some traffic characteristics are not related to the intrusion attack,
and the node resources in the WSN are limited. Therefore, the WSN intrusion detection system introduces data
preprocessing methods such as feature selection and data
dimensionality reduction to remove irrelevant features
and reduce the computational load of the intrusion detection method and enhance the intrusion detection efficiency.
The information gain ratio [1] is a feature selection
method based on information theory, the specific definitions are as follows:
Definition 1. Information entropy: The information entropy of a random variable is used to measure the degree
of redundancy of the variable. Suppose that in a classification system, C indicates that the category is divided

The information gain tends to select attributes with
more branches, which may lead to over-fitting. In order to change the shortcomings of information gain, the
information gain ratio is used to judge the partitioning
attribute.
Definition 4. Information gain ratio:
G R(A) = IG(A)/H(A),

(4)

where G R(A) is the information gain ratio of feature
set A. H(A) is the information entropy when feature A
is a random variable according to the Equation (1).
The pseudo code of the information gain ratio feature selection algorithm is defined as Algorithm 1. where
num(S) represents the number of features in the selected
feature set S, and max(G R(fi )) represents the maximum
information gain ratio in the feature set A = f1 , f2 , . . . , fs ,
The first k selected features are added to the set S, and
finally the feature set S is obtained. The algorithm description is detailed in the appendix.
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Algorithm 1 Information gain ratio feature selection algorithm
1: Input: Training data set and feature selection quantity k
2: Output: Selected feature set S
3: Initialize feature sets S = ∅ /* Initialize feature set
S to an empty set */
4: Initialize all feature sets A = f1 , f2 , . . . , fs /* s is the
number of attribute features */
5: Calculate the information gain ratio of each feature
in feature set A from Equation (4)
6: while num(S) < k do
7:
Select max(G R(fi )), add the attribute fi to the
feature set S.
8: end while
9: The selected feature set S is obtained, and the number
of selected features is k.

2.3
2.3.1

Ensemble Theory
Bagging Algorithm

The ensemble classifier is a kind of supervised learning
method. As a kind of ensemble classifier, Bagging can
avoid the over-fitting of the classifier and can improve the
detection efficiency of unknown attacks. The ensemble
learning classifier includes m base classifiers, which are
trained by Bootstrap sampling method. After m times
sampling, the results of m base classifiers are obtained.
Finally, the classification results of the ensemble classifier
are integrated according to the majority voting principle.
Figure 2 shows the specific flow of the Bagging algorithm.

Figure 2: Bagging algorithm

2.3.2

Improved C4.5 Algorithm

The C4.5 algorithm is an algorithm to solve the problem of machine learning classification. The algorithm can
find a mapping relationship between feature values and
categories, and this mapping relationship can be used to
classify unknown intrusion types. The C4.5 algorithm is
a tree structure similar to a flow chart. A non-leaf node
represents a test on an attribute. Each branch represents
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a test output, and each leaf node stores a class label. The
advantage of this algorithm is that it does not require any
domain knowledge, it is suitable for detective knowledge
discovery, and it’s highly efficient for detecting unknown
attack types. For a leaf node, it covers q samples, there
are e errors and the penalty factor is 0.5. Assuming that
a decision tree has r leaf nodes, the prediction error of
the decision tree is ER, which the formula is as follows
Equation (5):
r
r
X
X
ER = (
ei + 0.5 × r)/
qi
i=1

(5)

i−1

where ei is the number of samples misclassified in the i-th
leaf node of the subtree, and qi represents the number of
samples in the i-th leaf node of the subtree.
The improved C4.5 algorithm pseudo code is defined
as follows:
Algorithm 2 demonstrates the process of detecting
anomalous intrusions in the WSN by the improved C4.5
classifier. First, if the node satisfies the stop split condition, all records belong to the same category, and it is
set as a leaf node; Then the feature with the largest information gain rate is selected for splitting, and the first
two steps are repeated until all data classification is completed. Finally, the generated tree needs to be dynamically pruned to reduce the prediction error. The algorithm description is detailed in the appendix.

3

The Proposed Model of WSN
Intrusion Detection

WSN Intrusion detection model based on information
gain ratio and Bagging algorithm, the shortened form
is WI-IGRB, the information gain ratio is used for feature selection, and then the parameters of the ensemble
classifier are optimized through 10 iterations, and the dynamic pruning process is introduced. The iteration 10
times is relatively suitable. The parameters of the Bagging algorithm are optimized during the iterative process,
and the complexity of the algorithm cannot be too high
that may lead to over-fitting of the model. The dynamic
pruning process starts from the leaf node of the C4.5 decision tree, calculates the prediction error from the bottom
to the node and the prediction error after pruning. If
the prediction error after pruning is relatively small, the
node is cut off. This process is repeated repeatedly until
the prediction error is minimized. Finally, the majority
voting system is used to count the type of the most predicted votes in the classifier and use it as the final result
of the ensemble classifier. Figure 3 is a flow chart of the
proposed WSN intrusion detection model.
As shown in Figure 3, the wireless sensor node collects
environmental data and transmits the data to the cluster
head node. The cluster head node processes the collected
data and transmits it to the base station. The collected
traffic data is selected from the base station as a training
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Figure 3: Flow chart of WSN intrusion detection model

data set and a test data set respectively, and the proposed fied, L is the result of the classification, and C ∗ is used
intrusion detection model is trained. It is mainly divided to count the predicted votes in the m classifiers Ci . The
into the following two stages:
most type and use it as the final result of the integrated
classifier.
1) Model training phase: Preprocessing the training
data set, including numeralization, proportional sampling of data, data normalization and discretization
m
X
operations, and feature selection based on informa∗
C
(l)
=
max(
α(Ci (l) = L).
(6)
tion gain ratio; using Bagging algorithm to construct
i
ensemble classifier, multiple C4.5 decision trees are
trained, and the dynamic pruning process is introduced to reduce the prediction error. Finally, the
classification prediction is carried out by the major- The proposed WSN intrusion detection model algorithm
ity voting mechanism.
in this paper is defined as follows:
2) Model intrusion detection phase: Preprocessing the
collected test data set, including digitizing some features, data normalization and discretization processing, and feature selection based on information gain
ratio; using trained integrated detection model Classification; The majority of voting mechanisms are
used to integrate classifications to determine whether
intrusion has occurred.

where m is the number of samples collected by the
Bootstrap sampling method, and N is the number of iterations of the algorithm. In the model training phase,
the Boostrap Sampling sampling method independently
trains the decision tree Ci by randomly selecting m sample numbers. Finally, the prediction function is generated
in parallel to get the ensemble classifier C ∗ . In the model
intrusion detection phase, the trained ensemble classifier
Majority voting mechanisms are defined as Equation (6), C ∗ is used to determine whether intrusion behavior ocwhere m is the number of samples collected by the Boot- curs in the WSN. The algorithm description is detailed in
strap sampling method, l is the traffic data to be classi- the appendix.
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Algorithm 2 Improved C4.5 algorithm
1: Input: Data Set B
2: Output: T-decision tree after dynamic pruning
3: [x, s] = size(B) /* x is the number of data set B, s
is the number of attribute features in data set B */
4: T={}
5: if B belongs to the same category or other stopping
criteria then
6:
break
7: end if
8: while feature set S = f1 , f2 , . . . , fs do
9:
Calculate the branch information entropy and conditional entropy of each feature by Equations (1)(2)
10:
Calculate the information gain rate G R(fj ) of the
feature fj according to the Equation (4)
11: end while
12: fb est=Select the maximum information gain rate
max(G R(fj ))
13: Use fb est as the decision node and join T
14: Remove fb est from B to get subset B*
15: if x > 0 then
16:
Return to step 3
17: end if
18: while B* do
19:
T*=C4.5(B*)
20:
Attach T* to the corresponding branch of the tree
21: end while
22: while T is not NULL do
23:
Calculate the prediction error of the decision tree T
according to Equation (5) and the prediction error
of the pruning off T leaf node
24:
if Prediction error of pruning T-leaf nodes < Prediction error of unpruned T-leaf nodes then
25:
Pruning the T-leaf node
26:
end if
27:
Pruning upward
28: end while
29: Return dynamic pruned T decision tree.

4
4.1

Experimental Results and Analysis
Experimental Data Set Selection

The experiment uses the WSN dataset WSN-DS [4], and
the simulator NS-2 was used to simulate the wireless sensor network environment. Based on the LEACH routing
protocol, each data has 23 features and simulates four attack types: Blackhole, Grayhole, Flooding, and Scheduling. A total of 374,661 traffic data were collected in the
WSN-DS dataset, and 10% of the data were randomly selected as the experimental data set. 60% of the data were
used as the training data set, and 40% of the data were
used as the test data set. The experimental environment
was performed on a 64-bit Windows 7 operating system
with 8 GB of RAM and an Intel core i5-3230 CPU. Ta-
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Algorithm 3 WSN intrusion detection model algorithm
1: Input: Train dataset, test dataset
2: Output: Intrusion detection result
3: Model training phase:
4: Preprocessing the train dataset, the k important features are selected by Algorithm 1
5: for n = 1 to N do
6:
for i = 1 to m do
7:
Sample Rifrom sample train dataset using Bootstrap sampling method
8:
The improved C4.5 decision tree Ci in Algorithm
2 is trained by the sample Ri
9:
end for
10: end for
11: Using the Equation (6) to get the ensemble classifier
C∗
12: Model intrusion detection phase:
13: Preprocessing the test dataset, the k important features are selected by Algorithm 1
14: while test dataset do
15:
Using the ensemble classifier C ∗ to determine
whether an intrusion has occurred.
16:
Output intrusion detection results
17: end while

ble 1 illustrates WSN simulation parameters. The data
distribution is shown in Table 2.
Table 1: WSN simulation parameters
Parameter
Number of cluters
Number of clusters
Network area
Base station location
Size of packet header
Size of data packet
Routing protocol
Simulation time

Value
100
5
100m×100m
(50,175)
25 bytes
500 bytes
Leach
3600s

Table 2: Distribution of WSN-DS data sets
Data Set
Blackhole
Grayhole
Flooding
Scheduling
Normal
Sum

Training set 60%
603
876
199
398
20404
22480

Testing set 40%
402
583
132
266
13603
14986

The experiment also uses the NSL-KDD dataset, an
improved version of the KDD’99 dataset, which removes
a large amount of redundant data and maintains the original attack type ratio more suitable for evaluating the
actual performance of the intrusion detection algorithm.
Each traffic record contains 41-dimensional feature data of
various continuous, discrete, and symbol types. The NSL-
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KDD includes four attack categories (DoS, Probe, R2L,
and U2R) [5]. The NSL-KDD includes a training dataset
KDDTrain+ 20Percent and a test dataset KDDTest-21.
The training data set consists of 21 types of attacks, and
17 new attack types are added to the test set. First, the
NSL-KDD data set needs to be preprocessed, and the feature protocol type, service and attack class is digitized.
Then, the data set is divided into five classes, normal,
DoS, Probe, U2R, and R2L, mapped to values 1-5 respectively. Finally, normalize the values of the src bytes and
dst bytes field columns to map the range to [0,1]. The specific data distribution of the NSL-KDD data set is shown
in Table 3.
Table 3: Distribution of NSL-KDD data sets
Data Set
Normal
DoS
Probe
U2R
R2L
Sum

4.2

KDDTrain+ 20Percent
13449
9234
2289
11
209
25192

KDDTest+
9711
7458
2421
200
2754
22544

Experimental Performance Index

In order to measure the performance of the wireless sensor network intrusion detection model, the true positive
rate (TPR), false positive rate (FPR), accuracy (Acc),
precision (P) indicators are used for measurement. TP
indicates that the true value is a normal sample and is
predicted as the number of normal samples. FN indicates
that the true value is a normal sample and is predicted as
the number of abnormal samples. FP indicates that the
true value is an abnormal sample and is predicted as the
number of normal samples. TN indicates that the true
value is an abnormal sample and is predicted as the number of normal samples. Table 4 shows the definitions of
TP, FP, TN and FN.
Table 4: Definition of TP, FP, TN and FN
True value
Normal
Abnormal

TPR

Predicted
Normal Abnormal
TP
FN
FP
TN

= T P/(T P + F N )

FPR

= F P/(F P + T N )

P

= T P/(T P + F P )

Acc =

(T P + T N )/(T P + F N + F P + T N )

where TPR indicates the probability that the true value is
normal, the probability of the prediction is positive. FPR
indicates the probability that the true value is abnormal,
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and the prediction is positive; P indicates the probability
that the prediction is normal and the correct prediction
is normal. Acc represents the accuracy of the prediction
result, and the number of normal samples is predicted
divided by the total number of samples.

4.3

Feature Selection Method

The existing intrusion detection method adopts data preprocessing methods such as feature selection and data dimensionality reduction to reduce the computational load
of the intrusion detection method and enhance the detection efficiency. The main feature selection and dimension
reduction methods are: correlation feature selection, linear discriminant analysis, mutual information, information gain, gain ratio, principal component analysis and
other methods [11]. In this study, attribute reduction
is used for WSN-DS data. First, features that have no
or little impact on data types were eliminated, and then
common feature selection methods and information gain
ratio were selected for comparative analysis. The selected
features and performance are shown in Table 5.
It can be seen from Table 3 that the experiment uses
the Algorithm 1 information gain ratio to select features, set k=14, select 14-dimensional features from the
23-dimensional features, and select the flow feature set
S={3,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,15,16,17,18}, and use Acc as
an evaluation index. Using the information gain feature
selection method, if the number of features is much larger
than the number of categories, the information gain will
become large, and the generalization ability will be reduced without using other more effective classification information. The information gain ratio introduces split
information, and the feature splitting information with a
large number of values becomes large, which can effectively control the problem of excessive information gain.
Through the experiment, the principal component analysis method Acc reached 94.91%, and when using the information gain method, the Acc was 98.52%, and when
the information gain ratio feature selection method was
used, the Acc was 98.75%. The proposed WSN intrusion
detection model has a better classification accuracy when
choosing the information gain ratio as the feature selection method. Table 6 lists the selected traffic characteristics and specific description information in the WSN-DS.
It includes the number of features in the WSN-DS, the
name of features, and the description of corresponding
features in the data set.
The information gain ratio method is used to select the
important features of the WSN-DS data set traffic characteristics. Comparing the selected features and specific
information listed in Table 6, the final selected traffic feature set is S={3,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,15,16,17,18}.
Table 7 lists the selected traffic characteristics in the
NSL-KDD. It includes the number of features in the NSLKDD, the name of features in the dataset.
The information gain ratio algorithm is used to select
the important features in NSL-KDD. The last selected
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Table 5: Comparison of feature selection methods
Feature selection method
Principal component analysis
Information gain
Information gain ratio

Feature selection result
1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14
1,3,4,5,6,7,8,10,11,12,13,15,17,18
3,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,15,16,17,18

Acc (%)
94.91
98.52
98.75

Table 6: WSN-DS data set selected traffic features
Feature number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Feature name
Node ID
Time
IS CH
Who CH
Distance to CH
Energy consumption
ADV CH send
ADV CH receives
Join REQ send
Join REQ receive
ADV SCH send
ADV SCH receives
Rank
Data sent
Data received
Data sent to BS
Distance CH to BS
Send Code
Attack Type

Description
Node ID number
Node runtime
Used to mark whether the node is a cluster head
Cluster head ID
Distance between node and cluster head
Energy consumed
The number of the advertise CH’s broadcast messages sent to the nodes
The number of advertise CH messages received from CHs
The number of join request messages sent by the nodes to the CH
The number of join request messages received by the CH from the nodes
The number of join advertise TDMA schedule broadcast message sent to the nodes
The number of scheduled messages received by the CH
Order of node TDMA scheduling
The number of packets sent from the normal node to its CH
The number of packets received by the node from the CH
The number of packets sent to the BS
Distance between CH and BS
The cluster sending code
Type of the node

Table 7: NSL-KDD dataset features
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Feature
Duration
Protocol type
Service
Flag
Src bytes
Dst bytes
Land
Wrong fragment
Urgent
Hot
Num failed logins
Logged in
Num compromised
Root shell
Su attempted
Num root
Num file creations
Num shells
Num access files
Num outbound cmds files
Is host login

No.
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41

Features
Is guest login
Count
Srv count
Serror rate
Srv serror rate
Rerror rate
Srv rerror rate
Same srv rate
Diff ser rate
Srv diff host rate
Dst host count
Dst host srv count
Dst host same srv rate
Dst host diff
Dst host same srv port ra
Dst host serror rate
Dst host serror rate
Dst host srv serror rate
Dst host serror rate
Dst host srv serror rate
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feature set is {9, 26, 25, 4, 12, 39, 30, 38, 6, 29, 5, 3, 37, 10-fold cross validation. Detection performance for differ11, 22, 35, 34, 14}.
ent attack types DoS, Probe, U2R, and R2L and Normal
appearing in NSL-KDD.

4.4

Performance Analysis

Table 8 shows the detection performance of the proposed
WSN intrusion detection model for Normal type and attack types based on WSN-DS, such as Blackhole, Grayhole, Flooding, and Scheduling.
As can be seen from Table 8, the detection accuracy of
the proposed WSN intrusion detection model for attacks
in the WSN, such as Blackhole, Grayhole, Flooding, and
Scheduling, is 99.04%, 97.96%, 99.02%, and 96.21%, respectively. The detection accuracy of the normal state
is 98.85%. The weighted average results show that the
model true positive rate is 99.4%, the false positive rate
is 1.9%, the precision is 99.4%, and the classification accuracy rate is 98.75%. The experimental results show that
the proposed WSN intrusion detection model has better
performance in attack detection in WSN environment and
can identify different attack types.
Table 9 shows the WSN intrusion detection model and
PCA-SVM [20], Naive Bayes [10], Bayesian Nerwork [23],
IG-C4.5 [22], Boosting-C5.0 [14], ANN [4] methods. The
specific results of performance comparison were measured
and compared using TPR, FPR, Acc, and P index.
As can be seen from Table 9, the TPR of the proposed method reaches 99.4%, which is higher than that
of PCA-SVM, Naive Bayes, Bayesian Network, IG-C4.5,
and ANN. Among them, the TPR of Naive Bayes method
is 95.2%, which is the smallest compared with the above
methods. However, the false positive rate FPR of this
method is 1.9%, which is higher than Naive Bayes,
Bayesian Network and ANN methods. When the detection rate of the WSN intrusion detection model is increased, the data that causes the true value of the attack
behavior is incorrectly predicted as the probability of a
normal sample increases, and then he false positive rate
increases.
The false positive rate of IG-C4.5 method reaches 3.8%,
which is the highest false positive rate compared with
other methods. The Acc and P are respectively 98.8% and
99.4%, which are higher than PCA-SVM, Naive Bayes,
Bayesian Network, IG-C4.5, and ANN methods. Among
them, Acc is 0.25% higher than Boosting-C5.0. The reason is that the selection of Boosting training sets is related to the learning results of the previous rounds, which
may lead to over-fitting and reduce classification accuracy.
In summary, the proposed method performs better than
other intrusion detection methods.
The NSL-KDD dataset is used to evaluate the performance of the proposed method and a 10-fold cross validation was performed. In a 10-fold cross validation, the
data was divided into 10 replicates of equal size. In each
iteration, each part of the data is used for verification
and the remaining nine parts are used to train the model.
Table 10 shows the performance of the proposed WSN intrusion detection model using the NSL-KDD data set and

It can be seen from Table 10 that the detection accuracy of the proposed intrusion detection model for NSLKDD, such as DoS, probe, U2R and R2L, is 99.85%,
99.35%, 59.05%, and 94.0%, respectively. The detection
accuracy of the Normal reaches 99.65%. The overall TPR
of the model is 99.69%, the FPR is 0.31%, the P is 99.6%,
and the Acc is 99.69%.
Table 11 shows the WSN intrusion detection model
and PCA-SVM, Naive Bayes, Bayesian Nerwork, IG-C4.5,
Boosting-C5.0, ANN methods. The specific results of performance comparison were measured and compared using
TPR, FPR, Acc, and P index
As can be seen from Table 11, the performance of the
proposed method was evaluated using the NSL-KDD data
set and 10-fold cross validation was performed. The TPR
of the method in this paper reaches 99.69%, which is
higher than that of PCA-SVM, Naive Bayes, Bayesian
Nerwork, IG-C4.5, and ANN. The FPR of this method is
0.31%, which is lower than other methods. The reason is
that the Bagging ensemble algorithm effectively reduces
the variance of the model.
The FPR of Naive Bayes method reaches 11.42%,
which is the highest FPR compared with other methods. The Acc of this method is 99.69%, and the Acc is
lower than that of Boosting-C5.0, compared with PCASVM and Naive Bayes. Bayesian Nerwork, IG-C4.5, and
ANN methods are high. Comparing the model building
time, we can see that the proposed method has a lower
time. The reason is that the selection of Bagging algorithm training set is random, and each round of training
sets is independent of each other, while Boosting the selection of each round of training sets is related to the
learning results of the previous rounds.
The various predictive functions of Bagging can be generated in parallel, and the various predictive functions of
Boosting can only be generated sequentially, such as neural networks, which are extremely time-consuming learning methods. Bagging can save a lot of time overhead
through parallel training. At the same time, in the model
establishment stage, the information gain ratio method
is used to reduce the dimension of the traffic data, and
the features with low importance are removed. The 18dimensional features are selected from the 41-dimensional
features. The calculation and time overhead in the detection process are effectively reduced, which is more suitable
for the WSN intrusion detection environment.
The experiment also used the training dataset KDDTrain+ 20Percent and the test dataset KDDTest-21 to
evaluate the performance of the model. Table 12 shows
the performance of the WSN intrusion detection model
and PCA-SVM, Naive Bayes, Bayesian Nerwork, IG-C4.5,
Boosting-C5.0, ANN methods.
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Table 8: Performance of the WSN intrusion detection model based on WSN-DS
Performance
TPR (%)
FPR (%)
P (%)
Acc (%)

Blackhole
98.2
0.1
96.5
99.04

Grayhole
96.1
0.2
96.3
97.96

Flooding
98.2
0.1
90.2
99.02

Scheduling
92.4
0.0
97.6
96.21

Normal
99.8
2.1
99.8
98.85

Weighted average results
99.4
1.9
99.4
98.75

Table 9: Comparison of performance of different methods of WSN intrusion detection model
Methods
PCA-SVM
Naive Bayes
Bayesian Network
IG-C4.5
Boosting-C5.0
ANN
The proposed method

TPR (%)
96.6
95.2
96.5
97.8
99.4
98.5
99.4

FPR (%)
8.6
1.0
0.9
3.8
2.4
1.7
1.9

P (%)
96.7
96.5
97.7
98.3
99.4
98.7
99.4

Acc (%)
94.0
97.1
97.8
97.0
98.5
98.4
98.75

Table 10: Performance of intrusion detection methods using NSL-KDD
Performance
TPR (%)
FPR (%)
P(%)
Acc

Probe
98.8
0.1
99.4
99.35

DoS
99.9
0.2
99.7
99.85

U2R
18.2
0.1
98.9
59.05

R2L
88.0
0.0
96.8
94.00

Normal
99.8
0.5
99.6
99.65

Sum
99.69
0.31
99.6
99.69

Table 11: Comparison of performance of different methods using NSL-KDD 10-fold cross validation
Methods
PCA-SVM
Naive Bayes
Bayesian Network
IG-C4.5
Boosting-C5.0
ANN
The proposed method

TPR (%)
93.02
88.58
96.69
96.6
99.24
99.69

FPR (%)
6.97
11.42
3.72
5.25
0.38
0.83
0.31

P (%)
94.26
88.67
96.68
96.53
99.18
99.60

Acc (%)
93.02
88.58
96.48
95.7
99.96
99.2
99.69

Model buildng time(s)
6.38
198.67
5.78

Table 12: Comparison of performance of different methods using NSL-KDD
Methods
PCA-SVM
Naive Bayes
Bayesian Network
IG-C4.5
Boosting-C5.0
ANN
The proposed method

4.5

TPR (%)
76.5
78.6
76.5
77.6
98.9
80.1
81.2

FPR (%)
31.1
27.7
31.1
27.0
45.19
26.3
26.2

Algorithm Analysis

In order to further verify the performance of the proposed
method, two performance indicators, time complexity and
space complexity are analyzed in detail. The comparison
results are shown in Table 13.
As can be seen from Table 13, the number of data
sets is X, and the number of flow characteristics is k,
m is the number of samples collected by Bootstrap sampling method, and N is the number of algorithm itera-

P (%)
83.4
82.7
83.4
85.0
85.1
85.3

Acc (%)
72.7
75.45
72.7
75.3
80.56
76.9
77.5

Model buildng time(s)
7.31
201.34
6.01

tions. The time complexity of the PCA-SVM method is
O(5kX) and the space complexity is O(X 2 ). The time
complexity of the Naive Bayes method is O((k + k 2 )X)
and the space complexity is O(2kX). The time complexity of the Bayesian Network method is O((k + k 2 )X) and
the space complexity is O(2kX). The time complexity of
IG-C4.5 method is O(X +log2 N ), and the space complexity is O(kX). The time complexity of the Boosting-C5.0
method is O(X + N mlog2 X)), and the space complexity
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Table 13: Comparison of time complexity and space complexity performance
Methods
PCA-SVM
Naive Bayes
Bayesian Network
IG-C4.5
Boosting-C5.0
ANN
The proposed method

Time complexity
O(5kX)
O((k + k2 )X)
O((k + k2 )X)
O(X + log2 N )
O(X + N mlog2 X)
O(kN X)
O(X + N mlog2 X)

Space complexity
O(X 2 )
O(2kX)
O(2kX)
O(kX)
O(kX)
O(kX)
O(mkX)

is O(kX). The time complexity of the ANN method is of the reviewers, which have improved the presentation.
O(kN X) and the space complexity is O(kX).The time
complexity of the proposed method is O(X + N mlog2 X),
which is higher than that of the IG-C4.5 method. When References
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Appendix
A

1

Algorithm 1 Information gain ratio feature selection algorithm.
Proof. Information gain ratio is a filter method of feature
selection. The Information gain ratio is defined in detail
in Section 2.2 of this paper. The algorithm logic steps are
described in detail below.
Step1: Initialize the feature set S = ∅, which will be used
to save the selected feature.
Step2: From the original feature set A = f1 , f2 , . . . , fs ,
the information gain ratio of each feature is calculated by the formula (4), expressed as G R(fi ),
i ∈ [1, s].
Step3: The first k features are sequentially added to the
feature set S, and the selected feature set S is output.
From the logic point of view, Information gain ratio feature selection algorithm is correct. After experimental
verification, the algorithm finally selects k important features.

B

2

Algorithm 2 Improved C4.5 algorithm.
Proof. Algorithm 2 demonstrates the process of detecting
anomalous intrusions in the WSN by the improved C4.5
classifier. The algorithm logic steps are described in detail
below.
Step1: If the node satisfies the stop split condition, all
records belong to the same category or the maximum
information gain rate is less than the threshold, indicating that the B data set does not need to be
classified and break out of the program.
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Step2: According to the information entropy formula
(1), find the information entropy H(S) of each feature in S = {f1 , f2 , . . . , fs }, calculate the conditional entropy of each feature in feature set S according to the conditional entropy formula (2) and
obtain the information gain ratio G R(fj ) of each
feature in feature set S according to formula (4).
The feature fbes with the largest information gain
rate(max(G R(fj ))) is selected as the decision node
and added to the decision tree T. Repeat the first
two steps until all data classifications are complete.
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Step3: In the model intrusion detection phase, preprocessing the test dataset, as in the training dataset
preprocessing. the k important features are selected
by Algorithm 1.
Step4: The trained ensemble classifier C ∗ is used to determine whether intrusion behavior occurs in the
WSN.
In summary, the algorithm logic is correct, and it has been
proved by experiments. There are detailed experimental
results in 4 experimental results and analysis.

Step3: The generated tree needs to be dynamically
pruned to reduce the prediction error. Firstly, delete
the subtree rooted at this node, Then, make it a leaf
node, the most common classification of training data
assigned to the node. Finaly, when the pruned tree
Biography
is not worse than the original tree for verifying the
performance of the set, the node is actually deleted. Rui-Hong Dong. Researcher, worked at school of comFrom the above, the improved C4.5 algorithm logic is cor- puter and communication in Lanzhou university of techrect, after experimenting, this algorithm can classify each nology. His research interests include network and inpiece of traffic data to generate a decision tree with less formation security, information hiding and steganalysis
analysis, computer network.
prediction error.
Hou-Hua Yan. received the BS degrees in Computer
Science and Technology from Taiyuan Institute of TechC 3
nology, Taiyuan, China, in 2015. Currently, he is studying
for his masters degree at Lanzhou University of TechnolAlgorithm 3 WSN intrusion detection model algorithm.
ogy. His research interests include network and informaProof. Where m is the number of samples collected by tion security, wireless sensor network security, intrusion
the Bootstrap sampling method, and N is the number of detection.
iterations of the algorithm. The algorithm logic steps are Qiu-Yu Zhang. Researcher/Ph.D. supervisor, gradudescribed in detail below.
ated from Gansu University of Technology in 1986, and
then worked at school of computer and communication
in Lanzhou University of Technology. He is vice dean
of Gansu manufacturing information engineering research
center, a CCF senior member, a member of IEEE and
ACM. His research interests include network and informaStep2: Using the majority voting mechanism to get the tion security, information hiding and steganalysis, multiensemble classifier C ∗ . Majority voting mechanisms media communication technology.
are defined as Equation (6).

Step1: In the model training phase, the Boostrap Sampling sampling method independently trains the decision tree Ci by randomly selecting m sample numbers.
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Abstract

vices, and it enables users to utilize resources on demand,
and take full advantage of cloud computing services. HowIntrusion detection system (IDS) has become an impor- ever, due to its distributed nature and easy to use, MCC
tant security method that monitors and investigates the faces many technical challenges such as privacy, security,
network security in mobile cloud computing (MCC). How- and so on.
ever, in some existing methods, there are still some limTo counter security issues in MCC like intruders or
itations such as high false positive rates, low classificacyber-attacks, it is necessary to detect those attacks eartion accuracies, and low true positive rates. To counter
lier by implementing immediate countermeasures to prethese limitations, an intrusion detection method based
vent the harmful risks [8]. Based on the existing security
on support vector machine (SVM) and information gain
issues solutions, there have been two most useful tech(IG) for MCC was proposed in this paper. In the proniques to defend mobile cloud services against intruders,
posed method, the SVM classifier is adopted to classify
such as firewall technology and IDS. In the research of
network data into normal and attack behaviors, and due
cloud environment intrusion detection problems, many reto the irrelevant and redundant features found in KDD
searchers have been using mainly four approaches based
datasets, IG is used to select the relevant features and reIDS such as clustering, classification, information themove unnecessary features. The KDD’99 and NSL-KDD
ory, and statistical theories to deal with intrusion dedatasets are used to evaluate the effectiveness of the protection problems [8, 21]. Most recently, researchers have
posed method. Compared with other methods, the experadopted different approaches like deep learning [19], Naı̈ve
imental results show that the proposed method can detect
Bayes [7], neural network [5, 25, 29], SVM [5, 9, 15, 16, 19,
malicious attacks with high accuracy, true positive rate,
20], genetic algorithm (GA) [13, 15], etc.
low false positive rate and high training speed.
Meanwhile, The KDD’99 and NSL-KDD datasets have
Keywords: Intrusion Detection; Information Gain; Malibeen
used by many researchers to survey and evaluate recious Attacks; Mobile Cloud Computing; Support Vector
search
in intrusion detection. The KDD’99 dataset has
Machine
not only been the most useful dataset in IDS, but also a
benchmark for evaluating the best performance of intrusion detection methods [2, 19]. On the other hand, the
1 Introduction
NSL-KDD dataset is a new version of the KDD dataset,
Mobile Cloud Computing (MCC) is an exciting new tech- which has some advantages over the original KDD’99
nology, which integrates cloud computing into the mobile dataset such as no redundant records in the training set
environment [4, 22]. According to Cisco IBSG (Online, and duplicate records in the test set of the NSL-KDD
2016), close to 85% of the world’s population has access dataset [3]. After data collection, most of the datasets
to mobile devices as they bring some convenience, but at require feature analysis and dimensionality reduction to
the same time, endless security issues also follow. Mo- extract and select the data that is most likely to produce
bile cloud applications move the computing power and accurate results and reduce the computing cost and timdata storage away from mobile devices and into the cloud, ing cost of the IDS [8,19]. The most recent feature analywhich enable users to access network services anywhere sis and dimension reduction methods used in cloud comand anytime [4, 10]. Furthermore, MCC provides simple puting include principal component analysis (PCA) [19],
and easy infrastructure for mobile applications and ser- information gain (IG) [6, 12, 25], genetic algorithm (GA)
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based feature selection [15], etc.
However, many researchers have used different intrusion detection techniques to provide security for both mobile computing and networks, but still, have the common
limitations on low detection accuracy, low true positive
rate and high false positive rate. Motivated by this above,
this paper proposed an intrusion detection method based
on SVM and IG approach, which detects different malicious attacks with high detection accuracy and low false
positive rate.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 presents the recent related works. The problem
statement and preliminaries of MCC and other related
theories are explained in Section 3. The proposed intrusion detection method of MCC using SVM-IG is presented
in Section 4. Section 5 gives the experimental results
and performance analysis as compared with other related
methods. Finally, we conclude our paper in Section 6.

2

Related Works

Currently, with the rapid development of cloud computing environment, the cloud security has become a serious challenge, and many researchers have adopted different techniques and methods such as machine learning
techniques and data mining to improve the capability of
IDS [5,29]. Among those techniques, artificial neural network (ANN) and SVM are the most useful methods in the
cloud computing area [12, 19, 25, 29].
In [4, 18], the detailed surveys of data security in the
MCC are discussed. Li et al. [16] proposed an IDS
model based on rough set theory (RST) and fuzzy SVM
(FSVM), the proposed method uses RST to reduce the dimensions of features, and the experimental results show
that the proposed RST-FSVM can do better for IDSs.
Hoque et al. [13] proposed an IDS model based on GA
that filter and reduce the complexity of data; by using
KDD’99 dataset, the reasonable detection rate has been
achieved but got a slightly high false positive rate. Kannan et al. [15] proposed an intrusion detection model that
combines genetic based feature selection and FSVM to
secure the cloud networks. The proposed genetic based
feature selection improved the detection accuracy of the
FSVM classifier by selecting the relevant attributes in the
KDD’99 dataset.
Zhang et al. [27] proposed an intrusion detection
method based on cloud model and semi-supervised clustering, and the simulation results show that the performance of intrusion detection method has improved.
Hoz et al. [14] proposed a network anomaly classification
using support vector classifier and non-linear projection
techniques; the experimental results show that the reasonable true positive rate has been achieved using NSL-KDD
dataset, but has a high false positive rate. Deshmukh et
al. [7] proposed an IDS model based preprocessing methods and Naı̈ve Bayes classifier; The experimental results
show that after applying preprocessing methods including
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discretization, normalization and feature selection using
NSL-KDD dataset, the proposed method effectively improved the performance of IDS.
Pervez et al. [20] proposed a feature selection and SVM
classifier using NSL-KDD dataset. Eesa et al. [9] proposed
a new feature selection based on cuttlefish optimization
algorithm (CFA) and the decision tree classifier, and by
using the KDD’99 dataset, the results show that the proposed approach gives a high accuracy and detection rate
with lower false positive rate compared with the results
using all 41 features.
Yuan et al. [26] proposed a semi-supervised AdaBoost
algorithm for network anomaly detection, and the experimental results show that the proposed method can achieve
a good result even with a small labeled dataset. Nguyen et
al. [19] proposed a deep learning approach that detects
cyber-attacks in MCC, in this framework, PCA was used
for the feature extraction and dimension reduction, and
by using KDD’99, NSL-KDD and UNSW-NB-15 datasets,
a good accuracy, and detection rate have been achieved,
but they do not evaluate the false positive rate.
Ashfaq et al. [3] proposed a fuzziness based semisupervised learning approach using neural network with
random weights (NNRw) as a classifier, and through the
experiments, NSL-KDDTest+ and NSL-KDDTest-21 are
used to test the proposed method. Hammami et al. [12]
proposed a cloud computing based IDS and humanimmune system, the NSL-KDD dataset is used to evaluate
the performance of the proposed method.
Zhao et al. [29] proposed an intrusion detection approach based SOM neural network in cloud computing,
where the particle swarm optimization (PSO) based on
simulated annealing was used to optimize the SOM neural network, and the experimental results showed that the
PSO algorithm has effectively improved the performance
of the system.
In [17, 27], the approaches of network intrusion detection based PCA using SVM were proposed, and PCA was
used to reduce the higher dimensional KDD dataset to
lower dimensional dataset, and the experimental results
showed that PCA has effectively improved the performance of the IDS compared to without using PCA.
Wang [25] proposed an IDS for cloud computing using
MLP and K-means algorithm. Information gain, which
is a feature selection method, was used to select the most
relevant features and remove unneeded features in the
KDD’99 dataset. The simulation results show that the
proposed approach has good performance compared to
each of MLP and K-means respectively.
Aghdam et al. [1] proposed a feature selection for IDS
using Ant Colony Optimization that identifies important
features and improves the performance of IDS. The experimental results on the KDD Cup 99 and NSL-KDD
datasets show that the proposed method provides high
accuracy and low false positive rate in detecting intrusions.
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3
3.1

Problem Statement and Preliminaries
Intrusion Detection System (IDS)

IDS is defined as a software application or a security management tool that controls all events occurring in a computing system or network and analyzing them to find the
intrusions or malicious activities either within the system
or outside the system [10, 20]. Intrusion is defined as the
attempts that are used to compromise the data integrity,
confidentiality, and data availability in a computing system [13].
Considering the methods of data collection, there
are two distinct types of IDSs: “Host-based IDS” and
“Network-based IDS” and considering the detection techniques of intrusions, there are two approaches to detect intrusions: “Misuse or signature detection based IDS” and
“Anomaly detection based IDS” [10, 20]. In misuse detection based, the intrusions are detected by searching
for activities that correspond to known attacks; While in
anomaly detection based, the intrusions are detected by
searching for deviations from a normal behavior model.

3.2

Mobile Cloud Computing (MCC)

233

based on structural risk minimization analysis of statistical learning theory [23].
Let us assume that our binary classification has an ndimensional feature space of a training set as follows:
Ts = {(x1 , y1 ), . . . , (xm , ym )} ∈ (Rn × {−1, +1})m , (1)
where xi ∈ ([xi ]1 , [xi ]2 , . . . , [xi ]n )Ts is the input feature
vectors, yi ∈ {−1, +1} is the binary output of xi , m is
the number of samples in the feature space and Rn an
n-dimensional real space.
The classification function of SVM is defined as follows:
f (x) = wTs · x + b,

(2)

where b is the bias and w is a weight vector.
Thus, the training set should satisfy the following condition:
 T
w s · xi + b ≥ −1, for all attack data xi
f (x) =
wTs · xi + b ≤ +1, for all normal data xi
Figure 2 demonstrates the maximum-margin hyperplane and margins for an SVM classifier trained with samples from two classes either normal or malicious attack.
The main goal of SVM is to find the optimal hyperplane by maximizing the margin between two classes as
can be seen in Figure 2. The distance between two hy2
, the optimization objective is just to
perplanes is kwk
minimize ||w||, and this can be obtained by solving the
following quadratic optimization problem:

minimize (in w,b) 21 ||w||
(3)
subject to : yi (hw · xi i + b) for i=1,2,. . . ,m

MCC is a fast-growing architecture, which integrates mobile computing and wireless technology with cloud computing, where the mobile users utilize different cloud services anytime and anywhere based on the pay-as-you-use
principle [10, 18]. The cloud computing provides various
services such as Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Software as a Service (SaaS), and Platform as a Service (PaaS)
to mobile computing in order to tackle the lack of enough
storage space and processing power in mobile devices [11].
The quadratic optimization problem in Equation (3)
Although the MCC may seem to be a very exciting tech- can be solved by the sequential minimal optimization
nology nowadays, there still remains some technical chal- (SMO) algorithm using the Lagrange multipliers ai as follenges, more specifically the security of data or informa- lows:
tion stored in the cloud [4, 11].

maximize L(α) =
Figure 1 shows the architecture of mobile cloud com- 


m P
m
m

P
P

puting.
yi yj αi αj K(xi · yj )
αi − 12
(4)
j=1 i=1
i=1

m

P


yi αi = 0, 0 ≤ αi ≤ C, 1 ≤ i ≤ m
 subject to :
3.3 Support Vector Machine (SVM)
i=1

The SVM is a supervised machine learning method that
is used in data mining to analyze data and recognize patterns in the dataset for regression and classification purpose [20]. Nowadays, SVMs are used for linear and nonlinear classifications and support both binary and multiclass classifications. The datasets used in IDS are often
high dimensional and heterogeneous. Because the traditional SVMs cannot directly deal with heterogeneous
datasets, there is a need to use some kernel functions like
Radial Bias Function (RBF), Linear Function, etc. in order to extend them on heterogeneous datasets [20]. In Binary classification, the SVM finds for a maximum margin
hyperplane to separate the two classes, a class of positive
samples and class of negative samples of the training set

where L is the Lagrange function, C is the regularization
parameter and K is the kernel function.
m
P
After solving Equation (4), we obtain w= yi αi xi ,
i=1

and the decision attack function is defined as follows:
m
X
f (x, α, b) = {±1} = sgn(
yi αi K(x, xi ) + b),

(5)

i=1

where b is obtained from Karush-Kuhn-Tucker condition.
To construct SVM classifier, a kernel function and some
parameters have to be selected. There are three main
types of SVM kernel function: Linear kernel function,
Radial Bias kernel function (RBF) and polynomial kernel
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Figure 1: Architecture of mobile cloud computing
based feature selection to reduce the computation complexity of the dataset.
According to [6], IG is a method used to decide which
attribute in a given dataset is most important to be used
in the machine learning process for classifying data. The
IG uses Shannon’s entropy to measure the feature set
quality.
Let’s consider S to be a set of training set samples of
any dataset. Suppose that there are n classes and the
training set contains si samples of class I and s is the
total number of samples in the training set. Then the
expected information needed to classify a given sample is
solved as follows:
n
s 
X
si
Figure 2: Maximum separating the hyperplane and the
i
I(s1 , s2 , . . . , sn ) =
log 2
(6)
margin
s
s
i=1
The training set S can be divided into v subsets S1 ,
S2 , . . . , Sv by an attribute A with values a1 , a2 , . . . , av ,
function. It is very advantageous to use SVM classifier where Sj is the training subset, which has the value aj
as it has the ability to give very accurate results, specif- for attribute A. Additionally, let Sj contains sij samples
ically for binary classification, and it is very effective in of class I. The Entropy of the attribute A is as follows:
high dimensional datasets. In addition to that, the SVM
v
X
s1j + s2j + · · · + snj
classifier is very robust against overfitting and outliers.
× I(s1j , . . . , snj ). (7)
E(A) =
s
j=1

3.4

Information Gain Based Feature SeTherefore, the IG for attribute or feature A can be
lection (IG)
calculated as follows:

The datasets, which are mostly used for analyzing IDSs
like KDD’99 and NSL-KDD datasets, have been facing
a serious problem of large amount of records including redundant and irrelevant records, as well as relevant
records. To counter this above problem, many researchers
have adopted various methods like dimensionality reduction, feature selection and so on. According to [1], feature
selection is a task of identifying the relevant features from
all features and removing the irrelevant or inappropriate
ones in the dataset. In this paper, we have adopted IG

Gain(A) = I(s1 , . . . , sn ) − E(A).

3.5

(8)

Dataset Description

The datasets are used to survey and evaluate a research
in intrusion detection, some are self-created datasets, and
others are publicly available. Over the last years, most
researchers have adopted KDD’99 Cup and NSL-KDD
datasets, which are publicly available to train and test
the performance of an intrusion detection research [7, 11].
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KDD’99 Cup Dataset

The KDD’99 Cup is a version of DARPA 1998 dataset,
which has been provided by MIT Lincoln laboratory
in 1999. The complete KDD’99 dataset has up to 5 million input records, and every record represents a TCP/IP
connection that consists of 41 features (3 of them are symbolic, and 38 are numeric) and one marked as either normal or attack, and all attacks fall into four major categories: Probe, DoS, U2R and R2L [1, 7, 11]. Because of
this large amount of records in the KDD’99 dataset, it
has been grouped into three independent subsets: “10%
KDD”, “Corrected KDD” and “Whole KDD” [11]. Most
of the researchers prefer to use 10% KDD for training set
Figure 3: Intrusion detection method of MCC based on
and corrected KDD for test set.
SVM and IG
3.5.2

NSL-KDD Dataset

The NSL-KDD dataset is considered as a reduced version of KDD’99 Cup, where it overcomes the problem of
redundant records existing in KDD’99 Cup training set,
the size of the dataset is reduced compared to that of
KDD’99, and has no duplicate data in the improved test
set [2]. As for the KDD’99 dataset, NSL-KDD dataset
also has 41 features and one marked as either normal or
attack [11,28]. Apart from having several advantages over
KDD’99, the NSL-KDD is still not yet a perfect representative for existing real networks compared to the original
KDD’99 dataset, due to the lack of public datasets for
network-based IDSs, but it still can be used as an effective benchmark dataset to compare different intrusion
detection methods [1, 11].
Table 1 describes the number of records in KDD’99
(10% KDD’99 for training and corrected KDD for testing)
and NSL-KDD datasets.

4

The Proposed Method

used. Thus, the data normalization part follows, in order to scale the data in a specific range; we adopted the
min-max normalization method.
In intrusion detection phase, the selected features from
the data preprocessing part are trained, tested and then
classified into normal or attack by using the SVM classifier. Therefore, the final result will be reported to the
system administrator, and if there is an attack, the system
administrator will deal with it accordingly; otherwise, the
packet feature will be served as normal.
The proposed SVM-IG algorithm in this paper is defined as follows:
Algorithm 1 SVM-IG
1: Input: The KDD’99 and NSL-KDD training and test
data
2: Output: The evaluation metrics of the proposed
method (ACC, TPR, PPV, and FPR)
3: Obtain the input data
4: while training data do
5:
Preprocessing of data
6:
Consider the RBF kernel function
7:
Use the cross-validation to find the best C and
gamma (γ) parameters
8:
Use the best parameters C and γ to train the whole
training set
9: end while
10: while test data do
11:
Preprocessing of data
12:
Evaluate and predict the output
13: end while

The flowchart of the intrusion detection method based
on SVM and IG for MCC is depicted in Figure 3. The
proposed method is divided into two phases namely; data
preparing phase and intrusion detection phase.
The data-preparing phase has two main functions, i.e.,
data collection from the KDD’99 and NSL-KDD datasets
and data preprocessing which is divided into three parts:
“Data discretization”, “Feature selection” and “Data normalization”.
In data preparing phase, the packet features collected
from KDD’99 and NSL-KDD datasets are first discretized
where not all the 41 features of KDD datasets are continuous or discrete values. The features like protocol type
(TCP, UDP and ICMP), network service need to be converted into numbers. Among the 41 features, some are
5 Experimental Results and Analirrelevant or redundant leading to a long detection process and degrading the system’s performance. Therefore,
ysis
selecting the most relevant features is an essential way
to increase the performance and reduce the computing All the experiments are performed on a Compaq-HP
and timing cost; here the IG based feature selection is computer with 2.4 GHz Intel (R) Core (TM) i3-3110M
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Table 1: KDD’99 and NSL-KDD training and test dataset records
Name
KDD’99 (10%)
Corrected KDD
NSL-KDD
NSL-KDD

Dataset
Train
Test
T rain + 20
Test-21

Records
494021
311029
25192
22544

Normal
97278
60593
13449
9711

Probe
4107
4166
2289
2421

DoS
391458
229853
9234
7458

U2R
52
228
11
200

R2L
1126
16189
209
2754

and 10 GB of RAM, and running on windows 10 Enter- where x is an attribute value, xmin is the minimum atprise (64bits). The proposed method was implemented in tribute value, xmax is the maximum attribute value, and
MATLAB R2018b and Weka 3.8.3 data mining tool. The f (x) is the normalized value.
SVM classifier is applied with LibSVM package (MATLAB version 3.23).
5.2 Performance Metrics

5.1

Dataset and Data Preprocessing

In the evaluation process of the proposed method, we have
used 10% of the full KDD’99, corrected KDD, NSL-KDD
Train+ 20 and NSL-KDD Test-21 datasets for training
and testing our model as shown in Table 1. All these KDD
datasets contain 41 features and one marked as either
normal (1) or attack (0). The attacks fall into four major
types: Denial of Service (DoS), Probe, Remote-to-Local
(R2L), and User-to-Root (U2R).
In data preprocessing, we adopted the Weka tool to
perform the data discretization and feature selection. In
data discretization, the continuous features are converted
to discrete or nominal features by using the Weka discretization filter and InfoGainAttributeEval with Ranker
available in Weka tool is used to select the most important features. Table 2 shows the most relevant features
selected by using IG based feature selection.
Through the feature selection analysis, the features {20, 21} for both KDD’99 and NSL-KDD datasets
show zero information gain which means they do not contribute to the intrusion detection. The features {5, 6, 7,
9, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18} for NSL-KDD dataset
and {5, 6, 7, 9, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18} for KDD’99 dataset
have a very small information gain, which has a little effect to the intrusion detection. The stated above features
are removed from the datasets due to the small contribution on the intrusion detection. Therefore, by using the IG
based feature selection, the most relevant features used in
our method for both KDD’99 and NSL-KDD datasets are
shown in Table 2 and the dimension of both datasets was
reduced as well. Furthermore, the features like protocol
type and network service cannot be sent directly to the
system, and hence they need to be preprocessed and converted into numerical digits. For example, protocol types
like TCP, UDP, and ICMP are converted to number 1, 2
and 3 the same as for other network services. Therefore,
the numerical values are scaled within a specified range.
In the proposed method, we scaled the numerical values
within a range of [0, 1] by using the min-max normalization method.
f (x) =

(x − xmin )
∈ [0, 1]; x ∈ [xmin , xmax ]
(xmax − xmin )

In order to measure the performance of the MCC based
IDS, the true positive rate (TPR), false positive rate
(FPR), accuracy (ACC), and precision (PPV) indicators
are used for measurement. A confusion matrix is used to
represent the information related to the actual and predicted classifications performed by the classification system.
The confusion matrix is shown in Table 3. In Table 3,
TP indicates that the actual is a normal sample and is
predicted as the number of normal samples, FN indicates
that the actual is a normal sample and is predicted as the
number of abnormal samples, FP indicates that the actual
is an abnormal sample and is predicted as the number
of normal samples, and TN indicates that the actual is
an abnormal sample and is predicted as the number of
normal samples.
The ACC, PPV, TPR, and FPR are the four main
performance metrics used for the proposed method as described below:
ACC

=

PPV

=

TPR

=

FPR

=

TP + TN
TP + FN + FP + TN
TP
TP + FP
TP
TP + FN
FP
FP + TN

where ACC shows a total number of corrected predictions,
PPV indicates that the intrusion predicted by IDS is an
actual intrusion, TPR determines the correctly identified
positive instances, FPR indicates the normal cases that
incorrectly identified as an anomaly.

5.3

Performance Evaluation

After the data preprocessing, the reduced data is fed into
the model and processed via LibSVM, an open source for
SVM Classifier and Radial Bias Kernel Function (RBF
Kernel) which has two hyperparameters C and Gamma
(γ), was used to study the effectiveness of the SVM classifier. The parameters C and Gamma (γ) were tuned to
(9) find the better cross-validation (Cross Val) accuracy by
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Table 2: List of most relevant features in KDD’99 and NSL-KDD dataset using IG
No.
2
3
4
23
24
25
26
29
33
34
36
38
39

KDD’99 dataset
Selected Features
protocol type
service
flag
count
srv count
serror rate
srv serror rate
same srv rate
dst host srv count
dst host serror rate
dst host rerror rate
dst host same srv rate
dst host dif f srv rate

No.
3
4
12
23
25
26
29
32
33
34
38
39

NSL-KDD dataset
Selected Features
service
flag
logged in
count
serror rate
srv serror rate
same srv rate
dst host count
dst host srv count
dst host same srv rate
dst host serror rate
dst host srv serror rate

Table 3: Confusion Matrix
Predicted
Attack Normal
Attack
TP
FN
Actual
Normal
FP
TN

using grid search method and the ones with good Cross
Val accuracies were picked and used to train and validate
the proposed method as can be seen from the Table 4,
Table 5 and Figure 4, Figure 5, Figure 6 and Figure 7
below.
In the proposed method, we have used 10-fold Cross
Val to tackle the overfitting problem, which divides the
dataset into 10 sub-sets of size N/10 (N is the size number
of the dataset) and uses 9 sub-sets for training and 1
remaining sub-set for testing. The practical way to find
better parameters of C and γ is to try the exponential
growing sequences of them by using coarse and fine gridsearch methods. The grid-options such as log2 C and log2 γ
are used to run the SVM classifier for a certain range of C
and γ parameters. Figure 4 and Figure 5 shows the coarse
grid-search and fine grid-search for the KDD’99 dataset.
For KDD’99 dataset, we conducted the coarse gridsearch on log2 C ∈ [−5, 15] and log2 γ ∈ [−14, 2], Figure 4
shows the coarse grid-search with an exponential growing sequence of C and γ (C = 2−5 , 2−4 , . . . , 214 , 215 ; γ =
2−14 , 2−13 , . . . , 23 , 22 ), which gives us the best parameters
with the Cross Val accuracy of 99%.
In Figure 5, the searching range was reduced to
log2 C ∈ [−4, 8] and log2 γ ∈ [−7, 3] and the fine
grid-search was conducted with an exponential growing sequence of C and γ (C = 2−4 , 2−3 , . . . , 27 , 28 ; γ =
2−7 , 2−6 , . . . , 24 , 23 ), the best parameters were obtained
with the Cross Val accuracy of 99%. To find the best parameters of C and γ, several grid-searches were executed,
and several high Cross Val accuracies were obtained.
Table 4 shows the best parameters with their Cross Val
accuracies, their classification accuracy (ACC), precision
(PPV), true positive rate (TPR), and false positive rate

Figure 4: The coarse grid-search on log2 C ∈ [−5, 15] and
log2 γ ∈ [−14, 2] for the KDD’99 dataset

Figure 5: The fine grid-search on log2 C ∈ [−4, 8] and
log2 γ ∈ [−7, 3] for the KDD’99 dataset
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(FPR) for the KDD’99 dataset.
By using grid search methods mentioned above, the C
and gamma (γ) parameters of RBF Kernel were tuned to
select the ones with high Cross Val accuracy. As can be
seen from the Table 5, the row with gamma (γ) =8, C=
1 is selected with Cross Val = 99.025%.
Figure 6 and Figure 7 displays the coarse grid-search
and fine grid-search for NSL-KDD dataset.
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were obtained with the Cross Val accuracy of 97.5%. To
find the best parameters of C and (γ), we have conducted
several grid-searches, and several high Cross Val accuracies were obtained. Table 5 shows the best parameters
with their best Cross Val, their best classification ACC,
PPV, TPR, and FPR for the NSL-KDD dataset.
As explained in Table 5, the same grid search method
was performed to tune the RBF Kernel parameters, and
the one with high Cross Val accuracy is picked, and as
can be seen from Table 5, the row with γ=1 and C=2 is
the one with the highest Cross Val = 96.6246%.

5.4

Experimental Result and Discussion

The KDD’99 Cup and NSL-KDD datasets are adopted
during the experiments to evaluate the performance of
the proposed method, and the performance comparison of
different intrusion detection methods using KDD’99 and
NSL-KDD dataset is shown in Table 6 and Table 7.
As can be seen from Table 6 and Table 7, through comparing to other research methods, the proposed approach
has improved with good performance of PPV, TPR, and
FPR.

Figure 6: The coarse grid-search on log2 C ∈ [−5, 15] and
log2 γ ∈ [−14, 2] for the NSL-KDD dataset

1) With KDD’99 Cup dataset: The proposed method
(SVM-IG) has an accuracy, which is smaller than
that of Deep learning [19] and GFS-FSVM [15],
but greater than the ones for RST-FSVM [16], GAIDS [13] and SVM [9]. As can be seen from Table 6,
Deep learning [19] and GFS-FSVM [15] have good
ACC comparing to the proposed method, but the
proposed method has good FPR compared to that of
GFS-FSVM [15] and has good TPR and PPV compared to that of Deep learning [19].
The Precision of the proposed method is good compared to other approaches except for SSA [26], but
TPR of SSA [26] is slightly small compared to that
of the proposed method. In addition to that, the
TPR of the proposed method is good compared to
other algorithms, except for GA-IDS [13], which has
a slightly high FPR and small ACC and PPV compared to that of the proposed method. As can be
seen from Table 6, the FPR of the proposed method
is also better than the other approaches, except for
SSA [26], which has a small TPR compared to the
proposed method.

Figure 7: The fine grid-search on log2 C ∈ [−4, 8] and
log2 γ ∈ [−7, 3] for the NSL-KDD dataset
For NSL-KDD dataset, the coarse grid-search was conducted in the range of log2 C ∈ [−5, 15] and log2 γ ∈
[−14, 2] as shown in Figure 6, the best parameters of C
and (γ) were obtained with the Cross Val accuracy of
97.5%. Figure 7 shows the fine grid-search in the range of
log2 C ∈ [−4, 8] and log2 γ ∈ [−7, 3], the best parameters

2) With NSL-KDD dataset: As can be seen from Table 7, the accuracy of the proposed method (SVMIG),ACC=0.8650 is higher than that of SVM [20]
and NNRw [3], but smaller than SVC [14], Naı̈ve
Bayes [7], and Deep learning [19]. On the other hand,
SVC [14] and Naı̈ve Bayes [7] have high FPR compared to that of the proposed method. As mentioned
above, Deep learning [19] has good accuracy, but its
PPV and TPR are smaller than that of the proposed
method.
The precision of the proposed method is better than
that of SVM [19, 20] and Deep learning [19] but
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Table 4: Performance of the proposed method using the Grid Search method for the KDD’99 dataset
Parameter Selection
γ=1
C=32
γ=2
C=8
γ=2
C=16
γ=8
C=1
γ=8
C=2
γ=8
C=4

ACC
0.9506
0.9507
0.9509
0.9523
0.9515
0.9510

PPV
0.9647
0.9605
0.9515
0.9675
0.9624
0.9688

TPR
0.9460
0.9464
0.9466
0.9489
0.9483
0.9478

FPR
0.0247
0.0260
0.0253
0.0298
0.0314
0.0317

CrossVal(%)
98.925
98.9
98.95
99.025
98.925
99

Table 5: Performance of the proposed method using the Grid Search method for the NSL-KDD dataset
Parameter Selection
γ=0.25
C=32
γ=0.5
C=4
γ=0.5
C=8
γ=1
C=1
γ=1
C=2
γ=4
C=32

ACC
0.8545
0.8674
0.8646
0.8629
0.8676
0.8622

PPV
0.8878
0.8813
0.8877
0.8781
0.8878
0.8757

TPR
0.7623
0.7691
0.7626
0.7620
0.7665
0.7690

FPR
0.0657
0.0651
0.0655
0.0702
0.0646
0.0664

CrossVal(%)
96.0384
96.5267
96.6056
96.3798
96.6246
96.6021

Table 6: Performance comparison of different intrusion detection methods using KDD’99 Cup
Methods
RST-FSVM [16]
GA-IDS [13]
SVM [9]
DWIDM-CM SSC [27]
SSA [26]
Deep Learning [19]
GFS-FSVM [15]
Proposed method (SVM-IG)

ACC
0.9000
0.9004
0.9198
0.9711
0.9857
0.9523

KDD’99 Cup
PPV
TPR
0.8576
0.9280 0.9500
0.7400 0.8200
0.8989
0.9863 0.8902
0.9443 0.9277
0.9675 0.9489

FPR
0.1424
0.3046
0.0391
0.0800
0.0138
≥0.0400
0.0298

Table 7: Performance comparison of different intrusion detection methods using NSL-KDD
Methods
Naive Bayes [7]
SVC [14]
SVM [20]
SVM [19]
Deep Learning [19]
NNRw [3]
Human Immune System [12]
Proposed method (SVM-IG)

ACC
0.9010
0.8970
0.8350
0.8832
0.09099
0.8412
0.8676

NSL-KDD
PPV
TPR
0.8900
0.9360
0.9340
0.7400
0.8200
0.6470
0.7080
0.8195
0.7748
0.9860
0.8878
0.7665

FPR
0.1340
0.1400
0.1500
0.0800
0.0646

smaller than that of Naı̈ve Bayes [7], which has a 6
Conclusions
large FPR compared to that of the proposed method.
In [7, 12, 14, 20], their TPR are better than that of
the proposed method, but not good in terms of FPR Over the last decades, many artificial intelligence algorithms have been applied to improve the performance
compared to the proposed method.
of intrusion detection system (IDS). Among these algorithms, SVM is one of the most widely used and has a
relatively high performance, and the performance of IDS
is highly dependent on the quality of training data. In this
paper, we proposed the intrusion detection method based
Moreover, the experimental results prove that the pro- on SVM and IG to detect cyber-attacks in MCC. The
posed method can increase the training speed and SVM classifier is used for binary classification to analyze
shorten the training time cost with the elapsed time of and classify data in either normal or abnormal behavior,
132.646993s for the KDD’99 dataset and 7.897525s for and the IG is used to select the most relevant features in
the NSL-KDD dataset, which is good compared to that KDD’99 and NSL-KDD dataset. Through the experimenof [24].
tal results, we have shown that the proposed method has
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good scalability and high training speed, and can detect [9]
malicious attacks with high accuracy, high detection rate,
and low false positive rate.
For the future research, we will implement this method
using multi-class classification and evaluate the performance on a real time basis.
[10]
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Abstract
Detection of the related incoming and outgoing flows
helps to expose the attackers hiding behind stepping
stones. Currently, the network flow watermarking scheme
is used for the detection of network flow correlation, due
to the watermarking schemes introduce large delays to
the target flows and often make it impossible to achieve
robustness and invisibility. In this paper, we propose a
novel flow correlation scheme based on Chaos Theory and
Principal Component Analysis. In this method, the network traffic is preprocessed by phase space reconstruction
of chaos. Then, traffic traits are extracted by Principal
Component Analysis, which are used later to calculate
similarity between sender and receiver based on cosine
similarity. Experimental results show that the scheme
can resist packet insertions, network jitter and losses.
Keywords: Chaos Theory; Flow Correlation; Network Security; Principal Component Analysis

1

Introduction

As the Internet is more and more used in various aspects
of everyday life, people are realizing that computer systems are suffering more threats than ever before. Timely
response and active defense has become an important
guarantee to maintain the continuous dynamic network
security. However, most network security mechanisms
deal with these network attacks in a passive way. Intrusion detection system is an important part of network
security. But current intrusion detection mechanisms are
still difficult to effectively track and detect network attack
sources [16]. In fact, because network attackers rarely
launch attack through their own computers directly, they
are more likely to hide their origin by connecting across
multiple stepping stones [2, 13, 14, 19] or use anonymous
communication systems (such as Tor [11]) before attacking the final targets, it makes intrusion tracing complex
and difficult.
Currently, various network flow correlation methods

have been proposed efficiently to link packet flows in a
network in order to thwart various attacks such as stepping stones intrusion. Traditionally, passive network flow
analysis methods [4, 8, 15, 20] have many shortcomings,
such as poor real-time, high space costs, poor flexibility,
low accuracy, and the inability to handle encrypted traffic, etc. Recently, the network flow watermarking provides a better way to track the intrusion source. However, the robustness and invisibility of network flow watermarks is very important, which are difficult to achieve
at the same time [7]. This is because that the robustness
requires the injected watermark always robust living in
the network flow, while the invisibility prevents the active attackers to see the watermark in network flow. For
instance, in the interval-based schemes, the duration of
each intercepted flow is partitioned into short time intervals, and all packets within selected intervals are intentionally modulated to form a watermark pattern. Given
that a few packets would not greatly affect the pattern
created in the entire interval, these schemes are robust
against network artifacts such as packet drops and inserts. However, one problem with such schemes is the
lack of invisibility. Shifting packets in batches produce
noticeable traces of the embedded watermarks, which can
expose the watermark positions [5]. This enables the attackers to remove or modify the watermarks embedded
in a network stream and even transfer them to another
unrelated stream, which will make any linking techniques
be meaningless.
In this paper, we proposed a new scheme for linking
flows, which aims at designing a similarity degree to effectively link network flows without changing and forwarding
the primitive traffic models [3]. Firstly, the embedding
dimension and time delay of the network time series are
calculated, then the chaotic phase space reconstruction is
used to reconstruct the time series to obtain the space
characteristics of the network flow. Second, we use the
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) algorithm to extract the most important characteristics of the above obtained traffic. In brief, we compare our scheme with the
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Figure 1: The universal model of network flow watermarking

classical existing methods through experiment and show
that our approach can achieve better overall performance
under network jitter, packet losses and insertions.
The rest of this paper is arranged as follows: Background on flow watermarking appears in Section II. In
Section III we introduce our proposed intrusion detection
scheme. Section IV presents the experimental results and
discussion. This paper is concluded in Section V along
with some future research directions.

2

Background

In this section, we review the problem of detecting stepping stones and then introduce the framework, universal
model and typical characteristics of flow watermarks, respectively.

2.1

Stepping Stone Detection

Stepping stone attacks are a common way for network
intruders to hide their identity. In a stepping-stone attack, the attacker compromises multiple hosts as relay
machines, uses remote login such as Telnet or SSH to
construct a chain of connections through these hosts, and
then sends attacking commands to the victim through
this chain [22]. Because each connection is made through
a separate remote login, the next host in the chain can
only see the identity of its immediate upstream neighbor,
and the victim can only see the identity of the last host.
Therefore, we must trace back the chain to find the origin
of an attack.

2.2

Universal Model of Network Flow
Watermarking

traffic flow f , then selects a feature of the stream f (such
as inter-packet delay (IPD), interval centroid, etc.) as the
carrier of watermark w. Watermark detector captures
the network traffic flow fw and extract the watermark
0
w , with watermarking detection algorithm, comparing w
0
with w to judge whether fw is correlated with f .
In order to accurately trace the flow, flow watermarking technologies must have the following characteristics [24].
First of all, robustness is needed to ensure that watermark information survive to be correctly detected after
malicious attacks or network transmission damages. Secondly, a successful watermark pattern should stay ”invisible” to avoid possible attacks, if the intruder found that
incoming flow is marked, he might command the stepping
stone to take precautionary actions(for example, remove
the watermarks).
At present, many flow watermarking approaches have
been proposed. Houmansadr et al. [7] proposed an interval time-delay based watermarking scheme(RAINBOW),
which first calculates the interpacket delays (lPDs) and
saves them into the IPD database, and further increases
or decreases the value of IPDs to embed the watermark
information. In detection process, all IPDs are computed
with the IPDs in the database to judge whether the watermark information existed. However, the demand and difficulty of network deployment have become much higher
than before. In [21], ICBW method based on interval
centroid was proposed, it embeds watermarking signals
by adjusting the centroids of the intervals, However, its
mechanism is built on a prerequisite that the interval centroid is stable when the count of packets is large enough.
Existing watermarking scheme has more or less modify
the network traffic patterns, increasing the possibility of
being discovered by the attacker.So this paper aims at
designing a similarity degree to efficiently link network
flows without forwarding and distorting the original traffic
patterns.

Flow watermarking technologies, embed watermark by
changing or modulating traffic characteristics such as
inter-packet delay (IPD) and interval centroid, at the
sender side, nd the watermark will be identified and extracted at the receiver side to correlate the communica- 3
Correlation Model
tion relationship of the sender and the receiver, as shown
in Figure 1.
The correlation model proposed in this paper can be diFigure 1 shows the universal model of network flow vided into three parts: Traffic preprocessing, feature exwatermarking. The watermark embedder collects network traction, and correlation detection. In the part A of this
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section, the network traffic is preprocessed with using
chaos theory, which to get chaotic characteristics of network flow. The method restores the hidden characteristics
of network flow by reconstructing the time series of network traffic, and can grasp the inherent nature and regularity of chaotic time series. However, the chaotic characteristics obtained in the part A use in practical applications directly will cause a large amount of calculations.
So in the part B of this section, we use the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) algorithm to process the chaotic
characteristics obtained in the Part A to get more robust
traffic characteristics. In the part C of this section, we
calculate the similarity between the sender and receiver
based on the cosine similarity using the characteristics
obtained in the part B.
The algorithm proposed in this paper is as in Table 1.
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chaos theory provides a good means and methods for analyzing network traffic [17]. The collected network traffic time series can be extended from the low dimensional
space to high dimensional space through phase space reconstruction technique of the chaos theory. In high dimensional space, it can recover regular characteristic of
the network traffic from the seemingly irregular network
traffic. In a word, phase space reconstruction technique
of the chaos can restore the hidden nature of the original system, analyzing and extracting fixed characteristic
value under the original rules and nature of the system
accurately.
Given a network flow, its time series {x (n) , n =
1, 2, · · · , N }, a phase space reconstruction Xm,τ is defined
as
Xm,τ = (x (n) , x (n + τ ) , · · · , x (n + (m − 1) τ )) ,
n = 1, 2, · · · , Nm

(1)

Table 1: Algorithm steps

Where τ is time delay, the number of vectors in the point
set Nm = N − (m − 1)τ , and it is the total number of
reconstituted by the time sequence of the status point.
m is embedding dimension. The embedding dimension
refers to the number of variables needed to describe the
motion of a system. The appropriate m and τ can deeply
explain the space-time characteristics of traffic and reveal
Step 4
the movement rule of the dynamic system.
From the above detailed description of the embedding
dimension m and time delay τ , we know that it is important to calculate the two parameters of the network
traffic time series. As far as we know, the famous Takens
theorem implies that an appropriate time delay τ and a
Step 5
good embedding dimension m play an important role in
reconstruction state space, among which the trajectories
may maintain the diffeomorphism with original dynamic
system. In other words, the dynamic system can be analyzed through phase space reconstruction from certain a
Step 6
time series. As previous work [10] has proved the network
traffic is chaotic, we can use the phase space reconstruct
technique to get the optimal parameter. The calculation
steps are as follows.
Firstly, we get a timestamp of network traffic to get
time sequence {x1 , x2 , · · · , xn } and reconstruct a phase
space with the time delay τ and the embedding dimension m describing in above. Secondly, we determine the
time delay by using the C-C method [18]. According to
the formula (1), we can get the reconstruction
of points

in space Xi = xi , xi+1 , · · · , xi+(m−1)τ , the correlation
In the following part of this section, we start with a integral of embedding time series is defined as
brief review of phase space reconstruction and PrinciP
C (m, N, γ, t) = M (M2 −1) 1≤i≤j≤M θ(γ − dij ), γ > 0
pal Component Analysis (PCA) algorithm and then each
(2)
component of our scheme is described in details.

0, z < 0
θ(z) =
(3)
1, z ≥ 0
Step 1
Step 2
Step 3

3.1

Collect network flow.
Get a time series is {x1 , x2 , · · · , xn }
Calculate the time delay and embedding dimension of the time series obtained in the second step using the
methods in the part A.
The phase space is reconstructed to obtain the space characteristics of the network flow based on the embedding dimension and time delay acquired in the
third step.
Process the space characteristics obtained in the fourth step to get the final
required traffic characteristics using the
Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
algorithm in the part B.
According to the traffic characteristics
obtained in the fifth step, we use cosine
similarity in the part C to detect the
linked flows. If the
is within
 √ similarity
i
the range of η = 22 , 1 , the both sides
are considered to be correlated and recognized successfully. Otherwise, it is
likely that the received flow is uncorrelated.

Traffic Preprocessing

Chaos theory is widely used in chemistry, physics, mechanics, mathematics as well as economic system, and it
has been proved to be an important and effective theoretical method to solve nonlinear problems. In this paper,

Where dij =q Xi −Yj q is the distance between Xi and Yj ,
q • q denotes maximal norm in this paper for convenience,
θ (•) is Heaviside function. The correlation integral measures the fraction of the pairs of points Xi , whose maximal
norm separation is no greater than γ.
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For the time series {xi }, i = 1, 2, · · · , N , it will be di- method to extract the most important information from
vided into t subsequence which do not overlap each other. the original data set and use it as the extracted traffic
We define each subsequence S(m, N, γ, t) as
characteristics.
For convenience that (10) will be recorded as
t

i
 N


1 Xh  N
m
a11 · · ·
a1m
S (m, N, γ, t) =
Cs m, , γ, t − Cs 1, , γ, t
t s=1
t
t


..
..
X =  ...

.
.
aNm 1 · · · aNm m
We choose a value corresponding to maximum (respectively minimum) radius γ, delta is define by
= [X(1), X(2), · · · , X(m)]
∆S (m, t) = max {S(m, γj , t)} − min {S (m, γj , t)}
In order to balance the weight of each element in each row,
s
1 X
the data matrix is normalized and make its mean value
∆S̄ (t) =
∆S(m, t)
4 m=2
of each row is 0. As shown by the following formula:


g11 · · ·
g1m
The first minimum of ∆S(t) is we need the optimal

.. 
..
G =  ...
.
time delay τ .
. 
In the end, we determine the best embedding dimengNm 1 · · · gNm m
sion by using the Cao method [9]. The relative length of
gik = aik − ai ; ∀i, k; 0 < i ≤ Nm , 0 < k ≤ m
a point in a phase space is defined as
m
1 X
a
=
aij ; 0 < i ≤ Nm
i
NN
m j=1
(i)
Xm+1 (i) − Xm
L (i, m) =
N N (i)k
kXm (i) − Xm
After that, every gik (0 < i ≤ Nm + 1; 0 < j ≤ m + 1) is
NN
Where Xm (i) and Xm
(i) are for the m dimension space used to calculate the covariance matrix C (m × m) using
the following formula:
of the ith vector and its nearest point. Then,


c11 · · · c1m
NX
−mτ
1

.. 
..
E (m) =
L (i, m)
C =  ...
.
. 
N − mτ i=1
c
·
·
·
c
m1
mm
E1 (m) = E(m+1) /E(m)
PL

(a −a )(a −a )
Cov gi , gj = cij = k=1 ikm−1i jk j
When E1 (m) changes slowly or even is unchanged, the
corresponding m will be the best embedding dimension.
0 < i ≤ m, 0 < j ≤ m
After obtaining two important parameters of delay time
And then we calculate the eigenvalues λ = (λ1 , λ2 ,
and embedding dimension, reconstructing phase space of
λ
,
original flow sequence, in m-dimensional space, the trajec- 3 · · · , λm ) of the matrix C through the characteristic
tory of n points of one-dimensional space can be expressed polynomial p C − λI p= 0 (I denotes identity matrix, C
represents covariance matrix mentioned above), and get
as
the corresponding eigenvectors V = (V1 , V2 , V3 , · · · , Vm ).
X = [X(1), X(2), · · · , X(Nm )]T
We rearrange the eigenvalues in a descendant order


and the eigenvectors correspondingly. Based on the agx(1)
x(1 + τ )
···
x(1 + (m − 1)τ )
 x(2)
x(2 + τ )
···
x(2 + (m − 1)τ ) 
gregation of the eigenvalues, the sufficient corresponding


= 

..
..
..
.
..


eigenvectors are selected to calculate the principle com.
.
.
x(Nm ) x(Nm + τ ) · · · x(Nm + (m − 1)τ )
ponents for the reconstruction of the original data matrix. For example, we choose s eigenvectors to reflect
the information of the original data. So the front prin3.2 The Extraction of Traffic Traits
ciple eigenvectors from v1 to vs comprise a new matrix
0
In order to reduce the amount of calculations in practical
V = (v1 , v2 , v3 , · · · , vs ). The principle matrix is conapplications, we cannot directly use the chaotic characstructed using the following formula:
teristics obtained in the part A to calculate similarity.
0
So in this part, we use Principal Component Analysis
P = (P1 , P2 , P3 , · · · , Ps ) = G × V
0
(PCA) [6, 12, 23] to analyze this higher dimensional maV
= (v1 , v2 , v3 , · · · , vs )
trix and obtain the major component of the reconstructed
the original data. With the proposed approach, the traffic According to the above formula, the energy of the original
characteristics we obtain is more than an isolated subse- data G has been mapped to a new s-dimensional space.
quence, but contains all the information about the se- Meanwhile, some insignificant information has been igquence. In this paper, the Principal Component Analy- nored through the mapping process. Then we can calcusis (PCA) method is not only used as a tool to reduce late the principle components information in original data
the dimension of datasets, but also as a data processing space.
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Figure 2: Experimental simulation environment

Finally, the mean value of each column of the new data digest according to traffic traits, and the generated digimatrix P is calculated, and the mean sequence is used as tal digest is passed to the detector secretly through a sethe traffic traits extracted from the algorithm:
cure channel, the Interferer implement the potential network jitter and countermeasures intentionally introduced
1 XNm
by the adversaries (such as packet insertions and packet
F =
Pij
j=1
Nm
losses), once receipt of a disturbed version of the primitive traffic, the detector tries to confirm whether the two
3.3 Detecting the Correlation Traffic flows are linked based on the comparison of digital digest
of source and sink ends. In addition, the SSH flows used
Flows
in the experiment came from CAIDA anonymous network
The stream of packets passes through a noisy channel that traces, and each SSH stream has a length of 2000. These
may include all kinds of interferences. Finally, the flow real SSH streams reflect some of the typical behavior of
arrives at the detector. Assuming that the flow to the people in the network.
detector is disturbed relative to the original flow, it is
necessary to processed that based on the above scheme 4.1 Detection Rate of Packet Insertion
firstly. The detector intercept the received network flow
and Deletion
0
and obtains the digital summary F of the data stream
that may have encountered network noise. Next, the de- The detection rate of the presented scheme in this pa0
tector reads the digital digest F stored in a third-party per is also evaluated in a networked environment where
0
not only packet deletions but also packet insertions ocdatabase. Calculate the cosine similarity of F and F :
cur. Tests have shown that the insertion of chaff packets
Ps
0
0
are conformed to a Pareto distribution [7], and the re)
(F
×
F
F ·F
i
i=1
q i
= qP
cos θ =
moval of the packets is independently and randomly. The
0
P
0 2
s
2
s
F F
i=1 (Fi ) ×
i=1 (Fi )
experimental results shown in Figure 3.
Cosine similarity is a common method of determining the correlation between two n-dimensional vectors.
It mapped individual indicator data to vector space and
calculates the cosine of the angle between two vectors as
a measure of the similarity between two variables. The
closer the cosine of the angle to 1, the more similar [1]. In
this paper, we pay more attention to the degree of similarity of variation trend between the internal components
of the vector, so we use cosine similarity to measure the
similarity between the sender and the
If the sim √receiver.
i
2
ilarity is within the range of η = 2 , 1 , the flows are
considered to be correlated and recognized successfully.
Otherwise, the traffic received is probably not related.
In fact, according to the scheme proposed in this paper, no additional communication overhead is required
between the sender and the receiver, except for the shared
digital summaries.

4

Simulation Results

Figure 3: True positive rates comparison under Packet
Insertion and deletion

Encouragingly, even if packets injection rate and loss
The experiment simulation environment design is shown rate are up to 10%, the correlated traffic can still be acin Figure 2. A network flow passing through the Sniffer curately detected. In addition, from the experimental regets monitored in real-time, and then generate a digital sults, it can be observed that the detection correctness
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rate is fewer affected by different number of chaff packets than the packet loss. There is the strong possibility
that the digital digest designed in this scheme is based
on the inherent characteristics of the flows. Packet deletions will cause the inherent characteristics of the stream
to be severely damaged, so that the reconstructed phase
space can not fully reflect the original flow characteristics,
which leads to the decrease of detection efficiency. However, packet insertions may only influence the inherent
characteristics of a portion of the source stream.

4.2
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which reflects the inherent law of data flow implicitly, so
the detection rate will be higher. As shown in Figure 5
and Table 3, the overall detection rate of our program is
still higher than that of ICBW and RAINBOW.

Accuracy Under Various Interference

As far as we know, existing network flow watermark designs can be roughly divided into two categories: Intervalbased and IPD-based [3]. Non-blind watermark (RAINBOW) is a good example based on IPD schemes. RAINBOW embeds watermarking by fine-tuning the packet
delay in network traffic, after recording the delay sequence information between packets [7]. In interval-based
schemes, for example, an interval center-based watermarking (ICBW) presented by Wang et al. [21] randomly
selects time interval as two different subsets and performs
an operation on the centroid of the selected entire time
interval pairs to embed a watermark.
In this section, packet deletions and chaff packets are
introduced in the case of network jitter. Following the
observation of previous work that shows jitter (difference
of two delays) is approximately i.i.d. zero-mean Laplace
distributed [7], we vary the standard deviation of jitter
σ over {10, 20, 30, 40}ms. Evaluate the performance of
three scheme in the same network environment: Our solution, ICBW and RAINBOW. For each solution, 6000
different network flows are used to test their performance
under various interference. In addition there are 6,000
network flows acting as control groups that are passed directly to the detector without any interference. Figure 4,
Figure 5 and Figure 6 depict the average true positive
rates and false positive rates for these 6000 network flows
respectively.
As shown in Figure 4 and Table 2, where Pi and Pd
denote packet loss interference rate and packet insertions
interference rate respectively and σ represents the number
of network jitters added. With the increase of the number of available packets, the detection rate will be greatly
improved. Compared with RAINBOW and ICBW, actually, the fewer number of packets required by our scheme
in achieving the same level of accuracy. Moreover, as
the number of available packets increases, the detection
rate will be greatly increased. The figure has shown that
if the number of packets is the same as the number of
packets in the original stream, the detection rate of our
solution is over 90% even if as many as 30% packets simultaneously deleted and inserted besides jitter as high as
40ms, yet ICBW and RAINBOW basically keep smaller
than 80% detection rate under these conditions.It may be
that, network traffic has self-similarity and chaotic, and
reconstructed phase space based on more data packets,

Figure 4: True positive rates comparison under Pi = 30%,
Pd = 30% and σ = 40ms

Table 2: True detection rate under Pi = 30%, Pd
and σ = 40ms
Average Packet
400
800 1200 1600
Consumption
Our Scheme
0.512 0.849 0.922 0.972
RAINBOW
0.251 0.486 0.598 0.632
ICBW
0.242 0.442 0.606 0.724

= 30%
2000
0.974
0.665
0.778

Figure 5: True positive rates comparison under Packet
Insertion, Removal and Network Jitter
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Table 3: True positive rates under Packet Insertion, Removal and Network Jitter
Interference Rate 10% 20% 30% 40%
Our Scheme
0.992 0.958 0.917 0.816
RAINBOW
0.839 0.787 0.708 0.648
ICBW
0.898 0.823 0.789 0.710

Figure 6 and Table 4 show that since the digital digest
designed in this paper is generated according to traffic
pattern and there seems to be some inherent similarity
between two uncorrelated network flows, when the original traffic is severely disrupted and nine-tenths of packets
are not available, the false detection rate for our solution
may not be ideal, but it always does not exceed 8%. In
addition, as the number of required packets increases, the
false positive rate of our scheme has a very significant decrease. The figure also shows that when the number of
received packets exceeds 50% of the original flow length,
the error rate of our designs is lower than ICBW. When
the available packet reaches 80% of the original packet
flow length, the false positive rate of our scheme is smaller
than RAINBOW, which is basically not exceeding 1%.

5
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Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a novel flow correlation scheme
based on Chaos Theory and Principal Component Analysis that does not rely on network watermarking. Only
main part of the flow characteristics are utilized without
interfering with the communication patterns of the intercepted flows, which prevents attackers from detecting the
trace process. The ideal network flow watermarking technology needs to satisfy robustness and invisibility simultaneously, but it can only meet one of them in practical
applications, and our solution does not have this concern.
And there is no additional communication overhead between the sender and the receiver, except for the shared
digital summaries. Finally, theoretical analysis and experimental results confirmed the correctness and the operability of network flow correlation model based on chaos
theory and PCA despite the presence of network jitter,
packet additions and removals.
There are still some limitations of our proposed
method, and its false positive rate is higher than network
watermarking, and this is our following work. We may
be able to understand more deeply the principles of common coding techniques such as network coding, channel
coding, source coding, video coding, etc., and explore the
intrinsic connection of these technologies, and seek more
robust and adaptable information coding techniques to
optimize the feature coding module of this scheme.
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Abstract
To establish secure channel for network communication
in open and distributed environments, authenticated key
agreement protocol is an important primitive for establishing session key. So far, a great deals of identity-based
protocols have been proposed to provide secure mutual
authentication and common session key establishment in
two-party setting for secure communications in the open
environment. Majority of the existing authenticated key
agreement protocols only provide partial forward secrecy.
Therefore, such protocols are unsuitable for real-world
applications that require a stronger sense of perfect forward secrecy. In this paper, we present a secure twoparty identity-based authenticated key agreement protocol with achieves most of the required security attributes.
We also show that the scheme achieves the security attributes include known-key secrecy, perfect forward secrecy, PKG forward secrecy, key-compromise impersonation resilience, unknown key-share resilience, no key revelation and known session-specific temporary key information secrecy and also proposed algorithm achieves the
shorter run time, lower computation cost, lower communication cost, and a more effective storage method. In
addition, the adversary can not compromise the agreed
session key.
Keywords: Identity-Based Cryptography; Key Agreement;
Perfect Forward Secrecy; PKG Forward Secrecy

In order to provide authentication for the key agreement protocol, public key certificate is often used in the
traditional PKI setting. This require the parties to obtain
and verify certificates whenever they want to use a specific
public key and the management of public key certificates
remains a technically challenging problem. Adi Shamir
introduced the identity-based cryptography in 1984 [16].
His idea was to allow parties to use their identities as
public keys. With the help of Private Key Generator
(PKG), the users attain their private keys and perform
cryptographic tasks subsequently. Authentication without the help of public key certificate is the major advantage of identity-based cryptography. Therefore,identitybased key agreement protocols without pairing may be
more appealing in practice.

Two-party authenticated key agreement (AK) protocol
not only allows parties to compute a session key known
only to them but also ensures the authenticity of the parties [12,15]. This secret session key can be used to provide
privacy and data integrity during subsequent sessions. A
key agreement protocol is said to provide implicit key authentication (of Bob to Alice) if Alice is assured that no
other entity besides Bob can possibly ascertain the value
of the secret key. A key agreement protocol that provides
mutual implicit key authentication is called an authenticated key agreement protocol (or AK protocol) [9]. A key
agreement protocol provides key confirmation (of Bob to
Alice) if Alice is assured that Bob possesses the secret
key. A protocol that provides mutual key authentication
as well as mutual key confirmation is called an authenti1
Introduction
cated key agreement with key confirmation protocol (or
Key agreement protocol is used to provide secure commu- an AKC protocol).
In this study, an effective and secure authenticated key
nications in open and distributed environments [4]. Key
establishment is a process whereby two (or more) entities agreement (AK) protocol is proposed based on a secure
can establish a shared secret key (session key) after mes- one-way hash function, discrete logarithm problem. By
sage interactions. There are two different approaches to comparing the proposed algorithm with other similar alkey establishment between two entities. In one scenario, gorithms, we found out that the proposed algorithm had
one entity generates a session key and securely transmits a shorter run time, a lower computation and communiit to the other entity, this is known as enveloping or key cation cost, and a more effective storage method. We
transport [11, 15].
also investigated the fundamental characteristics of hash
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functions by arguing that, as these functions cannot be
executed computationally via inverse operators, their application in the proposed algorithm would provide further
protection against known cyber attacks.
It is desirable for any authenticated key agreement protocol to possess the following security attributes:
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session key should not be affected. This revelation
is reasonably not partial as it may happen in
some practical scenarios. In 2009 and 2010, Cao
etc. [2, 3] proposed two pairing-free identity-based
authenticated key agreement schemes with two or
three passes (one round). They all achieved the
basic security attributes without pairing operation.
However, we find that their protocols do not offer
an important security feature, namely known session specific temporary information secrecy, which
considers the impact of ephemeral secrets exposure
in affecting the secrecy of the session key.

Known-key secrecy. The overture of one secret session key should not compromise other session keys.
Therefore key agreement can prevent to compromise
session keys and the insider, replay, parallel session,
reflection, and man in the middle attacks.

Forward secrecy. If long-term private keys of one or No key control. Neither entity should be able to force
more of the entities are compromised, the secrecy
the session key to be a preselected value. Key esof previously established session keys should not be
crow [14] is desirable under certain circumstances esaffected. We say that a system has partial forward
pecially in certain closed groups applications. For
secrecy if the compromise of one (or more but not
example,escrow is essential in situations where conall) of the entities’ long-term keys can be corrupted
fidentiality as well as survey trail are legal requirewithout compromising previously established session
ments, such as secure communications in the health
keys, and perfect forward secrecy means if the longcare profession. So far, some identity-based authenterm keys of all the entities involved may be corticated key agreement protocols in the escrow mode
rupted without compromising any session key previ(e.g. [5, 14, 18, 20, 21]) were proposed. But most of
ously established by these entities. In order to resisthem did not provide perfect forward secrecy attance against comprehensive research attack for retribute. Although Shim [17] proposed a protocol To
covery of secret random number the better way is
be claimed to provide such a property, it was later
that the length of the random number should be
found to be vulnerable to the manin-the-middle atgreater than secret session key. Therefore, random
tack [19]. In 2006, Gentry proposed an identity-based
numbers are required for safekeeping confidential inencryption system [7] that is fully secure in the stanformation(secret session key). Remember that Leakdard model and has several advantages over previous
ing the server’s secret key can lead to the risk of the
such systems, Its complexity assumption is called the
session keys being discovered.
truncated q-ABDHE. Based on the work of Gentry,
we
present a new two-party identity-based authentiPKG Forward Secrecy. The PKG’s master key may
cation
key agreement protocol that can be used in the
be corrupted without compromising the security of
escrow
mode, whilst it achieves the perfect forward
session keys previously established by any users. It
secrecy
attribute.
certainly implies the perfect forward secrecy.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 gives the necessary technical backgrounds and
reviews of the identity-based encryption scheme of Gentry and the scheme of Cao et al.. In Section 3, we put
forward our new proposed scheme. In Section 4, we give
the security analysis and efficiency of the proposed protoUnknown key-share resilience. An
entity
Alice cols, as well as comparisons over comparably protocols. In
should not be able to be coerced into sharing a key this paper, we discuss this problem in detail and give an
with any entity Eve when in fact entity Alice thinks improved one round scheme with efficient computational
that he is sharing the key with another entity Bob. performance. Finally, we draw some conclusions.
Key-compromise impersonation resilience. For an
entity called Alice, the compromise of an entity Alice’s long-term private key will allow an adversary
to impersonate Alice, but it should not enable the
adversary to impersonate other entities to Alice.

Known session-specific temporary information
secrecy [13]. Some random private information
is used as an input of the session key generation
function. The revelation of this private temporary
information should not compromise the secrecy of
(other) generated session key. Known session-specific
temporary information secrecy was first explored
and discussed by Canetti-Krawczyk in [1]. Generally,
this important security attribute requires that if
the ephemeral secrets of a session are accidentally
leaked to the adversary, the secrecy of the specific

2
2.1

Technical Backgrounds
Bilinear Maps

Let G1 and G2 are two (multiplicative) cyclic groups
of prime order p, g is a generator of G1 , assume that
the discrete logarithm problem (DLP) is hard in both
G1 and G2 . An admissible pairing e is a bilinear map
e : G1 × G1 −→ G2 , which satisfies the following three
properties [11]:
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Table 1: Notations
Symbol
ID
G
G1 , G2
PKG
AK
SK
Ppub
e
DLP

Definition
User ID (User Identiiy)
Cyclic Additive Group
Multiplicative Cyclic Group
Private Key Generator
Authenticated Key
Session key
Public Key
Bilinear Map
Discrete Logarithm Problem

Symbol
Not +
Fp
H(0)
Zp∗
k
X (modp)
rID
ECC
CDH

Definition
Operator XOR
Prime Finite Field
Secure Scrambling Function
Multiplication Group p
Concatenation Operation
Remainder of X:p
Random
Elliptic Curve Cryptography
Computional Dffe-Hellman Assumption

• Bilinear: for all u, v ∈ G1 and a, b ∈ Zp∗ , we have

the long term key of user was compromised. The protocol involves three entities: two users called Alice and Bob
ab
who wish to establish a shared secret session key, and a
e (ua , v a ) = e (u, v) ;
PKG that is responsible for the creation and distribution
of users’ private keys using its master key. The protocol
• Non-degenerate: e (g, g) 6= 1;
consists of four phases, i.e. Setup, Key Generation
• Computable: If u, v ∈ G1 , one can compute e (u, v) ∈ and Key Agreement and Correctness Verification.
In order to keep the integrity of description of the protoG2 in polynomial time efficiently.
col, We give the brief description as below:

2.2

Elliptic Curve Groups


y 2 = x3 + ax + b mod P with, a, b ∈ ZP and 8a3 +
81b2 mod p 6= 0. The points on E/Fp together with an
extra point 0 form a group
G = {(x, y) : x, y ∈ Fp , E(x, y) = 0} U, o.
G is a cyclic additive group under the point addition “+”
defined as follows: Let p, q ∈ G, l to be the line containing p and q (tangent line to E/Fp if p = q), and R, the
third point intersection of l with E/Fp at R, o and p + q
Scalar multiplication over E/Fp by an integer is defined
by repeating addition, i.e. kp = p + p + · · · + p(k).

Setup: To provide a private key generation service, the
private key generator (PKG) first generates the system parameters and its public/private key pairs
as follows. Given a security system parameter k,
the private key generator (PKG) chooses the tuple
{E/Fp , G, p} as defined in Section 2, choose the master private key x ∈ Zp∗ , calculates the public key of
PKG as Ppub = kpx . And then choose two groups of
prime order p, three secure cryptographic hash functions and one the bilinear map, i.e. G, Gt : groups of
prime order p; e : G × G −→ Gt : The bilinear map:
∗

H1 : {0, 1} × G −→ Zp∗
∗

∗

∗

∗

H2 : {0, 1} × {0, 1} × G × G × G −→ {0, 1}

3

The New Proposed Scheme

k
k

H3 : {0, 1} × {0, 1} × G × G × G × G −→ {0, 1}
Let g, p, t ∈ G, t = g x mod p, gT = e(g, t) ∈
Gt .
The public key of the PKG Then the
PKG publishes the system public parameters as
< E/Fp , G, Ppub , t, gT , H1 , H2 , H3 > and the master
private key of the PKG is x.

In this section, we propose an efficient perfect forward
secure one-round identity based authenticated key agreement protocol without pairing, which achieves almost
all the known security attributes, especially the known
session-specific temporary information secrecy. At the
same time, it is more computational efficient than the Key Generation: To generate a private key for the
identity Zp∗ , the PKG generates a long-term priother comparable schemes.The security of the protocol
vate key for user identity as bellow. For a user
can be reduced to the CDH assumption in the random
whose identity rID ∈ ZP∗ , rID 6= x, the PKG genoracle model. The protocol consists of three phases,
erates a random rID ∈ ZP∗ , it always assigns ideni.e. Setup, Key Generation and Key Agreement.
tical rID for a given identity ID and computes
These three phases are almost as same as that of Cao’s
1
schemes [2] with slight modification, and the generation
RID = (kp−rID ) (x − ID) , hID = H1 (IDkRID ) and
of the session key is different. we would like an escrowable
identity-based key agreement protocol in which the user’s
outputs the private key as dID =< RID , sID >,
session key could be recovered by the PKG whilst the
where sID = rID + hID x. The long-term private key
others couldn’t recover the user’s past session keys even
of user with identity ID is transmitted to him via a
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secure out-of-bound channel. The user with identity
ID can verify his long-term private key by checking the equation sID P = RID + H1 (ID k RID )Ppub .
The long-term private key is valid if the equation
holds and vice versa. Suppose there are two entities
called Alice (act as the initiator) and Bob (act as the
responder) who want to establish the session key.
Key Agreement:
Alice and Bob are two entities who want to establish
a shared session key with implicit key authentication
by running the following protocol. We use IDA and
IDB to demonstrate the identification strings of Alice and Bob (It could be E-mail address or any other
strings). The protocol is a 2-pass procedure, the details are as follows.
Scheme 1.
1) A −→ B : {IDA , RA }. B chooses b ∈ Zp∗
and computes the message
b(RA +H1 (IDA kRA )Ppub )

TB = gB

mod p.

2) B −→ A : {IDB , RB , TB }. A chooses a ∈
Zp∗ and computes the message
b(RB +H1 (IDB kRB )Ppub )

TA = gA

mod p.

3) A −→ B : {TB }. B computes
KBA = (b + 1) s−1
B TA +H1 ((IDA kRA ) ppub )+bp
and
SKBA = H2 (IDA kIDB kTA kTB kKBA ) .
Finally A computes
KAB = (a + 1) s−1
A TB +H1 ((IDB kRB ) ppub )+ap
and
SKBA = H2 (IDA kIDB kTA kTB kKBA ) .
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that
KAB

=

(a + 1) s−1
A TB + H1 ((IDA kRA ) ppub ) + ap

−1
= as−1
A TB + sA TB + H1 ((IDA kRA ) ppub ) + ap

= abp + ap + bp + sB p
= bap + bp + ap + sA p
−1
= bs−1
B TA + sB TA + H1 ((IDA kRA ) ppub ) + bp

=

(b + 1) s−1
B TA + H1 ((IDA kRA ) ppub ) + bp

= KAB .
So we get the same agreed session key with sk =
SKBA = SKAB .
Scheme 2.
1) A −→ B : {IDA , RA , TA }.
The initiator A chooses a random
ephemeral key a ∈ Zp∗ and compute
the message TA = ap;
2) B −→ A : {IDB , RB , TB }
On receiving the message from A, The responder B chooses a random ephemeral key
and compute the message TB = bp; Finally,
A computes
KAB

(TB + RB + H1 ((IDB kRB )Ppub ) ·

=

(a + sA );
SKAB

=

H3 (IDA , IDB , TA , TB , KAB ).

B computes
KAB

=

(TA + RA + H1 ((IDA kRA )Ppub ) ·

SKBA

=

H2 (IDA , IDB , TA , TB , KBA );

(b + sB );

It is easy to validate that
KAB

=

(TB + RB + H1 ((IDB kRB )Ppub ) ·
(a + sA );

=

(bP + sB P )(a + sA )

=

(aP + sA P )(b + sB )

=

(TB + RB + H1 ((IDB kRB )Ppub ) ·
(b + sB )

= KBA
Correctness Verification:
= (a + sA )(b + sB )P
At the end of the protocol execution, Alice and Bob
will agree on the same session key. We can easily ver= abP + asB P + bsA P + sA sB P.
ify that sk = SKBA = SKAB From the form of and
We can verify that sk = SKBA = SKAB .
SKBA and SKAB , we can know that if the adversary
acquired the session-specific ephemeral secrets a and
b, he can not learns the session key SKBA or SKAB ,
Analysis of Security and Effibecause he can not compute H1 ((IDA kRA )ppub ), TA , 4
−1
−1
TB and too sA , sB . Because hash function inverse
ciency
is computationally infeasible without knowing server
’s secret key. So this scheme does to gain the ad- In this section, we give the general analysis of security
ditional security attribute - Known session-specific and efficiency, as well as comparisons over comparable
temporary information secrecy. It is easy to validate protocols.
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A. Security Analysis.
We informally declare that our new proposed scheme
has several desirable security attributes, such as
known-key secrecy, PKG forward secrecy, keycompromise impersonation resilience, unknown keyshare resilience, and no key control. Especially,
this scheme achieves the perfect forward secrecy attribute.
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−1
sA sB P, TA , TB , s−1
A , sB , H1 ((IDB kRB ) Ppub ) >
but he couldn’t compute KAB2 and KBA2 without knowing same agreed session key with
SKBA = SKAB .
In order to compute KAB1 , KBA1 , KAB2 and
KBA2 at two proposed schemes , one should
solve the Computational Diffie-Hellman hard
problem and inverse one-way hash function.

1) Known-key secrecy.
If one session key is compromised, this does not
mean that any other session keys are compromised. The fact is that each run of the protocol
computes a different session key which depends
on the ephemeral private keys x and y. While x
and y were selected randomly by Alice and Bob
independently.

7) PKG forward secrecy.
If the adversary acquired the system master
key of PKG, it means that the adversary can
also acquire the private key of both Alice and
Bob. It still couldn’t compute . In order to
compute , one should solve the Computational
Diffie-Hellman problem and other inverse oneway hash function.

2) Key-compromise impersonation resilience.
Suppose an adversary called Eve who knows Alice’s long term private key wishes to masquerade as Bob to Alice. Although Eve could declare with Bob’s identity and send TB to Alice,
but without knowing the private key of Bob, he
couldn’t use KAB to compute the identical session key as same as that of Alice.

8) Known session-specific temporary information
secrecy.
If the adversary knew the ephemeral session
secrets a and b but not the long-term key of
both, then he could only compute < abP , asB P ,
bsA P, RID > but not sA sB P, sID .
In order to compute sA sB P , one need to acquire
at least one of the long term private key of Alice
and Bob. It is still a Computational Diffie- Hellman hard problem. In this scheme, the computation of KAB or KBA needs only two scalar addition and two scalar multiplication operations.
If we consider the preprocessing of computation
of RID + H1 ((IDID kRID ) Ppub ), then the computation cost is only one scalar addition and one
scalar multiplication. It is more efficient than
that of Cao’ s scheme.

3) Unknown key-share resilience.
In order to attack this protocol, the adversary
is required to learn the private key of some entity. In fact, Chen and Kudla [5] has pointed out
that the unknown key-share resilience attribute
is implied by the implicit key authentication.
4) No key control.
In this protocol, x and y are selected by Alice
and Bob randomly, neither entity is able to force
the session key to be a preselected value. If the
adversary Eve modified the exchanged message
with such purpose, Alice and Bob can hardly
compute the same session key.
5) Key agreement secrecy.
The overture of one secret session key should
not compromise other session keys. Therefore
key agreement can prevent to compromise session keys and the insider, replay, parallel session, reflection, server spoofing, and man in the
middle attacks. In order to resistance against
comprehensive research attack for recovery secret random number is better the length of the
random number to be greater than secret session key.Therefore, random numbers and session keys are required for safekeeping confidential information(secret session key).Remember
that Leaking the server’s secret key can lead to
the risk of the session keys being discovered.
6) Perfect forward secrecy.
If the long term keys of two parties involved
were compromised, one (except the PKG)
could compute KAB1 , KBA1 and <asB P , bsA P ,

9) Resistance to the Modification Attack.
In the proposed protocol, each authentication
message is supported via a new secret randomized number and accompanied by a one-way
hash function. Without this randomized number, the attacker is unable to calculate the correct hash function value for authenticating the
ID message. For this reason, it is very difficult
to generate a manipulated message from n valid
message.
10) Resistance to Disclosure Server’s Secret Key Attack.
Proof. Even if the server’s secret key x is
disclosed, the attacker would not be able
to retrieve IDID and hID from RID +
H1 ((IDID kRID ) Ppub ). Since, due to using
only one H(0) function method, the server can
easily change/modify the secret key x and return it to the smart card. Remember that Leaking the server’s secret key can lead to the risk
of the session keys being discovered.
11) Resistance to the Server spoofing Attack.
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Proof. In this type of attack, a attacker canthe proposed scheme is protected from the renot masquerade as a legal server since he canplay attack.
not calculate sA sB P, sID and RID without first
B. Comparison with Existing Protocols.
identifying IDID , rID and x.
One example of an identity-based authenticated key
Therefore, the server would not be able to comagreement protocol in the escrow mode is the propute sk = SKBA = SKAB without identifying
tocol proposed by Chen and Kudla [5]. A drawIDID . In addition, the session key is differback with this protocol (and also of Smart’s identityent for the same user at different sign-in sesbased authenticated key agreement protocol [18]) is
sions. As a result, the proposed scheme is sethat it does not provide perfect forward secrecy atcured against the server deception attack.
tribute. Although Shim [17] proposed a protocol that
is claimed to provide such an attribute, it was later
12) Resistance to the Parallel Session Attack.
found to be vulnerable to the man-in-the-middle attack [19]. In 2005, Wang [21] proposed an identityProof. Assuming that the attackers can,
based authenticated key agreement protocol which
through replaying the sign-in request message
achieves perfect forward secrecy in the escrow mode,
{IDA , RA }, {IDB , RB , TB } turn themselves
it needs to do 3 exponentiation in G, one multipliinto an authorized user (Ui ) within the valid
cation in G, and one pairing. Our protocol needs to
time frame. However, in such a case, they would
do one exponentiation in G, 4 exponentiation in GT ,
not be able to calculate sk = SKBA = SKAB
and
one pairing. The computational efficiency of two
in the next step since the confirmation message
schemes
is almost the same. It is more efficient than
does not contain all the data required for esthat
of
Cao’s
scheme, because it can prevent to comtablishing the next steps. Because, the security
promise
session
keys and the insider, replay, parallel
of the proposed scheme authentication message
session,
reflection,
server spoofing, and man in the
against the parallel attack would depend on the
middle
attacks.
complexity of the logarithmic calculations over
GF (p), one-way hash function, Elliptic Curve
Groups and the Diffie–Hellman key agreement
protocol.
13) Resistance to the Insider Attack.
Proof. If
an
immune
insider
server
obtains
the
confidential
information
< abP, asB P, bsA P, RID >, he would not
be able to extract similar sensitive information
sA sB P, sID and RID + H1 ((IDID kRID ) Ppub ).
Because it is computationally infeasible to
invert the one-way hash function h(0). In
addition, solving a discrete logarithm problem
has been a difficult task. The session key
agreement also acts against the insider attack
procedures.
14) Resistance to the Replay Attack (Re-execution
Attack).
Proof. We can assume the attackers have managed to impersonate the sign-in request message
to replay the same sign-in message {IDA , RA },
{IDB , RB , TB } to the server. However, it would
not be easy for the server to discover the replay
attack through examining the protocol combines with the random numbers and timestamp.
In this case, if the attacker re-executes an old
message on the part of the server, then the
server can easily discover the re-execution attack by comparing sign-in message with the current random number and timestamp. Therefore

5

Conclusions

Perfect session-specific temporary information secrecy is
an important security attribute for authenticated key
agreement protocols (in both escrow and escrowless
modes). We presented an identity-based authenticated
key agreement protocol that is secure in the escrow mode.
We demonstrated that our proposed protocol provides almost all of the known security attributes, especially the
perfect session specific temporary information secrecy attribute with nice computational efficiency than reported
other schemes.
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Abstract
We firstly combine the concepts of key-insulated encryption (KIE) and identity-based encryption with the
equality test (IBE-ET) to obtain identity-based keyinsulated encryption with equality test (IB-KIEET). The
scheme inherits the advantages of identity-based encryption (IBE), which simplifying certificate management for
public key encryption. Furthermore, the key-insulated
mechanism was added in our scheme, which perfectly
reduced the possibility of key exposure. Our scheme
achieves weak indistinquishable identity chosen ciphertext
(W-IND-ID-CCA) security in the random oracle model.
Meanwhile, it is indicated that our scheme is feasible and
practical through the experimental simulation and theoretical analysis.
Keywords: Identity Based Encryption; Key-Insulated;
Outsourced Equality Test

1

Introduction

Due to the rapid popularity of cloud computing, storing
data in the cloud (such as photos, videos, emails, and instant messages) has become a trend for individuals and
organizations [5, 20]. However, the cloud server cannot
be fully trusted to ensure the confidentiality of user data
uploaded to the cloud [16]. For this reason, user’s data
should be encrypted before sending it to the cloud server.
Public key encryption seems to be suitable for encryption [1]. But it is unrealistic for users to download all the
data from the cloud server each time. Therefore, it is desirable to design a scheme that supports the search function stored on the ciphertext in the cloud server without
revealing any information related to these ciphertexts.
Boneh et al. [3] proposed the first public key encryption
using keyword search (PKE-KS). In the PKE-KS scheme,
the user can encrypt the keyword and corresponding data
under the user’s public key, meanwhile, the user creates a
target keyword trapdoor by using his/her private key and
then uploads it to the cloud server. Nonetheless, the cloud

server can only compare keywords with trapdoors under
the same public key. This has become the bottleneck for
the development of keyword search. To address this problem, Yang et al. [28] proposed the concept of public key
encryption scheme (PKE-ET) with equality test based on
bilinear pairing. Compared to PKE-KS, the equality test
in PKE-ET can be performed between two ciphertexts encrypted in the same public key and different public keys.
Following the works of Yang et al. [28], some welldesigned schemes with equality test have been constructed [11, 15, 21, 26]. Recently, Sha Ma [18] proposed
the notion of identity based encryption with outsourced
equality test(IBE-ET) in cloud computing. The abovementioned scheme is the first time to integrate identitybased cryptosystem into public key encryption with equality test, thus it inherits the advantages of both primitives.
However, the problem caused by key exposure can’t be resisted in this scheme. There is no doubt that key exposure
will lead to the destructive consequence, for which Dodis
et al. [6] proposed the primitive of key-insulated. In their
scheme, the secret keys consist of two parts which named
user secret key and helper key. The user secret key has
been constantly changing, so the possibility of key exposure is significantly reduced. Therefore, a scheme need to
be devised that satisfies both the equality test and the
key-insulated encryption.

1.1
1.1.1

Related Work
Key-insulated Encryption

In order to reduce the damage which is caused by private
key-exposure, Dodis et al. [6] firstly introduced the keyinsulated encryption. Nevertheless, in this scheme, the total time period number should be determined in advance.
Since then, many research results, about key-insulated encryption have been put forward. By introducing the concept of proxy re-encryption, Wang et al. [22] processed a
key-insulated proxy re-encryption scheme (KIPRE). He et
al. [8] combined key-insulated encryption with certificateless public key encryption (CL-PKE) and present a con-
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crete paradigm which is called certificateless key-insulated 3) Finally, we give the experimental simulation and theencryption scheme (CLKIE). Hanaoka et al. [7] combined
oretical analysis which can indicate the feasibility
identity-based encryption with key-insulated encryption
and practicability of our scheme.
and proposed the first identity-based key-insulated encryption scheme. Later, Bellare and Palacio [2] proposed 1.3 Organization
a new key-insulated encryption scheme. In this scheme,
the total time period number doesn’t need to be given The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
in advance. Benoı̂t et al. [13] processed a identity-based our scheme provide some preliminaries for our construckey-insulated encryption scheme without random oracles. tion and formulate the notion of IB-KIEET. In Section 3,
we proposed our construction of IB-KIEET and prove its
security in Section 4. In Section 5, we compare our work
1.1.2 Equality Test
with other related works. In Section 6, we conclude our
Boneh et al. [4] proposed the first public key encryp- paper.
tion with keyword search (PKE-KS) scheme. In this
scheme, user is able to test the equvalance between two
Preliminaries
ciphertexts which are encrypted with the same public 2
key. Later, some well-designed PKE-KS schemes were
put foward [9, 27, 29]. However, it is unable for user to 2.1 Billinear map
conduct search functionality for ciphertexts under differLet G and GT be two multiplicative cyclic groups of prime
ent public keys. In order to solve this problem, Yang
order p. Suppose that g is a generator of G. A bilinear
et al. [28] presented public key encryption with equality
map e : G × G → GT satisfies the following properties:
test (PKE-ET). This scheme allows user to search the
ciphertexts in different public keys. After that a large 1) Bilinearity: For any g ∈ G, a and b ∈ Z , e(g a , g b ) =
p
amount of schemes corresponding to PKE-ET have been
e(g, g)ab .
put forward [4,14,19,30]. Although PKE-ET has excellent
performance, there are still some problem on key certifi- 2) Non-degenerate: e(g, g) 6= 1.
cate management, which seriously constrain the efficient
in practice. To solve this problem, Ma [18] combined 3) Computable: There is an efficient algorithm to compute e(g, g) for any g ∈ G.
PKE-ET and (identity-based encryption) IBE [3, 23] and
proposed the first identity-based encryption with equality
test (IBE-ET). Different from PKE-ET, IBE-ET solved 2.2 Bilinear Diffie-Hellman (BDH) probthe problem of key certificate management. In recent
lem
year, a series of schemes which focus on IBE-ET have been
published. Wu et al. [24] presented a dual server IBE-ET Let G and GT be two groups of prime order p. Let e :
which can resist the inner keywords guessing attack. Re- G × G → GT be an admissible bilinear map and let g be
cently, in order to provide a scheme which achieves IND- a generator of G.The BDH problem in hp, G, GT , ei is as
ID-CCA security, Lee et al. [10] proposed a semi-generic follows: Given hg, g a , g b , g c i, for random a,b,c ∈ Z∗p , for
construction of IBE-ET. Unfortunately, IBE-ET can not any randomized algorithm A computes value e(g, g)abc ∈
reduce the damage caused by private key-exposure. So GT with advantage:
far, there has not been any scheme which can solve priADVABDH P r[A(g, g a , g b , g c ) = e(g, g)abc ]
vate key-exposure problem.
We say that the BDH assumption holds if for any
polynomial-time algorithm A, its advantage Adv BDH
is
A
negligible.
To resolve these challenges, we propose identity based
key-insulated encryption with equality test (IB-KIEET)
in this paper. To summarize, our contribution to this 2.3 Definitions
paper consist of three points:
In this section, we give formal definitions of our scheme. A
1) We first incoporate the idea of identity-based key- physically secured helper device is employed in our model
insulated encryption into IBE-ET to propose the IB- to help update user secret key at a time i,we assume our
KIEET scheme. Specifically, IB-KIEET enables the helper device is secured. Our scheme achieves weak chocloud server to conduct an equivalence test on ci- sen ciphertext security (i.e. W-IND-ID-CCA) under the
phertext. Meanwhile, IB-KIEET can resist private defined security model.
key exposure;
Identity based key-insulated encryption with outsourced
2) Our scheme achieves Weak-IND-ID-CCA (W-INDequality test (IB-KIEET): In identity based enID-CCA) security, which can prevent an insider atcryption with equality test against outsider attack
tack.
scheme, we specify nine algorithms: Setup, Extract,

1.2

Our Contribution
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UserKeyGeneration, DeviceKeyUpdate, UserKeyUpdate, Trapdoor,Encrypt, Decrypt, Test, where M and
C are its plaintext space and ciphertext space, respectively:
1) Setup(λ): It takes as input a security parameter λ , total number of time period T = N and
returns the public system parameter K and the
master key msk.
2) Extract(msk,ID): It takes as input, msk, an arbitrary ID∈ {0, 1}∗ , system parameter K and
returns a secret key dkID to the user with identity ID. This algorithm is also performed by a
PKG. After the algorithm is performed, PKG
sends to the user with identity ID via a secure
channel.
3) UserKeyGeneration(K, N, dkID ): The user
key generation algorithm takes the received secret key dkID and the total number of time periods N.The algorithm outputs user’s master pri∗
vate key dkID
and set user’s initial secret key
0
dkID
∗
): The physically
4) DeviceKeyUpdate(i, j, dkID
secure device takes as input indices i, j for the
time periods (1 ≤ i, j ≤ N ) and a master private
0i,j
∗
.
key dkID
.It outputs a partial secret key dkID
0i,j
i
, dkID
): It takes as
5) UserKeyUpdate(i, j, dkID
i
, and a parinput indices i, j, a secret key dkID
0i,j
tial secret key dkID .It returns the secret key
j
dkID
for time period j.

6) Trapdoor (msk,ID,): It takes as input msk and
an arbitrary ID ∈ {0, 1}∗ and returns a trapdoor td for that identity.
7) Encrypt(K,i,ID,m): It takes as input K, the
index i of the current time period N, an identity ID ∈ {0, 1}∗ and a plaintext m ∈ M , and
returns a ciphertext c as c = (i, c), where c ∈ C.
i
8) Decryption(dkID
, i, c): It takes a current prii
vate secret key dkID
and a ciphertext (i, c) as
inputs and returns a plaintext m ∈ M or a symbol ⊥ if the ciphertext is invalid.

9) Test(CA , CB ): It takes ciphertext CA and CB
produced by user A and user B respectively. It
output 1 if message associated with CA and CB
are equal. It outputs 0 otherwise.
Correctness: The algorithm must satisfy the following
conditions:
i
1) When dkID
is updated secret decryption
key generated by the physically secure DeviceKeyUpdate algorithm given ID as the public
key, then
i
∀m ∈ M : Decrypt(C, dkID
) = M,

where C = Encrypt(ID, M ) and C = (i, c).

2) When tdA and tdB are trapdoors generated by
trapdoor algorithm given IDA and IDB as the
public keys, then
∀M ∈ M : T est(CA , tdA , CB , tdB ) = 1,
where CA = Encrypt(IDA , M )
Encrypt(IDB , M ).

and

CB =

3) When tdA and tdB are trapdoors generated by
trapdoor algorithm given IDA and IDB as the
public keys, then
0

0

∀M, M ∈ M and M 6= M ,
P r[T est(CA , tdA , CB , tdB ) = 1]
is negligible where CA = Encrypt (IDA , M ) and
0
CB = Encrypt (IDB , M ).
Security Models:
1) Setup: The challenger takes a security parameter λ as input and runs the setup algorithm. It
gives the system parameters K to the adversary
A and keeps the master key msk by itself.
2) Phase 1: Private decryption key queries (IDa ):
The challenger runs the Extract algorithm to
generate the private decryption key dkai corresponding to the public key IDa . It sends dkai
to A.
3) Trapdoor queries IDa . The challenger runs
the above private decryption key queries on IDa
to get dkID,a and then generates the trapdoor
tda using dkID,a via Trapdoor algorithm. Finally, it sends (tda ) to A.
4) Decryption queries (IDa , (i, C)): The challenger runs the Decryption algorithm to decrypt
the ciphertext (i, Ca ) by running Extract algoi
rithm to obtain the private secret key dkID,a
corresponding to the public key IDa . Finally, it
sends the plaintext Ma to A.
5) Challenge: A submits an identity IDch on
which it wishes to be challenged. The only constraint is that IDch did not appear in private
decryption key queries in Phase 1 but IDch
may appear in trapdoor queries in Phase 1 or
in decryption query IDch . The challenger randomly chooses a plaintext m ∈ M and sets C ∗ =
∗
Encrypt(IDch , m, tokID
). Finally, it sends C ∗
to A as its challenge ciphertext.
6) Phase 2: Private decryption key queries IDa
where IDa 6= IDch . The challenger responds in
the same way as in Phase 1.
7) Trapdoor queries IDa . The challenger responds in the same way as in phase 1.
8) Decryption queries (IDa , Ci ) 6= (IDch , C ∗ ).
The challenger responds in the same way as in
Phase 1.
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9) Guess: A submits a guess m ∈ M.
Definition 1. The scheme is W-ID-CCA secure if for
−ID−CCA
all W-IND-ID-CCA adversaries, AdvW
IB−KIEET,A (K) =
0
P r[m = m ] is negligible.

3

Construction

We provide a detailed construction for the IB-KIEET in
this section as follows:
1) Setup(lλ ,N): Initially, the system takes a security
parameter λ, a time period N and returns public system parameters K, the master secret key msk.
• The system generates two multiplicative groups
G and GT with the same orime order p of λ
length bits and a bilinear map e : G × G → GT .
The system selects an arbitrary generator g ∈
G.
• The algorithm exploit a keyed permutation F :
{0, 1}k × {0, 1}n → {0, 1}n for a positive integers, K=k(λ) and n=n(λ). Set a random value
k1 from {0, 1}. Generate a MAC scheme MAC
= (GSV) and obtain k2 by running G(λ). Set
the master token key M T K = (k1 , k2 ). We
adopted Lee et al.’s work to resist against insider attack.
• The system chooses three hash functions: H1 :
{0, 1}t → Zp∗ , H2 : {0, 1}∗ → G, H3 : T ×
G × GT → [0, 1]t+l , where l is the length of
random numbers and t is the length of messages. The algorithm randomly picks (α, β) and
set g1 =g α , g2 =g β .Next,picks random elements
{g3 , h, h1 , . . . , hN } ∈ G. It publishes public
parameter K=(T, p, G, GT , e, g, g1 , g2 , g3 , hN −1 ,
M AC, H1 , H2 , H3 ) and MSK =(α, β).T is referred to as a MAC Tag.
2) Extract (K,MSK,ID): For a given string ID ∈
{0, 1}∗ , public parameter K and MSK,the algorithm
compute hID = H1 (ID) ∈ G, set master decryption
β
key mdkID = (hα
ID , hID ) where (α, β) is the master
secret key.
3) UserKeyGen(K,mdk,ID): On input mdkID , the al(1)
α(2)
(1)
gorithm set dkID = (hα
, α(2) ) ∈
ID , hID ) where (α
(1)
(2)
∗
Zp and parse it as dkID = (dkID , dkID ), chooses
∗
a random elements η ∈ G and set dkID
=
(1)
(2)
(dkID /η, dkID ), and set user’s initial decryption key
0
as dkID
= (η, φ, φ, φ).
∗
4) DevKeyUpdate(i, j, dkID
): On input two indices
∗(1)
∗(2)
∗
∗
i, j and dkID , parse dkID as (dkID , dkID ), choose
0i,j
t ∈ Z∗q and return a partial secret key dkID
=
∗(1)

∗(2)

(dkID .htj , dkID , g t ).
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∗
5) UserKeyUpdate(i, j, dkID
): The algorithm on ini
put indices i, j, a secret key dkID
and a partial secret
i(1)
i(2)
0i,j
i
key dkID = (x, y, z) parse dkID = (dkID , dkID
i(3)
i(4)
j
, dkID , dkID ).
The algorithm output dkID
=
j(1)
j(2)
j(3)
j(4)
j(1)
i(1)
(dkID , dkID , dkID , dkID ) where dkID = dkID
i(1)
j(2)
and dkID = η for all i. Therefore dkID =
i(1)
j(3)
j(4)
dkID .x,dkID = y,dkID =z. The algorithm send
0i,j
i
(dkID
, dkID
) via a secure channel to the user. A
new secret key computed at a period i is used to decrypt a specific ciphertext corresponding to period i.
0i,j
i
If (dkID
, dkID
) is deleted as a result of the key update, then ciphertext stored on the cloud server at a
period i could not be decrypted by the user. Other
similar key-insulated schemes deleted previous secret
keys when the current key was updated to a new secret key.

6) Trapdoor (ID): For a given string ID ∈ {0, 1}∗ the
algorithm computes hID = H1 (ID) ∈ G and set the
trapdoor tdID = hβID , tdID is the second element of
mdkID .
7) Encrypt(K, ID,m): To encrypt m with a public
ID, algorithm selects two random numbers r1 , r2 ∈
Zp∗ .Then it computes:
C1

= g r1 ,

C2

= W r1 .H2 (e(g2 , hID )r1 )

where
W r1

=

F (k1 , H(m)),

C3

=

g r2

C4

=

(m k r1 ) ⊕ H3 (C1 k C2 k P k e(g1 , hID )r2 ).

Finally it returns C = (C1 , C2 , C3 , C4 ), where P ←
S(k2 , C3 ) for the signing algorithm S of the employed
MAC, the corresponding tag P is used to verify C3 .
The function F is assumed to be a strong pseudorandom permutation and the MAC is existentially
unforgeable under chosen message attack.
8) Decrypt(C, dkID , tokID ):On input the ciphertext C,
i
updated secret key dkID
and a token tokID =
(k1 , k2 ), the algorithm computes:
m0 k r0
0

m kr

0

=

i
C4 ⊕ H3 (C1 k C2 k P k e(C3 , dkID
)),

=

i
H3 (e(C3 , dkID
)).

Given P ← S(k2 , C3 ) where P = M ACk2 (C3 ), the
algorithm verify:
P 0 = M ACk2 (C3 ) if P 0 = P.
0

Then it checks whether C1 = g r1 and
0
0
C2 =W r1 .H2 (e(C1 , hβID )) where W r1 =F (k1 , H(m0 )).
If both holds,the algorithm return m0 . Otherwise,
return ⊥.
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9) Test(CA , tdIDA , CB , tdIDA ): On input a ciphertext Proof. Let A be a PPT adversary attacking the W-INDCA , trapdoor tdA and a given senders’ ciphertext CB . CCA security of the above scheme. Suppose that A runs
The algorithm test whether MA =MB by computing: in time T and makes at most qH hash queries and qD deW −IN D−CCA
cryption queries. Let AdvA
(t, qH , qD ) denote
C2,A
the advantage of A in the W-IND-ID-CCA experiment.
TA =
,
H2 (e(C1,A , tdID,A ))
The security proof is done through a sequence of games
by [28]. The preliminaries of the original game is considC2,B
TB =
ered as follows:
H2 (e(C1,B , tdID,B ))
∗
α
the algorithm outputs 1 if the equation holds, out- Game G0 α ← Zq , y=g , T =N , R=∅;
m ← G1 , r ← Zp∗ , U ∗ =g r , V ∗ =mr ,
puts 0 otherwise.
W ∗ =H(T, U ∗ , V ∗ , y r ) ⊕ (m k r);
,o2
Correctness: The conditions that satisfies the above defim ← AoH (T, U ∗ , V ∗ , W ∗ ), where the oracle works
nitions are shown below:
as follows:

OH : On input a triple (T, U, V, Y ) ∈ G41 ,where
a same random value is returned, if the
same input is asked multiple times, the
same answer will be returned.
O2 : On input a ciphertext (T,U,V,W), it returns the decryption algorithm to decrypt
it using the secret key α given within a time
N.
0
Let Xo be the event that m =m in Game
G0 . However the probability in Game G0
is Pr [So ]. Hence we modify Game G0 and
obtain the following game.

1) Assuming a well-formed ciphertext for IDA and
IDB . Given the following:
TA

=

C2,A
,
H2 (C1,A , tdID,A )
r1,A

=

WA

r1
.H2 (e(gA
, hβID, A )

r1
, hβID, A )
H2 (e(gA

,

r1,A

= WA
TB

=

C2,B
H2 (C1,B , tdID,B )
r1,B

=

WB

r1
.H2 (e(gB
, hβID, B )

r1
H2 (e(gB
, hβID, B )
r

= WB1,B
It output 1 if the following equation holds. Otherwise
output 0.
e(C1,A , TB ) = e(C1,A , TA ).
Therefore,
r1,B

) = e(g, WB )r1,A r1,B

r1,A

) = e(g, WA )r1,A r1,B

e(C1,A , TB )

=

e(g r1,A , WB

e(C1,B , TA )

=

e(g r1,B , WA

Where WAr1 = F (k1 , mA ) and WBr1 = F (k1 , mB ),
given token tokID =k1 , the function outputs MA
and MB .If WA =WB , then e(C1,A , TB ) = e(C1,B , TA ).
Test (CA , tdID,A , CB , tdID,B ) outputs 1.
2) For any MA 6= MB , Test (CA , tdID,A , CB , tdID,B )=
1, this implies that e(g, WA )r1,A = e(g, WB )r1,B .
Hence P r[e(g, WA )=(g, WB )] = P1 . Therefore, we
assume that P r[T est(CA , tdID,A , CB , tdID,B ) =1] is
negligible.

4

Security Analysis

Game G1
m

α ← Zq∗ , y=g α , T =N , R=∅;

← G1 , r ← Zp∗ , U ∗ =g r , V ∗ =mr , R∗ →
[0, 1]t+i , W ∗ = H(T, U ∗ , V ∗ , y r ) ⊕ (m k r), R
=R ∪ (T, U ∗ , V ∗ (U ∗ )α , R∗ );

m ← AOH ,O2 (y, T, U ∗ , V ∗ , W ∗ ), where the oracle
works as follows:
OH : On input a triple (T, U, V, Y ) ∈ G41 where
if there is an entry (T, U, V, Y, h) in the hash
table R, h is returned, otherwise a random value h is selected and returned, and
(T, U, V, Y, h) is added to R.
O2 : On input a ciphertext (T, U, V, W ), a hash
query on (T, U, V, U α ) is issued. Suppose
the answer is h ∈ [0, 1]t+i , then m k r is
computed as h⊕W ,then a validity check on
whether U =g r and V =mr is performed. If
the check fails, ⊥ is returned: otherwise, m
is returned. The event that Game1 occurs
is denoted by S1 . However its observed that
G0 =G1 , hence we deduce the probability of
the random oracle as:
P r[S1 ] = P r[S0 ].
In the next game, we further modify the simulation
game in an indistinguishable way:

∗
α
Theorem 1. The Above IB-KIEET Scheme is W-IND- Game G2 α ← Zq , y=g , T=N, R=∅;
m ← G1 , r ← Zp∗ ,U ∗ =g r , V ∗ = mr , W ∗ →
ID-CCA Secure in the Random Oracle Model Assuming
BDHP is negligible.
[0, 1]t+i , R = R ∪ (t, U ∗ , V ∗ (U ∗ )α , W ∗ );
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m ← AOH ,O2 (y, T, U ∗ , V ∗ , W ∗ ).
sponse to queries as follows:

The oracle re-
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fails if (U, V, W ) is a valid ciphertext. However, this
happens with negligible probability.

The timestamp associated with the ciphertext improve
the security of this game. T is a tampstamp value associated with the ciphertext in both Games, however the
random oracle responds are unique and probabilistic because decrption queries are dependent on T, U ∗ and V ∗ .
The probability of ⊥ occurring is negligible.
The challenge ciphertext generated in this game is
identically distributed to that in Game G2 and G3 as
W ∗ is a random value in both Game G2 and Game G3 .
The simulation of O2 is secure since W ∗ is uniquely determined by U ∗ and V ∗ in Game G2 and U ∗ , V ∗ , T in
Game G3 . Therefore, if event ε1 does not occur, Game
G3 is identical to Game G1 . However, we show below that
event ε1 occurs with negligible probability.
We further simulates decryption queries in indistinquishable way from Game G3 . The decryption queries
are separated into two types which includes:
Type 1: (T, U, V, U α ) has been queried to OH before
a decryption query (T, U, V, W ) is issued. In this
case, W is uniquely determined after (T, U, V, U α ) is
queried to OH . So the decryption oracle is simulated
perfectly.
Type 2: (U, V, U α ) has never been queried to OH when a
decryption query (U, V, W ) is issued. In this case, ⊥
is returned by the decryption oracle. The simulation

TimeCost (ms)

OH : Game G2 is identical to Game G1 . However if Adversary queries for (U ∗, ., (U ∗)α ),
then the game is aborted. Let ε be this
event.
5 Comparison
O2 : This is also the same as Game G1 , however if Adversary ask for decryption of
0
In this section, we compare the efficiency of algorithms
(U ∗ , V ∗ W ), where W 6= W ∗ , ⊥ is retuned.
and time consumption among the proposed scheme,
Chosen Ciphertext security (CCA) secure is Ma’s [18] scheme, which combined the concepts of public
paramount in this game because W ∗ is a ran- key encryption with equality test and identity-based endom value in both Games, however the random cryption, Wu et al.’s [25] scheme,which solved the problem
oracle responds are unique and probabilistic be- of the insider attack, and Li et al.’s [12] scheme,in which
cause W ∗ is dependent on U and V ∗ . The prob- a key-insulation cryptosystem was proposed in order to
ability of ⊥ occurring is negligible.
minimize the damage of secret key exposure. The comparison result of efficiency is shown in Table 1, which inIn the next game, we further modify the simulation
cludes Outsider Attack(OA), Insider Attach(IA), encrypgame in a time T based indistinguishable way.
tion(Enc), decryption(Dec), Test and Security. The above
α
∗
comparison shows that our scheme can resist both OA and
Game G3 α ← Zq , y = g , T = N, R = ∅;
IA, whereas others’ don’t have this ability. In addition,
m ← G1 , r ← Zp∗ , U ∗ =g r , V ∗ =mr , W ∗ →
the scheme in [18, 25] as well as our scheme implement
[0, 1]t+i , R= R ∪ (T, U ∗ , V ∗ (U ∗ )α , W ∗ );
chosen ciphertext security, which is stronger than chosen
m ← AOH ,O2 (y, T, U ∗ , V ∗ , W ∗ ):
plaintext security achieved in [12].
OH : Game G3 is identical to Game G2
.
However if Adversary queries for
90
(U ∗ , T, U ∗ , ., (U ∗ )α ), then the game is
[8]
80
[25]
aborted. Let ε1 be this event.
[26]
Ours
70
O2 : This is also the same as Game G2 , however if Adversary ask for decryption of
60
0
(U ∗ , V ∗ , T ), where T 6= T , ⊥ is retuned.
50
40
30
20
10
0
Enc

Dec

Test

Figure 1: Computation overhead of different schemes
In order to evaluate the computation efficiency of
these schemes, the Pairing-Based Cryptography(PBC) Library [17] is used to quantify the time consumption of
encryption, decryption and test operations. This experiment is executed on windows 7 OS equipped with an
i5-4460 CPU @3.2 GHz and 4G bytes memory. The time
consumptions, which are obtained by repeat simulations,
are shown in Figure 1. From Figure 1 we can observe
that the computation cost of decryption and test of our
scheme is comparable with other existing works, whereas
our encryption computational cost seems higher. This is
forgivable due to the additional computation overheads
required to prevent both insider and outsider attacks,
which, however, is not the case in other works. In the
aspect of the computation cost of decryption and test,
our scheme is better than schemes in [12, 25]. Although
time consumption of decryption and test operations of our
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Table 1:
SCHEME
[18]
[25]
[12]
Ours

Comparing
OA IA
N
N
N
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
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the efficiency of algorithm of variant PKE-ETs with our scheme
Enc
Dec
Test
Security
4Exp1 + 2Exp2
2P+2Exp1 4P
OW-ID-CCA
1P+3Exp1 + 1Exp2 1P+2Exp1 2P
W-IND-ID-CCA
1P+4Exp1 + 1Exp2 3P
4P+1Exp2 IND-ID-CPA
2P+2Exp1 + 2Exp2 2P+2Exp1 2P
W-IND-ID-CCA
00

00

00

00

legends: In this table, Expi refers to the exponent computation in group i, P refers
00
00
00
00
to the pairing computation, OA refers to outsider attack, IA refers to insider attack,
00
00
00
00
Y refers to ’Yes’ as a supportive remark, N refers to ’No’ as not supportive. WIND-ID-CCA refers to weak indistinguishable chosen ciphertext attack against identity,
OW-ID-CCA refers to one-way chosen ciphertext attack against ientity and IND-ID-CPA
refers to indistinguishable chosen plaintext attack against identity.

scheme is slightly high than scheme proposed in [25], it
provides additional security for outsider attack.

6

Conclusions

Inspired by the notion of scheme in [18], we put forward
identity-based key-insulated encryption with outsourced
equality test scheme. In this paper, the mechanism of
key-insulated is used to reduce the damage to private key
exposure. Besides, our scheme also has the ability to resist insider attack from HBC server, which makes it is
practical and suitable in cloud computing. Finally, our
scheme security is proved in the random oracle. Theoretical analysis and experiment simulation both demonstrate
that our scheme is secure and efficient.

7
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Abstract
Parametric t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding
(t-SNE) algorithm is a kind of unsupervised dimensionality reduction method which is widely used and effectively.
However, current research rarely involves the application
of parametric t-SNE in network attack detection. Simultaneously, it is rare to apply a reasonable model for parametric t-SNE. Therefore, we propose a novel unsupervised
dimensionality reduction algorithm to detect attack behaviors, which uses t-SNE combined with a hierarchical
neural network. This algorithm maps a high-dimensional
network data space into a low-dimensional latent space.
Furthermore, we evaluate the performance of the parametric t-SNE method in experiments using two public
network intrusion datasets and a self-collected network
dataset. In experiments, several unsupervised dimensionality reduction algorithms are discussed and compared
with the algorithm we proposed. This comparison shows
that parametric t-SNE based on hierarchical neural network gets excellent dimensionality effect, which achieved
a maximum of 99% accuracy for 1-nearest neighbor.
Keywords: Hierarchical Neural Network; Network Intrusion Detection; Parametric T-SNE

1

Introduction

Network data possesses high-dimensional characteristics,
which hinders a machine learning model from achieving
good performance. Therefore, dimensional reduction is
commonly used for a large amount of high-dimensional
network data. Traditional reduction algorithms, such as
principal component analysis (PCA) and neighborhood

components analysis [22], are the commonly used linear
reduction techniques. However, these linear reduction algorithms are not ideal when dealing with nonlinear data
in a high-dimensional space. In addition, auto-encoders
proposed by Hinton [6] can map high-dimensional data
by maximizing the variances in latent space. Manifold
learning is another such reduction algorithm. Various algorithms, such as Isomap [8], Locally Linear Embedding
(LLE) [9], and Maximum Variance Unfolding (MVU) [15],
focus more on the local structure of the high-dimensional
data. Unfortunately, these algorithms are non-parametric
and cannot map the out-of-sample data. A typical tdistributed stochastic neighbor embedding (t-SNE) algorithm [20] is another such non-parametric manifold learning algorithm. Furthermore, Maaten et al. [3] presented
a parametric t-SNE model based on stacked restricted
Boltzmann machine models [12] and solved this problem
of out-of-sample data.
However, for network data, it cannot simply build a
stacked and fully connected neural network model because of the hierarchical structure of network data. A
network streaming data consists of two layers, i.e., packet
and micro-flow layers. The micro-flow layer is a set of IP
packets that contain the same source IP address, destination IP address, source port, and destination port; and
are from the same time window. In this study, micro-flow
(defined by five tuple) data is considered to be a sequence
of network packets, and these packets can be considered
as limited-length data blocks. Thus, a packet layer means
byte-level data and the streaming layer is a sequence of
packets. To detect network attacks by modeling both
packet and streaming layers, a hierarchical model is designed in this study.
This study aims at investigating and proposing a new
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(a) The structure of network traffics

(b) The RNN-MLP model

Figure 1: The structure of network traffics and RNN-MLP model
parametric t-SNE model, which is adapted to the hierarchical structure of network data and performs unsupervised dimensionality reduction because of the lack of
labels for malicious network behaviors. Unlike typical tSNE, the new algorithm should solve the problem of outof-sample data. We performed dimensional reduction and
visualization based on the Defense Advanced Research
Projects Agency (DARPA) 1998 dataset [4] and the
Information Security Centre of Excellence (ISCX)-2012
dataset [11]. The effects of various hyper-parameters,
such as perplexity, learning rate, packet length, and flow
length, on the results of dimensionality reduction are discussed. The experiments show that the parameterized
t-SNE method has about four to five percent absolute
improvement as compared with other classical dimensionality reduction methods, such as using auto-encoders and
PCA.
The remainder of this study is organized as follows.
In the second section, the parametric t-SNE algorithm
combined with a hierarchical deep neural network is de-

scribed. Furthermore, in the third section, the experimental setup and results, and performance of various influencing factors are discussed. Finally, conclusions and
future work are described in the fourth section.

2

Parametric T-SNE Based On
Hierarchical Deep Neural Network

In this section, we introduce parametric t-SNE based on
the recurrent neural network (RNN)-multilayer perceptron (MLP) model [5, 17]. First, a typical t-SNE algorithm is described, which is a global dimensional reduction method. However, the out-of-the-sample extension is
invalid. Further, we introduce the parametric t-SNE algorithm. As an improvement, the algorithm can train the
RNN-MLP model while performing global dimensionality
reduction, thereby making the model effective for external
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samples. In addition, we also discuss the preprocessing
method of network traffics.

2.1

Structure Of Micro-flow And Hierarchical Neural Network

In this study, the micro-flow is the intrusion detecting
object. The micro-flow sequence is divided into two layers, i.e., flow and packet layers. The network data is
temporal sequence and hierarchical. In Figure 1(a), the
structure of micro-flow is shown. One micro-flow is composed of an ordered set of network packets and one packet
is composed of bytes. Therefore, it is necessary to design
a hierarchical model corresponding for the special data
structure.
Inspired by the special structure of network traffics, we
design a hierarchical deep neural network model, named
RNN-MLP. The structure of this model is shown in Figure 1(b). The model consists of 4 parts. The first layer
from the bottom is the byte representation. The second
layer is the packet representation, and the third layer is
RNN model, which is the flow representation. The RNN
model is a deep neural network, which is suitable for modeling temporal sequences, such as speech recognition [1],
language models [10] and micro-flow [14]. The top layer
is a t-SNE clustering model.
1) Byte representation. In this paper, we adopt distributed embedding for byte representation. The network packets are composed of bytes,which are presented as packet = {b1 , b2 , . . . , bn }, where n is the
number of bytes in a packet. As the input of an
embedding function femb , each byte is mapped to a
k-dimensional byte-embedding vector, and each element of the vector follows a uniform distribution from
0 to 1. The mapping packet is contracted presented
as:
vp = {femb (b1 ), femb (b2 ), . . . , femb (bn )}
where, vp is the packet vector which is concatenated
by byte vectors and is taken as the input for the
following RBM model.
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3) Flow representation. The flow representation refers
to the entire recurrent neural network [19] There are
two aspects of the inputs to a recurrent model. One
part is the output of MLP, omlp , and the other is the
output of the recurrent layer from the last time step.
The recurrent network is presented as follows:
ornn,t = θ(Wr i · omlp + Wr

h

· or,t−1 + b),

where Wr i and Wr h are the weights of the input
layer and the recurrent layer, and the symbol b is the
bias; or,t is the output of the recurrent layer at the
tth step.
4) Clustering layer. After obtaining the output ornn,t
from the RNN model, a parametric t-SNE method is
adopted to cluster whose detail is discussed in Section 2.2.

2.2

Parametric T-SNE Model and Backward Propagation

In this part, we firstly introduce the t-SHE algorithm
and obtain a gradient of cost function. Then the parametric t-SNE algorithm based on hierarchical neural network is discussed. The t-SNE algorithm consists of two
steps. The first step is probability distribution in a highdimensional space is performed. Accordingly, the more
similar a pair of objects in the space are, the easier it
is to be selected. Conversely, the probability of selecting
two dissimilar objects is reduced. Further, the probability
in a low-dimensional space is constructed, and the highdimensional probability distribution is similar to the lowdimensional probability distribution. Different algorithms
use different criteria to measure similarity distances (such
as k-means using Euclidean distance). The t-SNE algorithm uses conditional probability to present the similarity distances of two objects. Specifically, when given a set
X = {x1, x2, . . . , xN } containing N samples (objects), between any two samples xi and xj, the distance is defined
as follows:
pi|j + pj|i
pij =
2N

The definition of the probability condition between two
2) Packet representation. The packet representation samples is as follows:
refers to the whole MLP because raw data are recom||x −x ||2
exp(− i2σ2j )
mended as inputs in the deep neural network comi
pj|i = P
||xi −xk ||2
monly. The packets of byte-level data are directly
exp(−
)
k6=i
2σi2
considered as model inputs. The output of MLP is
presented as follows:
where σi2 is the standard deviation of the Gaussian distribution of the data.
omlp = θ(Wm o · θ(Wm h · x + bm h ) + bm o ),
After dimensional reduction via t-SNE, the samples’
set is presented asY = {y1, y2, . . . , yN }, which is the
where x refers to input data that equals to vp ; Wm o mapping from a high-dimensional space into a lowand Wm h are the weights of the output and hidden dimensional space. The distance q between two samples
ij
layers, respectively; bm h and bm o are the biases of in the low-dimensional space is presented as follows:
the hidden and output layers, respectively; the func(1 + kyi − yj k2 )−1
tion θ(·) is the activation function; omlp is the packet
qij = P
2 −1
feature vector.
k6=l (1 + kyk − yl k )
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The final optimization of the t-SNE algorithm is minimizing Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence, which is presented
as follows:
XX
pij
C = KL(P kQ) =
pij log
qij
i
j

3
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Parametric T-SNE Based On
Hierarchical Deep Neural Network

In this section, the experimental setups, evaluation metrics, effects of hyper parameters, and performance comGenerally, the values of pii and qii are 0. The mini- parison of different algorithms are discussed.
mization of the KL divergence is non-convex optimization; thus, the technique of mini-batch gradient descent
is adopted, and the gradient is presented as follows:
3.1 Experimental Setup
X
∂C
=4
(pij − qij )(yi − yj )(1 + kyi − yj k2 )−1
∂yi
j

(1) In the experimental setup, two public datasets, DARPA
1998 [4] and ISCX-2012 [11], are involved. Additionally,
a self-collected real network dataset without label is also
So far the partial derivative about yi are obtained and the employed in the experiment.
method of t-SNE algorithm has been introduced.
DARPA 1998 is a public dataset, which was sponsored
In the model of parametric t-SNE, the symbol yi refers by DARPA for the first realistic and systematic evaluation
to the output of the hierarchical neural network. The of research intrusion detection system, published by the
weights of neural networks are updated by back propaga- MIT Lincoln Laboratory in the United State in 1998. This
tion. In this case, the weights of the model are presented dataset contains a seven-week training set and a two-week
as W = {w1, w2, . . . , wK}, where K refers to the amount test set. In this dataset, the traffic data contains four
of weights from the neural network, and the gradient is types of attacks, i.e., DoS, Probe, U2R, and R2L. The
presented as follows:
percentage of attacks in the training set of DARPA 1998 is
about 65.54%, while the proportion of attacks in DARPA
∂C ∂Y
∂C
is 63.29%, 1.99%, 0.26%, and 0.01%. The proportion of
=
, j = 1, 2, . . . , K,
∂wj
∂Y ∂wj
the test set is similar to that of the training set.
ISCX-2012 is a public network dataset published by the
∂C
∂Y
can Information Security Centre of Excellence (ISCX) of the
where ∂Y
can be calculated by Equation (1) and ∂w
j
be calculated by back propagation.
University of New Brunswick in Canada in 2012. This
dataset contains the full network traffic data of seven
days. All traffic data are normal on the first day, while
2.3 Preprocessing
four types of malicious traffics occurred in the following
The micro-flow sequence is preprocessed. A micro-flow se- six days. The different typesof malicious traffic were BFquence, f, contains many ordered network packets, which SSH, infiltrating, DDoS, and HttpDoS. The percentage of
can be presented as f = {p1, p2, . . . , pm}. The length of normality in ISCX-2012 is about 97.27%, while the proa micro-flow sequence refers to the number of the packets portion of attacks in ISCX-2012 is 0.46%, 0.66%, 0.23%,
it contains. Furthermore, the length of packets is also dif- and 1.38% respectively.
The self-collected dataset contains data of seven days
ferent between any two packets. Thus, the dimensions of
full
traffic, which is collected by our self-developed netthe samples are inconsistent and not suitable as the input
work
data acquisition equipment from a Chinese telecomfor the t-SNE algorithm. The preprocessing is described
munication
operator. This dataset is without labels and
as follows:
plays a validated role in the experiments.
1) Cutting and padding. To construct an equal-length
The experimental platform is Dell R720, which consists
micro-flow sequence, cutting and padding are in- of a CPU of 16 cores with 2.7 GHz, 96 GB memory, and
volved. Preset each micro-flow sequence to contain Nvidia Grid K2 GPU. The OS used is Ubuntu 14.04.
m packets and each packet contains t bytes. Under
known m and t conditions, the truncated network
packets or micro-flow sequence can be cut. For a net- 3.2 Evaluation Metrics
work packet or micro-flow that is too short, it needs
to be padding with zero. The details of cutting and In this study, the 1-nearest neighbor (1-NN) algorithm is
adopted, and the metrics for this are accuracy and recall.
padding are presented in Algorithm 1.
Accuracy is a description of systematic errors, a measure
2) Ignoring the address information. In network intru- of statistical bias that represents the reliability of a rule,
sion detection, the IP and Mac addresses are usually usually represented by the proportion of correct classificashielded to avoid interference from these messages in tions. However, if some attacks are more important, the
recall, which is the fraction of relevant instances that have
the detecting model.
been retrieved over the total amount of relevant instances,
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Algorithm 1 Preprocessing the network flow
Input: micro-flow, presetting m and t
Output: preprocessed micro-flow
1: cnt ← 0
2: if length flow ¡ t then
3:
padding with (t-length flow) packets, where the packets are filled by zero values
4: end if
5: for each packet in flow: do
6:
if cnt ≥ t then
7:
break
8:
end if
9:
if length packet ¡ m: then
10:
padding with zero value at the end of the packet
11:
else
12:
if length packet ¿ m: then
13:
cutting and only reserve the first m bytes
14:
end if
15:
end if
16:
cnt ← cnt + 1
17: end for

(a) DARPA: learning rate from 0.00001 to 0.1

(b) ISCX-2012: learning rate from 0.00001 to 0.1

(c) The accuracy with learning rate

Figure 2: Two-dimensional (2D) dimensionality reduction effect under different learning rates
should be given more attention.
Accuracy

=

TP + TN
TP + TN + FP + FN
TP
TP + FN

wrongly predicted as a non-attack instance. FP is the
number of instances wrongly predicted as an attack. TP is
the number of instances correctly predicted as an attack.

In this study, the 2D dimensionality reduction renderings are also involved. The visual renderings are not nuwhere TN is the number of instances correctly predicted merical indicators; however, they enable us to visually
as a non-attack instance. FN is the number of instances determine the effect of dimensionality reduction.
Recall

=
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(a) DARPA: perplexity from 2 to 50

(b) ISCX-2012: perplexity from 2 to 50

(c) The accuracy with perplexity

Figure 3: 2D dimensionality reduction effect under different perplexity

3.3

Influence Of Hyper Parameters

There are two main types of hyper parameters that affect
the performance of the parametric t- SNE algorithm. One
consists of the inherent parameters of the algorithm, such
as learning rate and perplexity. The other type consists of
parameters of the preprocessing network data (the length
of micro-flow and the size of packets).
1) Learning rate. The learning rate of the parametric t-SNE algorithm affects the speed at which the
model converges in back propagation. There is an
argument [20]that if the learning rate is too low, the
distribution of samples tends to be spherical; Conversely, the model cannot converge.
In the experiments of learning rate, the range is from
0.0001 to 0.1. In Figure 2, the 2D dimensionality reduction renderings are shown. In the DARPA data
set, the 1-NN error rate is the lowest between 0.001
and 0.01 learning rates, and too large or too small
learning rates will increase the error rate. A similar phenomenon exists in the ISCX-2012 data set.
However, the difference is that when the learning
rate reaches 0.1, this model cannot converge, and the
learning rate cannot be calculated.
2) Perplexity. The degree of perplexity is the number
of nearest neighbors selected during the iterative update process. Generally, a larger sample set requires
a higher degree of perplexity. It is highlighted in

the literature [20]that the non-parametric t-SNE algorithm is less sensitive to the confusion parameter.
However, it has been found through experiments that
the parametric t-SNE algorithm is more sensitive to
perplexity than the non-parametric t-SNE algorithm.
In the experiments of perplexity, the range is from 2
to 50. It can be seen that the degree of perplexity
is data sensitive. For the DARPA 1998 dataset, the
degree of perplexity has a greater impact on the 1-NN
accuracy; however, for the ISCX-2012 dataset, the
degree of perplexity is less affected. The preliminary
assumption is that in different datasets the manifold
characteristics are not identical in high-dimensional
data space. The 1-NN accuracy rate does not change
too much; however, the effect of data’s 2D reduction
is significant. It can be clearly seen that when the
perplexity is 2 or 10, the high-dimensional data is not
effectively mapped into the latent space.
3) Length of micro-flow. The length of micro-flow refers
to the number of packets that one flow contains. We
use a five tuple (source IP, destination IP, source
port, destination port, and time window) sequence
of packets that indicate the micro-flow. The number of network packets included in each flow is not
uniform; thus, cutting and padding is required.
As shown in Figure 4, in the experiments of the
length of micro-flow, the range is from 2 to 50. There
is a phenomenon that the 1-NN error rate with short-
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(a) DARPA: flow number from 2 to 40

(b) ISCX-2012: flow number from 2 to 40

(c) The accuracy with flow number

Figure 4: 2D dimensionality reduction effect under different length of micro-flow
length flow is lower than that of the longer one. A
The PCA algorithm is a typical linear dimensional resimple explanation is that irrespective of a normal duction algorithm. The main idea of PCA is mapping
or attack traffic, the first few network packets in a data along the maximum direction of the variance makes
micro-flow are all connected packets, which cannot the data easier to distinguish.
be detected as attacks.
The auto-encoder was proposed by Hinton in 2006 [6],
which is a deep neural network unsupervised algorithm.
4) length of packets. The size of a packet is the num- The core idea is that using multi-layer neural network
ber of bytes a sampled IP packet contains. The makes input vectors closed to the output vectors. The
short IP packets are padding. Conversely, long pack- structure of the auto-encoder is shown in Figure 6. The
ets are cutting. Considering the importance of the structure of the auto-encoder contains encoder and deheader data of the IP packet, at least 60 bytes are coder, which are multi-layer neural network. The dimenreserved (The IP packet contains at least a 20 byte sional reduction is the output of the encoder.
header. The TCP layer also contains at least a 20
The 2D dimensionality reduction renderings of
byte header. Other application layer protocol data DARAP1998, ISCX-2012 and the self-collected dataset
reserved 20 byte header).
are shown in Figure 6. In the subfigures of PCA, the
sample points are scattered and have a certain clusterThe experiment of the length of packets is illustrated ing effect; however, the distinction between U2R, normal,
in Figure 5. The range of length is from 20 to 120 bytes. and DoS is not obvious. In the subfigures of the autoThe best performance is achieved at the 100 byte length encoder, the sample points are scattered, and only R2L
in both DARPA 1998 and ISCX-2012 datasets. In most can be distinguished from other types. In the subfigures
cases, packets need to be 100 bytes long to contain enough of parametric t-SNE, the effects of reduction are obvious.
information to be detected; however, packets with more
In Figure 6(c), the performance of each reduction althan 100 bytes may cause excessive padding, and it ingorithms are shown based on the self-collected dataset.
volves too much noise.
Differently from the other datasets, the data is untagged
here, so the picture is with only one color to mark the
3.4 Results Of Comparison Experiments network flow. It shows that by PCA and auto-encoder
algorithms, samples have not been distinguished or reWe set up a control experiment choosing PCA and auto- duce the dimension sensibly. However, sample points are
encoder as the control group.
effectively divided into 5 clusters via t-SNE algorithm.
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(a) DARPA: packets’ number from 20 to 120

(b) ISCX-2012: packets’ number from 20 to 120

(c) The accuracy with packets’number

Figure 5: 2D dimensionality reduction effect under different length of packets

(a) DARPA: 2-D dimensionality reduction

(b) ISCX-2012 : 2-D dimensionality reduction

(c) self-collected dataset: 2-D dimensionality reduction

Figure 6: 2D dimensionality reduction effect of PCA (left), auto-encoder (middle) and parametric t-SNE algorithm
(right)
In Table 1, the accuracies and recalls of 2-D, 5-D, and 10-D dimensional reductions are presented. According
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Table 1: 1-NN accuracy and recall rate
Dimensions
2-D
Datasets
DARPA
ISCX
Metrics
Acc
Rc
Acc
Rc
PCA
0.784 0.83
0.831 0.854
Auto-encoder
0.411 0.654 0.361 0.517
t-SNE (RNN)
0.85
0.871 0.97
0.967
t-SNE (MLP)
0.819 0.862 0.975 0.972
t-SNE (RNN-MLP) 0.848 0.872 0.981 0.978
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for PCA, auto-encoder, and parametric t-SNE
5-D
10-D
DARPA
ISCX
DARPA
ISCX
Acc
Rc
Acc
Rc
Acc
Rc
Acc
Rc
0.823 0.819 0.988 0.986 0.832 0.831 0.985 0.982
0.684 0.774 0.678 0.698 0.826 0.856 0.875 0.863
0.773 0.819 0.986 0.983 0.842 0.874 0.99
0.988
0.808 0.858 0.962 0.957 0.819 0.869 0.949 0.945
0.791 0.858 0.989 0.987 0.871 0.897 0.99
0.988

Table 2: The performance of different algorithms based on DARPA1998 dataset and ISCX-2012 dataset
Dataset
Algorithm
SVM [21]
Random forest [7]
Bayes network [13]
PLSSVM [2]
ALL-AGL [16]
AMGA2-NB [18]
t-SNE(RNN-MLP)

DARPA1998
Accuracy Avg-Rc
79.4
47.6
91.4
78.23
90.6
53.47
99.8
68.25
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
87.1
89.7

to the table, the parametric t-SNE method based on the
RNN-MLP model is better than other algorithms. By
comparing different dimensions, we can observe that as
the dimension increases, both the 1-NN accuracy and 1NN recall rate of the algorithm increase.

3.5

Algorrithm
Comparison

And

Implementation

In this paper we also compare some algorithms based on
the KDD99 dataset and ISCX-2012 dataset. It is noteworthy that most of the current studies are based on supervised method, and the t-SNE method we proposed are
unsupervised. The methods of KNN, SVM, Tree and random forests, and Bayes are involved in Table 2.
As can be seen, for the DARPA1998 dataset, the tSNE model performed well in terms of the accuracy rate
and obtained a higher average recall than any other algorithms in Table 2. Our model were constructed via a
recurrent neural network and t-SNE which takes the bytelevel data (raw data) as inputs. It could be inferred that
the recurrent model is suitable for streaming-type data.
According to the performance of difference algorithms
based on ISCX-2012 dataset, we compared the t-SNE
method with three supervised methods. In spite of the
t-SNE algorithm is unsupervised, t-SNE method got a
best accuracy rate and a second good recall rate.

4

ISCX-2012
Accuracy Avg-Rc
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
95.4
93.2
94.5
92.7
99.0
98.8

Conclusions
• In this study, we are committed to developing an unsupervised dimensionality reduction method for facing network attacks and have proposed a parametric
t-SNE method based on a hierarchical neural network. Furthermore, a data preprocessing method
adapted to the parametric t-SNE algorithm for the
indefinite-length network data is discussed.
• In the experiments, the proposed method achieves
better results of dimensional reduction than other algorithms.
• In future works, we aim to investigate how to introduce geographic information, such as IP addresses,
as input data. Furthermore, we aim to investigate
other unsupervised reduction or clustering methods
for network attacks.
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Abstract
For the users of Internet of Vehicle, a larger value of the
privacy protection factor K means the privacy can be better protected. However, too excessive value of safety factor will cause the decrease of query quality and the accuracy of location information in the Internet of Vehicles. In
order to balance the contradiction between privacy protection security and query service quality caused by the
accuracy of location information, an arc-edge anonymous
area constructing method is proposed based on the location k-anonymity principle, which is used to optimize
and improve the boundary-based polygonal anonymous
region. Experiment results show that the generalization
area can effectively reduce the anonymous region and the
relative anonymity, which improves the quality of service
on the basis of satisfying the privacy of the Internet of
Vehicles.
Keywords: Anonymity; Anonymous Regions Constructed;
Arc Edge Anonymous Area; Internet of Vehicles; Location
Privacy

1

Introduction

With the continuous development of the Internet of
Things, and the increasing popularity of various networks,
such as Wifi and the rapid spread of 4G cellular networks,
people are increasingly relying on location-based services.
For example, check out nearby supermarkets and restaurants, how to find the nearest subway station, etc. The
Internet of Vehicles comes from the Internet of Things,
which can be used in multiple areas [3]. The Internet
of Vehicles is also called the vehicular ad hoc networks
(VANETs) [5], which is designed to provide vehicle-tovehicle (V2V) communication and vehicle to infrastructure (V2I). The system of Internet of Vehicles mainly includes onboard unit (OBU), application unit (AU) and
road side unit [4] (RSU). OBU is mainly used to exchange

information with OBUs in other vehicles or with RSUs;
AUs are mainly devices that use OBU’s communication
capabilities to implement communication functions; RSUs
are wireless access devices along both sides of the road or
dedicated fixed locations. In the Internet of Vehicles, data
transmission and sharing operations are realized through
wireless access technology. Location-Based Service (LBS)
is a location-based server that provides value-added services to users based on their own location information
provided by mobile users.
GPS and location-based services bring great convenience to people’s travel and can be used in many industries. But at the same time, personal privacy leaks
have become a serious problem [7, 8]. Personal occupation, hobbies, and health conditions are easily leaked, and
personal identity information may be fraudulently used.
It’s no exception for the Internet of Vehicles. A series
of information such as the location and trajectory of the
vehicle are easily leaked, and these leaks provide convenience to the attacker [1]. So how to protect LBS-based
location services is a hot issue studied by many scholars
today.
Dummy position and pseudonym [18], cryptography [19] and fuzzy generalization [2] are common methods
for location privacy protection. The earliest example of
applying K-anonymity to location privacy protection is to
generalize an area containing K users into a rectangular
plane on the plane.The user send a request to the LBS
anonymous server by the area, so that the probability of
the user being attacked is 1/K. Rectangle area generalization is considered as an effective k-anonymity privacy
protection model [10], which has certain security performance. And many subsequent studies are basically based
on this idea. Later scholars adopted a quad-tree structure
and indexed blocks to calculate anonymity [12]. Later
the P2PSC algorithm was proposed [11], which forms an
anonymous region through P2P and multi-hop communication. Lin Ying used Hilbert method to further optimize
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the anonymous region, and some invalid grids were reduced [9]. But this approach puts itself in the center of
the anonymous zone which is easy to be attacked. In addition to rectangular anonymous areas, circularly divided
anonymous areas are also used for privacy protection [14].
Jia Zongqi proposes a privacy protection method based
on fan-shaped anonymous region aiming at the problem
of weak anti-central attack ability [6], Experiments show
that anonymous performance and energy consumption
can achieve good results under different user densities.
Later scholars proposed the SCABGE algorithm [13], they
divide the plane into multiple grid planes, and continually
doubles to find the anonymous areas that meet the requirements, and caches the results. But this method will
also leak the user’s location. In addition to the regular
graphics being used for anonymous areas, boundary-based
polygons are also used in anonymous areas [15].
In the Vento-based location privacy nearest neighbor
query method [20], In order to solve the problem that spatial anonymous regions are vulnerable to multiple queries
and inference attacks, Zhou Yihua constructed a random
k-hidden set to satisfy the location k-anonymity and ldiversity. The grid distance between the random k-hidden
sets is greater than the threshold S. Using private information retrieval protocol to ensure the privacy of query
results in the retrieval process, and the service provider
provides the location-based services to the users without knowing the accurate query results of the users. Pei
Zhuoxiong considered the query service area of location
service providers [17], Introduce it into anonymous region
construction. Generate subdomain areas and merge them
according to the size of service providers finally the quality of the query service is improved. Aiming at the problems of high communication overhead, low anonymity efficiency and low success rate in the formation of location
privacy protection anonymous area under mobile pointto-point (P2P) architecture, Xu Mingyan proposed a distributed user awareness scheme [16], it Recommends privacy parameters and search radius for candidate users according to user distribution characteristics and help users
quickly form anonymous areas. The simulation results
show that the algorithm has low communication overhead
and high success rate. However, some of the above methods have a large anonymity area, some do not consider
the center attack, some reduce the quality of the query,
Some increase the amount of calculation and thus lower
the quality of service.
From these aspects, We improve the arc-edge
anonymity area based on location-based service privacy
protection in Internet of Vehicles. The system structure
is based on a central server structure. The algorithm is
based on k-anonymity, starting from the initiator, forming a gradually expanding polygon, Searching the networking object from the counterclockwise direction. As
the polygon expands, until the K target objects form an
anonymous polygon area. And finally the arc polygon
is constructed, the initiator of this algorithm is a virtual
object, the real object is located at a random position of
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the arc-edge polygon, Central attack is effectively avoided.
At the same time, since the anonymous area is an arc-side
polygon, the anonymous area is reduced and the quality
of service is improved.

2
2.1

Process of Constructing Arc
Edge Polygon
Architecture
Query
request

car
car

Database

Query
content

server

Query
result set

server

car
Anoymous

car

Query
request

optimization

Moving vehicles

Third Party Server LBS server

Figure 1: Architecture of location-based privacy protection anonymous system for Internet of Vehicle

Limited by bandwidth between vehicles and LBS
server, The anonymous system structure of the privacy
protection of the Internet of Vehicle consists of three parts
to meet the real-time anonymity process. As shown Figure 1. The first part is vehicle network, the second part
is the central anonymous server, It’s used for anonymous
related processes. The third part is the LBS server, which
is used to process data and return or receive requests for
location services. Data is transmitted between the vehicle and a third-party anonymous server using a secure
channel, such as SSL. And the third-party anonymous
server hides vehicle IP, identity and geographic information. Each vehicle is equivalent to a node, which has the
ability of communication and data processing, and it can
receive GPS signals with positioning function. Vehicle
Nodes can communicate with other intelligent terminal
nodes by single or multiple hops. Nodes self-organize
through 3G/4G/Wi-Fi network and communicate with
base stations and roadside units. Finally, the location
request is sent to the third party central server. The central server carries out the process of vehicle anonymity
and generalizes the network node anonymity to form a Kanonymous node set. Then the third party server sends
the anonymous set to the LBS location server. The LBS
location server performs location query after authentication. Finally, the query results are returned to the thirdparty server, and the third-party server returns the final results to the proxy point vehicle. The proxy point
broadcasts the results to the vehicle network node in the
anonymous area. After the request node is broadcasted
by the query results, it calculates the location, and finally
obtains the required information. This is the service process of the Anonymous Structure Diagram of Internet of
Vehicle.
The query process is showed in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Query process

The paper is based on certain assumptions:
1) Moving vehicles and Third Parity server are trusted,
and LBS is semi-trusted, providing services to users.
And users’ privacy may be leaked.
2) Attackers can obtain some prior knowledge through
public databases. At the same time, they have the
ability to analyze and reason, and can obtain delayed
knowledge through anonymous information and prior
knowledge.
3) The distribution of vehicles has certain rules, but has
different distribution density.

2.2

Related Instructions

1) K-Anonymity: The k-anonymity mechanism requires
that each record in the table be at least consistent
with the quasi-identifier of the k-1 records in the table. In short, it means that a user cannot be distinguished from another k-1 users at least. The algorithm is also based on this basic principle, K users
are placed in a region of a specific generalized area.
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set a certain delay tq for it, and it is necessary to
reanonymize when beyond this delay. Timeliness is a
problem that must be considered. It is worth noting
that the anonymous area S is not the bigger the
better. Under normal circumstances, the larger S,
the larger K, and the probability of being attacked
is q=1/k, but the excessively large anonymous area
will cause the resource consumption of the server.
So set the interval for S. In this way, while satisfying
the location privacy, the resource consumption of the
server can also be reduced, As a result, the latency
of server processing is reduced and the quality of
service is improved.
3) Area control: Let the points of the arc-shaped polygons that make up the anonymous area be from the
middle to the periphery: {(x1 , y1 ), (x2 , y2 ), (x3 ,
y3 ), · · · , (xn , yn )}, The distance between the request
node and the proxy point d ≤ R. R is the maximum
distance of the center of gravity of the anonymous
polygon G(x0 , y0 ) to the node constituting the polygon of the anonymous region, i.e.:
p
(1)
R = M ax{ (xi − x0 )2 + (yi − y0 )2 }
Pn

x

Pn

y

i
i
Among them, i=0,1,2,··· n, x0 = i=1
, y0 = i=1
.
n
n
According to R, the size of the area can be controlled.

4) Process description of privacy protection: The agent
point sends a broadcast to the surrounding vehicle
node. The broadcast radius is r. The node closest
to the agent point receives the broadcast first, and
the surrounding nodes receive the message and return
the confirmation message to the agent point. And the
agent point calculates the anonymous basis according
to the privacy requirement. Suppose that the number
of nodes around the proxy point is N at this time, but
the point required to form an anonymous region is
K. Anonymous area S ∈ [Smin ,Smax ]. K is positively
related to S. Recorded as K∝ S.

2) The
Anonymous
demand
parameter
Q:
{(xq ,yq ),dq ,k,smin ,smax ,tq }, Different node pri- Step 1. At this time, N< K, and the broadcast radius
is r=r0 , the counting starts from the counterclockvacy requirements are not necessarily the same. Q
wise direction, and the angle α between the initial
represents the set,(xq , yq ) Represents the coordinates
counting position and the x-axis of the Cartesian
containing the request point, and dq represents the
plane rectangular coordinate system is 00 . As the
distance between the request point and the proxy
angle α increases, the point gradually increases. (α
point. K is a privacy requirement. The larger the K,
∈ [00 ,3600 ]).
the higher the privacy, indicating that more privacy
protection is needed.smin represents the minimum
area of anonymity, the smallest anonymous area Step 2. If N=K, the coordinates of the Kth point at this
time are k(xk ,yk ), r=rk .
that required to satisfy privacy requirements.smax
represents the maximum anonymous area required
yk
.
(2)
tanα =
for anonymity. Once this area is exceeded, It shows
xk
that the request scope is too large and the anonymity
Perform the anonymous generalization process, calcondition cannot be met, so the anonymous process
will fail. The Internet of Vehicles is a dynamic
culate the area S of the arc-side polygon, and calculate the total delay tq of the anonymous process.
network, and every moment the vehicle is in a
dynamic change. Points added in the anonymous
If S ∈ [Smin , Smax ] and t<T, Anonymous process
area will exit at the next moment.Therefore, we
completed. otherwise if: S < Smin or if S>Smax or
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timeout, the anonymity fails, and adaptive adjust- Step 1. First connect the outermost particles with a
ment should be made at this time. Increase K or
straight line to get a random polygon. Random
increase Smax .
means that the shape is not fixed. It is a polygon
of any side. Usually it is a convex polygon. Let the
number of sides be i, i=3, 4, 5... k. At this time, a
Step 3. If there is still N<K, all the points added after
polygon is obtained, such as the polygon formed by
the first broadcast are selected, and then the broadthe dashed line segments of d, d1, d2, d3, d4, and
cast area is enlarged, let r=r1 , α = 0, and α continues
d5 in Figure 3. The final result of the boundaryto increase. Calculate K again. If N=K at this time,
based polygon generalization region is similar to this
perform Step 2. Otherwise continue this process unpolygon. And it’s a convex polygon.
til N=K. At this time, if S [Smin ,Smax ], Anonymous
process completed, otherwise the anonymity fails.
Step 2. Let the inner angles of the polygons be:
θ1 ,θ2 ,θ3 ,· · · θn , and select the minimum angle θmin of
After the anonymity succeeds, The anonymous server
the polygon. Starting the arc from the side number
sends the query result to the RSU. The RSU broadcasts
d,d2 ,d3 ,· · · dn in siquence, two points as the starting
the result, and the initiator receives the RSU broadcast
and ending points of one side of the arc. From the
and calculates the result that is needed. The entire progeometric knowledge:
cess is completed at this time. As is shown in Algorithm 1.
a10
a9

Algorithm 1 The process of anonymous generalization
in the environment of Internet of Vehicles
1: Begin
2: α=0, N=0, r=0; t=0 // Variable initialization
3: if N < K
4: r=rN ,α ↑, N++; t++ // Start loop
5: if N < K
6: Go back to Step 3
7: else
8: Perform an anonymous generalization process and
calculate the area W
S,calculate the total delay t
9: if S [Smin ,Smax ]
t< tq
10: succeed
11: else
12: failed
13: Smax ↑ // Adaptive adjustment if the anonymous
//requirement is not met
14: or K++
15: Return to Step 3
16: End

a5
a1
a2
a6
a4
a3
a8
a7

Figure 3: Anonymous region optimization process 1

sin(

θmin
d
)=
2
2r

(3)

from which the radius of the arc is calculated:
r=

d
2 sin( θmin
2 )

(4)

and an arc is made in each line segment. In the end a
closed region is obtained, where d is the maximum of
the two sides forming θmin . As is show in Figure 4.

/2
r

2.3

Anonymous Generalization
Process Description

Area

d2
2
3

d

d3
The area of the polygonal area is currently superior. Be
cause the polygon is based on the boundary, that is, there
4
are some points on the vertices and edges of the polygon.
d5
5
d4
We optimize and improve the polygonal region division
to form an anonymous area of the arc-edge polygon. This
Figure 4: Anonymous region optimization process 2
anonymous area is better than a polygon only in terms
of the area of the anonymous area. Treating the vehicle
as a particle, Suppose there are K vehicles at a certain
time that need to complete the network formation. That Step 3. At this point, the area formed by the arc is obis, K particles are placed in a closed area. The area of
tained:
this closed area directly affects the processing speed of
the server, so we are trying to find a smaller anonymous It can be seen from the image that the area of the arc
area.
side is smaller than the polygon, so it is superior. Here
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When r=r1 , the angle is 0, and then the angle is continuously increased to 360 degrees. The nodes added in
sequence are a1 , a2 , a3 , and when r=r2 , the scanning is
gradually started from 0 degrees to 360 degrees. Adding
the number of nodes b1 , b2 , b3 , b4 , b5 in turn. Then join
the request node, a total of 6 nodes. Similarly, r=r3 ,
adding c1 , c2 , c3 , c4 in turn. This constitutes an anonymous area of K=16. After the generalization process, the
shape is an arc-edge polygon.

Figure 5: The resulting arc polygon

Experiment and Analysis
only the area of the arc and the area of the polygon are 3
calculated. Then we only need to calculate the area ∆s
of the arc and the edge of the polygon. Let the area of 3.1 Experiment Environment
the polygon be sp and the area enclosed by the arc edge
The experiment used the Matalab 2018b environment.
be sa , then get the Equation (5):
On Intel(R) Core i7-7700HQ CPU @2.80 GHZ processor,
Xn πr2 θi
16GB RAM. Nvidia GTX 1060 graphic display. Microsoft
1 2
− r sin θi )
∆s =
(
Windows 10 Professional operating system. The location
i=1 360
2
simulation data of the mobile terminal is generated by the
Xn πr2 θi
1
d
2
=
[
− (
)
].
(5)
Thomas Brinkhoff road network data generator, using the
θ
i=1 360
2 2 sin( min
2 )
traffic map of the German city of Oldenburg, to generate
2000 nodes.
Simplify Equation (5) and get the Equation (6):
Experiments start from three aspects: Hidden area,
Xn πr2 θi
d2 sin θi
communication
cost and relative anonymity. Compared
−
]
(6)
∆s =
[
i=1 360
with
rectangular
area, circular anonymous area and poly4 sin2 ( θmin
)
2
gon anonymous area, demonstrated the superiority of an
Then Equation (7):
optimized anonymous area.
1 x1 y1
x y2
+ ..... +
+ 2
{
x3 y3
2 x2 y2
Xn πr2 θi
d2 sin θi
yn
}−
[
−
]
y1
i=1 360
4 sin2 ( θmin
2 )

sa = sp − ∆s =
xn
x1

(7)

So sa < sp . The time complexity for calculating the arc
area is O(kn).

2.4

An Example of the Whole Process of
Anonymous Generalization

3.2

Analysis of Results

1) When the number of sides of the arc edge polygon
is 6 and each arc edge is equal, we compare it to
the perimeter and area of a regular hexagon. Let L
be the perimeter and S be the area. It can be seen
from Figure 7 that when the perimeters are equal, the
arc-sided polygon has a smaller area. So, when the
area is equal, the perimeter of the arc edge polygon
is longer. In extreme cases, when all vehicles are
distributed on the boundary,vehicles located on arcside polygons are less likely to be attacked.
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Figure 6: Anonymous generalization process of arc edge
polygon
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This is an example for whole process of anonymous
generalization in the environment of the Internet of Vehicles.As shown in Figure 6, K=16 is taken as an example.

Figure 7: Relationship between perimeter and area
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2) Anonymous areas : Comparing the arc-shaped polygon area with the rectangular area, the circular
anonymous area, and the polygon anonymous area,
it can be seen Figure 8 that the arc-side polygon area
has the smallest area. The average anonymous area
is an important indicator to measure the strength of
privacy protection. Arc-shaped polygons are smaller
and more flexible, and reduced invalid anonymous
area, so the method in this paper has a smaller
anonymous area. Therefore, the quality of service
can be improved and the resource consumption of
the server reduced.
10
9

7

Rectangular Anonymous area
Round Anonymous area
Polygonal Anonymous area
Arc edge polygon Anonymous area

The arc polygon segmentation process has an arc
segmentation process, so the time consumption is
slightly more. But the area of the anonymous is effectively reduced. In this method, the smaller the area
and the less time consumed, the better the system
performance. But it’s difficult to reduce both time
and area. Therefore, a comprehensive evaluation index EI is used to measure the effect of considering
both time and area. As is showed in Equation (10).
EI = T¯d ∗ S.

(10)

Among them, S is the anonymous area. The smaller
the EI, the better the system performance. Figure
is a comparison of EI. It can be seen from Figure 9
that the anonymous area with arc edges has better
system performance.
s)

6
5

10^6 (m2

6

4
3
2
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Arc edge polygon anonymity
Circular anonymity
Rectangle anonymity

4

1
0

Comprehensive Evaluation Index

Hidden area´104(m2)

8
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Figure 8: Comparison of different anonymous areas

3) Comprehensive evaluation index : The time consumption of the algorithm can be considered from
the following aspects: anonymous waiting time Tw ,
anonymous processing time Td , transmission delay Tt
and query time Tq . The algorithm consumption time
can be expressed as:
T = Tw + Td + Tt + Tq .

(8)

Anonymous waitting time and transmission delay
time are usually ignored. Only considering anonymous processing time and query time. When considering the performance of the algorithm, only the
anonymous processing time Td is considered. And
the average anonymous time is generally used to measure the performance of the algorithm. As Equation (9).
ΣTd
T¯d =
ΣUs

(9)

Us is a user who is anonymously successful and Td
is the time this user spent anonymously.

2

0
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5

7

9

11

K

Figure 9: System performance comparison

4) Relative anonymity comparison:
Krel =

Kact
K

(11)

In Equation (11), Kact represents the number of vehicles that actually complete the anonymity, and K
represents the number of vehicles that satisfy the K
anonymity requirement. Due to the inherent properties of geometry, it is often difficult to accurately
satisfy K anonymity in the actual anonymity process.
There will be more than K vehicles in a fixed generalization area, so the number of users participating
in anonymity tends to be larger than K. However,
the anonymity of polygons and arc polygons is more
flexible, the relative anonymity is smaller. And it is
easier and more accurate to be controlled.

The average anonymity time includes the total delay
that constitutes the anonymous area. The total delay of the algorithm is roughly equal to the delay in
forming the anonymous region. Because the methods 4
Conclusions
that the anonymous made up area are more flexible,
And there is also no time to adjust nodes. so the de- Privacy protection of Location-based service has become a
lay is reduced. The algorithm complexity is: O(kn), research hotspot. How to provide better location privacy
so anonymous time is acceptable.
becomes a very important issue in privacy protection.
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Figure 10: Relative anonymity

The paper compared some common anonymous region
construction methods, such as rectangular anonymity,
grid doubled, mesh layering, circular area division, sector
division, and polygon division. On this basis, an arc-edge
anonymous area constructing method is proposed to further reduce the anonymous areas. The proposed method
improved service quality based on protecting user privacy
in certain extent.
However, the proposed method also has some defects.
The partition method is more complicated, and the time
complexity is increased. The actual system of Internet of
Vehicle is in a very complex environment, whether from
the road network or the vehicle itself. From the perspective of road network, the method of regional generalization may not be entirely suitable because there are disturbances from buildings and other objects. So, it is a big
challenge to design a regional construction method that
fits the real Internet of Vehicle system. It is also the focus
of the next step of research. Meanwhile, simplifying the
partition method and reducing the time complexity are
the further research contents.
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Abstract
Cloud computing is an advanced trend, which provides
access to applications and resources over the internet. In
a cloud computing environment, the data is stored on
remote servers accessed through the internet. The increasing volume of necessary data brings up more focus
on securely storing data. Encryption plays a vital role in
security for different types of data. The existing methods encrypt all data using the same key without taking
into account the confidentiality level of data, which in
turn will increase the encryption time. In this research,
a novel encryption algorithm based on chaos theory in
the cloud computing environment is developed. The new
hybrid cryptography algorithm based on chaotic mapped
called (Chaotic NHCP). Chaotic NHCP uses a classification method. The new framework of data encryption operates as follows, Firstly, KNN method is used to classify
the data credibility level, and then Fast RSA algorithm
and blowfish algorithm are used to encrypt the data to
achieve the effect of Fast data encryption. The objects
are classified by a maximum value of its neighbours, with
the object being assigned to the class with most common among its K-nearest neighbours. Then, the 32-bit
plaintext data was split into two 16-bit plaintext data,
and the 32-bit ciphertext data was synthesised after encryption by Fast RSA and Blowfish hybrid algorithm, respectively. The proposed method was tested with different encryption algorithms and evaluated according to
the encryption time, throughput and power consumption.
The experimental results show that the Chaotic NHCP
method minimises the encryption time needed to secure
data that leads to a suitable confidentiality level required
for the data. In addition, it has high throughput and
low power consumption along with time-saving. The proposed method has proven the superior in the performance
of processing time when compared with other encryption

algorithms.
Keywords: Chaotic Map; Classification; Cloud Computing; Fast RSA; Hybrid Cryptography Algorithms

1

Introduction

Today, cloud computing has become an incoming trend
for many organisations and people as it provides a wide
range of services such as, Platform as a Service (PaaS),
Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), and Software as a Service (SaaS) [52]. Cloud computing has many issues, and
the most important ones are security and confidentiality.
Confidentiality level of data is not taken into consideration in some cloud systems, which leads to encrypt additional or unrelated data [20, 52]. Figure 1 shows cloud
service models [8, 12, 50].

Figure 1: Cloud service models

In cloud computing, there are a lot of security challenges [31, 44, 45, 53] such Confidentiality, Privacy [1, 48],
Data location [2, 3].
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Encryption algorithms have two types: Symmetric and
asymmetric key algorithms. Symmetric key algorithms
uses the same key for encryption and decryption [16, 33].
DES, AES and Triple-DES, Blowfish [37, 49] are examples of symmetric key algorithms. Asymmetric algorithms
have two keys; public key and private key for both encryption and decryption. RSA, Diffie-Hellman and homomorphic encryption are examples of asymmetric key
algorithms. Symmetric algorithms are faster in performance than asymmetric algorithms because its key size
is small. On the other hand, Symmetric algorithms have
some drawbacks such as key transportation, as the key
is transmitted to the received system before the original
message is transmitted. Figure 2 shows the structure of
the Blowfish [19, 32].
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encryption. Firstly, the KNN method is used to classify
the data credibility level, and then Fast RSA algorithm
and the Blowfish algorithm are used to encrypt the data
to achieve the effect of Fast data encryption. An object
is classified by a maximum value of its neighbours, with
the object being assigned to the class with most common
among its K nearest neighbours, which is named KNN.
Then, the 32-bit plaintext data is splitted into two 16-bit
plaintext data, and the 32-bit ciphertext data is synthesized after encryption by Fast RSA and Blowfish hybrid
algorithm respectively.

1.1

Chaos Theory

Chaos theory [9] is a branch of mathematics that focuses
on the behaviour of dynamic systems that are sensitive to
initial conditions. It aims to predict the unexpected [36],
and it concerns deterministic systems whose behaviour
can be predicted [26]. Chaotic systems are predictable
for a while and then ’appear’ to become random. The
amount of time that the behaviour of a chaotic system
can be predicted depends on three factors: How much
uncertainty can be tolerated in the forecast, how accurately its current state can be measured, and a time scale
depending on the dynamics of the system. Chaos theory
is based on the observation that simple rules when iterated can give rise to complex behaviour according to the
following equation.
XN +1 = XN (mod 1)where0 ≤ XN ≤ 1

Figure 2: Structure of blowfish

In asymmetric algorithms, there is no need to exchange
keys, thus solving the key distribution problem [44] of
symmetric encryption algorithms. The primary advantage of public-key algorithms is increased security [48].
On the other hand, a disadvantage of using public-key
cryptography for encryption is speed; There are secret-key
encryption methods which are faster than currently available public-key encryption algorithm. RSA algorithm is
illustrated in Figure 3. Disadvantages of symmetric and
asymmetric encryption algorithms have motivated us to
apply hybrid encryption algorithm.
Fast RSA [14, 23, 47] uses a modulus in form N = pr
qs such that p, q are two distinct primes and r, s ¿=
2. It consists of the main three steps key generation, encryption, and decryption [18, 30]. So the main objective
of this paper is to study the problem of data encryption
algorithm based on chaos theory in the cloud computing environment and proposes a new framework of data

Chaotic systems are sensitive to the control parameters
and initial conditions; Therefore, it can be connected with
some cryptographic features of good cyphers, such as diffusion and balance property. When comparing chaos with
other traditional methods, the ones based on chaos theory are suitable for extensive data such as images and
videos. Also, the chaos-based method has achieved excellent performance, and it is recommended for many cryptosystems. A chaotic system is considered as a symmetric
block cipher. There are two methods of chaotic systems:
analogue and digital. A chaotic digital system has a significant concern in the digital world [28,29]. In this paper,
a matrix element M1Xi is encrypted in every round as follows:
C1Xi = M1Xi XOR(X f˜ mod 256).
One of the commonly used maps in chaos theory is the
logistic map as described below.
Xn+1 = rXn (1 − Xn ).
Where the parameter r belongs to the interval [0, 4] and
determines the mapping behaviour, while n is the iteration number that determines the time.
The significant advantage of a chaotic system over a
noisy one is that the chaotic system is deterministic;
Therefore, the knowledge of system parameters and initial
conditions enables one to recover a message [21].
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Confusion and diffusion are related to the fundamental
characteristics of chaos theory, and any strong cryptosystem should consider features of chaos or pseudorandomness. Chaotic synchronisation is a type of chaotic
systems.
Analogue implementation is an excellent advantage of
chaotic synchronisation schemes. Chaotic communication offers the advantage of message waveform encryption
without a need to digitalise it [7].
The following equation expresses confusion and diffusion processes
R = Dα (C β (P, KC ), KD ).
Where P and R are respectively plain text and cypher
text, C and D are the confusion and diffusion functions,
KC and KD are the confusion and diffusion keys, and
α and β are numbers of rounds for total encryption and
confusion, respectively. The chaotic map uses parameters
as keys to providing high security.

1.2

Classification

Classification is the process of categorising data based on
different classes [17]. One of the main classification techniques is a K-Nearest Neighbour (KNN). In this paper, we
applied classification by KNN as it has high accuracy at K
= 3, as mentioned in Section 5. Classification techniques
can be parametric, semiparametric and non-parametric.
For classification, a useful technique can be used to assign a weight to the contributions of the neighbours, so
that the nearer neighbours contribute more to the average
than the more distant ones [24].
K-nearest neighbour algorithm (k-NN) is a nonparametric method used for classification. The input
consists of the k closest training examples in the feature space. KNN uses Euclidean distance to calculate
the distance between two points of test data and training
data [13]. The training examples are vectors in a multidimensional feature space, each with a class label. The
training phase of KNN consists of storing the feature vectors and class labels of the training samples. K-nearest
neighbour is considered as a type of instance-based learning, where the function is only approximated locally, and
all computation is deferred until classification. It is easy
to implement and apply for training data. KNN is good
against noisy training data and is efficient if the training
data is astronomical.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows. In the
next section, we give a brief review of some related work.
In Section 3, we introduce our proposed method. In Section 4, we give evaluation matrices. In Section 5, we give
results. In Section 6, we discuss our results. Finally, we
present our conclusions.

2

Related Work

A lot of different approaches proposed recently focusing
on the challenges of security issues on cloud computing
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by using different encryption techniques. Some of these
methods only use a single encryption techniques methods
and other used hybrid encryption. In [6] uses FHE algorithm as the encryption is performed on the ciphertext.
The system solves the security problem for stored data in
the cloud.
Encrypted the data by a key is proposed in [46] that
is not available for the provider. It based on the idea of
manual classification and addressed data confidentiality
problem. It compared with AES 128 and AES 256 with
SHA 2. The results show that it achieved less processing
time when compared with AES 128 and AES 256. While
in [39], a model depends on simple key generation by an
arbitrary matrix is proposed.
In [15] proposed a framework using fast RSA to provide
security to the data in the cloud. This algorithm increases
the speed up time for encryption and decryption when
compared with RSA.
A hybrid cryptography algorithm is proposed in [25]
that uses AES for file uploads and file download. AES
key is encrypted using the RSA algorithm. In [41], the
authors combine the DES algorithm, followed by a CAST
encryption algorithm to achieve data protection.
In [5] applies Blowfish with a different number of
rounds to achieve better security and reduce hacking while
in [51] applied the ElGamal algorithm to enhance cloud
security and allows encrypting ciphertext in two levels.
[42] presents a new security framework for achieving data
security. Data is split into blocks of bits. Genetic algorithm is applied to every two blocks of bits. The final
output of every genetic algorithm is a cypher text, which
is also two blocks of bits. Each cypher text is stored on
the cloud at a distinct location. In [22] applies setup,
keygen, encrypt and decrypt algorithms to perform encryption operations on ciphertext using the private key
and public key. It applies two-party computation 2PC
protocols between Key Generation Center and data storing centre to ensure security.
All mentioned methods used a single algorithm and
manual classification to deal with security issues. However, we applied a hybrid encryption algorithm and classifier such as the K-Nearest Neighbor. Table 1 represents
a summary of related work.

3

Proposed Method

Our proposed method is based on chaotic map and classification. Chaotic map depends on chaos theory. The
chaotic map can generate values of low cost with simple
iterations, which makes it suitable for the construction of
stream ciphers. Therefore, cryptosystem can provide a
fast and secure means for data encryption.
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Parameter
Algorithm
used
Applied
security on
cloud
Used chaos
theory
Used
hybrid
algorithm
Performance
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Table 1: Comparison between
[6]
[46]
[10]
FHE
MultiSecure
cloud
cloud
model
Homomorphic RSA
AES and
Encryption
SHA
Yes
Yes
Yes

different security frameworks
[39]
[15]
[38]
probabilistic Fast RSA
Proposed algorithm
encryption
symmetric
probabilistic Fast RSA
encryption
No
No

Symmetric
algorithm
Yes

AES

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

Complexity
less than
CAST-128

More
secure when
compared
to regular
system

Less processing
time

Less
encryption
time when
compared
to AES

file
upload
has
less
time
than a file
download

Less
en- Less
encryption
cryption
time when time when
compared
compared
to
AES to
cloud
and DES
RSA
[11]
[51]
[42]
Homomorphic ElGamal
New secuEncryption
rity framework

Yes

[41]
Hybrid
DES&CAST

[5]
Recursive
blowfish

Algorithm
used

DES&CAST

Enhanced
blowfish

Homomorphic ElGamal
Encryption

Genetic algorithm

AES

Applied
security on
cloud
Used chaos
theory
Used
hybrid
algorithm
Performance

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

[27]
[40]
homomorphic Protection
token and model
error correcting
codes
homomorphic AES
token and
error correcting
codes
Yes
Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

High
encryption
time when
compared
to DES

More
secure than
standard
blowfish

More
secure

More
secure

More
secure
and
efficient

Safer than
similar
methods

Safer

More
secure

Parameter

[4]
Data splitting mechanism

[25]
Proposed
model
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The Proposed Chaotic Encryption k =∼ 1, then the object is assigned to the class of the
single nearest neighbour. KNN is illustrated in Figure 3.
Algorithm (Chaotic NHCP)

The following sub-section illustrated the basic steps for
key generation, encryption and decryption methods as essential building blocks for the proposed algorithm.

3.3

Building Hybrid Cryptography Algorithms (NHCP)

After the classification process, we applied a hybrid algorithm which combines both Fast RSA and Blowfish cipher algorithm. The goal of the hybrid algorithm is to
encrypt data efficiently, and this can reduce encryption
time. Two encryption algorithms were implemented in
the hybrid cryptography algorithm. These algorithms are
implemented to improve the efficiency of encryption algorithm security and processing time. Hybrid encryption
algorithm provides security since it encrypts data by two
algorithms. It offers the advantage of reducing encryption
time as FastRSA is an asymmetric algorithm and Blowfish is a symmetric one. By this way, data size is reduced
to half. Figure 4 shows the encryption process for the
hybrid algorithm as below.
1) 32-bit plaintext is divided into plaintext1 and plaintext 2;
2) FastRSA is used to encrypt plaintext1 generating ciphertext1;
3) Blowfish is used to encrypt plaintext2 generating ciphertext2;

3.2

Classification

4) Ciphertext1 and ciphertext2 are combined into 32-bit
ciphertext.

Figure 3: K-nearest neighbor

In this paper, we deal with the impossibility of encrypting all data without taking into account its confidentiality degree. So, we encrypt data based on the degree of
confidentiality. We can take into consideration the degree of confidentiality in classifying data for saving the Figure 4: Hybrid algorithm using Fast RSA and blowfish
processing time. We applied classification by K-Nearest
Neighbor (KNN). We classified data as highly sensitive
or less sensitive. The output KNN is a class member3.3.1 Proposed Encryption Algorithm
ship. An object is classified by a maximum value of its
neighbours, with the object being assigned to the class Input: M (Plain text), k(secret key of FastRSA encrypwith most common among its k nearest neighbours. If
tion), s(32 bit size of block).
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Output: C (Cipher text), ci (encrypted text using FastRSA), Ci (encrypted text using Blowfish).
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measured by counting the number of computing cycles which are used in computations related to cryptographic operations. For the computation of the energy cost of encryption, we use the same techniques
as described in the following equations.

n = M/s;
let i = 0;
do{
Pi= n2 −1
(Bi) the first part of plain text;
4: m =
i=0
B cost encryption (ampere-cycle) = τ ∗ I
5: for (j = 0; j <= n − I; j + +)
Bcostencryption (ampere − cycle)
6: ci = E FastRSA (Kj , Bi )
Tenergy cost(ampere−seconds) =
F (cycles/sec)
7: i + +;
8: }
Ecost (Joule) = Tenergy cost (ampere − seconds) ∗ V
9: while (i < n/2);
Where
10: i = (n/2)
11: let K be a private key of Blowfish
• B cost encryption: A basic cost of encryption
12: do {
(ampere-cycle).
Pi=n
13: M =
i=n/2 (Bi) the second part of plain text which
• τ : The total number of clock cycles.
encrypted simultaneously with the first part ;
14: Ci = EBlowf ish (Kj , Bi )
• I: The average current drawn by each CPU clock
15: i + +;
cycle.
16: }
17: while (i < n)
• Tenergy cost: The total energy cost (ampere18: C = ci + Ci
seconds).
Where n is a number of blocks, i is a counting number,
• F : Clock frequency (cycles/sec).
(K) is Private key of Blowfish for the encryption process.
1:

2:
3:

• E cost (Joule): The energy cost (consumed).

4

Evaluation Metrics

In order to evaluate the proposed algorithm, some performance metrics are used such as encryption time, throughput, battery power and Accuracy.
• The encryption time is considered the time that an
encryption algorithm takes to produce a ciphertext
from a plaintext. Encryption time is used to calculate
the throughput of an encryption scheme. It indicates
the speed of encryption.
• The throughput of the encryption scheme is calculated as in Equation (1).
Tp
Throughput =
Et
Where Tp : total plain text bytes)
cryption time (second).

(1)
and Et : en-

The CPU process time is the time that a CPU is committed only to the particular process of calculations.
It reflects the load of the CPU.
The CPU clock cycles are a metric, reflecting the energy consumption of the CPU while operating on encryption operations. Each cycle of CPU will consume
a small amount of energy.
Measurement of Energy Consumption.

By using the cycles, the operating voltage of the CPU, and
the average current drawn for each cycle, we can calculate the energy consumption of cryptographic functions.
For example, on average, each cycle consumes approximately 270 mA on an Intel 486DX2 processor [34] or 180
mA on Intel StrongARM [43]. For a sample calculation,
with a 700 MHz CPU operating at 1.35 Volt, encryption
with 20,000 cycles would consume about 5.71 x 10-3 mAsecond or 7.7 µ Joule. So, the amount of energy consumed
by program P to achieve its goal (encryption or decryption) is given by
E = Vcc × I × N × τ .
Where N : The number of clock cycles, τ : the clock period. V CC : The supply voltage of the system, I: The
average current in amperes drawn from the power source
for T seconds.
Since for a given hardware, both V CC and τ are fixed
E ∝ I × N . However, at the application level, it is more
meaningful to talk about T than N, and therefore, we
express energy as E ∝ I × T . Since for a given hardware
Vcc are fixed [35].
Accuracy is one of the measures for evaluating classification models. Accuracy is the fraction of predictions
our model got right. Accuracy=Number of correct predictions / Total number of predictions (2). Accuracy: It
measures the correctness according to the following
Accuracy = (TP + TN)/(TP + N + FP + FN). (2)

Energy consumption of security primitives can be Where TP = True Positives, TN = True Negatives, FP =
measured in many ways. The used method can be False Positives, and FN = False Negatives.
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Experiments and Performance Anal- (NHCP). Table 4 and Figure 6 show the time of decryption process for different sizes of plain text. As in the
ysis

encryption, it is clear that Chaotic NHCP achieve the
Algorithms are implemented using Python programming least time for decryption followed by (NHCP).
language in Windows-10, the 64-bit operating system on
a 2.20 GHz processor using 8GB RAM to analyse their
performance. A twenty-two text different file size ranges Table 3: Encryption time (seconds) of cryptographic alfrom 8 KB to 15 MB.The twenty-two text files of different gorithms
sizes are used to carry out the experiment, where we eval- Hybrid(Fast Chaotic DES AES File size in
KB
uate the performance of different algorithms AES, DES, RSA+
Blowfish)
chaotic and hybrid algorithm. The experiments are con0.001
.04
.1
8
ducted on the test system. These implementations are 0.01
0.02
0.002
.055
.2
16
thoroughly tested and are optimised to give the maxi0.03
0.003
.07
.23
32
mum performance for each algorithm. The performance
0.04
0.004
0.11
.26
48
of these algorithms is evaluated based on parameters like
0.05
0.005
0.13
0.33
64
encryption time, throughput and power consumption.
The size of the ciphertext. Table 2 describes the output of the encryption process. It shows the size of the
ciphertext in bytes.
Table 2: Size of cipher text (bytes)
Hybrid(Fast
RSA+
Blowfish)
12
20
36
52
68
84
104
204
304
404
504
604
804
1.2 MB
2.2
3.2
5.2
7.2
9.2
11.2
13.2
15.2

Chaotic

DES

AES

8
16
32
48
64
80
100
200
300
400
500
600
800
1 MB
2
3
5
7
9
11
13
15

6
14
30
46
62
78
98
198
298
398
498
598
798
0.8 MB
1.8
2.8
4.8
6.8
8.8
10.8
12.8
14.8

8
16
32
48
64
80
100
200
300
400
500
600
800
1 MB
2
3
5
7
9
11
13
15

File
size in
KB
8
16
32
48
64
80
100
200
300
400
500
600
800
1 MB
2
3
5
7
9
11
13
15

0.06
0.07
0.13
0.19
0.25
0.31
0.37
0.5
0.6
1.2
1.8
3
4.2
5.4
6.6
7.8
9

0.006
0.008
0.01
0.012
0.014
0.016
0.018
0.025
0.043
0.08
0.13
0.23
0.33
0.43
0.53
0.63
0.73

0.15
0.17
0.27
0.37
0.47
0.57
0.66
0.8
0.9
1.8
2.6
4.2
5.8
7.4
9
10.6
12.2

0.41
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1
1.15
1.3
2.1
3
4.8
6.6
8.4
10.2
12
13.8

80
100
200
300
400
500
600
800
1 MB
2
3
5
7
9
11
13
15

Time of encryption and decryption processes.
The encryption time is the time that an encryption Figure 5: Encryption time of cryptographic algorithms
algorithm takes to produce a ciphertext from a
plaintext. The decryption time is the time that a
So it can be concluded from Table 3, Table 4, Figdecryption algorithm takes to produce a plaintext
ure
5, and Figure 6 that Chaotic NHCP and NHCP has
from a ciphertext.
encryption time and decryption time less than AES and
Table 3 and Figure 5 show the time of the encryption
DES. Chaotic NHCP has the least encryption time and
process for different sizes of plain text. It is shown that
decryption time.
proposed hybrid cryptography protocol based on chaotic
map (Chaotic NHCP) achieve the least time for encryption followed by Hybrid between Fast RSA and Blowfish Throughput. Encryption time is used to calculate the
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Table 4: Decryption time (seconds) of cryptographic algorithms
Hybrid(Fast
RSA+
Blowfish)
0.009
0.01
0.02
0.03
0.04
0.05
0.06
0.12
0.18
0.24
0.3
0.36
0.49
0.59
1.19
1.79
2.99
4.19
5.39
6.58
7.78
8.98

Chaotic

DES

AES

File size in
KB

0.0009
0.001
0.002
0.003
0.004
0.005
0.007
0.009
0.011
0.013
0.015
0.017
0.024
0.042
0.07
0.12
0.22
0.32
0.42
0.52
0.62
0.72

.02
.035
.05
0.09
0.11
0.13
0.15
0.25
0.35
0.45
0.55
0.64
0.78
0.88
1.78
2.58
4.18
5.78
7.38
8.98
10.58
12.18

.07
.17
.2
.23
0.3
0.38
0.47
0.57
0.67
0.77
0.87
.89
.92
1
1.8
2.7
4.5
6.3
8.1
9.9
11.7
13.5

8
16
32
48
64
80
100
200
300
400
500
600
800
1 MB
2
3
5
7
9
11
13
15

Figure 6: Decryption time of cryptographic algorithms
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throughput of an encryption scheme. It indicates the
speed of encryption. Table 5, and Figure 7 show
that the encryption throughput of the proposed hybrid cryptography algorithm based on chaotic map
(Chaotic NHCP) is more significant than other algorithms for different sizes of plain text. It is shown
that both (Chaotic NHCP) and NHCP achieve the
most significant values.

Table 5: Encryption throughput (KB/second) of cryptographic algorithms
File
size in
KB
8
16
32
48
64
80
100
200
300
400
500
600
800
1 MB
2
3
5
7
9
11
13
15

AES

DES

Chaotic

80
80
139.13
184.62
193.94
195.12
200
333.33
428.57
500
555.56
600
695.65
787.69
975.24
1024
1066.67
1086.06
1097.14
1104.31
1109.33
1113.04

200
290.91
457.14
436.36
492.31
533.33
588.24
740.74
810.81
851.06
877.19
909.09
1000
1137.78
1137.78
1181.54
1219.05
1235.86
1245.41
1251.56
1255.85
1259.02

8000
8000
10666.67
12000
12800
13333.33
12500
20000
25000
28571.43
31250
33333.33
32000
23813.95
25600
23630.77
22260.87
21721.21
21432.56
21252.83
21130.16
21041.1

Hybrid(Fast
RSA+
Blowfish)
800
800
1066.67
1200
1280
1333.33
1428.57
1538.46
1578.95
1600
1612.9
1621.62
1600
1706.67
1706.67
1706.67
1706.67
1706.67
1706.67
1706.67
1706.67
1706.67

Figure 7: Encryption throughput of cryptographic algorithms(KB/Sec)
Table 6, and Figure 8 also show that the decryption
throughput of the proposed hybrid cryptography algo-
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rithm based on chaotic map (Chaotic NHCP) is more significant than other algorithms for different sizes of plain
text. It is shown that both (Chaotic NHCP) and NHCP
achieve the most significant values.
Table 6: Decryption throughput (KB/Second) of cryptographic algorithms
File
size in
KB
8
16
32
48
64
80
100
200
300
400
500
600
800
1 MB
2
3
5
7
9
11
13
15

AES

114.29
94.12
160
208.7
213.33
210.53
212.77
350.88
447.76
519.48
574.71
674.16
869.57
1024
1137.78
1137.78
1137.78
1137.78
1137.78
1137.78
1137.78
1137.78

DES

400
457.14
640
533.33
581.82
615.38
666.67
800
857.14
888.89
909.09
937.5
1025.64
1163.64
1150.56
1190.7
1224.88
1240.14
1248.78
1254.34
1258.22
1261.08

Chaotic

8888.89
16000
16000
16000
16000
16000
14285.71
22222.22
27272.73
30769.23
33333.33
35294.12
33333.33
24380.95
29257.14
25600
23272.73
22400
21942.86
21661.54
21470.97
21333.33

Hybrid(Fast
RSA+
Blowfish)
888.89
1600
1600
1600
1600
1600
1666.67
1666.67
1666.67
1666.67
1666.67
1666.67
1632.65
1735.59
1721.01
1716.2
1712.37
1710.74
1709.83
1711.85
1711.05
1710.47

Table 7: Power consumption (watt) for encryption of different cryptographic algorithms
File
size in
KB
8
16
32
48
64
80
100
200
300
400
500
600
800
1 MB
2
3
5
7
9
11
13
15

AES

DES

Chaotic

0.66
1.32
1.5
1.7
2.18
2.7
3.3
3.96
4.6
5.28
6
6.6
7.6
8.6
12.86
20
31.68
43.56
55.44
67.32
79.2
91.08

0.264
0.363
.462
0.7
0.86
1
1.12
1.8
2.4
3.1
3.76
4.36
5.28
6
11.88
17.16
27.72
38.28
48.84
59.4
69.96
80.52

0.0066
0.0132
0.02
0.03
0.033
0.04
0.053
0.066
0.08
0.1
0.106
0.12
0.17
0.28
0.53
0.86
1.518
2.178
2.838
3.498
4.158
4.818

Hybrid(Fast
RSA+
Blowfish)
0.066
0.132
0.2
0.3
0.33
0.4
0.46
0.86
1.25
1.65
2
2.44
3.3
4
8
11.88
19.8
27.72
35.64
43.56
51.48
59.4

Figure 8: Decryption throughput (KB/Second) of cryptographic algorithms

Figure 9: Power consumption (watt) of cryptographic alPower consumption. It is noticed from Table 7, and gorithms
Figure 9 chaotic NHCP, and NHCP has the least
power consumption.
Accuracy of KNN depends on the value of k; in our
case, K = 3.KNN with K = 1 gives better results and
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accuracy. KNN requires that classes can be separable to encryption time less than AES and DES. It merges both
provide excellent results.
FastRSA and Blowfish. FastRSA uses a modulus of the
form N=prqs, so it has less encryption time. On the other
Results analysis. The results show the superiority of hand, blowfish uses F function with 16 rounds.
(Chaotic NHCP) algorithm over other algorithms in
terms of the power consumption, processing time,
and throughput followed by NHCP in case of encryption and decryption -(when the same data is
encrypted by using DES and AES. it is found that
Conclusion
NHCP requires approximately 60% of the time used 5
for encryption which is consumed for AES and 71%
in case of compared by DES). Another point can be
noticed that Chaotic NHCP requires approximately In this paper, a novel secured, the optimised framework
5% of the time used for encryption, which is con- is proposed to improve the efficiency of security of the
sumed for AES and 6% in the case of comparing by data to the cloud. This framework design an encryption method based on chaotic theory (chaotic NHCP)
DES).
that reduces the encryption time and ensures confidenIn the case of decryption, the results also show the tiality through data classification and a hybrid cryptosuperiority of (Chaotic NHCP) algorithm over other al- graphic algorithm (NHCP) that merges fast RSA and
gorithms in terms of decryption time. It is found that Blowfish cryptographic algorithms. This study presents a
NHCP requires approximately 62.7% of the time used for performance evaluation of selected encryption algorithms
encryption, which is consumed for AES and 71.5% in case on power consumption to be used to provide security for
of compared by DES). Another point can be noticed that the cloud environment. The selected algorithms are AES,
Chaotic NHCP requires approximately 4.8% of the time DES, NHCP, and chaotic NHCP. Several points can be
used for encryption, which is consumed for AES and 5.4% concluded from the experimental results. The experiment
in the case of comparing by DES).
with these parameters, such as encryption time, throughIn the case of power consumption for encryption, put, and power consumption, is done, and those results
the results also show the superiority of (Chaotic NHCP) show that chaotic NHCP has better performance to other
algorithm over other algorithms in terms of power con- cryptographic algorithms. Performance evaluation of sesumption. It is found that NHCP requires approxi- lected this study presents a performance evaluation of semately 60.12% of the time used for encryption, which is lected encryption algorithms on power consumption to be
consumed for AES and 71.35% in case of compared by used to provide security for the cloud environment. The
DES). Another point can be noticed that Chaotic NHCP selected algorithms are AES, DES, NHCP, and chaotic
requires approximately 4.7% of the time used for encryp- NHCP. Several points can be concluded from the experition, which is consumed for AES and 5.58% in case of mental results. The experiment with these parameters,
compared by DES).
such as encryption time, throughput, and power conIn case of power consumption for decryption, the re- sumption, is done, and those results show that chaotic
sults also show the superiority of (Chaotic NHCP) algo- NHCP has better performance to other cryptographic alrithm over other algorithms in terms of decryption time. gorithms. Performance evaluation of selected encryption
It is found that NHCP requires approximately 61.4% algorithms. Encryption algorithms. As shown in results,
of the time used for encryption, which is consumed for the chaotic map has the least encryption time; the hyAES and 70.92% in case of compared by DES). Another brid algorithm has encryption time less than AES and
point can be noticed that Chaotic NHCP requires ap- DES. The data classification helps in decreasing the time
proximately 4.6% of the time used for encryption, which of encrypting stored data. It is noticed from experimental
is consumed for AES and 5.48% in the case of comparing results that K Nearest Neighbor (KNN) has high accuracy
by DES). Finally, It is shown from experimental results in the classification process. By comparing the result of
that the chaotic encryption algorithm is the fastest algo- this method with other cryptographic methods, we can
rithm among other cryptographic algorithms.
recommend the implemented chaotic method to be used
The chaotic map has the least encryption time as it de- in securing data through cloud computing. We found that
pends on simple operations like XOR, multiplication and chaotic NHCP has better performance than other encryplogistic function. It uses a logistic function to generate tion algorithms, followed by NHCP in case of encryption
random values that are used to produce key k. The en- time, throughput, and power consumption for encryption
cryption algorithm that has the least encryption time is and decryption. Chaotic NHCP and NHCP are faster
the best algorithm. It can have the most value of through- than DES, and AES. NHCP encrypts and decrypts data
put, and the least value of power consumption Nearest faster than DES and AES. Chaotic NHCP is faster than
Neighbor (KNN) classifier has high accuracy as it has NHCP. These results are the same in encryption and de83% when K = 3, as shown in Figure 11. Both AES cryption process with different packet size. So the chaotic
and DES use 16 rounds with XOR operation, and this NHCP and NHCP is sufficient to provide security on cloud
leads to high encryption time. The hybrid algorithm has computing.
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Abstract
Data-hiding technology is to study how to embed secret
data into digital media such as images, audio, and video.
Chang et al. adopted a novel turtle shell-based reference
matrix to hide secret data, which resulted in better visual
effects and higher embedding capacities. By changing the
range of searching for elements, our proposed scheme improves the data hiding scheme of Chang et al. in terms of
computational complexity and image quality. Experimental results verify that the proposed scheme improves the
image quality of the stego images, accelerates the speed of
the embedding operations, and maintains the same hiding
capacity as the comparative method.
Keywords: Data Hiding; Exploiting Modification Direction; Turtle Shell

1

Introduction

Data hiding mainly studies how to hide secret data in public digital media. Usually, a certain method is designed
to embed secret data into digital carriers, such as texts,
audios, images, and videos. Among these digital media,
digital images are used extensively as the cover medium
for data hiding. Hiding secret data into the cover image
makes the steganographic image slightly different from
the original image, so that it will not attract attention
when it is transmitted through a public network. This
is one of the objectives of the data hiding scheme, and
another objective is to increase the embedding capacity.
Many researchers have proposed various data hiding
schemes [1, 2, 5, 10, 13, 16, 20, 21]. The aim of some of
these schemes is to provide a good quality image, some

focus on achieving high embedding capacity, and others
focus on providing low computational cost. Chan et al.
(2004) designed a data hiding scheme based on the simple least-significant-bit (LSB) substitution technique [1].
In their scheme, the simple LSB substitution method was
for the initial hiding, and, then, the pixel values of the
stego-image were modified appropriately according to the
embedding error of the stego image and the original cover
image. Thus, the optimization adjustment of the pixels
was made, and the quality of the image was improved.
Mielikainen (2006) presented a novel data hiding method
named the LSB matching revisited scheme [16]. In his
proposed scheme, two secret bits were embedded in a pair
of cover pixels by modifying their directions. However,
there is a weakness in this scheme in that exploitation is
incomplete. Zhang and Wang proposed a novel steganographic method that they called exploiting modification
directions (EMD) [24] in digital images, which overcame
the weakness of Mielikainen’s method. In Zhang et al.’s
scheme, different embedded secret digits were represented
by modifications in different directions. And each (2k +1)based secret digit could be embedded by k cover pixels.
Chang and others proposed a novel information hiding
method named Sudoku-S [3]. In their method, a reference
matrix was generated by using a certain Sudoku solution.
According to the reference matrix, each pixel pair can
carry a 9-ary secret digit. Also, using the Sudoku solution, Hong and others presented an improved data hiding scheme named Sudoku-SR [9], which eliminated the
shortcomings of the Sudoku-S. They proposed a search algorithm based on the nearest distance to determine where
the secret digit was located, which further reduced the distortion of the image compared to the scheme of Chang et
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al. Kim et al. introduced two new data hiding methods,
EMD-2 and 2-EMD [12]. Compared to EMD proposed by
Zhang and Wang, EMD-2 and 2-EMD improve the embedding rate and easily can be extended to EMD-K and
K -EMD.
In recent years, some researchers have proposed some
effective data hiding schemes [7, 8, 11, 17, 23]. Yang et al.
proposed a scheme for embedding data using pixel-value
differencing (PVD) [23]. In their scheme, the secret data
were embedded by changing the value of the difference
between two pairs of pixels instead of one pair of pixels.
Their scheme increased the embedding capacity by using the more flexible method of searching the edge area.
Chen proposed a PVD-based data hiding method that
could embed secret information with a variable number
of bits [7]. In his method, how many bits of secret information a pair of pixels could embed is determined by the
complexity of the pixels in the area. Some reversible data
hiding schemes have also been proposed [6, 15, 18, 19].
In addition, Chang and others proposed a new turtle shell-based data hiding scheme (TDH) [4]. In their
scheme, the octal digits valued from 0 to 7 are arranged
aptly in each hexagonal area in a constructed reference
matrix, that is, in a turtle shell. In the TDH scheme,
each cover pixel pair can be used to embed three bits
of secret data, and the embedding capacity is improved
compared to some previous schemes [2, 10].
The novelty of the turtle shell-based matrix has attracted some scholars to use it to conduct more research
on data hiding. Liu et al. [14] improved Chang et al.’s
scheme [4] by improving the hiding capacity. They used a
positional relationship between the elements and the turtle shells to create a location table, which enabled each
pixel pair to embed four bits. Xie et al. proposed a twolayer turtle shell-based data hiding scheme [22] in 2018.
In their proposed scheme, the turtle shell-based reference
matrix was considered as a layer. And different types
of relationships were defined between the elements and
the number of turtle shells involved, which constituted
another layer, the type matrix. The proposed two-layer
scheme can represent more cases than when only the turtle shell matrix is used. In this scheme, up to five bits
of secret data can be embedded in each pixel pair. The
above two schemes [4, 14] provided better embedding capacity than Chang et al.’s scheme [4], but their performances on the quality of the stego image and search time
were not as good.
Inspired by Chang et al.’s scheme [4], we propose an
improved turtle shell-based data hiding scheme that reduces the time required to generate the stego image and
increases its image quality. In our scheme, first, a reference matrix is built and its internal elements are arranged
in the form of turtle shells, which is the same as arrangement design in the TDH scheme. Then, when searching
for the secret digit in the reference matrix, a 3 × 3 block is
simply used as a search area instead of dealing with many
turtle shell-related rules as in the TDH scheme.
The following content of this paper is arranged as fol-
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lows. The TDH scheme proposed by Chang et al. is
reviewed in Section 2. Section 3 specifies the improved
scheme we proposed. Section 4 provides our experimental results, and Section 5 presents our conclusions.

2

Review of Chang and others’
Scheme

In 2014, Chang et al. proposed the turtle shell-based data
hiding scheme (TDH) [4]. In their scheme, a hexagonal
area is named the turtle shell, and its range has exactly
eight points, which can be used to represent the numbers
0 to 7. The reference matrix, R, is composed of many
such turtle shells. Figure 1 shows the data distribution of
a part of R. In R, the value of the adjacent elements in
the horizontal direction increases by 1 in order, and the
value of the increase between the adjacent elements in the
longitudinal direction is alternating 2 and 3. Such turtle
shells are arranged continuously until a reference matrix
is obtained.
To generate the same reference matrix for embedding
and extracting data, the element with the coordinates of
(0,0) is set to 0. The other elements are generated by
using the steps mentioned above. The resultant reference
matrix, R, is shown in Figure 1, where the identifier pi
represents a selected pixel, the identifier pi+1 represents
the pixel adjacent to the selected pixel, and the values
of the horizontal and vertical coordinates from 0 to 255
indicate the gray-scale pixel values.

2.1

Data Hiding Procedure of TDH
Scheme

Assume that a cover image I has a size W × H. A
cover pixel pair (pi , pi+1 ) will be mapped to the position
(pi , pi+1 ) of R, where i=1, 3, . . . , (W ×H)−1. R(pi , pi+1 )
represents the element at (pi , pi+1 ) in R. Chang et al.
classified all the elements of R into normal elements and
special elements. The elements within the turtle shell are
classified as normal elements, and the remaining elements
are classified as special elements. The normal elements are
divided further into back elements and edge elements. In
their proposed scheme, there are three cases to deal with
for different categories of elements. Let S be the set of
the area that contains the secret digit to be embedded.
The specific processing cases are as follows:
Case 1: If R(pi , pi+1 ) is a back element, S is the turtle
shell where R(pi , pi+1 ) is located.
Case 2: If R(pi , pi+1 ) is an edge element, there is at least
one turtle shell that contains R(pi , pi+1 ), and S is the
set of these turtle shells.
Case 3: If R(pi , pi+1 ) is a special element, S is a set of
all 3 × 3 blocks that contain R(pi , pi+1 ).
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Figure 1: Example of the turtle shell-based reference matrix

Let d be the secret digit to be embedded. Because of
the structural characteristics of the turtle shell-based matrix, in Case 2 and Case 3, there may be, at most, three
turtle shells in S that contain d. Among all of the candidate elements included in S, the element that is the
shortest distance from R(pi , pi+1 ) is selected and set as
R(p0i , p0i+1 ). Then, the cover pixel pair (pi , pi+1 ) is modified to (p0i , p0i+1 ) to ensure the smallest distortion while
also embedding d. After all of the pixel pairs have been
processed, the stego image, I 0 , is generated. Next is an example of embedding secret digits using the TDH scheme.
Example 1.
Assume that a binary secret data stream SD2 is denoted
as SD2 = (111000101)2 , and the three stego pixel pairs
used to embed secret data are (4, 5), (5, 2), and (3, 0).
First, SD2 is converted to an octal stream SD8 = (705)8 .
Then, each stego pixel pair is separately embedded with
one digit in SD8 . The detailed embedding process is as
follows. Figure 1 shows the relevant flags for the secret
digits, pixel pairs, and embedding results.
1) Embed digit (7)8 into the pixel pair (4, 5)

2) Embed digit (0)8 into the pixel pair (5, 2)
Mapping the pixel pair (5, 2) to R, the corresponding
R(5, 2) is an edge element. It is Case 2, and there
are three candidate turtle shells that involve R(5, 2).
The secret digits (0)8 in the three candidate turtle
shells are located at (3, 2), (6, 1), and (6, 4) in R, respectively. The squared distances between the above
three elements and R(5, 2) are 4, 2 and 5, respectively, where the value 2 is the smallest. Thus, the
cover pixel pair (5, 2) is replaced by (6, 1) in I 0 to
embed (0)8 .
3) Embed digit (5)8 into the pixel pair (3, 0)
Mapping the pixel pair (3, 0) to R, the corresponding
R(3, 0) is a special element. It is Case 3, and there
are three candidate 3 × 3 blocks that involve R(3, 0),
and these three blocks contain two secret digits (5)8 ,
located at (3, 1) and (5, 0) in R, respectively. The
squared distances between the above two elements
and R(3, 0) are 1 and 4, respectively, where the value
1 is the smallest. So, the cover pixel pair (3, 0) is
replaced to (3, 1) in I 0 to embed (5)8 .

Mapping the pixel pair (4, 5) to R, the corresponding 2.2 Extracting
Procedure of TDH
element, R(4, 5), is a back element. It is Case 1, and
Scheme
the only candidate element for digit (7)8 is R(3, 5),
so the cover pixel pair (4, 5) is replaced by (3, 5) in In the TDH scheme proposed by Chang et al., the referI 0 to embed (7)8 .
ence matrix R used in the data embedding procedure also
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Figure 2: Two digital distributions in the 3 × 3 blocks

is used for the extraction of the embedded secret data. If
we assume that (p0i , p0i+1 ) is a pixel pair of the stego image, it clearly can be mapped to R(p0i , p0i+1 ) in R. The
element R(p0i , p0i+1 ) is just the embedded secret digit. The
embedded secret data is obtained exactly from all of the
extracted secret digits.

3

Proposed Secret Image Sharing
Scheme

After studying the TDH scheme [4] proposed by the
Chang et al., we propose an improved turtle shell-based
scheme with better image quality and faster data embedding process for its shortcomings. First, a reference matrix is constructed by the same process used in Chang et
al.’s scheme. Both schemes are constructed based on
hexagonal turtle shells. Then, each pixel pair of the cover
image is used to carry three bits through the reference matrix to obtain the stego image. Unlike the TDH scheme,
the method of locating the secret digit in the reference
matrix of our scheme is simple and efficient, and it improves the quality of the stego image.

Case 1: If the coordinate (pi , pi+1 ) can be the central point of a 3 × 3 block, then the block is set
to the candidate block B.
Case 2: If the coordinate (pi , pi+1 ) cannot be the
central point of a 3 × 3 block, then it will be
subdivided into two cases.
Case 2.1: If (0 < pi < 255, pi+1 = 0) or (0 <
pi < 255, pi+1 = 255) or (pi = 0, 0 < pi+1 <
255) or (pi = 255, 0 < pi+1 < 255), the 3 × 3
block whose center point coordinate of one of
its edges is (pi , pi+1 ) is the candidate block B.
Case 2.2: If (pi = 0, pi+1 = 0) or (pi = 0, pi+1 =
255) or (pi = 255, pi+1 = 0) or (pi = 255,
pi+1 = 255), the 3 × 3 block containing coordinate (pi , pi+1 ) is the candidate block B.
Step 3. Search for the secret digit, nj , in B. If the element R(p0i , p0i+1 ) equal to nj , change the cover pixel
pair (pi , pi+1 ) to (p0i , p0i+1 ), which is a pixel pair of
the stego image I 0 .
Step 4. Repeat Steps 1-3 until all pixel pairs of I are
processed.
Step 5. Output I 0 .

3.1

Secret Data Embedding

Let I be the cover image of size M × N and E be the binary secret data stream. A pixel pair of I is represented
as (pi , pi+1 ), where i = 1, 3, . . . , M ×N −1. The reference
matrix R used in our proposed scheme is shown in Figure 1. A pixel pair, (pi , pi+1 ), is simultaneously used as a
coordinate in R corresponding to an element R(pi , pi+1 ).
For example, in Figure 1, the pixel pair (2, 3) is mapped
to the element R(2, 3), and its value is 1. The detailed
process steps for embedding secret data into each pixel
pairs are shown below:

In our scheme, any secret digit nj can be found in the
3 × 3 block B. Our proof is given as below. Let v be
the digit in the lower left corner of B. According to the
construction of the turtle shell we are using, in general,
the form of the other digits will be arranged as shown
in Figures 2(a) and 2(b). Since the range of nj is from
0 to 7, the numbers from v to v + 7 are to be executed
by module 8 when they are greater than 7. Therefore,
the numbers represented from v to v + 7 certainly contain
eight numbers from 0 to 7. After the above process is
completed, a stego image I 0 is produced.

Example 2. Assume that the secret data in binary
Step 1. Sequentially, read a 3-bit secret data from E and form is (101000110)2 , it can be converted to octal stream
convert it to an octal secret digit nj , where nj ∈ [0, 7]. (506)8 . And assume that (3, 5), (5, 0), and (0, 0) are the
three cover pixel pairs that will be used to embed the three
Step 2. Read a pixel pair (pi , pi+1 ) of I and map it to octal digits. The following processing steps show the proa 3 × 3 block, which contains R(pi , pi+1 ). There are cesses of embedding three octal digits into the pixel pairs,
two cases to deal with.
and the embedded results are shown in Figure 3.
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1) Embed (5)8 into pixel pair (3, 5)

experiments were conducted in MATLAB 8.0 software in
The pixel pair (3, 5) is mapped to R(3, 5) and a 3 × 3 a personal computer configured Intel(R) Core (TM) i7block B centered on R(3, 5) is determined. It is Case 3770 @ 3.40 GHZ and 8 GB of memory, and the operating
1, and the octal digit (5)8 in B is found at (3, 4). system was installed is Windows 10 Education 64 bits.
Then, the pixel pair (3, 5) in I is changed to (3, 4)
in I 0 for embedding (5)8 .
4.1 Experiment Design

2) Embed (0)8 into pixel pair (5, 0)
The pixel pair (5, 0) is mapped to R(5, 0), but any
3 × 3 block centered on R(5, 0) cannot be found. The
element R(5, 0) is at the boundary of R. It is Case
2.1, and the corresponding 3 × 3 block B is marked
in Figure 3. The secret digit (0)8 in B is found at (6,
1). Therefore, the pixel pair (5, 0) in I is changed to
(6, 1) in I 0 for embedding (0)8 .
3) Embed (6)8 into pixel pair (0, 0)

Eight original grayscale images, namely, Airplane, Baboon, Boat, House, Elaine, Lena, Man, and Peppers, were
tested as cover images in our experiment. All test images
had 512 × 512 pixels. The secret data used in the experiment consisted of a binary stream formed by randomlygenerated, binary bits. The original grayscale test images
are shown in Figure 4.
In the proposed scheme, the peak signal-to-noise ratio
(PSNR) score is used to evaluate the quality of the stego
image, which is defined as Equation (1):

The pixel pair (0, 0) is mapped to R(0, 0), which
2552
is located at the corner of R. It is Case 2.2, and
,
(1)
P SN R = 10log10
the corresponding 3 × 3 block B also is marked in
M SE
Figure 3. The secret digit (6)8 in B is found at (1,
where MSE represents the mean square error of the
2). Thus, the pixel pair (0, 0) in I is changed to (1,
stego image and the cover image, which is defined in Equa0
2) in I for embedding (6)8 .
tion (2).

3.2

Extraction of Secret Data
0

When a stego image I of size M × N is received, the
proposed scheme can accurately extract the secret data
embedded therein. First, the receiver constructs a reference matrix, R, used in the secret data embedding process. Second, all pixel pairs in I 0 are read sequentially
and mapped as coordinates to R. Let (p0i , p0i+1 ) be a pixel
pair in I 0 , and R(p0i , p0i+1 ) is the corresponding mapping
element in R, where i = 1, 3, . . . , M ×N −1. Then, the element R(p0i , p0i+1 ) is the octal secret digit embedded in the
pixel pair (p0i , p0i+1 ). The extracted secret digits will be sequentially concatenated together to form an octal stream.
After all the pixel pairs in I 0 have been processed in this
way, a complete octal secret stream is obtained. The octal
secret stream is then converted to a binary stream, and
the receiver successfully extracts the secret data from I 0 .
Example 3. Assume that the pixel pairs (3, 4), (6, 1),
and (1, 2) are consecutive pixel pairs in the stego image
I 0 generated in Example 2. We now extract the secret
data embedded in them. In R, the elements corresponding
to coordinates (3, 4), (6, 1), and (1, 2) are R(3, 4) =
(5)8 , R(6, 1) = (0)8 , and R(1, 2) = (6)8 , respectively. The
obtained octal digits are connected one by one to form an
octal stream (506)8 . Finally, the octal stream is converted
to a binary stream (101000110)2 , which is the embedded
secret data.

4

Experimental Results

Some experiments were conducted on some test images
to illustrate the correctness of the proposed scheme. Our

M SE =

N
M X
X
1
(Xij − Yij ).
M × N i=1 j=1

(2)

where M and N represent the height and width of the
image, respectively, and Xij and Yij are the values of the
pixels of the stego image and the cover image, respectively. Equations (1) and (2) indicate that there is an
inverse relation between PSNR and MSE, i.e., the lower
the MSE value is, the higher the PSNR value becomes.
A higher PSNR value indicates that there is a smaller
difference between the two images.
Another performance measurement we used to evaluate
the data hiding capacity is the embedding capacity (EC),
which represents the number of binary bits that can be
embedded in a cover image. The EC of our scheme also is
compared with the EC of TDH scheme, and Table 1 shows
the results. Table 1 indicates that the EC of the proposed
scheme had the same value as that of the TDH scheme,
reaching 1.5 bpp. Average image qualities of 49.72 dB
and 50.14 dB are achieved by the TDH scheme and the
proposed scheme, respectively. In addition, the average
execution time of the TDH scheme is 0.67 second, and
for the proposed scheme, it is 0.58 second. Obviously,
the proposed scheme gains better quality of stego images
than the TDH scheme proposed by Chang et al., and its
computational cost for embedding data is less than that
of Chang et al.’s TDH scheme.
To understand the visual qualities of the stego images
of the TDH scheme and the proposed scheme, two sets of
stego images produced by the two schemes are provided
in Figures 5 and 6, respectively. Compared to the cover
images shown in Figure 4, it is difficult to distinguish
the difference between the stego images and the original
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Figure 3: Examples of embedding process based on turtle shells

Figure 4: Grayscale test images
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Figure 5: Stego images of Chang et al.’s scheme

Figure 6: Stego images of the proposed scheme
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Table 1: Central point bits of the binary block and its corresponding shadow blocks
Cover Images
Airplane
Baboon
Boat
Elaine
House
Lena
Peppers
Man
Average

Chang et al.’s
P SN R EC
49.75
1.5
49.75
1.5
49.75
1.5
49.75
1.5
49.76
1.5
49.75
1.5
49.76
1.5
49.48
1.5
49.72
1.5

scheme (TDH)
Running Time
0.64
0.75
0.67
0.67
0.69
0.63
0.68
0.68
0.67

Proposed scheme
P SN R EC Running Time
50.17
1.5
0.60
50.16
1.5
0.60
50.16
1.5
0.58
50.17
1.5
0.58
50.16
1.5
0.58
50.17
1.5
0.59
50.18
1.5
0.58
49.93
1.5
0.56
50.14
1.5
0.58

images. In other words, the visual qualities of the stego image and speeds up the search for elements for data emimages of the two schemes are very good.
bedding. The experimental results show that our scheme
improves the visual quality and processing speed compared to the TDH scheme, in which the image quality
4.2 Analysis of the Experimental Results is improved by an of 0.42 dB and the execution time is
In the data embedding process, the area for searching for reduced by an average of 0.09 seconds.
the secret digit in our scheme is in a certain 3 × 3 block,
while the search scope of Chang et al.’s scheme is in turtle
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Abstract
Abnormal flow detection is an effective approach to discover the covert data during the transmission process of
mass data. However, there exist some issues to tackle such
as the high complexity of network traffic data, Low detection efficiency and low accuracy. To solve these problems,
we proposes an improved wavelet-core extreme learning
machine based on particle swarm optimization. First, the
particle swarm optimization algorithm is applied to determine the input weights and bias thresholds of the extreme
learning machine, which effectively reduces the number of
hidden layer nodes. Furthermore, wavelet kernel function
is proposed to be the kernel function of kernel extreme
learning machine. Then the topology of the KELM can be
established, and can be applied to classify the abnormal
traffic. We introduce overall-accuracy and F-measure for
performance measure in abnormal flow detection. To verify the effectiveness of our work, we compare the approach
with the representative algorithms, and experimental results show that the improved wavelet-core extreme learning machine based on particle swarm optimization has
better detection performance.
Keywords: Abnormal Flow Detection; KELM; Particle
Swarm Optimization Algorithm; Wavelet Kernel Function

1

Introduction

In the distributed Internet environment, the discovery
and analysis of covert data in the process of mass data
transmission is a serious problem to be solved, and it is
also a main guarantee for the healthy development of the
virtual economy in the future. In recent years, the data
transmission technology based on covert channel has developed rapidly. The covert data transmission of massive
multi-modal information based on blockchain [4, 12] has

been brought to our attention. Meanwhile, the security
issues has been increasingly significant, the discovery and
analysis of covert data has become an important requirement for new network applications.
Abnormal traffic detection is an important technology
for the discovery of covert data. The detection of network
abnormal flow is to analyze network flow data via statistical analysis, data mining and machine learning with
the intention to discover abnormal information of network
data.
Statistical analysis is an early method for anomaly detection of traffic data. First, count the number of network
traffic packets, the length of packets and other characteristic information. Then, discover the characteristics
rules of the traffic data. Finally, in order to detect the
abnormal flow information, establish the normal behavior profile of traffic data as the standard of judgment
of the traffic data to be detected. Hoang et al. applied the principal component analysis method and the
wavelet transform to make the model, which combined
with the spatio-temporal correlation of the feature matrix
of traffic data [6]. They proposed an PCA-based network
anomaly detection algorithm. Although this method has
a good effect, it is difficult to detect during network transmission and achieve real-time abnormal traffic detection.
Bhuyan et al. proposed a DDOS attack detection method
based on the characteristics of traffic and extended entropy metric, which effectively reduced the computational
complexity and detection time [3]. However, the process
of establishing the traffic model is still complex and it is
also difficult in the practical application. Although the
statistical analysis method has a good detection effect, it
is sensitive to the change of the threshold value, and at
the same time, it cannot reflect the autocorrelation of the
abnormal behavior in time.
Data mining is a major approaches for the detection of
anomaly traffic data, which aims to establish awareness
model of anomalous traffic by analyzing the mass flow
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data [5]. Clustering algorithm is an important method
of data mining. Unsupervised learning method can be
used to classify the heterogeneous and high-dimensional
massive traffic data. The density peak clustering algorithm [11] based on the assumptions as following: Within
clusters, the local density of the clustering center points is
the highest; Among clusters, the clustering center is away
from other clusters’. The algorithm has a good effect on
various data distributions, but it is sensitive to the global
abnormalities in some special cases and has poor results.
Ahmed et al. established a collective anomaly detection
framework via partition clustering technology to detect
DoS attacks and improve the detection accuracy [2]. However, the algorithm has limitations and works weakly in
the detection of other attacks. Although the clustering
algorithm can be used with unclassified sample data, the
speed and accuracy is still far away from application.
The classification algorithm is a supervised machine
learning method. Hua [7] applied the K-means algorithm
to improve the traditional KNN and divided the process
of anomaly detection into two parts: off-line preprocess
and on-line classification, which improved the efficiency
and classification accuracy. But the feature redundancy
and dimensionality disasters is still the most serious problem of the algorithm. Ma [9] and his partners applied the
Naı̈ve Bayesian network to construct classifiers for traffic classification, which limited by the fixed assumptions.
Roy [10] detected and analyzed attack behaviors via deep
neural networks, which improved the efficiency and performance of anomaly detection. However, the low iteration speed is still the most serious problem and it is also
easy to fall into local convergence.
The extreme learning machine is a single-hidden layer
feedforward neural networks. The model randomly selects the hidden layer nodes and replaces the iterative
process for adjusting parameters by analyzing to get the
weight matrix between the hidden layer and the output layer. With the great learning efficiency and selfadaptive ability, many researchers have devoted to the
study of improving extreme learning machines. Kumari et
al. proposed a semi-supervised support vector machine
with fuzzy c-means clustering, which greatly reduced the
computational complexity and improved the classification
efficiency [8].
There are many abnormal traffic detection approaches
with some problems around. Some existed approaches
are simple to cope with the weight of traffic statistical
features, and the process with equal weight may cause
the loss of information. Otherwise some methods also use
the whole traffic as analysis objects, and the amount of
data is enormous, which can lead to low accuracy rate
and efficiency. In this paper, we propose an abnormal
traffic detection approach based on Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) and wavelet kernel Extreme Learning
Machine (ELM). PSO is an algorithm of global searching
optimal solutions. The algorithm can be introduced to set
the optimal input weight and the bias threshold of kernel
ELM, which eliminates redundant nodes of hidden layer.
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Figure 1: The extreme learning machine network model

With the application of PSO, the classification accuracy
and learning efficiency is greatly improved and it is not
sensitive to the number of training samples and hidden
layer nodes as before. We choose wavelet kernel function
as the kernel function of ELM, which improves the ability of nonlinear approximation and generalization. The
experiments shows that the model we proposed has great
robustness and better detection performance.

2
2.1

The PSO-based Wavelet-Core
Extreme Learning Machine
Extreme Learning Machine

Extreme learning machine is a single hidden layer neural
network. With random hidden layer nodes, ELM effectively reduces the training time and improves the generalization ability.
Similar to the traditional network model, the model
of extreme learning machine is divided into three layers:
input layer, hidden layer, and output layer. The specific
structure is shown in Figure 1.
Given N sets of training data (xi , ti ), xi =
[xi1 , xi2 , · · ·, xin ]T ∈ RN , ti = [ti1 , ti2 , · · ·, tim ]T ∈ Rm ,
The mathematical model of SLFN with L hidden layer
nodes can be described as Equation (1):
yj =

L
X
i=1

βi gi (xi ) =

L
X

βi g(wi xj + bi ) = Tj ,

(1)

i=1

where g(x) is the activation function, βi is the connection
weight vector between the hidden layer and the output
layer, wi is the connection weight vector between the hidden layer and the input layer. bi is the threshold of the
ith node in the hidden layer. The above formula can also
be simplified as Equation (2):
Hβ = T,

(2)

where H is the output matrix of the hidden layer node, β
is the weight vector of the output layer, T is the expected
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which is suitable for orthogonal normalized data; Gaussian kernel function is widely used in image processing
g(wL · x1 + bL )
and has a great anti-jamming capability of noise in data.

..
For the complexity of network traffic data, the Morlet

.
wavelet function is introduced to be the kernel function
g(w1 · xN + b1 ) . . . g(wL · xN + bL ) N ×L
(3) of the kernel-ELM in this paper, which has great classifi T 
 T 
cation effect in the space without training data.
t1
β1
In general, the wavelet basis function can be expressed
 .. 
 .. 
(4) as Equation (10):
,T =  . 
β= . 
tTm N ×m
βLT L×m
√
x−b
),
(10)
ha,b (x) = aΦ(
The ELM can be trained without adjusting the weights
a
and bias threshold of the input layer, the output matrix of
the hidden layer is only determined by the random wi and where h(x) is the mother wavelet function, a is the scalbi . Therefore, the training of extreme learning machines ing factor, b is the balance factor, According to the tensor
can be transformed into the process of deriving the output product theory, any multidimensional wavelet function
weights β according to the Hβ = T . β can be expressed can be expressed as a tensor product of multiple oneas Equation (5):
dimensional wavelet functions as Equation (11):
β = H † T,
(5)
n
Y
where H † is the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse mah(x) =
h(xi ).
(11)
trix.
i=1
output matrix of the sample.

g(w1 · x1 + b1 ) . . .

..
H=
.
...

2.2



Construct the translation-invariant kernel function via
Equation (10) :

Kernel-ELM

In order to improve the generalization ability of the extreme learning machine, a kernel function was introduced
and then the kernel-ELM (KELM) was proposed.
For the traditional extreme learning machine, the output matrix of hidden layer can be expressed as Equation (6):


h(x1 )


..
(6)
H=

.

K(x, x0 )=K(Kx − x0 ) =

where i, j ∈ (1, 2, · · · , N )

k(x, x1 )


..
h(x)H T = 

.
k(x, xN )


(8)

where k(xi , xj ) is the kernel function. Then the output
function f (x) of KELM can be expressed as Equation (9):

f (x) = [k(x, x1 ), · · · , k(x, xN )]

2.3

1
+M
C

−1
T.

(9)

The Morlet Wavelet Function

The kernel function which satisfies the premise of Mercer’s
theorem can be used as the kernel function of the kernelELM. Linear kernel is the simplest kernel function; polynomial kernel is a kind of non-standard kernel function

xi − xi 0
).
a

(12)

For sample x, x0 ∈ R, the Morlet wavelet function
2
h(x) = cos(1.75x) exp(− x2 ), construct the kernel-ELM
with the corresponding wavelet kernel function. The specific formula is as Equation (13):
W aveletkernel(x, x0 )
(13)
n
2
0
0
Y
xi − xi
(xi − xi )
=
[cos(1.75(
)) exp(−
)]
a
2a2
i=1

where h(xi ) can be regarded as a non-linear mapping of
xi , if the mapping is unknown, a kernel function M can
be constructed instead of HH T . According to Mercer,
the kernel matrix can be defined as:
(7)

Φ(

i=1

h(xN )

HH T , mij = h(xi )h(xj ) = k(xi , xj ),

n
Y

2.4

Particle Swarm Optimization

Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is a strategy proposed by Eberhart and Kennedy to solve optimization
problems inspired by the feeding behavior of birds. In
the POS, the solution to each optimization problem is
considered as a location in the search space, called ”particles.” The particle velocity determines the direction and
distance of the particle’s flight. It can also track its own
optimal position in the iterative process and the best position of all particles in the entire particle group with their
own privacy memory. As a basis, it can update the speed
and location.
The individual extremum is Rib (t), the global extremum is Rgb (t). Then the motion equation of particle is
as Equation (14):


vi (t + 1) = ωvi (t) + c1 R1 Rib (t) − xi (t)


+c2 R2 Rgb (t) − xi (t) ,
(14)
xi (t + 1)

=

xi (t) + φvi (t + 1),

(15)
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where vi (t) and xi (t) are the velocity and position of the number of hidden layer nodes (k) and the number of
the ith particle at the tth iteration; c1 , c2 are the learn- input layer nodes (m), as Equation (16):
ing factors, R1 and R2 are the random variable which are
L = k(m + 1).
(16)
evenly distributed over the interval [0, 1], φ is the contraction factor.
The process of algorithm is as follows:
The pocess of PSO algorithm is as follows:
Step 1: Select the training data, set the input vector and
Step 1: Initialize the particle group, each particle is set
the expected output vector;
with a random position and velocity;
Step 2: Set the topological structure of the wavelet-core
Step 2: Evaluate the fitness of each particle;
ELM, initialize the number of neurons in the input
layer, hidden layer, and output layer;
Step 3: For each particle, compare the fitness value and
its historical best position pbest, if better, update
Step 3: Create a particle swarm based on the input vecthe pbest;
tor and bias threshold of the ELM. Set the initial
speed, position of the particles, and the optimize
Step 4: For each particle, compare the fitness value with
space;
its gbest, if better, update the gbest;
Step 5: Adjust the speed and position of the particles Step 4: Set a suitable fitness function, the root mean
according to (2) and (3);
square error of the particle is choosed for our model .
Set the maximum number of iterations = 600, learnStep 6: If it does not satisfied the ending condition, go
ing factor c1 = c2 = 1.5, population size M = 25 and
to Step 5.
the particle dimension D;
The ending condition of iteration depends on the speStep 5: Calculate the fitness of the particle based on the
cific problem. In general, it can be ended when the optitraining set, find the individual extreme value and
mal position of the particle swarm satisfies the predeterthe global extreme value;
mined minimum adaptive threshold or the times of iterations reaches the maximum number.
Step 6: Update the position and speed of the particles;
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is a global optimization algorithm via randomly searching. The cooper- Step 7: If it does not satisfied the ending condition, go
to Step 5;
ation mechanism between groups is introduced to reach
the optimal solution. It has been widely applied to en- Step 8: Establish the wavelet-core ELM with the input
gineering optimization with the good robustness, simple
weights and hidden layer bias thresholds generated
operation, and free from constraints.
by the particle swarm optimization algorithm.

2.5

The Wavelet-core ELM Based On
The Particle Swarm Optimization 3
(PW-ELM)

In general, the wavelet-core extreme learning machine has
good performance in abnormal flow detection, but the
accuracy of the ELM is affected by many factors, such as
the number of hidden layer nodes, bias threshold and so
on. The number of nodes in the hidden layer has a great
influence on the generalization ability and learning speed
of the ELM. Too many nodes may lead to the increasing
of the network complexity and overfitting. The value of
the bias threshold and connection weight can also affect
the training process of the ELM because of the direct
relationship with the output weight. When they are both
zero, some nodes of hidden layer will be invalid. In order
to improve the learning process of the ELM and optimize
the connection weights and thresholds, the particle swarm
optimization algorithm is introduced.
In the wavelet-core ELM based on the particle swarm
optimization, we abstract the input weights and bias
thresholds into particles in the particle swarm, and take
the root mean square error of the particles as the fitness function. The particle length(L) is determined by

3.1

Experimental
Analysis

Results

And

Date Collection

The wavelet-core extreme learning machine based on particle swarm optimization has good generalization ability
and classification accuracy. In order to verify the performance of the improved kernel-ELM, the KDD 99 dataset
was selected as the analysis object.
The KDD 99 dataset is a competition dataset used
by the International Data Mining and Knowledge Discover competition in 1999. The dataset was established
based on the Intrusion Detection Evaluation Project of
US Department of Defense Advanced Planning Agency
(DARPA) in 1998, which collected data from the simulated military network in the Lincoln Lab. The collection
of data lasted for two and a half months, including different network traffic and attack methods. The aims of
competition is to detect the network intrusion and achieve
the abnormal classification of network connections.
A network connection consists of a sequence of TCP
packets from the beginning to the end in a certain period
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of time. During this period of time, the data transfers
between the original address and the destination address
based on a predefined protocol. The network connection
record contains a status bit to mark it normal or attack.
The types of exceptions can be categorized as: Remoteto-Login Attack (R2L), Denial of Service Attack (DoS),
Probing Attack (PROBING) and User-to-Root Attack
(U2R).
The KDD 99 dataset is divided into two subset, the
one is the training dataset which contains about 5,000,000
records, and another is the test dataset including about
2,000,000 records. The distribution of samples is shown
in Table 1.

T P is the number of samples which is correctly classified,
F P is the number of other classes’ samples which are erroneously divided into this class, F N is the number of the
a certain class’s samples which are misclassified.
precision(i)

=

recall(i)

=

T Pi
T Pi + F Pi
T Pi
T Pi + F Ni

Extract Features Of Network Flow

There are various network attacks divided into 4 categories. The Denial of Service is the most common one
including UDP floods, Land attacks, e-mail bombs, etc.;
The other is Exploitable Attacks which contains Password Guessing, Trojans, Buffer Overflows, etc.; The
information-gathering Attacks is used to obtain the useful information including Address Scanning, Port Scanning and DNS Domain Conversion; The last one is Falsemessaging Attacks which mainly contains DNS Cache Pollution and Fake Emails, etc. [1]. Different network attack
methods are different in the abnormal behavior of traffic
data. And it is important to select the appropriate statistics features of data flow. The number of features is also
important for the classification accuracy. In general, the
larger the number of feature values is, the higher the classification accuracy will be. However, when the number is
too large, the overall performance of the classifier would
be worse [13].
We selected 16 representative characteristics of data
flow in this paper including the network service type of
the target host, the number of urgent packets, the number
of error segments, the connection status (normal or error),
and transmission protocol, etc. The specific information
is in Table 2.

3.3

Data Preprocessing

For the complexity of the sample data about network connection, the input data of classifier needs to be normalized
to reduce the classification error and accelerate the convergence speed.
X=

x − xmin
xmax − xmin

(17)

where, xmax is the maximum in the dataset, xmin is the
minimum.

3.4

Evaluation Function

In order to analyze the experimental results, the
Overall − accuracy and F − measure were used to evaluate the classification performance of different methods.

(18)
(19)

The Overall − accuracy used in this paper is the ratio
of the model’s correct prediction to the total number on
all the test sets, the specific formula is as Equation (20):
m
P

3.2
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Overall − accuracy(i) = P
m

T Pi

i=1

(20)

T Pi + F Ni

i=1

There are sometimes contradictions between the
precision indicator and the recall indicator. In order
to consider them comprehensively, F − measure is introduced. It is a reconciliation measure between recall
and precision. The specific formula is as Equation (21):
F − measure =

3.5

2 × precision × recall
precision + recall

(21)

Experimental Results

In the experiment, we selected 10% training subsets and
10% test subsets from the KDD 99 dataset. The distribution of sample is shown in Table 3.
First, the features should be numerically normalized to
convert the data to the standard input data of ELM. After
10 experiments, we find the average of the 10 accuracy as
the final result of the experimental accuracy.
In order to verify the performance of the wavelet-core
extreme learning machine based on particle swarm optimization in anomaly detection, we selected the non-kernel
ELM, Gaussian kernel ELM (Gauss-kernel ELM), and
Gaussian kernel support vector machine (Gauss-kernel
SVM) as contrast on the KDD 99 dataset. The parameters of each classifier are shown in Table 4.
After 10 experiments, we find the Overall − accuracy
and F − measure for analysis, the results and average of
Overall − accuracy in the 10 experiments are shown in
Table 5 and Table 6.
According to the Table 5 and Table 6, we can realize that the Overall − accuracy of PW-ELM, Gausskernel SVM, Gauss-kernel ELM and ELM on the KDD
99 dataset are: 94.746%, 90.205%, 83.207% and 74.942%.
The Overall − accuracy of PW-ELM is obviously higher
than the other algorithms, approaching 95%. The performance of Gauss-kernel SVM is higher than the ELM and
Gauss-kernel ELM. In summary, the performance of the
PW-ELM achieve an ideal Overall − accuracy in abnormal flow detection.
The F − measure of the four algorithms is shown
in Figure 3. On the KDD 99 dataset, PW-ELM has
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Table 1: The distribution of
Normal
Category
Normal
Dos
Training Dataset 0.1969
0.7924
Test Dataset
0.1975
0.7490

KDD 99 dataset
Abnormal
U2R
R2L
0.0001 0.0022
0.0007 0.0528
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PROBE
0.0083
0.0136

Table 2: The representative characteristics of data flow
characteristics
Network Connection

Package
Bytes
Packet size
Connection time

description
network service type of the target host, the number of expedited packets,the number of error segments, connection status
(normal or error), transmission protocol
the number of packages
the bytes of data from the source host to the destination host,
The bytes of data from the target host to the source host
the average, maximum, minimum, standard deviation of
packet size
the average, maximum, minimum, standard deviation of connection time

total

amount
5

1
2
4
4
16

Table 3: The distribution of training subsets and test subsets
Category
Training Dataset
Test Dataset

Normal
Normal
97278
60593

Abnormal
U2R R2L
52
1126
228
16189

Dos
391458
229853

PROBE
4107
4166

Table 4: The parameters of each classifier
Algorithm
Parameters
Penalty factor(C)
Kernel parameters(a)
The number of hidden layer nodes(L)

ELM

Gauss-kernel ELM

Gauss-kernel SVM

PW-ELM

1000

1000
2.5

1000
1.8

1000
2.0

800

Table 5: The Overall − accuracy of classifiers
Overall − accuracy
ELM
Gauss-kernel ELM
Gauss-kernel SVM
PW-ELM

1
74.273
81.925
90.325
94.561

2
74.611
82.328
90.816
95.092

3
75.902
83.667
89.884
93.829

4
75.059
83.516
89.857
94.966

5
74.385
82.739
90.251
95.362

Table 6: The Overall − accuracy of classifiers
Overall − accuracy
ELM
Gauss-kernel ELM
Gauss-kernel SVM
PW-ELM

6
75.109
84.051
90.537
94.466

7
75.433
83.152
90.032
94.752

8
74.927
82.694
89.334
95.093

9
74.658
84.973
90.238
95.372

10
75.062
83.049
90.776
93.964

Average
74.942
83.207
90.205
94.746
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4

Conclusions
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can achieve good performance in the detection of abnormal network traffic. Compared with the ELM, Gausskernel ELM and Gauss-kernel SVM, the nonlinear approximation ability and generalization ability are greatly improved. And the model also solve the problem about the
redundancy of hidden layer node and inefficiency. With
the better learning efficiency and classification accuracy,
the wavelet-core extreme learning machine based on particle swarm optimization can be widely use in the anomaly
detection of network traffic data.
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Abstract
The traditional image encryption algorithm is with low
key sensitivity, low efficiency, low security, image scrambling and diffusion and high correlation. When using
stream cipher to encrypt medical, the key sequence is too
long and difficult to store and distribute. Therefore, this
paper puts forward a new stream cipher method to encrypt medical image. First, medial image is coded as the
text form. And then, we use the mutated character encoding table to encode text as the plaintext. Finally, we
use krill group-based stream cipher algorithm to encrypt
plaintext. By comparing the new method with the stateof-the-art encryption methods, experimental results show
that the new method has greatly shortened the length of
storing and distributing key sequence. The new algorithm
has certain advantages in statistical performance, robust
performance and key sensitivity, and also meets the requirements of image security and real-time performance.

The stream cipher methods of medical image encryption include Martin image key system, rapid security sequence key, discrete cosine transform and stream cipher
encryption methods, based on chaotic sequences and discrete wavelet transform partial encryption system, as well
as classic RC4 stream cipher and Buddha sequence cipher
system [2, 15]. These methods have a common disadvantage that the key sequence is too long.

Sudeepa [13] stated that maximum length sequence
was applied for the RNS (Residue Number System) based
additive stream cipher system. When the key sequence
period was greater than the size of plain text, the system
approaches secured one time pad cipher system. Imamura [9] analyzed the integrity of these schemes both in
the standard INT-CTXT (integrity of ciphertext) notion
and in the RUP (releasing unverified plaintext) setting
called INT-RUP notion. Pu [14] presented a new algorithm by combining the true random sequences and the
Tree Parity Machine (TPM), which was proven experimentally. Different from common method, true random
Keywords: Character Encoding; Krill Group; Medical Im- sequences were proposed as dynamic inputs of TPM in
age Encryption; Stream Cipher Algorithm
this work compared to the pseudo-random sequences in
the latest report. Xiao [19] proposed a new digital watermarking algorithm in encrypted image based on com1 Introduction
pressive sensing measurements and 2-D discrete wavelet
transform (DWT). However, they cannot guarantee the
Image encryption [12,20] is widely used in military reconprivacy security.
naissance and public security inspection. Medical image
In this paper, a stream cipher method similar to Vertransmission in open network environment is vulnerable
nam
cipher employing an krill group [?] based approach to
to eavesdropping attacks, so it is necessary to encrypt
generate
keys for encrypting medical images is proposed.
medical image before transmission [4–7, 16, 17]. However,
This
novel
approach called stream cipher krill group imhow to balance the scrambling performance, security perage
encryption
(SCKGIE) algorithm is proposed to genformance, robustness performance and the quality mainerate
the
keystream.
The novelty in the approach is that
tenance of decryption image is always difficult. Stream
an
krill
group
approach
is used to generate the keystream
cipher [1,8] is a symmetric key encryption where the crypused
for
encryption
based
on the distribution of charaction key used to encrypt the binary image is randomly
ters
in
the
plain
text
denoting
the image so that the keys
changed so that the cipher image produced is mathematiin
the
keystream
are
encoded
using
a mutated character
cally impossible to break. The advantage of using stream
code
table
which
would
enable
to
increase
the security of
cipher is that the execution speed is higher when comthe
system.
pared to block ciphers and have lower hardware complexity.
The advantage of the proposed stream cipher method
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is that it would increase the security of the system by encoding the keys in the keystream and the characters in
the plain text representing the encoded binary image using the mutated character code table. It reduces the number of keys to be stored and distributed when compared to
that of Vernam cipher considered to be the perfect cipher.
It overcomes the drawback of boolean cellular automaton
method for image encryption and scan pattern method of
image encryption in terms of the number of keys to be
stored and distributed. The length of the key in SCKGIE algorithm is less when compared to DWT and chaos
based image encryption method.

2
2.1

Algorithm Description

First, the medical image is encoded as a text form using
the characters in the ASCII code table (ASCII code values
are from 32 to 126), and then it uses the mutated character code table to encode characters in the text, the result
is as the plaintext. To encode the initial key sequence,
the characters appearing in the plaintext use the mutated
character encoding table to encode. Key sequences that
do not appear in plaintext are encoded by using ASCII
values. The same order of key sequences cannot be used
to ensure security. The advantage of using a mutated
character encoding table to encode characters in key sequences and text is that it can enhance the security of the
system.
If the length of the plaintext sequence is greater than
the length of the key sequence, the original key sequence
is added with a predetermined value to generate the key
sequence corresponding to the plaintext sequence to ensure the character length greater than the length of the
key sequence.
The predetermined value is calculated by dividing the
plaintext of the medical image into two parts as shown in
Equation (1).
Indexvalue = int[length(P )/2].

(2)

Key value and plaintext value use XOR to obtain the
ciphertext image.

2.2

Text Form for Medical Image

In order to encode the medical image as the text form
represented by the characters in the ASCII table, each
row of the 0,1 bit stream of the medical image is divided
into several groups. There are only 95 characters in the
ASCII table, so each group contains up to 94 bits. The
grouping process continues until all the bit sequences are
divided into one group and each group is coded separately.
Characters from ! (ASCII code value is 33) to ∼ (ASCII
code value is 126) are assigned a value of 1-94 respectively.
To encode the 0, 1 bit stream of a medical image into text,
the character value is established by an Equation (3).
Charactervalue = column(mod94).

(3)

If the value of the corresponding column position of the
medical image is 0, replacing with character space. If the
value of the corresponding column position of the medical
image is 1, and the value of the column position mod94
is 0, replacing with character ∼. If the value of the corresponding column position of the medical image is 1,
and the value of the column position mod94 is not 0,
then replacing with the character value with corresponding character value. Strings are concatenated to form text
(1) to represent coded medical images.

The plaintext sequence is partitioned into the size of the
length of the key sequence, and the first corresponding
key sequence is composed of the original key sequence.
The key sequence corresponding to block i is obtained
by adding the predetermined value to the key sequence
corresponding to block i − 1 as shown in Equation (2).
Si = Si−1 + Indexvalue(i ≥ 2).

and initial key sequence are sent to the receiver through
the security channel, the receiver encodes the received
initial key sequence through a simple table lookup operation. The character in key sequence that does not appear
in character encode table is used ASCII to code. The
receiver calculates the predetermined value based on the
length of the ciphertext image. The corresponding key
sequence is generated for the part of the ciphertext image
exceeding the length of the key sequence. The key sequence and ciphertext image are subjected to XOR operation to obtain the plaintext, which is then decoded using
the mutated character encoding table to get the text that
represents the medical image, which is then decoded to
obtain the original medical image.

2.3

Encryption Process
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Decryption Process

Decryption and encryption process use the same key sequence. The mutated character encoding table of contents

2.4

Krill Swarm Algorithm

Krill swarm optimization algorithm is one of simulation
swarm intelligence algorithms by simulating the action of
krill, which was proposed by Alavi [3]. Each krill will
be attracted or repelled by a certain range neighboring
krill, so it can make local optimization. And the food
center determined by fitness of krill would guide krill to
make global optimization. In addition, the time interval
needs to be adjusted, and the rest required parameters can
be obtained from the research achievements of krill real
ecological behavior. Meanwhile, krill swarm algorithm
adopts Lagrangian model, therefore, the performance of
krill swarm is superior to other optimization algorithms.
The detailed processes of krill swarm algorithm are as
follows:
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1) Determine the Lagrangian model of krill swarm.

4

2) Motion induced by other krill individuals.

4.1

3) Foraging motion.

Security of New Scheme
Key Space

The key sequence space that can be generated by 95 characters is given in Equation (5).

4) Stochastic diffusion process.
5) Updating krill positions.

3

95
X
i=1

Proposed Image Encryption

The objective function of the algorithm is to generate
a key sequence, which satisfies the constraint that the
energy value is greater than or equal to 80%. The energy
value released by the krill is calculated by the counter, as
Equation (4).
Energy(Ki ) =

count(Cji ∈ P )
.
length(i)
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(4)

Here Ki represents maximum number of krill, i = 1, 2, · · · .
Cji represents the key sequence length of j − th character
in the i − th key sequence. P is the text of the medical
image.
The krill path with the maximum energy value greater
than or equal to the specified threshold is the solution
of the problem. The key sequence is selected to encrypt
the medical image. This allows the mutated character
encoding table to encode most of the characters in the
key sequence to increase the security of system.
Entropy coding has some properties related to cryptography. A character encoding tree is generated based
on the statistical distribution of characters in text to encode characters in text and key sequences. The character
encoding table is generated according to the character
encoding tree. The purpose of establishing character encoding table is to encode the character appearing in text
and key sequence through simple table lookup operation.
Mutations in the character encoding tree can occur randomly at any node to enhance the security of the system.
Research has shown that encryption should be combined
with entropy coding using multiple statistical tables, and
the benefit of using multiple statistical tables is that encryption can be done at a reasonably high security level.
The specific processes of the initial key sequence and
text encoding are as follows:
1) Count the characters in the text and conduct Huffman encoding according to the possibility of character occurrence. The left branch of the tree is marked
0, and the right branch is marked 1.

95!
≈ 95!e.
(95 − i)!

(5)

In this size, it would take about 3 × 10125 years to decrypt
the key, even though the world’s fastest supercomputer,
tianhe-1.
The character appeared in plaintext in key sequence
will be replaced by the value in mutated character encoding table, which can increase the security of the system.
Because character encoding table generation depends on
the characters in plain text, the adversary needs to anticipate all possible sequences of character encoding trees.
The Huffman tree encodes t characters, and the initial
Huffman tree has t − 1 non-leaf nodes, and the tree that
may be different from the original tree through mutation
has 2t−1 − 1. The key space generated by character encoding table is given by Theorem 1 and Theorem 2.
Theorem 1. The number of possible character code tables
is 2.64 × 10176 for images of size m × n where n ≥ 94.
Proof. Medical images are encoded as text. A character
encoding tree is generated based on the occurrence probability of characters in text. The value of each character is
generated by traversing the tree. The maximum possible
number of characters is 95, the possible number of characters can be from 1 to 95, and the characters can appear in
any order in the tree. Therefore, the possible number of
initial character encoding trees is given in Equation (5).
Each initial character encoding tree has 2t − 1 variants.
Therefore, the maximum possible number of tables is:
95
X
i=1

95!
× 2i−1 ≈ 2.64 × 10176 ≈ 2586 .
(95 − i)!

Theorem 2. For images of size m × n, where n < 94 the
number of possible character code tables is:

n+1
X

(

i=1

(n + 1)!
) × 2i−1 .
(n + 1 − i)!

(6)

2) The initial tree mutates in different non-leaf nodes
Proof. For images where the number of columns n is less
by switching left and right branches. The character
than 94, the maximum number of characters will be n+1.
values in the character encoding tree are set up in
Since the character code tree is generated based on the
decimal form.
number of occurrence of the characters, the tree can have
3) For characters with the same value, the length of the characters of all possible orderings. That is out of the
encoding is added to the character value to make n + 1 characters there can be all possible 1 or 2 or · · · or
the character value in the table correspond to the n + 1 combination of all possible orderings without repcharacter value one to one.
etition. Thus the total number possible initial character
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Pn+1 (n+1)!
). Each initial character code
code tree is i=1 ( (n+1−i)!
tree has 2t−1 tables as discussed above where t − 1 are the
number of inner nodes in a tree. Thus the total number
of maximum possible tables is given in Equation (6).

4.2

Histogram Analysis

Histogram describes the distribution of pixel points by
drawing the number of pixels in each pixel level. In order to prevent information leakage, ciphertext image and
plaintext image should have different statistical features.
By analyzing the histogram of the ciphertext image and
the original image, the number of pixels in each gray level
is significantly different. The x-axis of the histogram
represents the change in hue, and the y-axis represents
the number of pixels in a particular hue. We chose two
grayscale medical images with size 128 × 128. Figure 1,2
are the original images and histograms. Figures 3, 4 are
the encrypted images and histograms. Figures 5, 6 are
the decrypted images and histograms.

Figure 4: Histogram of encrypted images

Figure 5: Decrypted images

Figure 1: Original images

Figure 6: Histogram of decrypted images
It can be seen from the statistical histogram of ciphertext that all the peaks are almost uniformly scattered, and
the plaintext does not have a statistical similarity with
the plaintext. Therefore, using the new medical image
encryption algorithm, ciphertext does not provide clues
for the statistical attack.

4.3
Figure 2: Histogram of original images

Figure 3: Encrypted images

Correlation Coefficient Analysis

The correlation coefficient between plaintext and ciphertext also shows their similarities. From the similarity
between them, it can be inferred that the correlation
coefficient between plaintext and ciphertext determines
whether the algorithm has good diffusion and chaos characteristics, as well as resistance to statistical attacks.
If the correlation coefficient is between 0.5 and 1.0 or
between -0.5 and -1.0, it means that there is a strong positive correlation or a strong negative correlation between
them. If the correlation coefficient is between 0.0 and 0.5
or between -0.1 and -0.5, it means that there is a weak positive correlation or a weak negative correlation between
them. Table 1 shows the correlation coefficients between
plaintext and ciphertext, where key sequence lengths are
5 and 15, respectively.
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Table 1: Correlation coefficient between plaintext and ci- Table 2: NPCR, UACI comparison with different methods
phertext
Image
RCM CCSC Proposed algorithm
Image
Length=5 Length=15
Image1(NPCR) 94.4
95.6
99.2
Image1 0.0097
0.0074
Image2(NPCR) 93.2
94.7
98.5
Image2 0.0096
0.0073
Image1(UACI)
33.7
32.1
27.6
Image2(UACI)
33.1
31.9
28.7
It can be seen from Table 1 that there is a weak correlation between plaintext image and ciphertext image, which
means that the medical image encryption algorithm based
on SCKGIE encryption algorithm can resist statistical attacks.

5

Method
RCM
CCSC
Proposed method

Image1
0.715
0.727
0.834

Image2
0.726
0.728
0.828

Experiment Results and Analysis

In order to verify the effectiveness of proposed image
encryption, We make comparison with RCM [10] and
CCSC [11] conducted on MATLAB. We analyze differential attack, information entropy and robustness of new
encryption method.

5.1

Table 3: Information entropy comparison

Differential Attack

Modifying the original plaintext image, high sensitivity is
an important attribute in the image encryption algorithm.
General experimental method is that it only modifies one
pixel in the original image, and then observe the change of
image to get quantitative relationship between ciphertext
image and original image, if the original image has small
changes that can cause larger cipher text image change, it
argues that the encryption algorithm has good robustness
for differential attack.
In order to test the effect of a pixel change on the entire ciphertext image, two famous measurement methods
are adopted: UACI and NPCR. Setting two encrypted
images, there is only one different pixel in the two images
as I1 and I2 , the corresponding gray values are I1 (i, j)
and I2 (i, j). Define a bipolar array B, I1 and I2 have
the same image size. B(i, j) is determined by I1 (i, j) and
I2 (i, j). If I1 (i, j) = I2 (i, j), then B(i, j) = 1. Otherwise,
B(i, j) = 0. So
P
i,j B(i, j)
× 100%.
N P CR =
W ×H

results are shown in Table 2. From the UACI and NPCR
values in the table, it can be seen that the encryption
algorithm in this paper has a great sensitivity to the small
difference of the original image.

5.2

Information Entropy

Information entropy denotes the degree of uncertainty
system, and it is used to describe the uncertainty of image information. The information entropy can be used to
analyze the distribution of gray value in the image. Let
P (mi ) be proportion of pixel with gray value mi in image
P255
and
i=0 P (mi ) = 1. The information entropy of the
pixel is defined as:
H(m) = −

255
X

P (mi log2 P (mi )).

i=0

The comparison results are as shown in Table 3.

5.3

Robustness Analysis

Since noise is inevitably introduced in the encryption process, the robustness of the algorithm in this paper is
tested, and PSNR value is used to judge the quality of
the encrypted image as defined below:

W H2552
Where W and H represent the width and height of the
P SN R = 10log PH−1 PW −1
2
encrypted image, and NPCR measures the ratio of the
i=0
j=0 (f1 (i, j) − f2 (i, j))
number of pixels with different pixel values between the
Where f1 (i, j) is the pixel value of the original image pixel
two images to the total pixel values.
(i, j), and f2 (i, j) represents the pixel value of the decrypX I1 (i, j) − I2 (i, j)
1
tion terminal pixel (i, j). Obviously, the higher the PSNR
U ACI =
[
] × 100%.
W × H ij
255
value is, the better the performance of the encryption algorithm is. Table 4 is the PSNR value of Image1 and
UACI measures the average strength of the two images, Image2. Obviously, the chaotic encryption algorithm in
and tests the medical images by modifying one pixel. The the transform domain has good robustness.
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Table 4: PSNR comparison with different methods
Image
Image1
Image2

RCM
52.18
52.38

CCSC
53.75
54.55

Proposed method
59.76
58.59

[8]

[9]

6

Conclusion

This paper proposes a stream cipher based on krill group [10]
algorithm method, this new method is compared with
both the sequence code method, which greatly reduces the
need of storing and distributing the key sequence length,
solves the key storage and distribution problem. At the
[11]
same time, it uses the mutated character encoding table
to encode the character in key and plaintext, which makes
it hard for the adversary to break character coding table,
this improves the security of system. And the experimen[12]
tal results show that the system has a high security degree
by analyzing differential attack, information entropy and
robustness.
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Abstract
Many people have gradually changed their way of living
habits on account of the great popularity progression of
social networking sites. There are varied kinds of social
networking sites coming out in recent years, for example,
Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, LinkedIn. Furthermore,
social networking sites have already made people more
convenient to make friends and communicate with each
other much easier than before. However, there are some
problems we should concern. Owing to the cyberworlds
are flourishing, there are several kinds of crimes emerge
in endlessly in recent years. This paper focuses on the
digital forensics of LinkedIn by running on three different browsers, including Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox,
and Microsoft Edge. They are running respectively under
windows 10 operating system. In our work, we strive to
find digital evidences that user has been done on the computers. We make use of authoritative digital forensic tools
to obtain significant evidences and analyze the correlation
between these evidences in detail. Besides, we will find
out which behaviors of the suspect will leave what kind
of evidences on the computer. These findings could be
important references for the law enforcement agency to
investigate digital crime.
Keywords:
Crime Investigation; Digital Forensics;
LinkedIn; Social Media

mation that can portray users’ online identity, including
photographs, name, birthday, hometown, personal interest and so on [9]. Furthermore, social networking sites can
connect people and maintain relationships from all parts
of their lives [6]. They can share everything with their
friends on the websites. There is no doubt that people
have incorporated social networking sites into their lives
and made using social networking sites as frequent daily
activities.
Due to the advance of technology, the type of crime
is getting much more complex than before. At present,
traditional crime is on the decrease. In other words, high
technology crime is increasing nowadays. There are a lot
of perpetrators using social networking sites to commit
the cybercrime because of its convenience and anonymity
characteristics. Therefore, the traditional crimes such as
killing people, domestic violence, stealing and robbing
are decreasing nowadays. On the contrary, computer
crime and cybercrime have already become the mainstream of all the crimes. Cybercrime refers to a perpetrator that abused or destroyed a computer to commit a
crime. Therefore, cybercrime is definitely different from
traditional crime. The following shows the characteristics
of cybercrime [7]:
 Making use of the computer characteristics to commit the crime.
 The high dark figure of crime.

1

Introduction

In recent years, the popularity of social networking sites
has given rise to the number of social networking users
for recreation and business purposes. A social network is
a community where people across the globe world online
that can develop a network with different individuals for a
specific purpose [1]. Besides, the prevalence of these social
networking websites has changed the living habits of many
people. These people usually browse social networking
sites to relieve their working pressure or any other kinds
of pressures in their daily life.
People can make use of social networking sites to build
up their profile. A profile is a list of identifying infor-

 The time and dimension features between crime behaviors and crime results.
 Take a computer as a crime scene.
 Take a computer as a target.

Over the past 10 years, the terrorists use the Internet
have become of great concern. The gang of terrorist has
successfully used the Internet to enlarge their memberships [11]. This will cause widespread harm to Internet
victims.
According to the survey of National Police Agency,
Ministry of the Interior Republic of China, the statistics show the cybercrimes happened in Taiwan between
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January and June in 2017, there are 6,567 cybercrime
cases occurred. The cybercrime ratio increases 4.39 percentages relative to the same period of last year. However, the perpetrators who are at the age of 18 to 23
called adolescents are increasing 28.07 percentages relative to the same period of last year. The victims who
are more than 50 years old are increasing 43.54 percentages relative to the same period of last year [15]. Over
the past few years, various kinds of cybercriminals have
emerged endlessly due to the anonymity characteristic of
the Internet. Therefore, anonymity is largely tied to the
cybercrime nowadays. Moreover, it is also claimed that
the anonymity characteristic allows perpetrators to use
the Internet without the possibility of detection. Catherine D. Marcum, et al. categorized different types of social networking criminality, for instance, texting, identity
theft, cyberbullying, digital piracy, sexual violence, and so
forth [13]. Therefore, we can realize that social networking websites have seriously become a hotbed of cybercrimes based on these significant literatures. According
to the survey of eBizMBA [10], popular social networking
sites are prevalent nowadays, such as Facebook, YouTube,
Twitter, Instagram, LinkedIn and so on. Many of them
have over than 100 million members, a quite large number
for the time.
This paper focuses on the digital forensics of LinkedIn
by running on three different browsers, including Google
Chrome, Mozilla Firefox and Microsoft Edge. They are
running respectively under windows 10 operating system.
In our work, we strive to find digital evidences that user
has been done on the computers. The results will be
served as a reference for the future researchers in social
network cybercrime investigation or digital forensics.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the
next section, we present the related works. In Section 3,
we introduce our investigation methodologies. In Section 4, we present results and findings of digital forensics
on LinkedIn. Finally, we summarize the conclusions.

2
2.1

Related Works
LinkedIn Social Networking Site

LinkedIn is a business and employment-oriented service
that operates via websites and mobile applications. It
founded on December 28 in 2002 and launched on May 5
in 2003.
LinkedIn [19] is mainly used for professional networking, including employers posting jobs and job seekers posting their curriculum vitae. According to the survey of
Alexa [2], LinkedIn was ranked 31st relative to other social networking websites in the world. As of April 2017,
LinkedIn had 500 million members in 200 countries, out of
which more than 106 million members are activities [12].
LinkedIn allows members to create profiles and connections to each other in an online social network that may
represent real-world professional relationships. Members
can invite anyone to become a connection [17].
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Such dissemination of confidential information is possibly more likely concerning social networking applications
such as LinkedIn where users may be actively looking for
employment or maybe in contact with individuals from
competitor organizations.
However, there are many kinds of literature focus on
the forensic analysis of social networking sites nowadays.
Azfar et al. [5] proposed the utility model for the evidence
extraction of five social networking applications, including
Twitter, POF Dating, Snapchat, Fling and Pinterest.
Neha [16] focused on the forensic analysis of WhatsApp application on storage devices and volatile memory. Mutawa et al. [14] focused on the forensic analysis
of three popular social networking sites, including Facebook, Twitter, and Myspace. Dezfouli, et al. [8] examined
four well-known social networking applications, Facebook,
Twitter, LinkedIn, and Google+. They were able to recover artefacts, such as usernames, passwords, login information, personal information, posts, messages and comments from these social networking sites. However, they
only focus on the mobile phone forensics for these four applications. They didn’t perform computer forensics which
refers to browser forensics for these four applications. As
a result, we take the LinkedIn application as one of our
experiment targets.
This paper studies the behavior of a user who log into
LinkedIn from different browsers. We strive to extract
the evidence of posts creation, making comments, chatting records, browsing behaviors, adding friends and so
forth. All of these behaviors are conducted under Windows 10 operating system. Furthermore, this paper analyzes correlations between these evidences and discusses
how these evidences can help law enforcement agencies to
investigate a crime.

2.2

Tools

Due to the high dynamics and heterogeneity of social media, digital forensics can use different and complex software tools to conduct effective and legal evidence collection [3]. There are many forensic tools on the market today. The mainstream of digital forensic products such as
Autopsy, Forensic Toolkit and EnCase forensic have support digital forensics. The study described in this paper
has been executed by a series of processes. In the experiments, the hard disk and memory were examined to
extract and analyze the data generated by LinkedIn website. With the advanced development of forensic tools,
the forensic tools and techniques should keep investigators ahead of the criminals [18].
Arthur et al. [4] conducted an investigation into some
of the forensic tools, including PC Inspector File Recovery, EnCase, Forensic Toolkit and FTK Imager. However,
the main function of FTK Imager is to view and to image
storage devices. In light of these advantages, we adopt
AccessData FTK Imager V4.1.1 to create an image file
for the hard disk. Forensic Toolkit is a computer forensics software made by AccessData. It scans a hard disk
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searching for various types of information. The toolkit
comprises a standalone disk imaging program called FTK
Imager. The FTK Imager is a simple tool that saves an
image of a hard disk in a file. The result is an image file
that can be saved in several formats.
On the other hand, there are many kinds of tools used
for memory forensics nowadays. The manipulation of
these memory forensic tools is roughly different, but the
theorem concepts are the same. The goal of these tools is
to read physical memory for the sake of achieving memory
forensics. Therefore, this paper adopts the MANDIANT
tool to create an image file for the memory. MANDIANT is an open source tool that can be downloaded on
the Internet. There are a few basic functions describe as
follows:

3.2
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Experiment Elaboration

In order to ensure the integrity of digital evidence and
avoid the interference between digital evidences, we separate the experiments into three scenarios according to
the different browsers. We chose three clean computers
and each of them was installed Windows 10 professional
operating system. We did these three scenarios in different computer environments. They were not placed on the
same computer system. Afterward, we performed a series
of behaviors on the LinkedIn. The following shows the
details for these three scenarios.

3.2.1

Scenario 1: Google Chrome

 MemoryDD.bat: This batch file is used to create an
In scenario 1, all the operations were conducted via
image file for volatile memory.
Google Chrome browser. We entered the personal ac Process.bat: This batch file is used to list all the count and password to log into the LinkedIn website. After log into the LinkedIn website, we created posts and
running processes.
uploaded the pictures. Moreover, we did a lot of users
 DriverSearch.bat: This batch file is used to list which common activities, for example, adding friends, chatting
SYS file is loading on the computer.
with friends, making comments, clicking the “Like” but HookDetection.bat: This batch file is used to list ton and so forth. After we did these user common activities, we didn’t do anything anymore. We created image
which hooks file is executing on the computer.
files for the hard disk and memory respectively. ThereIn the experiment, in order not to influence the integrity of after, we adopted Forensic Toolkit Imager to extract and
digital evidence, this paper makes use of MemoryDD.bat analyze the digital evidence.
file to dump the memory for the sake of creating image
files. Finally, this paper makes use of AccessData FTK
Imager V4.1.1 to analyze all the image files which were 3.2.2 Scenario 2: Mozilla Firefox
generated by the previous processes. However, the most
important of all is that we take another clean computer In scenario 2, all the operations were conducted via the
to analyze these image files.
Mozilla Firefox browser. We entered the personal account
In this paper, all the experiments were conducted on and password to log into the LinkedIn website. After lothe real computer system. The computer system was gin, we created posts and uploaded the pictures. Moreinstalled Windows 10 professional 64-bit operating sys- over, we did a lot of users common activities, for example,
tem. The central processing unit is Intel(R) Core(TM) adding friends, chatting with friends, making comments,
i7-4790 CPU @ 3.60GHz. The memory size is 8 Giga- clicking the “Like” button and so forth. After we did
bytes. This paper selects two common browsers, includ- these user common activities, we didn’t do anything anying Google Chrome V59.0.3071.115 and Microsoft Edge more. We created image files for the hard disk and memV 40.15063.0.0.
ory respectively. Thereafter, we adopted Forensic Toolkit
Imager to extract and analyze the digital evidence.

3
3.1

Methodology
Research Goal

The research described in this paper is done by a series
of processes, each involving a specific scenario. In the
experiment, we log into LinkedIn websites via three different browsers. All of these operations are executed under Windows 10 operating system. After login, we do a
series of same behaviors, such as login account, adding
friends, chatting with friends, writing posts, making comments, clicking the ”Like” button. Afterward, we make
use of Forensic Toolkit Imager to extract digital evidence
of these behaviors left. Finally, we analyze and compare
the difference between these digital evidences.

3.2.3

Scenario 3: Microsoft Edge

In scenario 3, all the operations were conducted via the
Microsoft Edge browser. We entered the personal account
and password to log into the LinkedIn website. After login, we created posts and uploaded the pictures. Moreover, we did a lot of users common activities, for example,
adding friends, chatting with friends, making comments,
clicking the “Like” button and so forth. After we did these
user common activities, we didn’t do anything anymore.
We created image files for the hard disk and memory respectively. Thereafter, we adopted the Forensic Toolkit
Imager to extract and analyze the digital evidence.
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4

Results and Findings

We log into the LinkedIn website by entering the email
account and password on the computer. Afterward, we
execute a series of processes, such as creating posts, chatting with friends, making comments, adding friends. After executing these user common activities, we create image files for the hard disk and the memory. We separate
analysis procedure into two parts, hard disk and memory.
We make use of one practical function of FTK Imager to
execute a quick search for the keyword. The following are
our analyses and description of forensic results.
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on the other user’s posting, as shown in Figure 4. On the
other hand, by reverse searching the key string, we can
find comment content, as shown in Figure 5.
In the part of memory, the situation is the same as in
the hard disk, we can also find comment evidence and its
content by searching the keyword and the key string.
4.1.4

Chatting Records

In the hard disk, we can extract chatting record
evidence.
When a user chatted with friends, the
system will automatically record chat ID. Moreover, the network address of chatting page would
4.1 Findings: Scenario 1: Google Chrome show friend’s chat ID, for example, ”https://www.
linkedin.com/messaging/thread/63784999 18738399232”.
4.1.1 Account and Password
Therefore, we can easily realize that the majority of the
In the hard disk, there are various kinds of evidence we chatting record network address is often built in the form
can extract. First, we can find out user account infor- of ”https://www.linkedin.com/messaging/thread/ChatBy searching the key string ”https://www.
mation by searching the key string ”www.linkedin.com”, ID”.
linkedin.com/messaging/thread/”,
we can easily find the
as shown in Figure 1. We can find two keywords in the
chatting
record
evidence,
as
shown
in Figure 6. Furcontext, there are ”session key” and ”session password”.
thermore,
we
can
also
find
chatting
content
evidence by
These two keywords reveal important information about
searching
the
key
string
in
reverse,
as
shown
in Figure 7.
the e-mail login account and password. However, we can’t
In
the
part
of
memory,
we
can
also
find chatfind password information because the text of password
ting
record
evidence
by
searching
the
key
string
was garbled. We can’t comprehend its meaning by our
”https://www.linkedin.com/messaging/thread/”,
and
first intuition. Therefore, we infer that the password may
find
chatting
content
evidence
by
searching
the
key
string
be encrypted.
In the part of memory, we can only find an e-mail login in reverse.
account, but the password was garbled as well.
4.1.5
4.1.2

Posting Evidence

Every posting has it’s unique post ID. Post ID
is a string of numbers.
When a user writes a
post on the feed, the system will automatically
assign a unique ID to the posting, for example,
”https:// www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:
6378505126512074752/”.
We can easily realize the
post ID is 6378505126512074752.
Therefore, the
posting network address is often built in the form of
“https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:
Post ID”. In the hard disk, by searching the key string
“https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:”,
we can find creating evidence of posting, as shown in
Figure 2. Therefore, we can match the post ID we found
in the image file and the network address. If both of
them are the same, we can definitely infer that they must
have posted that article on the LinkedIn website in the
past. Moreover, we also found post contents by searching
the key string, as shown in Figure 3.
In the part of memory, we can also find creating evidence and posting contents by searching the key strings.

Clicking ”Like” Button Evidence

There is a function on the LinkedIn website called ”Like”.
If people like a post, they may click the ”Like” button on
that post. In the part of hard disk, we can find clicking
”Like” evidence by searching the keyword ”likes”.
In the part of memory, we can also find clicking ”Like”
evidence by searching the keyword ”likes”. As a result,
by analyzing the clicking ”Like” evidence, the investigator
can easily realize the preference of a perpetrator.
4.1.6

Friend List and Friend Request

In the hard, we can find friends request evidence.
When we search the keyword ”invite-sent”, we
can see that there is a key string, for example,
”https://www.linkedin.com/mynetwork/invite-sent/jingyou-lin-a9017b15b/?isSendInvite=true”, as shown in Figure 8. The string ”jing-you-lin-a9017b15b” is friend’s personal ID. The string ”?isSendInvite=true” represents that
the user must have sent a friend request to other LinkedIn
members in the past. Therefore, we can easily realize that
the majority of friend-request format is often built in the
form of ”https://www.linkedin.com/mynetwork/invitesent/Personal-ID/?isSendInvite=true”.
By searching
4.1.3 Making Comment Evidence
the key string ”https://www.linkedin.com/mynetwork/
LinkedIn allows any people to make any comments on invite-sent/”, we could easily understand whether
any articles. In the hard disk, by searching the keyword the user had sent a friend request to other LinkedIn
”comment”, we can find comment evidence that we made members or not. However, when we searched the key
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string
”https://www.linkedin.com/mynetwork/inviteconnect/connections/” in the hard disk, we cannot find
out the friend list.
In the part of memory, we can also find friend request
evidence by searching the key string ”https://www.
linkedin.com/mynetwork/invite-sent/”.
However,
we cannot find out friend list by searching the key
string
”https://www.linkedin.com/mynetwork/inviteconnect/connections/” as well.
To sum up, the evidence we found in the memory is
quite the same in the hard disk. In the memory, we also
found login information, the evidence of writing a post,
making comments, chatting with friends, clicking ”Like”
records and so on. Therefore, there is no difference between in the hard disk and in the memory that evidences
we found on the Google Chrome browser.

4.2

Findings: Scenario 2: Mozilla Firefox

In scenario 2, we also aim to the hard disk and memory
forensics. We did the same thing as the previous scenario
did. However, the forensic target in this scenario is different from the previous scenario. In scenario 2, we did
the experiment on the Mozilla Firefox browser.
4.2.1

Account and Password

In the Mozilla Firefox, we can find user account information by searching the key string ”www.linkedin.com”.
We can also easily realize that the user must have been
used this computer to perform LinkedIn activities. On
the other hand, when we conduct a search for the password, we can find out password information by typing a
user’s password string directly.
In the part of memory, the situation is the same as in
the hard disk. We can find login account and password
information by searching the account string and password
string directly.
4.2.2

Posting Evidence

As the same to the previous scenario, every posting
has it’s unique post ID. Post ID is a string of numbers.
When a user writes a post on the feed, the system will
automatically assign a unique ID to the posting. The
posting network address is often built in the form of
”https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:
Post ID”. In the hard disk, by searching the key string
”https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:”,
we can find the evidence of post creation. Therefore, we
can match the post ID we found in the image file and the
network address. If both of them are the same, we can
definitely infer that they must have posted that article
on the LinkedIn website in the past.
In the part of memory, we can also find out the evidence
of post creation by searching the key strings.

4.2.3
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Making Comment Evidence

As the same to the previous scenario, LinkedIn allows any
people to make any comments on any articles. In the hard
disk, by searching the keyword ”comment”, we can find
out comment evidence that we made on the other user’s
posting.
In the part of memory, the situation is the same as in
the hard disk, we can also find comment evidence and its
content by searching the keyword ”comment”.
4.2.4

Chatting Records

As the same to the previous scenario, the majority of
chatting record network address is often built in the form
of ”https://www.linkedin.com/messaging/thread/ChatID”.
Therefore, by searching the key string
”https://www.linkedin.com/messaging/thread/”, we can
easily find out the chatting record evidence as well. Furthermore, we can also find out chatting content evidence
by looking for the key string in reverse searching.
In the part of memory, we can also find out chatting record evidence by searching the key string
”https://www.linkedin.com/messaging/thread/”,
and
find chatting content evidence by looking for the key
string in reverse searching.
4.2.5

Clicking ”Like” Button Evidence

As the same to the previous scenario, we can find out
clicking ”Like” evidence by searching the keyword ”likes”
in the hard disk.
In the part of memory, we can also find out clicking
”Like” evidence by searching the keyword ”likes”. As
a result, by analyzing the clicking ”Like” evidence, the
investigator can easily realize the preference of a perpetrator.
4.2.6

Friend List and Friend Request

As the same to the previous scenario, we can find
out friend request evidence in the hard disk. The
majority of friend-request format is often built in the
form of ”https://www.linkedin.com/mynetwork/invitesent/Personal-ID/?isSendInvite=true”.
By searching
the key string ”https://www.linkedin.com/mynetwork/
invite-sent/”, we could easily understand whether
the user had sent a friend request to other LinkedIn
members or not. However, when we searched the key
string
”https://www.linkedin.com/mynetwork/inviteconnect/connections/” in the hard disk, we cannot find
out the friend list as well.
In the part of memory, we can also find out
friend request evidence by searching the key string
”https://www.linkedin.com/mynetwork/invite-sent/”.
However, we cannot find out friend list by searching
the key string ”https://www.linkedin.com/mynetwork/
invite-connect/connections/” as well.
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Figure 1: The result of searching login information

Figure 2: The evidence of post creation was found

Figure 3: Post content was found by searching key string
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Figure 4: The evidence of comment creation was found by searching keyword ”comment”

Figure 5: Post content was found by searching key string

Figure 6: The evidence of chat record

Figure 7: The evidence of chat content

Figure 8: The evidence of friend request
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To sum up, the evidence we found in the memory is
quite the same in the hard disk. In the part of memory,
we also found login information, the evidence of post creation, making comments, chatting records, clicking ”Like”
records and so on. Therefore, there is no difference between in the hard disk and in the memory that evidences
we found on the Mozilla Firefox browser.

4.3.4
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Chatting Records

In scenario 3, we also aim to the hard disk and memory
forensics. We did the same thing as the previous scenarios did. However, the forensic target in this scenario is
different from the previous two scenarios. In scenario 3,
we did the experiment on the Microsoft Edge browser.

As the same to the previous scenarios, the majority of
chatting record network address is often built in the form
of ”https://www.linkedin.com/messaging/thread/ChatID”.
Therefore, by searching the key string
”https://www.linkedin.com/messaging/thread/”, we can
easily find out the chatting record evidence as well. Furthermore, we can also find chatting content by looking for
the key string in reverse searching.
In the part of memory, we can also find out chatting record evidence by searching the key string
”https://www.linkedin.com/messaging/thread/”,
and
find chatting content by looking for the key string in
reverse searching.

4.3.1

4.3.5

4.3

Findings: Scenario 3: Microsoft Edge

Account and Password

In Microsoft Edge, we can find user account and password
information by looking for the string in reverse searching.
By typing account string and password string, we can see
there is a key string ”www.linkedin.com” in the context.
Therefore, we can easily realize that the user must have
been used this computer to perform LinkedIn activities.
In the part of memory, the situation is the same as
in the hard disk. We can find login account and password information by searching account string and password string directly.
4.3.2

Posting Evidence

As the same to the previous scenarios, every posting
has it’s unique post ID. Post ID is a string of numbers.
When a user writes a post on the feed, the system will
automatically assign a unique ID to the posting. The
posting network address is often built in the form of
”https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:
Post ID”. In the hard disk, by searching the key string
”https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:”,
we can find the evidence of post creation. Therefore, we
can match the post ID we found in the image file and the
network address. If both of them are the same, we can
definitely infer that they must have posted that article
on the LinkedIn website in the past. Furthermore, we
can find the content of posting by inverse searching.
In the part of memory, we can also find out the evidence
of post creation and its contents by searching the key
strings.
4.3.3

Clicking ”Like” Button Evidence

As the same to the previous scenarios, we can find out
clicking ”Like” evidence by searching the keyword ”likes”
no matter in the hard disk or in the memory.
4.3.6

Friend List and Friend Request

As the same to the previous scenarios, we can find
out friend request evidence in the hard disk. The
majority of friend-request format is often built in the
form of ”https://www.linkedin.com/mynetwork/invitesent/Personal-ID/?isSendInvite=true”.
By searching
the key string ”https://www.linkedin.com/mynetwork/
invite-sent/”, we could easily understand whether
the user had sent a friend request to other LinkedIn
members or not. However, when we searched the key
string
”https://www.linkedin.com/mynetwork/inviteconnect/connections/” in the hard disk, we cannot find
out the friend list as well.
In the part of memory, we can also find out
friend request evidence by searching the key string
”https://www.linkedin.com/mynetwork/invite-sent/”.
However, we cannot find out friend list by searching
the key string ”https://www.linkedin.com/mynetwork/
invite-connect/connections/” as well. To sum up, the
evidence we found in the memory is quite the same in
the hard disk. In the part of memory, we also found
login information, the evidence of post creation, making
comments, chatting records, clicking ”Like” records and
so on. Therefore, there is no difference between in the
hard disk and in the memory that evidences we found on
the Microsoft Edge browser.

Making Comment Evidence

As the same to the previous scenarios, LinkedIn allows
any people to make any comments on any articles. In the
hard disk, by searching the keyword ”comment”, we can
find out comment evidence that we made on the other
user’s posting.
In the part of memory, the situation is the same as in
the hard disk, we can also find comment evidence and its
content by searching the keyword ”comment”.

4.4

Experiment Comparison

After we conducted these three scenarios, we drew a table
to clearly comparing the difference between them. As
shown in Table 1, we can realize that there is no difference
between them. No matter the evidence stored in the hard
disk or in the memory, the evidence we can find in the
Google Chrome, in the Mozilla Firefox or in the Microsoft
Edge were the same. Moreover, all the searching keywords
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Table 1: The comparison of findings between browsers
Category
Google Chrome
Mozilla Firefox
Microsoft Edge
Activity
Hard Disk Memory Hard Disk Memory Hard Disk Memory
Account
O
O
O
O
O
O
Password
—
—
O
O
O
O
Post evidence
O
O
O
O
O
O
Make comment evidence
O
O
O
O
O
O
Click ”Like” button evidence
O
O
O
O
O
O
Chat records
O
O
O
O
O
O
Chat contents
O
O
O
O
O
O
Friend list
—
—
—
—
—
—
Friend request
O
O
O
O
O
O
O: Found

—: None

or key strings are the same in the hard disk as compared
in the memory. Therefore, the majority of evidence can
be found in the hard disk and in the memory.

5

Conclusions

Nowadays, thanks to the rapid development of new technologies, thousands of new social networking sites have
sprung up over the past few years, such as Facebook,
Twitter, Instagram, and so on. However, there are still
some problems we should concern, that is, various kinds of
cybercrime emerge endlessly in recent years. In order to
assist investigators to investigate cybercrimes, this paper
proposes a forensic way to investigate a perpetrator who
commits a crime via the LinkedIn social networking site
on the computer. We did a series of user activities that
users may operate it. All of these behaviors were conducted respectively on three different browsers, including Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox, and Microsoft Edge.
Moreover, these three different browsers were conducted
respectively on three different clean computers.
After completing these procedures, we adopt a forensic
tool called FTK Imager to create an image file for the hard
disk. On the other hand, we adopt the MANDIANT tool
to create an image file for the memory. Thereafter, in
order not to influence the integrity of digital evidence,
we make use of FTK Imager to analyze image files on
the other clean computer. In our experiment, we can
find many kinds of evidences, for example, post creation,
comment creation, browsing evidence, chatting records,
clicking the ”Like” button on the other postings and so
forth. Finally, we compare our findings between these
three different browsers, as shown in Table 1.
All of the findings could be used for cybercrime investigation. The investigators can analyze preference or daily
activities of a perpetrator based on important information. Furthermore, if computer crime happened, all of
the evidences extracted and analyzed by the investigator
could be a crucial admission on the court.
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Abstract
The existing lookup-table modular reduction methods
partition the binary string of an integer into fixed-length
blocks such as 32 bits or 64 bits. This approach requires a
fixed amount of looking up tables. In this paper, we introduce a new modular reduction method which partitions
the binary string of an integer into blocks according to its
runs. The new method can efficiently reduce the amount
of looking up tables. Its complexity depends essentially
on the amount of runs or 1’s in the left segment of the
binary string of an integer to be reduced. We show that
the new reduction is almost twice as fast as the popular
Barrett’s reduction.
Keywords: Barrett’s Reduction; Montgomery’s Reduction; Run-based Modular Reduction

1

Introduction

The performance of public key cryptographic schemes depends heavily on the speed of modular reduction. Among
several modular reduction algorithms, Montogomery’s reduction and Barrett’s reduction are more competitive. In
1985, P. Montgomery [13] invented an elegant reduction
method. His method is not efficient for a single modular
multiplication, but can be used effectively in computations where many multiplications are performed for given
inputs.
At Crypto’86, P. Barrett [1] proposed a novel reduction method which is applicable when many reductions
are performed with a single modulus. Barrett’s reduction and Montgomery’s reduction are similar in that expensive divisions in classical reduction are replaced by
less-expensive multiplications. At Crypto’93, A. Bosselaers et al. [2] compared the performances of classical
algorithm, Barrett’s algorithm and Montgomery’s algorithm. It is reported that these algorithms all have
their specific behavior resulting in a specific field of application. No single algorithm is able to meet all demands. In 1998, Win et al. [18] reported that the difference between Montgomery’s and Barrett’s reduction

was negligible in their implementation on an Intel Pentium Pro of field arithmetic in Fp for a 192-bit prime p.
In 2011, Dupaquis and Venelli [4] modified Barrett’s reduction and Montgomery’s reduction. Their technique
allows the use of redundant modular arithmetic. The
proposed redundant Barrett’s reduction algorithm can be
used to strengthen the differential side-channel resistance
of asymmetric cryptosystems.
In order to further speed up modular reduction, lookup
table has been adopted by several researchers [7–9, 12, 14,
15,17]. If the size of a pre-computed table is manageable,
the method is very effective. These reduction methods
partition the binary string of an integer into fixed-length
blocks such as 32 bits or 64 bits. This approach requires a
moderate size table. In 1997, Lim et al. [10] experimented
on Montgomery’s reduction, classical reduction, Barrett’s
reduction and some reduction algorithms using lookup table. It reported that the proposed lookup-table method
runs almost two to three times faster on a workstation
than the Montgomery’s reduction. Although the experimental results are interesting, they did not present a complexity analysis of these combined lookup table methods.
The principles of the existing reduction algorithms can
be briefly summarized as following:
• Division. The classical reduction algorithm adopts
this principle.
• Multiplication. Both Barrett’s and Montgomery’s reduction adopt this principle.
• Addition [look up table according to fixed-length
blocks]. All current reduction algorithms based on
this principle look up table according to fixed-length
blocks such as 32 bits or 64 bits.
The last principle, intuitively, is more applicable because
it totally eliminates multiplications although it requires
a moderate size table and a fixed amount of looking up
tables. However, it seems that they are not suitable for
small devices [5, 11, 16] such as smart phones.
In this paper, we put forth a new reduction method
based on the principle of addition [look up table according to runs]. Unlike the traditional lookup-table reduction, the proposed method partitions the binary string
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of an integer into blocks according to its runs instead of Therefore, we obtain q̂ ≤ q ≤ q̂ + 2. Set r̂ = z − q̂ p. We
fixed-length blocks. The performance of the new method get r = r̂ + (q̂ − q)p. That is, at most two subtractions
depends essentially on the amount of runs or 1’s in the are required to obtain r using r̂.
In 2014, Cao and Wu [3] pointed out that the formula
left segment of the binary string of an integer to be reduced. The new method can efficiently reduce the amount
b2k
z
z
1
of looking up tables. We also provide a thorough complex= k−1 ·
· k+1
p
b
p b
ity analysis of the method.
can be directly replaced with

2

z
z 22k 1
= k ·
·
p
2
p 2k

Related Reduction Methods

2.1

Montgomery’s Reduction

The adaption could further optimize the programming
Let R > p with gcd(R, p) = 1. The method produces code and solve the data expansion problem in Barrett’s
zR−1 mod p for an input z < pR. If p0 = −p−1 mod R, reduction.
then c = zR−1 mod p can be obtained via
c ← (z + (zp0 mod R)p)/R, if c ≥ p then c ← c − p.

2.3

Lookup-Table Reduction

Suppose that z and n are two integers, bk−1 ≤ n < bk ,
2k
L
Given x ∈ [0, p), let x̃ = xR mod p. Define Mont(x̃, ỹ) = 0 ≤ z < b where b = 2 is a suitable base. To compute
(x̃ỹ)R−1 mod p = (xy)R mod p. The transformations z mod n, the usual lookup-table reduction computes
x 7→ x̃ = xR mod p, and x̃ 7→ x̃R−1 mod p = x are perk−1
k−1
X
X
formed only once when they are used as a part of a larger
z=
z j bj +
zk+i A[i] mod n,
(1)
calculation such as modular exponentiation.
j=0
i=0

2.2

Barrett’s Reduction

The following description of Barrett’s reduction comes
from [6], which calculates z mod p. The algorithm first
selects a suitable base b (e.g., b = 2L where L is near the
2k
word size of the processor). It then calculates µ = b bp c,
where k = blogb pc+1. Suppose 0 ≤ z < b2k . Let q = b pz c,
r = z mod p = z − q p. Since

z
p

=

z
bk−1

2k

1
· bp · bk+1
, we have

 
z
b bk−1
c·µ
z
0 ≤ q̂ =
≤
= q.
bk+1
p




where 0 ≤ zj < b, j = 0, · · · , 2k − 1, A[i] = bk+i mod
n (0 ≤ i ≤ k − 1) are computed and stored in advance.
In 1997, Lim et al. [10] suggested taking b = 232 . In this
method, it only requires a storage for 624 values of modulus size (e.g., about 78 Kbytes for |n| = 1024). They experimented on Montgomery’s reduction, classical reduction, Barrett reduction and some lookup-table reduction
algorithms. It reported that:
1) Modular reduction takes considerably more time
than multiplication;
2) Montgomery’s algorithm and the combined table
lookup method give almost the same performance;

If µ is computed in advance, then the main cost of calculating q̂ consists of one multiplication and two types of bit 3) The proposed table lookup methods (L224, L624,
y
z
z
L1696) run almost two to three times faster on a
c and b bk+1
c,
operations for b bk−1
j where
k y = b bk−1 c·µ. Set


workstation than Montgomery’s reduction. These
2k
2k
z
z
α = bk−1
− bk−1
, β = bp − bp . Then 0 ≤ α, β < 1
methods, however, do not give much improvement
and
on a PC.
j 2k k

 



z
b
+β 
 bk−1 + α

p


q=
3 Basic Lookup-Table Reduction
bk+1


 z  j b2k k
The idea behind the basic lookup-table modular reduction
 z 
+ p + 1
 bk−1 · µ

bk−1
is naive, but useful in some cases. We now describe it as

≤
+
k+1
k+1
follows.
b
b
Since 0 ≤ z < b2k and bk−1 ≤ p < bk , we have
j z k  b2k 
+
+ 1 ≤ (bk+1 − 1) + bk+1 + 1 = 2bk+1
bk−1
p
$
q≤

z
·
bk−1
k+1
b



µ

%
+ 2 = q̂ + 2.

3.1

Pre-computed Table

Given a positive integer n, choose an integer k such that
2k−1 < n < 2k . The pre-computed table are constructed
as following (see Table 1).
We can specify that |r[`]| ≤ bn/2c, ` = k, · · · , 2k − 1.
The size of the pre-computation table T can be further
reduced because r[i + 1] = 2 r[i] for some indexes i.
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Table 1: Pre-computation table T for a modular n
`
r[`]

2k − 1
22k−1 mod n

2k − 2
22k−2 mod n

...
...

k
2k mod n
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z1 such that z = (2`0 − 1) − z1 . Set `1 = blog2 z1 c + 1.
Flipping all bits of z1 , we obtain the integer z2 such that
z = (2`0 − 1) − (2`1 − 1) + z2 . By the same procedure, we
shall get
z =(2`0 − 1) − (2`1 − 1) + (2`2 − 1) + · · ·

3.2

+ (−1)j−1 (2`j−1 − 1) + (−1)j z 0 ,

Basic Method (Method-1)

Denote the binary string of a positive integer z by
Binary(z). Suppose that 0 ≤ z < 22k . We directly set
the base b = 2 in Equation (1). It follows that
z≡

k−1
X
i=0

zk+i r[k + i] +

k−1
X

zj 2j mod n,

(3)

where `j−1 > k ≥ `j , `j is the bit-length of z 0 . Clearly,
`0 > `1 > · · · > `j .

(4)

We then look up the pre-computed table for values
r[`0 ], · · · , r[`j−1 ] using the indexes `0 , · · · , `j−1 and com(2) pute

j=0

r =(r[`0 ] − 1) − (r[`1 ] − 1) + (r[`2 ] − 1) + · · ·
where zj ∈ {0, 1}, j = 0, · · · , 2k − 1, r[k + i] = 2k+i mod
+ (−1)j−1 (r[`j−1 ] − 1) + (−1)j z 0 .
n (0 ≤ i ≤ k − 1). Since zk+i ∈ {0, 1}, 0 ≤ i ≤ k − 1, we
Thus, z ≡ r mod n.
completely eliminated multiplications.

(5)

Example 1. n = 97 = (1100001)2 , k = 7 (bit-length),
4.2 Description of Method-2
z = 3135 = (110000111111)2 , l = 12. Look up for the
11
10
values r[11] = 2 mod n = 11 and r[10] = 2 mod n = To obtain indexes `0 , · · · , `j−1 and z 0 in Equation (5), the
54. It gives z = 3135 ≡ r[11] + r[10] + (111111)2 = above procedure requires to flip all bits of strings. In fact,
11 + 54 + 63 ≡ 31 mod 97.
these indexes and z 0 depend essentially on the runs in the
left segment of Binary(z). Here a run means a maximal
substring whose bit positions all contain the same digit 0
or 1. We can obtain them by counting the length of each
3.3 Cost Analysis
run in the left segment. Suppose that
The number of additions in this method depends on the
amount of 1’s in the left segment of Binary(z). On avBinary(z) = α0 ||α1 || · · · ||αj−1 ||αj0 ,
(6)
erage, there are about bk/2c 1’s in the left segment if
the bit-length of z is 2k. That means it requires bk/2c where the notation a||b means that string a is concatePk−1
additions of k-bit integers to compute r = j=0 zj 2j + nated with string b, and α0i (0 ≤ i ≤ j − 1) are runs with
lengths di respectively, αj is the remaining string. We
Pk−1
i=0 zk+i r[k + i]. It is expected that the absolute value have
|r| < kn
4 , since |r[`]| ≤ bn/2c. Hence, it requires bk/4c
subtractions to compute r mod n. In total, Method-1 re`1 =`0 − d0 , · · · , `j−1 = `j−2 − dj−2 ,
quires the cost of performing b 3k
c
additions
of
k-bit
inte`j =`j−1 − dj−1
(7)
4
gers.
In the method, addition happened for all values r[k + where `j ≤ k < `j−1 . Note that the length of string αj0 is
i] corresponding to zk+i = 1 (0 ≤ i ≤ k − 1). In the `j . Hence, we get

worst case, zk = zk+1 = · · · = z2k−1 = 1, it has to look
(αj0 )2 ,
j is even,
up table and do addition k times. Clearly, Method-1 is
z0 =
`j
0
2
−
1
−
(α
)
,
j
is odd,
2
j
inappropriate for this case.
Thus,

4 Run-based Reduction
r[`0 ] −r[`1 ] + r[`2 ] + · · · + (−1)j−1 r[`j−1 ]



+(αj0 )2 , j is even,
(8)
The Method-1 is not good for the worst case when there is z ≡  r[`0 ] −r[`1 ] + r[`2 ] + · · · + (−1)j−1 r[`j−1 ]


only one run of 1’s in the left segment of Binary(z), i.e., all
+(αj0 )2 − 2`j , j is odd,
(9)
the positions are 1’s. We now introduce a new reduction
method based on lookup table which is much better for Example 2. n = 97 = (1100001)2 , k = 7; z = 3135 =
(110000111111)2 , `0 = 12. The runs in the left segment
the above case.
of Binary(z) are α0 = 11, α1 = 0000. Their lengthes are
d0 = 2, d1 = 4. We have `1 = `0 − d0 = 12 − 2 = 10, `2 =
4.1 The Basic Idea
`1 − d1 = 10 − 4 = 6. Since `2 = 6 < 7 = k, we get j = 2,
Given two positive integers k, n, where 2k−1 < n < 2k , α20 = 111111. Therefore, z 0 = (α0 )2 = (111111)2 = 63.
and a positive integer z satisfying 0 ≤ z < 22k , set `0 = Thus, z = 2`0 − 2`1 + z 0 = 212 − 210 + 63 ≡ 22 − 54 + 63 =
blog2 zc + 1. Flipping all bits of z, we obtain the integer 31 mod 97.
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Table 2: The algorithm for Method-2
INPUT: n, k = BitLength(n), 0 ≤ z < 22k , and T = {r[2k − 1], r[2k − 2], · · · , r[k]}.
OUTPUT: z mod n.
If z < n, then return z.
If BitLength(z) = k, then return z − n.
s ← Binary[z], ` ← BitLength[z], y ← 1, r ← r[`], d ← 0, t ← 0.
For i from ` − 1 downto 0 do
b ← StringTake[s, {i}].
If b = y, then d ← d + 1.
` ← ` − d, t ← t + 1, r ← r + (−1)t r[`].
If ` > k, then y ← Mod(y + 1, 2), d ← 0.
α ← StringTake [s, −`].
If Mod (t, 2) = 0, then r ← r + (α)2 , else r ← r + (α)2 − 2` .
Break.
While r ≥ n do: r ← r − n.
While r < 0 do: r ← r + n.
Return r.

4.3

Complexity Analysis

To obtain `0 , · · · , `j−1 , z 0 , it requires only a handful of
less-expensive bit operations. Since `0 , · · · , `j−1 is ordered, i.e., `0 > `1 > · · · > `j−1 , the cost of looking up
r[`0 ], · · · , r[`j−1 ] in T is negligible. There are j additions
for computing r. Since |r[t]| ≤ bn/2c, t ∈ {`0 , · · · , `j−1 },
we have

|r| ≤ (j + 2)bn/2c <



j+2
+ 1 n.
2

5

A Fast Reduction Method

As we mentioned previously, Method-1 is inappropriate
for dealing with the string 11 · · · 1, whereas Method-2 can
deal efficiently with such a string. Method-2 is not as
efficient as Method-1 to deal with the string 1010 · · · 10.
When hundreds of modular multiplications are required
for modular exponentiation, it is better to use the two
methods alternatively. Since they require a same precomputed table, we can combine these two methods. We
now present a description of such a combined reduction
method.



That means it requires at most j+2
subtractions for
2
5.1 A Combined Reduction Algorithm
computing
r
mod
n.
In
total,
the
method
needs to per 3j 
form 2 additions of k-bit integers. We shall see that Suppose that n is the modular, 0 ≤ z < 22k , k =
j ≈ bk/2c. That means Method-2 has the similar perfor- BitLength(n) and T is the pre-computed table. To commance as Method-1.
pute z mod n, the combined reduction method proceeds
We now give a comparison between Method-2 and Bar- as follows.
rett’s reduction. The computation of bz/bi c · µ dominates 1) Set Υ to be the left segment of Binary(z) such that
the length of the right segment equals to k.
the cost of Barrett’s reduction. It requires a multiplication. For convenience, we suppose that it is a multiplica- 2) Count the amount of 1’s in Υ and denote it by φ.
3) Count the amount of runs in Υ and denote it by ψ.
tion of k-bit integers.
4) If φ ≤ ψ then use Algorithm-1. Otherwise, use
The Method-2 requires more cost for bit scans if the
Algorithm-2.
cost for one byte scan is considered to be approximately
equal to that for one bit scan. But we here stress that
the whole cost for bit scans is less than the cost for an 5.2 Refined Algorithm
addition of k-bit integers.
It is possible to refine the above algorithm. For example,
The quantity j is of great importance to the compar- considering a segment of (101010111101)2 . For this string,
ison. Clearly, j ≤ k. If the left segment of Binary(z) is φ = 8 and ψ = 9. So Algorithm-1 will be used. However,
1010
· · · 10}, then j = k. Given a random 2k-bit integer it is easy to see that the right part of the string is better
| {z
to use Algorithm-2. So it is better to use Algorithm-1 for
k−bit
z, it is expected that there are about k runs and k 1’s. first 6 bits and use Algorithm-2 for last 6 bits. In general,
Thus, we have j = bk/2c. That means the new reduc- if we have a long run of 1, then we should use Algorithm-2
tion is faster than Barrett’s reduction at the expense of for that run.
The following algorithm can be used to calculate z mod
a little storage. The storage requirement in such case is
n, where n < z < n2 .
acceptable to most devices at the time.
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Table 3: Comparison between Barrett’s reduction and Method-2

Barrett’s reduction

arithmetic operation
(k-bit integers)
1 multiplication, 3 additions

Method-2

 3k 
4

additions

pre-computation

byte/bit scans

value µ

k/8 byte

table T (k items)

k bit

1) Set `0 = BitLength[z]. Set Υ to be the left segment for the computation cd mod n, where
of Binary(z) such that the length of the right segment
equals to k. Count the amount of 1’s in Υ and denote c =551032809596221435704021303676634318468838900
it by φ. If φ ≥ bk/2c, then flip all bits of Binary(z).
242253657466312360131258973407147769827302492
Denote the new number by ẑ. Here z = (2`0 − 1) − ẑ.
899664883439967559201639571120161329569754012
In such case, the number of 1’s in the corresponding
380070397076398688102087771084080898290586056
left segment of ẑ is less than bk/2c. So, we consider
ẑ mod n. For convenience, we now assume that φ ≤
782716965021299557575691231794497024713317873
bk/2c.
043649598395197752650740840615933274345001186
2) Count
runs
in
Υ
to
obtain
R
=
03083495853207768231485190054148583981,
(l0 , r0 ; l1 , r1 ; . . . ; lj , rj ), where l0 is the length d =179701540090298627606623440734060835382455879
of the first run of 1 in Υ and r0 is the length of the
589891342288209966217108329039535588537789069
first run of 0 in Υ, . . . , lj is the length of the last
509767451580651437283935056579011840457983320
run of 1 in Υ and rj is the length of the last run of
0 in Υ. Here li ≥ 1 for 0 ≤ i ≤ j and ri ≥ 1 for
282898150937741373251784485211273880656785034
0 ≤ i ≤ j − 1 while rj ≥ 0.
786587245816549377818099739375517422579161408
Pj
358538988289726402478782318599928533360051155
3) Let `t = k + i=t (li + ri ), 0 ≤ t ≤ j. For t from 0 to
P`t
20383724262443403384025327820646467533,
j calculate St : if lt ≤ 2, St = m=`t −lt +1 r[m − 1];
if lt > 2, St = r[`t ] − r[`t − lt ].
n =13506641086599522334960321627880596993888147
Pj
56056670275244851438515265106048595338339402
4) Compute LS = t=0 St which can be used to calcu87150571909441798207282164471551373680419703
late z mod n.
96419174304649658927425623934102086438320211
03729587257623585096431105640735015081875106
Note that the refined algorithm only needs to look up
the pre-computation table 1 + bk/2c times at most, i.e., it
76594629205563685529475213500852879416377328
requires about bk/2c additions of k-bit integers at worst.
533906109750544334999811150056977236890927563.
Since Barrett’s reduction requires one multiplication of
k-bit integers, the method is expected to be almost twice
n is just the RSA-1024 number. The programming codes
as fast as the Barrett’s reduction.
are written in Wolfram language. Nevertheless, their performances were not as expected strictly. It means the
Example 3. Suppose z = 58809 = (1110010110111001)2 , current high level languages cannot make the most of bit,
n = 267 = (100001011)2 . Then k = 9, Υ = (1110010), byte or run scanning. That is to say, the underlying asR = (3, 2; 1, 1). Therefore S0 = r[16] − r[13] = 121 − sembly language should be exploited for Montgomery’s
182 = −61, S1 = r[10] = −44, LS = −61 − 44 = −105. So reduction, Barret’s reduction and run-based reduction.
z = −105 + (110111001)2 = −105 + 441 = 69 mod 267.

7
6

Implementation Tips

Some experiments on modular reduction algorithms have
been implemented, including the common lookup table reduction, the refined run-based reduction, Montgomery’s
reduction, Barret’s reduction, the improved Barret reduction (see [3]) and the general repeated square reduction

Conclusion

A new modular reduction method based on lookup table
is introduced, which requires less arithmetic operations
at the expense of a little storage. We show that the new
reduction is almost twice as fast as Barrett’s reduction.
Interestingly, the method scans bit-by-bit. This feature
makes it more portable and more suitable for small devices.
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Abstract
To identify effectively unknown malicious attack behaviors from massive network flows in Internet environment,
an Anomaly Detection approach for network flow using
Artificial Immune network and Density peak (ADAID) is
proposed in this paper. In ADAID, we present an unsupervised clustering algorithm aiNet DP combining artificial immune network (aiNet) and the clustering algorithm based on density peaks (CDP), where aiNet denotes
a coarse-grained clustering algorithm to extract abstract
internal images of network flows, CDP denotes a finegrained clustering algorithm to obtain more precise cluster number and cluster centroids according to the clustering results of aiNet. The clustering labeling algorithm
(CLA) and the flow anomaly detection algorithm (FAD)
are introduced in ADAID to detect malicious attack behaviors of network flows, where CLA is used for labeling each cluster whether is malicious or not, and the labeled cluster is viewed as detector to identify anomaly
network flows by using FAD. To evaluate the effectiveness of ADAID, the ISCX 2012 IDS dataset is used for
simulating experiments. Compared with the anomaly detection approach which is based on the aiNet clustering
and the aiNet based hierarchical clustering (aiNet HC),
respectively, the results show that ADAID is a radical
anomaly detection approach and can achieve higher accuracy rates.
Keywords: Anomaly Detection; aiNet; Clustering Algorithm; Density Peak; Network Flow

1

Introduction

With the rapid development of information technologies
and the universal application of electronic productions,
network security problem has become severe society focus
in our daily life. Nowadays, there are millions of network

viruses and malicious attacks in different network environments, and many updated versions of them or novel
attacks are produced constantly. The targets of network
attacks mainly include network nodes, terminal computers, and smart devices, especially smartphone providing
network admission and payment function [9]. To evaluate
effectively cyberspace security, many security strategies
are employed, such as private protection, firewall mechanism, virus defense, intrusion detection and risk evaluation etc.
Anomaly detection is one key component part of the intrusion detection system [11]. Up to now, anomaly detection strategy has been applied to many application areas,
such as network security system, industrial control system, and Internet of Things etc. The merits of anomaly
detection [2,25,27] can detect unknown malicious attacks
from the captured network packets real-timely in network
system environments. In traditional anomaly detection
system, administrators firstly need define the legitimate
profiles for the protected network system, the anomaly detection system will alarm if the detected network behaviors aren’t normal. Due to the misuse detection strategy,
another important intrusion detection method, holding
the known malicious attack characteristic and the higher
detection rates, some researchers have proposed the improved anomaly detection system combining with misuse
detection technique to raise the detection rates (DRs) of
known malicious attacks and decrease false alarm rates
(FARs) of unknown attacks [3].
Compared with the packet anomaly detection, the flow
anomaly detection analyzes network security problem by
network flows, and it can solve some problems which
are processing time and data reduction [23]. Network
flow is viewed as a description approach of network behaviors based on the connections of network terminals
and records high-level description of network connections,
but network flow isn’t real network packet [14]. Network flow is a bidirectional or unidirectional sequence
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of packets traveling between two network terminals using network protocols (e.g. TCP/UDP) with common
features [18]. The most important features of network
flow include duration time, source/destination IP address, source/destination port number, and the transferred source/destination packets etc. The inherent rules
of network flows can be analyzed by the common features
of the sending/receiving protocol packets, especially TCP
flows. At present, the flow anomaly detection has become
a research hotspot, and meanwhile it is regarded as an
effective complement of packet inspection [7, 8, 14].
As an important machine learning method, clustering analysis is applied widely to solve network security
problem, especially detecting malicious attack behaviors
from the massive network flows. Clustering analysis is
aimed at classifying the given data elements into categories based on their similarity [22]. Clustering, an unsupervised classification approach, doesn’t provide available labeled elements during training phase. The procedure of clustering analysis involves four basic stages [30]:
Feature selection and extraction, clustering algorithm design and selection, clustering validation, results interpretation. Many researchers think that clustering holds the
internal homogeneity and the external separation, i.e. elements in a cluster possessing similar pattern. The representative clustering techniques [30] include hierarchical
clustering, partitional clustering, and evolutionary clustering etc. As one type of the most difficult and challenging problems in machine learning fields, many evolutionary clustering algorithms, such as artificial immune
system, genetic algorithm and artificial neural network,
are proposed successively to analyze the unsupervised nature problem, and the relevant data spatial distribution
is unknown [4, 16, 31].
In this paper, an Anomaly Detection approach for network flow using Artificial Immune network and Density
peak (ADAID) is proposed. To obtain more precise samples and cluster number from network flows, the aiNet [4]
is used for coarse-grained clustering, and CDP [22] is
adopted for fine-grained clustering according to the output results of coarse-grained clustering. To raise detection
rates and decrease false alarm rates, we devise the CLA
algorithm in this paper to label normal/abnormal clusters, and ISCX 2012 IDS dataset [26] is adopted to detect
anomaly network flows. The mainly contributions of this
paper include:
1) Propose an anomaly detection framework (ADAID),
to detect malicious attack behaviors of network flows;
2) Propose an unsupervised clustering algorithm
(aiNet DP) combining artificial immune network and
density peaks;
3) Propose a cluster labeling algorithm (CLA) to distinguish effectively benign and malicious behaviors
of network flows.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We
describe a review of the prior researches on the unsuper-
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vised anomaly detection based on clustering algorithm
and artificial immune network in Section 2. Section 3
describes the proposed ADAID approach based on artificial immune network and density peak for the anomaly
detection of network flows. Section 4 illustrates the performance evaluations of ADAID on ISCX IDS dataset.
The conclusion is finally given in the last Section.

2

Related Works

The clustering algorithms have been proposed to solve
anomaly detection problems of network flow [2]. Portnoy et al. [20] proposed a variant of single-linkage clustering based on distance to classify data instances. Leung et al. [13] proposed the density-based and grid-based
high dimensional clustering algorithm for unsupervised
anomaly detection of large datasets. Petrovic et al. [19]
combined the Davies-Bouldin index of clustering and the
centroid diameters of clusters to detect massive network
anomaly attacks. Syarif et al. [28] investigated the performances of five different clustering algorithms for anomaly
detection problem, namely, k-means, improved k-means,
k-mediods, expectation maximization (EM) and distancebased outlier detection algorithm. The experimental results show that the distance-based outlier detection algorithm outperform other clustering algorithms, and some
researchers have obtained remarkable outcomes by using
the clustering-based anomaly detection for network flows.
Erman et al. [5] proposed a semi-supervised clustering
method, which consists of a learner and a classifier, to
classify network flows. Munz et al. [17] proposed flow
anomaly detection approach based on K-means clustering
algorithm. The training data used in this approach, which
are unlabeled network flows, are separated into clusters
of normal and malicious network flows, and the obtained
cluster centroids can be used for detecting anomaly behaviors from on-line monitoring data. Ahmed et al. [1]
used X-means clustering to detect collective anomaly
flows. The X-means clustering is a variant of K-means
algorithm, and provide an effective strategy to select the
number of clusters k. Sheikhan et al. [23] proposed NIDS
based on artificial neural network for detecting anomaly
attacks of network flows. This system identifies malicious
and benign flows using multi-layer perceptron neural classifier, and uses the gravitational search algorithm to optimize the interconnection weights of neural anomaly detector. Winter et al. [29] presented network intrusion
detection approach to analyze anomaly flows, and used
One-Class Support Vector Machines to identify malicious
network flow. Therefore, the advantages of the anomaly
detection approach based on clustering algorithm mainly
include:
1) Generate anomaly detectors by self-learning approach;
2) Extract common features from the given dataset;
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3) Detect unknown malicious attack behaviors from the
changeable network environment.
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Cluster Network Flows

Capture
Network Flows

Coarse-grained
Clustering(aiNet)

Detect Anomaly
Network Flows

Artificial immune network is one of important theories of
Select Features of
Label Abnormal
Fine-grained
artificial immune system inspired by vertebrate immune
Network Flows
Network Flows
Clustering(CDP)
system, and holds some merits of artificial immune system, such as self-learning, self-adaption, self-organization
Figure 1: The framework of ADAID
and immune memory etc. [24]. According to immune network theory [10], the binding between idiotopes (molecular portions of an antibody) located on B cells and
paratopes (other molecular portions of an antibody) lo- 3) Cluster network flows. It relates to two stages,
cated on B cells has a stimulation effect for B cells, and
namely the coarse-grained stage and the fine-grained
the interaction of B cells within a network will produce
stage. In the coarse-grained clustering stage, the
to a stable memory structure and account for the retainaiNet model is introduced firstly for clustering samment of memory cells. For clustering algorithm inspired
ples from the given dataset [4]. The CDP algoby immune network theory, the antibodies in immune netrithm [22],which is the fine-grained clustering, is used
work will be suppressed when similarity between antibodfor clustering the output results of the coarse-grained
ies is higher, conversely, they will be stimulated [4]. As
clustering, and the aim that employ the CDP algoa result, the expected network will be generated and its
rithm is to refine the cluster centroids from the previredundant antibodies will be eliminated. In recent years,
ous stage and improve the attack detection accuracy
artificial immune network has been employed by intrusion
of network flows.
detection system to cluster anomaly malicious behaviors.
Liu et al. [6] proposed an unsupervised anomaly detec- 4) Label abnormal network flows. After the final cluster centroids are obtained, each cluster centroid
tion algorithm based on artificial immune network, and
represents one of class network flows. Therefore,
the hierarchical agglomerative clustering is employed to
these cluster centroids need be labeled as abnorhelp clustering analysis. Shi et al. [25] proposed an unsumal/normal network flows so that ADAID can detect
pervised UADINK approach based on K-means improved
easily anomaly attacks of network flows. The relevant
by immune network theory to detect anomaly behaviors of
models and algorithms that compose ADAID are denetwork flows. Lau et al. [12] proposed an unsupervised
scribed as the following subsections, namely, artifianomaly detection architecture which is capable of oncial immune network (aiNet), clustering algorithm
line adaptation inspired by immune network theory. Rasbased on density peaks (CDP), clustering labeling
sam et al. [21] investigated artificial immune network for
algorithm (CLA) and flow anomaly detection algoclustering malicious attacks of intrusion detection system,
rithm (FAD).
and the rough set principle is employed to get the key
element features of the given dataset so as to enhance
detection rate of this system. These mentioned anomaly
detection approaches show that artificial immune network 3.1 The aiNet Model
can be used effectively for clustering network flows and reThe artificial immune network (aiNet) model is inspired
fining detectors of anomaly detection system.
by the clone selection principle and immune network theory of vertebrate immune system. The aiNet model [4] is
firstly used for analyzing and filtering the crude dataset,
3 The Proposed ADAID
and an internal image of all data samples in dataset,
The proposed ADAID approach is an unsupervised namely a refined relationship map, is constructed by imanomaly detection strategy, and provides an automatic mune evolution mechanisms, such as self-organizing, selfmechanisms to detect anomaly behaviors of network flows, adaptive and self-learning etc. Therefore, the aiNet model
therefore, it doesn’t need the samples labeled by experts is regarded as a coarse-grained method to refine some
in order to cluster network flows. The framework of important features from complex information data. At
ADAID is shown in Figure.1. ADAID mainly includes present, the aiNet model has been introduced in pattern
recognition, clustering data, and data compression etc.
four aspects:
The aiNet model is given in Figure 2. Its mainly aim is
1) Obtain network flows. They can be generated by to search optimal memory antibodies of antigen agj by imreplaying network packets of the given benchmark mune optimization strategies. This model may generate a
memory antibody subset Mj in terms of the given antigen
dataset or captured by real network world.
agj . After all antigens are travelled, the memory antibody
2) Select common features of network flows. We need set M will aggregate and storage the optimal antibodies.
select typical features of each network flow which can The antibody of M will be suppressed in each iterative
identify easily network behaviors in order to effec- operation of this model in order to avoid similar antibodies entering next generation. The memory antibody set
tively distinguish malicious attack behaviors.
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For the CDP algorithm [22], Equations (1) and (2) are
used for calculating ρi of each data point i, where dc represents a cutoff distance, Equation (3) is used for calculating δi between each data point i and any other points
with higher density, Equation (4) is used for discovering
the power law distribution of all data points, and some
data points that possess higher γ can be selected as cluster centroids.
X
ρi =
χ(dij − dc )
(1)
j6=i


χ=

1,if(dij − dc ) < 0
0, otherwise

(2)

δi = min (dij )

(3)

γi = ρi · δ i

(4)

j:ρj >ρi

Obtain/Update Memory
Antibody Set M: MUMj
Delete Lower Affinity
Antibodies of Mj
Build Antibody Set
Ab: M U (Ab
Generated randomly)

Suppress Similar
Antibodies of Mj
N

Y
All ags of Ag
Be Travelled?

Suppress Similar
Antibodies of M

According to the idea of ADAID, the CDP algorithm
is viewed as a fine-grained clustering algorithm to classify
effectively network flows, and the clustered data in CDP
are the refined network flows that are learned by aiNet.
The CDP algorithm is described by Algorithm 1.

Figure 2: The flowchart of the aiNet model

M will be outputted as the final results or preprocessing
data of the specific application system if the iterative stop
criterion of this model is satisfied, for example, obtaining
the cluster number/centroids of the relevant clustering
algorithms. Therefore, the design of immune optimization strategies is a vital phase to improve the evolution
learning capabilities of aiNet [4], such as clonal selection,
immune mutation, and antibody suppression etc.

3.2

The CDP Algorithm

The clustering algorithm based on density peaks
(CDP) [22] mainly includes three aspects:

Algorithm 1 The CDP Algorithm
1: Input: Memory antibody set M refined by aiNet
2: Output: Cluster number set T of M
3: Start
4: Calculate the distance d between each data point and
any other data points in M , and find a cutoff distance
dc according to d of each data point in M
5: Calculate ρi ,δi ,γi by Equation (1), Equation (3) and
Equation (4), respectively
6: Determine cluster centroids according to the power
law distribution γ of all data points
7: Assign the rest of data points in M to the corresponding cluster centroid according to ρi , and finally obtain
cluster number set T
8: End

1) Compute the local density ρi for each data point i
of the given dataset, and the minimum distance δi
between the data point i and any other data points 3.3 The CLA Algorithm
with higher density.
The Cluster Labeling Algorithm (CLA) is used for label2) Obtain cluster centroids by the drawn decision graph ing each cluster as normal/abnormal detector of network
in terms of the local density and the minimum dis- flows, and then these generated detectors are used for
tance of each data of dataset, the cluster centroids distinguishing malicious/benign network flows. In CLA,
the labeled results for the corresponding clusters will inpossess both wider distance and higher density.
fluence anomaly detection performance of ADAID. The
3) Assign each remaining data point of dataset to the CLA algorithm is described by Algorithm 2.
same cluster centroid as its nearest neighbor of high
density. The CDP algorithm can fast search and find
3.4 The FAD Algorithm
density peaks by the specific functions which are used
for calculating local density and distance of each data The aim of the flow anomaly detection algorithm (FAD) is
point of dataset.
that provides an anomaly detection function for network
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Algorithm 2 The CLA Algorithm
1: Input: Memory antibody set M , Cluster number set
T , Training dataset Ag, Recognition threshold Rt
2: Output: Label set N al of clusters
3: Start
4: Determine size of N al, preprocess Ag
5: for each antigen of Ag do
6:
Calculate affinity of each antibody in M
7:
Find an antibody with maximum affinity, and accumulate the appeared times of this antibody
8: end for
9: for each different cluster number in T do
10:
Accumulate the matched times of different antibodies of M with antigens of Ag, and the cluster number of each antibody should keep same with T
11:
Calculate percent ratio P r that each different cluster has recognized antigens of Ag
12:
if P r is not less than Rt then
13:
Storage the number of this cluster and label this
cluster as normal cluster in N al
14:
else
15:
Storage the number of this cluster and label this
cluster as abnormal cluster in N al
16:
end if
17: end for
18: End

4
4.1
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Experimental Results
Dataset Description

To verify the effectiveness of the proposed ADAID, the
ISCX 2012 IDS dataset [26] is adopted as benchmark
dataset to detect malicious behaviors of network flows.
This dataset includes seven days capturing data with
overall 2,450,324 network flows, and is designed by the
University of New Brunswick. In our evaluation experiments, the Tuesday’s sub-dataset (23.4GB) of the ISCX
2012 IDS dataset is considered, and its brief statistics is
listed by Table 1. Due to existing only a few malicious
network flows from the 1st flow to the 375,664th flow in
the Tuesday’s sub-dataset, we select 196034 network flows
from the 375,665th flow to the last flow in this sub-dataset
to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed ADAID.
The trained/tested network flows consist of 158576 benign flows and 37458 malicious attack flows, and Table 2
shows the distribution of malicious attack flows of the selected network flows. The 10 percent flows of the selected
network flows are viewed as training samples in order to
generate detectors, and the rest network flows of that are
viewed as test samples in order to verify the detection
capability of ADAID.

4.2

Dataset Preprocessing

flows. Therefore, administrators can obtain network security situation by using FAD, and then some security The preprocessing operation for data samples of the given
strategies can be deployed timely. The FAD algorithm is dataset plays an important role in the machine learndescribed by Algorithm 3.
ing fields, and it mainly relates to feature selection and
dimension reduction. Considering the common features
of network flows, we extracted 10 typical features of the
ISCX 2012 IDS dataset listed by Table 3 to analyze maliAlgorithm 3 The FAD Algorithm
cious behaviors of network flows in terms of the empirical
1: Input: Memory antibody set M , Cluster number set methods of the existed literatures [15,23]. The aim of the
T , Label set N al, Test dataset T ag
preprocessing operation for network flows is that it may
2: Output: Alarmed network flows which can match not only improve the anomaly detection precision but save
abnormal clusters of N al
the running costs both times and spaces in anomaly de3: Start
tection system.
4: Preprocess the test dataset T ag
As a key part of the preprocessing operation for the
5: for each antigen of T ag do
selected data sample, it’s necessary that the key fea6:
Calculate affinities between each antibody in M tures of network flows are processed numerically. The
and this antigen
minimum/maximum values of each selected feature is
7:
Choose an antibody with maximum affinity, and listed by Table 3. For the numeric range of these
identify its cluster number in T
listed features, their default values are assigned accord8:
if cluster number of this chosen antibody in T is ing to the definitions and specifications of TCP/IP proequal to abnormal cluster in N al then
tocols. For instance, the fifth flag option of TCP header,
9:
Alarm and Output this antigen, namely find an SourceTCPFlags, is set to [0, 63]. For the rest features
abnormal network flow
listed by Table 3, their maximum values aren’t be lim10:
end if
ited, but they should be greater than the real values of
11: end for
any selected network flows. Take the third feature as an
12: End
example, it is set to [0, 40,000] because the largest value
of the transferred destination packets in any flows is not
greater than 38,685.
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Table 1: Tuesday’s network flow statistics in the ISCX 2012 IDS dataset
Feature
Flows
Attack Flows
Normal Flows
ICMP Flows
TCP Flows
UDP Flows

Value
571,698
37,460
534,238
6,073
441,563
124,023

Feature
Destination Bytes
Source Bytes
Destination Packets
Source Packets
Destination IPs
Source IPs

Table 2: Distribution of malicious network flows in the
selected network flows
Network
Attacks Network
Attacks
Flows
of
Flows
of
19,603 (10%) 79
117,620 (60%)
7,054
39,207 (20%) 82
137,224 (70%)
18,511
58,810 (30%) 83
156,827 (80%)
29,363
78,414 (40%) 84
176,431 (90%)
37,421
98,017 (50%) 85
196,034 (100%) 37,458

Value
22,842,855,364
1,905,193,956
21,746,115
13,254,945
26,780
2,196

independent trials.

4.4
4.4.1

AR

=

DR

=

F AR

=

TP + TN
TP + FP + TN + FN
TP
TP + FP
FP
TN + FP

(5)
(6)
(7)

Parameter Settings
Evolution Parameters of aiNet

To demonstrate the effectiveness of ADAID, three clustering algorithms, namely aiNet model, aiNet based hiAnomaly detection is viewed as one kind of two-class erarchical clustering (aiNet HC), and the proposed clusproblems. Network flow behaviors can be classified as be- tering algorithm combining aiNet with CDP (aiNet DP),
nign behaviors or malicious behaviors by using anomaly use same evolution parameter values listed by Table 4.
detection algorithms. In this paper, we introduce three
metrics to evaluate the performance of ADAID [25]:
4.4.2 Parameter Settings of CDP

4.3

Evaluation Matrices

1) Accuracy Rate (AR) that indicates the clustered cor- The cutoff distance dc and the cluster number nc are
rectly portion for all test samples of network flows, two key parameters of CDP, and can improve the clustering precision of network flows. The parameter dc repand its formal definition is shown in Equation (5);
resents a border region of each cluster. For the cluster
2) Detection Rate (DR) that indicates the malicious at- centroid of each cluster, if the distance between this clustack flows which may be recognized correctly from ter centroid and one of data/vector points of the clustered
test samples, and its formal definition is shown in dataset is not greater than dc, this data/vector point will
be assigned to this cluster. Therefore, dc is an imporEquation (6);
tant parameter to discriminate correctly different clusters.
3) False Alarm Rate (F AR) that indicates the real be- Known from Reference [22], supposing nd represents the
nign flows which have been recognized as malicious number of data/vector points of the clustered dataset,
attack flows from test samples, and its formal defini- n = d(0.5 ∗ (nd − 1) ∗ nd)e represents the total number of
points by calculating distance between any two different
tion is shown in Equation (7).
data/vector points of the clustered dataset, and the value
In Equations (5) ,(6) and (7), T P (True Positive) indi- of dc can be chosen any one point around the former 1cates the cumulative number for the malicious attack 2% of the total number of points after these points are
flows which are labeled as real attack flows in test sam- sorted in ascending order. The larger dc is, the lesser the
ples, F P (False Positive) indicates the cumulative number number of clusters are; conversely, the smaller dc is, the
for the malicious attack flows which are labeled as benign more the number of clusters are. The dc in this paper is
flows in test samples, T N (True Negative) indicates the obtained from one point around 1.5% of the total number
cumulative number for the benign flows which are labeled of points in the clustered dataset.
To obtained reasonable nc of dataset, we firstly need
as normal network flows in test samples, and F N (False
Negative) indicates the cumulative number for the benign calculate ri = pi ∗ di in Equation (4) after choosing a
flows which are labeled as malicious attack flows in test suitable dc, and ri is used for exhibiting a power law dissamples. To avoid bias, the final results of these evalua- tribution of all data points, and then all elements in r
tion metrics are given by the average results of N r (=10) are re-sorted in descend order, where pi denotes the local
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Table 3: Flow feature description for the ISCX 2012 IDS dataset
Feature name
TotalDestinationBytes
TotalSourceBytes
TotalDestinationPackets
TotalSourcePackets
DestinationTCPFlags
SourceTCPFlags
DestinationPort
SourcePort
ProtocolName
Duration

Description
Transferred destination octets
Transferred source octets
Transferred destination packets
Transferred source packets
Destination TCP flags
Source TCP flags
Destination port number
Source port number
IP protocol number
Duration of flow (in seconds)

Minimum Value
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Maximum Value
60,000,000
2,000,000
40,000
20,000
63
63
65,535
65,535
255
864,000

Table 4: Evolution parameters of the aiNet model
Value
10
10
10
4

density of each data point i, and di denotes its distance
from points with higher density. The i-th data point with
corresponding to ri has more chance as a cluster centroid
if ri is more bigger [22]. The nc will be set to 35% of
the total number of r in this paper, and the total number
of r depend on the output results of the coarse-grained
clustering stage.
4.4.3

Parameter
Re-selection Rate Rr
Hypermutation Rate Hr
Natural Death Threshold N t
Suppression Threshold St

110
90
80

85.93%

70
60
50
40

Parameter Settings of CLA

Accuracy Rate (AR)
Detection Rate (DR)

30

14.64%

20

The recognition threshold Rt is an important parameter
of CLA, and it is used for labeling normal/abnormal clusters. A reasonable selected Rt can increase the DRs and
decrease the F ARs of anomaly detection system. There
are two strategies to obtain the reasonable value of Rt.
The first strategy is that the ratio, which is 10 percent of
all samples of training dataset, may be considered as the
value of Rt. The second strategy is that the ratio between
the existing real attacks and the total amount samples in
training dataset also may be considered as the value of
Rt. Known from Table 2, there are 79 real attack flows in
all 19603 network flows of training dataset, so the highest
attack ratio in training dataset is about 0.004. According
to the first strategy, one kind of network flows is regarded
as normal if its amount of network flows isn’t less than 10
percent of all samples in training dataset, namely Rt=0.1.
Therefore, the value of Rt may be defined from 0.0040
to 0.1 according to the above-mentioned two strategies,
but the reasonable value of Rt should close to 0.0040 in
order to detect effectively anomaly network flows. The experimental results, which are AR, DR, and F AR, of the
proposed ADAID are shown by Figure 3. Known from
Figure 3, AR, DR and F AR of ADAID have got dif-

Value
0.2
4
1
0.1

100%

100

Percentage(%)

Parameter
Number of Runs N r
Number of Generations N g
Population Size P s
Taken Best-matching Cells T bc

False Alarm Rate (FAR)

10
0

1

(0.0040)

2

3

4

5
6
7
8
9
Recognition Threshold (RT)

10

11

12
(0.0051)

Figure 3: Performance comparison of ADAID with different Rt

ferent results according to the change of Rt that ranges
from 0.0040 to 0.0051. Rt in ADAID is set to 0.0046 in
this paper, and the corresponding AR, DR, and F AR
are 85.93%, 100% and 14.64%, respectively.
4.4.4

Performance Evaluation of ADAID

Known from the proposed ADAID, the clustering algorithm is reviewed as a vital part of anomaly detection
strategy. In this paper, we discuss the performances
of three different clustering algorithms, which are aiNet,
aiNet HC and the proposed aiNet DP, to detect anomaly
behaviors of network flows. After running clustering operation for network flows, CLA and FAD are used for rec-
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ognizing malicious clusters of network flows and detecting
anomaly behaviors of network flows, respectively. Table 5
shows the experimental results of three different anomaly
detection approaches.
Known from Table 5, compared with the aiNet based
anomaly detection approach, the accuracy rates (ARs)
of the aiNet DP based anomaly detection approach
in training stage and test stage are reach to 85.93%
and 85.78%, respectively. And the corresponding false
alarm rates (F ARs) are only 14.64% and 15.28%, respectively. Therefore, the aiNet DP based anomaly detection
approach possesses higher ARs and lower F ARs than the
aiNet based anomaly detection approach. Although the
aiNet HC based anomaly detection approach possesses
higher ARs and lower F ARs than ADAID, its detection
rates (DRs) in training stage and test stage are only reach
to 70% and 70.75%, respectively. Obviously, the DRs of
ADAID are about 30% higher than the aiNet HC based
anomaly detection approach. The deviation of the ARs
between ADAID and the aiNet HC based anomaly detection approach in training stage and test stage do not
exceed 5%, and meanwhile the deviation of F ARs of them
do not exceed 6%.
The aiNet based unsupervised clustering is regarded as
an effective strategy for detecting network anomaly behaviors in anomaly detection system. The experimental
results show that the aiNet based anomaly detection approach has more improvement space to enhance its ARs
and reduce its F ARs. Therefore, the improved clustering algorithm combining aiNet with other clustering
algorithm is considered as more radical method to improve the effectiveness of clustering algorithm, such as
aiNet HC and aiNet DP listed by Table 5. Compared
with the aiNet based anomaly detection approach, the
DRs of the aiNet HC based anomaly detection approach
decline even if its ARs and F ARs are improved. However, compared with two anomaly detection approaches
which are respectively based on aiNet and aiNet HC, the
proposed ADAID combining aiNet with density peaks is
more ideal approach for detecting anomaly behaviors of
network flows because it possesses precise DRs, higher
ARs and reasonable F ARs.

5

Conclusions

An anomaly detection approach for network flow using
artificial immune network and density peak (ADAID) in
this paper is proposed to detect malicious attack behaviors and benign activities of network flows. In ADAID,
its clustering algorithm consists of aiNet and CDP, where
aiNet and CDP are viewed as coarse-grained clustering
and fine-grained clustering, respectively. The aim of this
clustering algorithm is to cluster similar values of common features from massive network flows and finish the
classification of network flows. The anomaly detection of
ADAID comprises of CLA and FAD, where CLA is to label clusters as abnormal or normal by learning network
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flows of training dataset, and the identified clusters are
viewed as detectors; FAD can be used for detecting malicious attack behaviors from network flows of test dataset.
To demonstrate the effectiveness of ADAID, we firstly
introduce three different clustering algorithms, namely,
aiNet, aiNet HC and the proposed aiNet DP, to classify
network flows of training dataset, respectively. The output clusters generated by three clustering algorithms all
are labeled by CLA. And then the labeled clusters use
FAD to detect network flows of test dataset. To improve
the performance of ADAID, we analyzed the parameters
of CDP, namely cutoff distance dc and cluster number
nc, to obtain more precise clusters of network flows, and
meanwhile we discussed the recognition threshold Rt of
CLA to distinguish reasonably malicious flows and benign
flows. In our experiments, the ISCX 2012 IDS dataset is
adopted to evaluate ADAID. To avoid bias, the final experimental results are given by the average experimental
results of N r independent trials, and show that ADAID is
a radical anomaly detection approach for network flows.
We will further improve ADAID in our future works
that relates to unsupervised clustering, automatic detection, running costs etc. We will try to adopt more efficient
immune optimizing strategies and parallel computing approaches to improve ADAID for detecting anomalies of
network flows.
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Abstract
With the constant expansion of vehiclescale and the
continuous development of Internet of Vehicles, the network environment of the data resource of Internet of Vehicles is becoming more and more complex. Traditional access control models have been difficult to meet the requirements of various access control conditions and dynamic
adaptive adjustment of access control strategy. Aimed at
the problem of adaptive access control model of vehicular
network big data environment, XACML powerful ability
of expressing access strategy is used in the paper, and
we conduct the risk quantification based on 10 counts of
risk factors, risk threshold and risk quota mechanism are
also used for risk management. Experimental verification
indicated that the risk adaptive access control model is
effective, the research results will have great significance
for promoting the application research of Internet of Vehicles and its safety technology and improving people’s
quality of life.
Keywords: Access Control; Big Data Security; Internet of
Vehicles; Risk Adaptive; XACML

1

Introduction

The Internet of Vehicles is a large interactive network
that contains information about vehicular location, speed,
route, etc. Based on mobile communication and the information science technology, the Internet of Vehicles uses
wireless communication technology, automotive sensors
technology, global-positioning technology and automobile
data recorder technology to complete the data collection of vehicular information and the surrounding environment, data transmission and processing, etc, in order
to achieve effective intelligent monitoring, planning and
management of vehicles, people, roads and locations [6].
It can be seen from the generation of big data in the

Internet of vehicles,vehicular network big data has the
characteristics of 4V, that is, Volume, high Velocity, Variety and high Value.In addition, it also has the following
characteristics: Spatial and temporal scales span , large
dynamic variability, high randomness, locality and finite
life cycle. These characteristics of big data in the Internet
of vehicles require us to provide more convenient services,
such as data sharing and efficient computing to improve
the processing efficiency of access control. In addition,
when users enjoy the service, if do not provide reliable
protection to these data with a large number of ownership characteristics, it will bring huge losses.
Access control technology according to the pre-defined
access control policy ensures that resources can only be
operated legally by legitimate visitors thus preventing
unauthorized access to information. With the emergence
of new computing environments such as cloud computing, Internet of things, some characteristics of those have
brought great challenges to the application of access control technology, which makes the traditional access control
model for closed environments such as Discretionary Access Control (DAC), Mandatory Access Control (MAC)
and role-based Access Control (RBAC) difficult to apply
directly to the new computing environment [10]. Subsequently, many related research work began to emerge,
most of which focused on how to extend the access control of traditional models and how to introduce risks in
the extended model. Hui Zhen et al. [9] proposed a riskbased access control model for medical big data, which
can adaptively adjust doctors’ access ability and protect
patients’ privacy. Chen Aiguo et al. [4] proposed a dynamic risk-based access control model, which emphasizes
the risk measurement as an auxiliary decision indicator.
The model uses the sliding window calculation method
based on data stream, and the comprehensive final decision is affected by the policy, risk measurement and dynamic threshold. Xu Jing et al. [16] proposed a dynamic
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access control model, which introduced both the times of iments in Section 5. Section 6 concludes the solutions.
threat behavior and risk threshold into the trust model,
the dynamic authorization was achieved by mapping trust
XACML Extended Framework
level and permission. Almehmadi Abdulaziz et al. [1] pro- 2
posed intent-based access control model, which uses the
and Policy Set Infrastructure
intent and intent motivation level to compute the access
risk and greatly reduce the damages caused by internal 2.1 XACML Extended Framework
threats. Chattopadhyay, Arup Kumar et al. [5] proposed
Figure 1 shows the XACML extended framework: the
a scheme uses simple Boolean based encryption and deleft
side represents the XACML module, and the right
cryption of the data files which is low in computational
cost, it reduced the risk of highly sensitive data from in- side is the newly added module.
The functions of each module are as follows:
ternal or external attacks.
Amghar,Sara et al. [14] proposed a new hybrid model,
• Policy Administration Point (PAP): Create and
which uses KP-ABE and authentication system scheme to
maintain policies,policy sets and use files for storage.
enhance the security and privacy of shared big data in the
cloud.This model realized flexible and fine-grained access
• Policy Decision Point (PDP): Determine whether accontrol for storing big data. Kibiwott, Kittur Philemon et
cess requests are allowed, evaluate available policies,
al. [11] proposed a Cloudlet-Based eHealth Big Data Sysand provide authorization decisions.
tem with Outsourced Decryption. It overcomes so many
• Policy Enforcement Point (PEP): Receive and send
problems, such as confidentiality of data outsourced to the
messages, interact with external applications accordcloud, integrity of stored data, wide area network latency
ing to results and obligations.
delays, and the resource constraints of the mobile devices. Lee, Ki Young et al. [12] proposed spatio-temporal
• Policy Information Point (PIP): Provides attributes
XACML which could accept not only geospatial informainformation about subject, resources and environtion but also temporal information and it compensated
ment.
for the lack of Geo-XACML. Arunkumar [3] demonstrated
the ability of the current OASIS standard to control access
• Context Handler (CH): Convert the access request to
to XACML policies,described some confusing methods,
the XACML format and send it to the PDP.
and made specific suggestions on which elements should
• Subject (S): A visitor that performs an action on a
be involved in the process of access control. By combining
resource.
XACML framework with the attribute based on encryption mechanism, Yang Yafeng [17] designed and realized
• Resource (R): The data, services, and system coma kind of attribute-based security enhanced cloud storponents that the system provides to the visitor.
age access control system applicable to cloud storage environment. Hou Shuchen [8] proposed a security access
• Environment (E): A set of attributes that are related
model for strengthening web services-based business systo authorization decisions and that are not related to
tem based on XACML system. Some progress has been
specific property, resources or actions.
made in the solution to security risk access control, but
• Risk Engine (RE): PDP is invoked to handle riskthere is still a problem that is insufficient adaptive adbased access control. It mainly analyzes or solves
justment capability. Importantly, there are relatively few
these resource related risk policies; RE gets the atresearches on risk adaptive access control methods specific
tributes and request information from PDP, and
to the vehicular network big data environment.
these parameters would be substituted into a speConsidering the shortcomings of the above researches,
cific algorithm to calculate the risk value about the
we propose a security risk adaptive access control model.
whole access request.
By the model, data security can be better protected.
Based on the full use of XACML’s powerful access policy
• Risk Quantification Function (RQF): Execute the
expression capabilities, the introduction of quantitative
risk measurement, they play a role inside the risk
risk control functions extends the XACML architecture,
engine and make the use of risk policies more conveenabling dynamic adjustment of access policies based on
nient.
visitor access, greatly improving vehicle network access
control flexibility and applicability in complex network
• Risk Policies (RP): Define how each risk-based acenvironments. The rest of this article is organized as folcess control policy evaluates each resource. Using
lows. Section 2 introduces the XACML extension frameXACML’s strong access strategy expression capabilwork and the basic structure of the policy set. Section 3
ities, we can does not change the original policy strucdescribes the quantification process for the big data secuture, just by setting the parameters of the rules in the
rity risk of the Internet of Vehicles. Section 4 describes
strategy, the strategy for authorizing by risk value
the decision and execution process of the strategy. The
can be implemented. And risk management departeffectiveness of the model was tested by simulation experment can adjust risk strategy as needed. It can give
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Figure 1: XACML extension framework

Figure 2: XACML basic structure of strategy set

Table 1: Merge algorithm
Algorithm
Reject priority algorithm
Apply the algorithm first
Unique application algorithm
License priority algorithm

Description
If any assessment returns a refusal, the result must be a refusal, even if other
assessments have returned permission.
Rules are evaluated in the order in which they are listed.
For all policies in the policy set, if there is no applicable policy, the result is not
applicable.If multiple strategies are applied, the result is indeterminate. If only
one policy is applied, the result is the result of evaluating the policy.
If any assessment returns a license, the result must be a license, even if other
reviews have returned a denial.
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the judgment result by comprehensively judging the
risk value of the access request and the allowable risk
value defined by the policy.
The process framework of XACML after adding the
risk point: When the subject issues an accessing request,
authorization request will be send to PEP. Then PEP
sends it to CH which will standardize the description of
the attributes of visitors. In the meanwhile, create an
XACML request and send it to PDP to decide whether
the accessing authorization can be allowable. The practical policies are stored in PAP. PDP does not use all the
policies in each accessing request. Instead, it searches applicative policies to evaluate the request and return the
authorization decision back. For risk decisions, PDP will
examine whether the resources used this kind of assessment method or not based on the instructions of relevant
risk policies. If such a strategy does not exist, the result will be the traditional accessing decisions, conversely,
PDP will send the request to RE to check the basic risk
policies in the first place. If the basic policy is permitted,
RE will Quantitative risk, and the result of risk measurement will be aggregated into a single value before return
to PDP. PDP will decide whether to allow requests and
send those to PEP and finally fulfil corresponding obligations, which are based on XACML policy and risk policy
and merge algorithm.

2.2

The Basic Structure of Strategy Set

As shown in Figure 2, rule is the smallest unit of evaluating access requests which are consisted of three parts:
Ondition, target and effectiveness. Logical judgement of
accessing request is realized by conditional implementation. The decision result of rule determination is obtained
by matching the subject, resource, action, environment in
the target and the corresponding attributes in the accessing request. The upper layer of the rule is strategy, which
is composed of target, merge algorithm, responsibility set
and rule set. Responsibility indicates the tasks to be completed at the stage of strategy implementation. Strategy
set is the most top-level structure of policy. XACML implements hierarchical policy management mechanism by
this kind of nested structure. The merge algorithm is used
to define the merging logic of results decided by multiple
rules. According to the combination logic, the results of
all rules are merged to get the final decision.

2.3

Merge Algorithm

3
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Quantification of Vehicular Network Big Data Security Risks

Quantifying risk is to estimate each visit behavior and
classify it into risk levels. Each risk level represents an
access decision and action behavior. The top risk level
and an access decision reject the contact, meaning the risk
is high. Called that the boundary is a hard boundary; The
lowest risk level contact with an access decision ”allow”
that means the risk is low, called that the boundary is a
soft boundary; Between the hard and soft boundaries, and
also an access decision associate with multiple operational
actions. Traditional risk access control, which is static
access control, just is allow or deny. But the risk adaptive
access control described in this paper is a dynamic, multidecision access control, that is allow-deny [13].
For risk points, the stage of risk assessment needs to
input some factors (denotes subject, denotes object, denotes action, denotes context) to determine whether the
accessing request was granted or rejected. This output
function is based on a risk threshold and the mechanism
of risk quotas to be managed. Specifically, our model
determines the risk associated with access requests (visitor trust level and requested object security level and so
on.) and then judging such requests according to the risk
threshold of situational conditions. And if the quantified
risk is below the risk threshold, the access request will
be allowed, otherwise it will be denied. Another parallel
condition of can Access is that the risk of quantification
is less than risk threshold [2]. As shown in Formula (1).


1 if risk < riskT hreshold
(1)
canAccess(s, o, a, c) =
and riskQuotas > 0


0 otherwise
Risk value(s, o, a, c)denotes that the risk comes from
when subjects perform operations on objects according to
context. Result 1 indicates the right to be granted, while
the result of 0 is denied.

3.1

Risk Quantification Base On C, I, A

Table 2 shows the influences on data from different
types of accessing behavior, this model means that accessing behaviors do the risk quantification with Confidentiality(C), Integrity (I) and Availability (A). When behaviors include risk attributes, it is designated as 1 otherwise
as 0.
CiaRisk can be calculated by Formula (2) and Formula (3):

A policy set may contain multiple policies and multiple
ciaRisk = C ∗ Pb + I ∗ Pb + A ∗ Pb
(2)
rules. Different decision rules may result in conflicts. In
Nb
.
(3)
Pb =
order to obtain a unified decision result, a suitable merge
Nall
algorithm is needed to resolve the conflict. The standard
Among them, Pb is the probability of occurrence of
merge logic used by XACML has Deny-overrides, Firstapplicable, Only-one-applicable, Permit-overrides. Spe- behavior, Nb is the number of the behavior occurs, Nall is
the total number of occurrences of all behaviors, and the
cific description as shown in Table 1.
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• History record: historical risk associated with the
visitor.

Table 2: Risk value from Santos et al. [7]
Behavior
Create
View
View
Modify
Delete

Data attribute
sensitive/insensitive
sensitive
insensitive
sensitive/insensitive
sensitive/insensitive

C
0
1
0
0
0

I
1
0
0
1
1
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A
1
0
1
1
1

The ultimate risk is:
aggregatedRisk = w1 ∗ ciaRisk + w2 ∗ contextRisk
+ w3 ∗ hisRisk

(6)

The H is the past risk value(hisRisk), which can be
obtained by reading the past risk value from the database.
If the visitor is first visit, the visitor’s hisRisk is 0, w1 , w2 ,
probability Pb of each behavior can be calculated by using w3 are the weights of each metric category.
the statistical history of Formula (3). If the probability
of the visitor modifying the data is 0.6, then ciaRisk = (0 3.4 Vehicular Network Big Data Risk
* 0.6) + (1 * 0.6) + (1 * 0.6) = 1.2.
Threshold and Risk Quota Mecha-

3.2

Risk Quantification Base on 6 Risk
Factors of Internet of Vehicles

According to the results of researchers such as Santos et
al., Table 3 presents 6 risk factors under the Internet of
Vehicles environment which are the index of risk quantification evaluation. The first group (Charact.of Visitor) shows the relevant resource information of visitors.
The second group (Characteristics of Information and Requirements) shows the relevant risk of resource itself. It
enumerates 2 groups total 6 risk factors and their weights.
The total weight of each group is 0.5(1/2), the weight of
each factor in each group is 0.5 / n. N is the number of
factors in this group.
ContexRisk can be calculated by Formula (4):
6
X

fn ∗ rn

(4)

R ∈ SuperAdmin
R ∈ Admin
R ∈ User
R ∈ Otherwise

(5)

contextRisk =

n=1

RiskRole


1



5
=
 10



15

Among them, fn is the weight of the risk factor, rn is the
risk value of the risk factor. The risk value of each risk
factor is defined in advance, as Formula (5) defines the
risk value for the role factor.

3.3

Risk Quantification Based on C, I, A,
H and 6 Risk Factors

Ten risk factors are used for risk quantification in the
paper, including 6 contextual factors, C,I,A risk factors
and H historical records,that is:
• Safety features of behavior: security impact of confidentiality, integrity and availability behavior on resources.

nism
The risk quota indicates how much the system is tolerant of the risk posed by each visitor. For access control,
the system periodically assigns each visitor a certain number of risk quotas. Each visitor’s visit behavior poses a
certain risk and consumes the same amount of risk quota.
If the visitor’s risk quota is greater than zero, they can
continue to access; Otherwise their access request will be
denied until a new risk quota is obtained. The allocation of quotas is regular. The risk quota allocated each
time should satisfy the normal visitors and will not be
exhausted before the next allocation, that is, the request
of normal visitors can be successfully passed.
For the formal description, the following symbols will
be used.
V: A collection of visitors;
D: A collection of access data;
R: A collection of access records;
T: A collection of the same type of data.
This model periodically analyzes data visitor access
records and calculates risk values. In the analysis of the
history of the data visitor Vi , the same data access section
visited by each visitor is integrated and recorded as D(Vi ,
Dj ), where Dj is the data access section of the visitor,
and Dj  D . The label of one of the types of data is represented by Tk , and Tk  T, the number of data accesses
of the data block Dj and the data type Tk is represented
by FV i (Dj , Tk ), and Ta represents all data types in the
data block Dj . Through this number we can calculate the
probability of data visitors accessing Tk data.
Using the calculation formula of information entropy [15], the amount of information obtained by the
visitor Vi in the data section Dj .
PV i (Tk |Dj )
HV i

=

FV i (Dj , Tk )
Ta T FV i (Dj , Ta )

P

= −

T
X

(7)

PV i (Tk |Dj ) ln PV i (Tk |Dj ). (8)

k=1

• Contextual factor: visitor features, information feaSimilarly, according to the historical access record, the
tures.
average amount of information of all visitors Vall who ac-
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Table 3: 6 risk factors of Vehicular Network Big Data
Risk factor
1. Characteristics of Visitor
1.1 Role
1.2 Access Level
1.3 Previous Violations
1.4 Risk Quotas
2. Characteristics of Information and Requirements
2.1 Sensitive level
2.2 Permission Level

cessed the data section Dj can be obtained.
H(Dj ) =

Hall (Dj )
C(Vall )

(9)

Among them, Hall (Dj ) represents the total amount
of information of Vall , and C (Vall ) represents the total
number of visitors. By comparing the information amount
of the visitor Vi and Vall , the difference RiskV i accessing
the same data section Dj can be obtained, and then all the
access section differences of the visitor Vi can be summed
to obtain the risk threshold.

RiskV i = max 0, HV i (Dj ) − H(Dj ) (10)
X
RiskT hreshold =
RiskV i (Ta ).
(11)
Ta T

Am is the kth risk quota allocation phase, QV d (Am ) is
the access quota used by visitor d at this stage, V(Am ) is
the total number of visitors in stage Am , and Formula (12)
is the average. In the m + 1 risk quota allocation phase,
the quota to be allocated is determined by the average
of the quota consumption of the previous m stages. It is
considered that the average of the quota consumption of
the first m stages is a sample of a normal distribution, and
then the mean and the variance s of the distribution can
be obtained. The quota to be allocated is in the range of
[?- ns, ?+ ns], where n is selected according to the system.
Then set the probability ?= [0, 1] as the risk tolerance
threshold of the risk adaptive access control system. If
the probability of the visitor exhausting the quota in the
next stage is less than the visitor can be assigned a new
quota.

Weight
n1
n2
n3
n4

=
=
=
=

0.12
0.12
0.12
0.12

n5 = 0.25
n6 = 0.25

Algorithm 1 Introduce Risk and Policy Decision
1: < RuleRuleId = ””Ef f ect = ”P ermit” >
2: < T arget > · · · < /T arget >
3: <Condition FunctionId = http://research.
sun.com/Projects/xacml/names/function\
#Risk-quantification?
4:
<Apply
FunctionId
=rn:oasis:names:tc:
xacml: 1.0: function:integer-one-and-only?
5:
<EnvironmentAttributeDEsignator
6:
DataType
=
http:www.w3.org/2001/
XMLSchema\#integer?
7:
AttributeId
=rn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:
environment:riskThreshold?>
8:
</Apply>
9:
<AttributeValue = http:www.w3.org/2001/
XMLSchema\#integer?
10:
</AttributeValue>
11:
</Condition>
12: </Rule>

This rule will be added to every strategy that requires
risk determination. Its role is to quantify the access request by calling the method of risk assessment. When its
condition is satisfied, the decision effect of the access in
this rule is allowed. The Apply function gets the current
system riskThreshold provided by the risk strategy.

Algorithm 2 Rule Quantification
1: Input: request
2: Output: ruleDecision
3: Begin
QV d (Am )
E(Am ) =
(12) 4: requestAttributes = PIP. requestAttributes
V (Am )
5: riskQuotas = PIP.riskQuotas
6: requestRisk = RG. quantify
4 Policy Determination and Exe- 7: riskThreshold = RP. riskThreshold
8: if (requestRisk < riskT hreshold and riskQuotas >
cution
0) then
9:
ruleDecision = permit
4.1 Policy Determination
10:
return ruleDecision.
11: end if
The access request process introduces risk quantificaReturn noEffect
tion mechanism and policy decision function, the code is 12:
13: End
Algorithm 1:
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Table 4: Dataset metadata
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Heading
medallion
hack license
IDvendor id
rate code
store and forward flag
pickup datetime
dropoff datetime
passenger count
trip time in seconds
trip distance
longitude coordinates for the pickup location
latitude coordinates for the pickup location
longitude coordinates for the dropoff location
latitude coordinates for the dropoff location

The specific method of determination is as follows:
First, the parameters related to the attributes provided
by PIP are passed to RE to calculate the risk value of the
access request. Then determine whether the risk value is
less than the riskThreshold and the risk quota is greater
than zero. Finally decide whether the access request is
allowed. Each risk determination rule will be judged by
reference to the risk threshold.In other words, the risk
threshold manages the acceptable risk level of the entire
system. If the administrator wants information to flow
more smoothly, that is, the system can accept a larger
risk value, you can increase the value; If the system
Algorithm 3 Algorithm Decision
1: Input: request
2: Output: ruleDecision
3: Begin
4: policySet = PAP.match + RP.match
5: policy[] = policySet.match
6: for i = 1 to policy. quantity do
7:
// rule[] = policy [i] . match
8:
for j = 1 to rule . quantity do
9:
// rule Decision [j] = rule[j].rulequantify.combine
10:
policy Result [i] = policy [i] . policyquantify.combine
11:
result = policySet. policyResult[i].combine
12:
return result
13:
end for
14: end for
15: End

Type of data
string
string
string
string
string
string
string
int
int
float
float
float
float
float

Data Format
Text string format
Text string format
Text string format
Text string format
Text string format
Time format YYYY/MM/dd
Time format YYYY/MM/dd
Normal integer format
Normal integer format
Normal floating point format
Normal floating point format
Normal floating point format
Normal floating point format
Normal floating point format

Table 5: Data visitor access log table
Heading
name
age
gender
accountID
departmentID
position
permission
risk quota
hisRisk
previous Violations
actionTime
action
path

Type of data
string
int
string
int
longint
string
string
int
int
string
string
string
string

there is a policy set at the top level, merge the decision
results of each strategy with the merge logic preset by
the policy set. Get the final judgment result and total
obligation.
The pseudo-code for the entire quantization process is
Algorithm 3.
After the judgment phase is completed, the result information containing the judgment result and all the obligation are returned to the PEP. The PEP enters the next
policy execution phase based on the content of the result
information.

administrator wants to be more careful about the flow
of information, you can turn this value down.
4.2 Policy Execution
The code is Algorithm 2.
The judgment result of each rule is merged by the
Figure 3 shows the access control decision promerge logic preset by the policy.Finally, the judgment re- cess.Similarly, the left side represents the XACML composult of the strategy is obtained, and the corresponding nent and the right side represents the risk module. First,
obligation is added according to the judgment result.If the principal issues an access request. Then the external
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Figure 3: XACML extension framework

application passes the access request to the PEP.Finally,
the PEP interacts with the external application. PEP
sends an access request to CH. CH converts the access request format to XACML format and sends it to the PDP.
The PDP is used to determine whether the access request
is legal. The policy or policy set provided by the PAP
is required in the decision, and the attribute information
provided by the PIP is required. If the access request is
illegal, it ends directly; If it is legal, it determines whether
the access requires a risk policy. If a risk strategy is not
required, the PDP evaluates directly; If required, the PAP
makes a request to the risk policy. First, RE quantifies
the risk and sends the result to the PDP. Then the PDP
makes the decision and sends the result to the PEP. Finally, the PEP performs the relevant obligations.

5
5.1

Simulation
Experiment Setup

In the experiment, the taxi driving position record is
used in this model to verify the privacy protection of the
big data of the Internet of Vehicles. The data here comes
from the real taxi detailed driving position data, including
medallion, hack license , vendor id, rate code, store and
for ward flag, pick up datetime, drop off datetime, passenger count, trip time in seconds, trip distance, latitude
and longitude coordinates for the pickup location, latitude
and longitude coordinates for the dropoff location and so
on, the specific information is shown in Table 4 . We simulate access requests from two types of visitors, including
each visitor’s role, access rights, historical violations, risk
quotas, et.al for each access record. The specific information is shown in Table 5. The visitor holds the access

requirement to access the data, and finally, the risk value
is calculated by the visitor’s access record through the
risk access control model.

5.2

Experimental Result

In the experiment, simulated the access history of
600 visitors as the experimental data, the information included in the history is shown in Table 5, it is
about abnormal visitors, and the rests are normal visitors.Calculating the risk value for each visitor and sorting
by risk.To test the effectiveness of the method, two indicators were examined.Accuracy rate represents the proportion of abnormal visitors among the top K visitors with
the highest risk. Recall rate is the proportion of abnormal
visitors in the top K visitors at all abnormal visitors. In
each component module based on the XACML access control mechanism, the program is implemented in the Java
language based on the Eclipse development platform. Important third-party development kits are based on SunXACML and the University of Murcia (UMU). The API of
SunXACML implements the parsing and decision calculation of xacml.UMU uses the Java language to develop a
UML-XACML-Editor V1.3.2 policy editor that supports
the XACML 2.0 specification, which can be used to edit
its own policy documents.
1) Experimental results under different visits. The experiment is mainly used to test the effect ofthe model
on the number of different accesses requests. According to Formulas (2)-(11) risk value and risk threshold
calculation method, the risk value and risk threshold of the visitor access data are calculated separately. As shown in Table 6, ESAV indicates that
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Table 6: Results of 600 visitors
Visits
5

10

15

20

index
ESAV
AIAV
AINV
ESAV
AIAV
AINV
ESAV
AIAV
AINV
ESAV
AIAV
AINV

Quantity
60
49
551
60
51
549
60
53
547
60
54
546

Risk value

Risk threshold

Accuracy

Arain2017 Recall rate

[4.27, 6.29]
[0.90, 3.28]

3.39

49/60

49/60

[4.09, 6.23]
[0.86, 3.26]

3.41

51/60

51/60

[3.77, 6.14]
[0.82, 3.23]

3.43

53/60

53/60

[3.68, 6.12]
[0.79, 3.10]

3.49

54/60

54/60

Table 7: Risk Threshold calculation process when the number of visits is 5

D1
D2
D3
D4
D5

Sensitive data
access times
189
343
467
267
165

Insensitive data
access times
267
215
511
337
230

Total visits

entropy

456
558
978
604
395

0.00219298
0.00179212
0.0010225
0.00165563
0.00253165

the number of abnormal visitors is set by the laboratory, AIAV indicates that the number of abnormal
visitors identified by the algorithm, AINV indicates
that the number of normal visitor identified by the algorithm.The experiment counts the identification of
abnormal visitors under different access times. For
example, when the number of visits is 5, the risk
threshold is 3.39, and the risk value of abnormal visitors is between [4.27, 6.29]. The normal visitor’s risk
value is between [0.90, 3.28], the accuracy rate and
the recall rate also reach 82% (49/60), and the accuracy and recall rate increase with the number of
visits. It shows that the model in this paper can
clearly distinguish two types of visitors, that is, the
model is effective.
In the case of 5 visits, among the 5 data blocks, the
sensitive data of the data block D1 is accessed 189
times, the insensitive data is 267 times; The sensitive
data of the data block D2 is accessed 343 times, and
the insensitive data is accessed 215 times; The sensitive data of the data block D3 is accessed 476 times,
and the insensitive data is accessed 511 times; The
sensitive data of the data block D4 is accessed 267
times, and the insensitive data is accessed 337 times;
The sensitive data of the data block D5 is accessed 165 times, and the insensitive data is accessed 230 times; According to Formulas (5)-(9) risk
thresholds can be obtained when the number of visits

amount of
information
0.67844549
0.666601401
0.692134799
0.686416351
0.679545906

Risk threshold

3.393949

is 5. The specific information is shown in Table 7.
In addition, this experiment also carried out extended statistics, which respectively counted the
identification of abnormal visitors in the top 10,
top 20, top 30, top 40 and top 50 highest risks. In
Table 8 of the risk ranking results, the proportion of
abnormal visitors in Top 10 is 100% (10/10), and in
Top 50, our accuracy rate is also above 88% (44/50);
In the case of recall rate, when the number of access
log records of the system is 20 and K is 50, the recall rate is also above 78% (47/60), and the accuracy
and recall rate both increase with the number of visits increase, which is because more visits can be more
thorough understanding of the behavior and impact
of visitors, and the calculated risk value is more accurate.
2) Experimental results under different abnormal visitor proportion. In this experiment, the number of
visitors were still 600, mainly testing the identification of abnormal visitors at 5% (30 people), 10% (60
people), 15% (90 people) and 20% (120 people). And
set the number of visits is 15 for per visitor, the test
results are shown in Table 9. As can be seen from
the table, the risk value of abnormal visitors is significantly higher than that of normal visitors. In this
experiment, only the number of abnormal visitors is
compared, so the accuracy and recall rate is the same
in the same proportion. Moreover, as the propor-
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Table 8: Accuracy and recall rate under different access times
Measure

Accuracy

Recall rate

Visits
5
10
15
20
5
10
15
20

K(Top
10
10/10
10/10
10/10
10/10
10/60
10/60
10/60
10/60

K visitors with the highest
20
30
40
19/20 28/30 36/40
20/20 29/30 37/40
20/20 29/30 38/40
20/20 29/30 39/40
19/60 28/60 36/60
20/60 29/60 37/60
20/60 29/60 38/60
20/60 30/60 39/60

risk value)
50
44/50
45/50
46/50
47/50
44/60
45/60
46/60
47/60

Table 9: Experimental results for different abnormal visitor ratios
Measure
Normal visitor risk value
Abnormal visitor risk value
Accuracy
Recall rate

The proportion of abnormal visitors to all visitors
5%(30)
10%(60)
15%(90)
20%(120)
[0.86,3.31] [0.82,3.23] [0.79,3.21]
[0.75,3.18]
[3.83,6.15] [3.77,6.14] [3.76,6.09]
[3.72,6.01]
25/30
53/60
81/90
110/120
25/30
53/60
81/90
110/120

tion of abnormal visitors increases, the accuracy and the anonymous reviewers for their helpful comments and
recall rate also increases from 83% (25/30) to 92% suggestions.
(110/120), and the overall performance of the model
increases. Experiments show that this model is valid
for different proportion of abnormal visitors.
References
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Conclusion

Security risks adaptive access control for vehicular network big data is the theme of the paper, it combines
the characteristics of XACML’s powerful access policy expression capabilities to introduce risk extension XACML
framework. It mainly introduces the process of determining and executing the risk quantification process and
strategy. Finally, the effectiveness of the model is verified
by simulation experiments. In a distributed environment,
different enterprises or departments may have different requirements for authorization management, and they use
different access control methods.The compatibility of multiple access control technologies must be considered during the development of dynamic authorization decision
center.Later, we also need to test the time that takes for
the visitor’s request from the browser to the fully loaded
and the delay in the number of risk metrics for the entire
decision.
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Abstract
The development of world communication and information technology is very advanced. The use of the Internet and smart cards makes it easier for users to conduct
remote transactions, and security factors are the key to
successful remote users’ transactions. In this case, the
authentication process is critical to maintaining confidentiality when transactions use public channels. Recently,
Moon et al. proposed an efficient and secure smart card
based password authentication scheme. They claimed
that their scheme is more secure and practical as a remote user authentication scheme. However, Irawan and
Hwang found that the Moon et al.’s scheme was still unable to withstand gussing identity attacks and user impersonation attacks. To address this security hole, we
propose a new authentication scheme and a key with a
smart card in this article. In addition, we show that the
proposed authentication scheme is highly resistant to various attacks. Finally, we compare the performance and
functionality of the proposed scheme with other related
schemes.
Keywords: Password; Smart Card; User Authentication

1

Introduction

Everyone needs security at home, in the office, on the
street, and everywhere, because it enables people to use
security systems safely and prevent things that shouldn’t
happen. The safety system should be flexible, cheap,
and work continuously without being limited by working hours. With the rapid development of cloud computing, more and more applications and services have been
provided, such as cloud storage services, cloud resources,
shared computing, and so on [1, 2, 9, 12, 20, 21, 24, 28].
Smart card RFID is an advanced information technology embedded in a card as an information storage
medium [8, 25, 26]. At present, the implementation of
smart cards has spread to almost all fields, whether it
is used in the attendance of hotels, homes, offices and

educational institutions, or strict data security.
A user authentication scheme is a mechanism by which
a server authenticates users before allowing them to access resources or services provided by the server [14]. To
date, many user authentication schemes have been proposed [3, 4, 6, 17, 27]. However, most of these schemes
have advantages and disadvantages. In 2012, Yoon et al.
proposed a remote user authentication scheme [30], which
is an improvement on the scheme of Liaw et al. [19]. However, Chen et al. found that their scheme was not secure
enough [7]. In 2012, Li et al. proposed a YS-like user
authentication scheme using smart cards [18]. However,
Feng et al. found the security of their scheme was vulnerable to the password guessing attack [10]. In 2014,
Huang et al. proposed a timestamp-based user authentication with smart card [13]. However, Feng et al. showed
that their scheme is vulnerable to the password guessing
attack [11]. In 2014, Zhuang et al. proposed a password
authentication scheme based on geometric hash function
without using smart card [31]. However, Chen showed
that their scheme is also vulnerable to the password guessing attack [5].
In 2017, Liu et al. proposed a more secure and practical remote user authentication scheme [22]. However,
Moon et al. found that their scheme was still unable
to withstand external attacks and offline password guessing attacks [23]. To overcome these security loopholes,
Moon et al. also proposed an ECC-based authentication and key agreement scheme using smart cards. Utilizing the lightweight calculation of ECC (Elliptic Curve
Cryptography System) [15, 29], Moon et al.’s scheme is
both practical and easy to implement. However, in 2018,
Irawan and Hwang discovered a security hole in Moon et
al.’s two-factor authentication scheme [16]. They showed
that Moon et al.’s scheme was actually unable to resist
anonymous interception and user impersonation attacks.
To overcome these security loopholes, we propose an improved biometric-based authentication and key agreement
scheme using smart cards. In addition, we will prove that
the proposed authentication scheme is more resistant to
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various attacks than other related schemes.
For more details, we divide this article into the following five sections: In Section 1, we briefly introduce our
research motivations. In Section 2, we briefly reviewed
the weaknesses of Moon et al.’s password authentication
scheme. In Section 3, we propose a new authentication
scheme. The security and performance analysis of the proposed scheme is given in Section 4, and the conclusions of
this paper are given in Section 5.

2
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almost random binary strings and Ui ’s auxiliary binary strings, respectively. Next, Ui selects identity
IDi and password P Wi , and calculates RP Wi =
h(P Wi ||Ri ). Finally, Ui sends a registration request
message {IDi , RP Wi } to S over the secure channel.

The Weaknesses of Moon et al.’s
Scheme

In 2018, Irawan and Hwang found that the Moon et Figure 1: The registration phase of the proposed scheme
al.’s scheme was unable to withstand gussing identity attacks and user impersonation attacks [16]. In this section, we briefly review the attacks proposed by Irawan Step 2. After receiving the registration request message
and Hwang as follows:
from Ui , the server S verifies whether IDi is valid
and
calculates the following parameters:
Gussing Identity Attack:
Moon et al.’s scheme [23] did not hide the identity
ID of user Ui during the login and authentication
phases, User → Server: {AIDi , Di , Ei , Fi , Ti }, Server
→ User: {Fi , Gi , Ts }. Attackers can easily guess or
steal it from unsecured public channels. The attacker
can then check h(IDi0 ||(AIDi ⊕ IDi0 )||Fi ||Ts ) ?= Gi .

Ai

= h(IDi ⊕ x),

Bi

= h(Ai ) ⊕ RP Wi

Ci

= h(IDi ||RP Wi ),

Di

= h(Ai ) ⊕ h(x).

Here, ⊕ denotes an exclusive-or operation; and k deUser Impersonation:
notes a concatenation operation.
Knowing the user IDi (guest identity) of the first attack, the attacker will send the user IDi to the server
Step 3. The server S stores the data {Bi , Ci , Di , h(·), P }
S through a public channel. During the login phase
on the new smart card, and issues the smart card to
of Attacker (ID) → Server: {AIDi , Di , Ei0 , Fi0 , Ti },
the user Ui through a secure channel.
the server will calculate Fi0 = h(IDi ||h(Ai )||Ei0 ||Ti ),
it is considered a legitimate user.
Step 4. The user Ui stores the random number Pi into
the smart card.

3

The Proposed Scheme
3.2

Login Phase

In this section, we propose a scheme to improve Moon
et al., called a new biometric-based password authentiAfter the registration phase is performed, the user will
cation scheme using smart cards [23]. We modify some proceed with the login phase to invoke the Ui user to log
procedures during registration, login, and authentication in to the server S. The steps in this phase are described
phases. In the improved scheme, there are also two par- below and Figure 2.
ticipants, namely the ith user Ui and server S.
Step 1. Ui inserts his/her smart card into the card
reader, enters IDi and password P Wi , and then
3.1 Registration Phase
prints biometric information BIOi∗ on the sensor.
The sensor then sketches the BIOi∗ and recovers Ri
At the beginning of the improved Moon et al.’s scheme,
from Rep(BIOi∗ , Pi ) → (Ri , BIOi∗ ).
the server S selects x, E, P , and h(·). Here, x denotes a
master secret key stored in S; P denotes a base point of
the elliptic curve E; and h(·) denotes a collision-resistant Step 2. The smart card first calculates two parameters:
RP Wi = h(P Wi ||Ri ) and Ci0 = h(IDi ||RP Wi ). The
hash function. The user Ui then registers with the server
smart card then checks if Ci0 is equal to the stored
S by the following steps and Figure 1:
Ci . If it is true, the smart card proceeds to Step 3;
Step 1. Ui prints personal biometric information BIOi
otherwise, Step 3 is performed. Otherwise, the smart
on the device sensor. Then, the device sensor scans
card will terminate this session.
BIOi , extracts (Ri , Pi ) from Gen(BIOi ) → (Ri , Pi ),
and stores Pi in memory. Here, Ri and Pi denote Step 3. The smart card randomly generates a number α
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The server S then compares whether Fi0 is equal to
Fi . If it is true, the server S confirms that the user
Ui is valid and the login request is accepted; otherwise, the server S confirms that the user Ui is valid.
Otherwise, the server S rejects the login request.
Step 3. Next, server S randomly generates a number β
and calculates the following parameters: Fi = βP ,
Gi = h(IDi0 ||h(A0i )||Fi ||Ts ), where Ts is server S The
current timestamp.
Figure 2: The login phase of the proposed scheme
Step 4. The server S sends a mutual authentication message {Fi , Gi , Ts } to the user Ui .
and calculates the following parameters:
h(Ai )

= Bi ⊕ RP Wi

AIDi

= IDi ⊕ h(h(Ai ))

Ei

= αP

Fi

= h(IDi ||h(Ai )||Ei ||Ti ),

Step 5. Upon receiving the message {Fi , Gi , Ts } from S,
the user Ui checks the validity of Ts . If Ts0 −Ts ≤ ∆T ,
where Ts0 is the time to receive the mutual authentication message, the user Ui proceeds to Step 6; otherwise, the user Ui proceeds to Step 6. Otherwise,
the user Ui terminates the connection.

Step 6. The
user
Ui
calculates
G0i
=
h(IDi ||h(Ai )||Fi ||Ts ), and then checks whether
where Ti is the current timestamp of user Ui .
G0i is equal to the received Gi . If it is true, the
Step 4. The smart card sends a login request message
validity of the server S is verified; otherwise, the
{AIDi , Di , Ei , Fi , Ti } to the server S.
session is terminated.
Step 7. Finally, the user Ui and the server S construct
a shared session key sk = αβP to ensure secret communication.
After completing this phase, the user Ui and the server
S can authenticate each other and establish a shared session key for subsequent secret communication. The steps 3.4 Password Change Phase
in the certification phase are as follows and Figure 3:
During the password change phase, Ui can update the
Step 1. The server S verifies Ti0 − Ti ≤ ∆T , where Ti0 password without any help from server S. This phase
is the time to receive the login request message, and includes the following steps:
∆T is the valid time threshold. If both conditions are
Step 1. Ui enters his/her identity IDi and password
true, the server S proceeds to Step 2; otherwise, the
P Wi , and print biometric information BIOi∗ on the
server S proceeds to Step 2. Otherwise, the server S
sensor. The sensor then scans BIOi∗ and recovers Ri
rejects the login request.
from Rep(BIOi∗ , Pi ) → Ri .

3.3

Authentication Phase

Step 2. Next, SCi calculates RP Wi = h(P Wi ||Ri ) and
checks if h(IDi ||RP Wi ) is equal to the stored Ci .
If it does, the smart card will ask Ui for the new
password; otherwise, SCi terminates the password
change phase immediately.

Figure 3:
scheme

The authentication phase of the proposed

Step 3. Ui enters a new password P Winew , smart
card further calculates RP Winew = h(P Winew ||Ri ),
Binew = Bi ⊕ RP Wi ⊕ RP Winew and Cinew = Ci ⊕
RP Wi ⊕ RP Winew .
Step 4. Finally, the smart card replaces Bi with Binew
and Ci with Cinew in memory.

Step 2. The server S calculates the following parameters:
h(A0i )
IDi0
Fi0

= Di ⊕ h(x)
= AIDi ⊕ h(h(A0i ))
= h(IDi0 ||h(A0i )||Ei ||Ti ).

4

Security and Performance Analysis of the Proposed Scheme

The improved scheme retains the advantages of the
Moon et al.’s scheme [23] and can withstand many types
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Table 1: Functionality comparison of the proposed scheme and Moon et al.’s scheme
F1

F2

F3

F4

F5

F6

F7

F8

Moon et al. [23]

F9

F10

×

×

The proposed
F1: Mutual authentication; F2: Session key agreement; F3: Freely chosen and exchanged password; F4: Withstanding man in the middle attack; F5: Withstanding insider attack; F6: Withstanding replay attack; F7: Providing
perfect forward secrecy; F8: Satisfying known-key security; F9: Guessing identity attack; F10: User impersonation
attack.
of possible attacks, such as resistance to outsider attacks, insider attacks, user impersonation attacks, and
perfect forward secrecy. In this section, we show that
the improved scheme can resist gussing identity attacks
and user impersonation attacks discovered by Irawan and
Hwang [16] and described in Section 2.

the identity. In Moon et al.’s scheme, the attacker knows
the user IDi by guessing identity attack, the attacker will
impersonate the user IDi to the server S. During the login phase, the attacker sends {AIDi , Di , Ei0 , Fi0 , Ti } to the
server. The server will check Fi0 = h(IDi ||h(Ai )||Ei0 ||Ti ),
so it will be treated as a legitimate user.
Since the proposed scheme can resist identity guessing
attacks,
the proposed scheme does not have the weakness
4.1 Resisting Gussing Identity Attack
of the user impersonation attack discovered by Irawan and
In Moon et al.’s scheme [23], the attacker could inter- Hwang [16].
cept {AIDi , Di , Ei , Fi , Ti } in login phase and {Fi , Gi , Ts }
in authentication phase. The attacker can guess an identity ID10 and check h(IDi0 ||(AIDi ⊕ IDi0 )||Fi ||Ts ) ?= Gi . 4.3 Performance Analysis
If the equation holds, the attacker has already guessed
In this section, we compare the functionality between
the identity IDi of the user, otherwise, the attacker will the proposed scheme and the Moon et al.’s scheme in
repeatedly guess and check other possible identities IDi0 . Table 1. If you are interested in comparison with other
The main problem is
latest solutions, please refer to [23].
We compare the computational cost between the proposed scheme and the Moon et al.’s scheme in Table 2.
= h(IDi ||(AIDi ⊕ IDi )||Fi ||Ts ).
(1) If you are interested in comparison with other latest solutions, please refer to [23]. It can be seen from the comOnce the attacker knows Gi , AIDi , Fi , and Ts , the at- parison that the hashing cost of this scheme is slightly
tacker can guess IDi0 to satisfy Equation (1).
higher than that of Moon et al. scheme. Because the
In the improved scheme, AIDi and IDi are
coputational cost of ECC operation is much larger than
the coputational cost of hash functions and XOR operaAIDi = IDi ⊕ h(h(Ai ))
tions. Therefore, we can ignore the computational cost
h(A0i ) = Di ⊕ h(x)
of hash functions and XOR operations. In other words,
the computational cost of the proposed scheme is almost
IDi0 = AIDi ⊕ h(h(A0i )).
equal to that of Moon et al.
In the proposed scheme,
Gi

=

h(IDi ||h(Ai )||Fi ||Ts )

Gi

=

h(IDi ||h(Ai )||Fi ||Ts )

6=

h(IDi ||(AIDi ⊕ IDi )||Fi ||Ts ).

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed an improved Moon et
It is difficult to obtain h(Ai ) from the inter- al.’s scheme. We also show that the proposed scheme can
cepted {AIDi , Di , Ei , Fi , Ti } during the login phase and against the guessing identity attack and the user imper{Fi , Gi , Ts } during the authentication phase. Thus, the sonation attack.
proposed scheme can resist the guessing identity attacks.

4.2

Resisting User Impersonation Attack Acknowledgments

This research was partially supported by the Ministry
In Section 2, we describe that Moon et al.’s scheme
cannot resist this guessing identity attack. If the attacker of Science and Technology, Taiwan (ROC), under contract
can guess the identity of the legitimate user IDi , the at- no.: MOST 108-2410-H-468-023 and MOST 108-2622-8tacker will impersonate the legitimate user by guessing 468-001-TM1.
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Table 2: Computational cost comparison of the proposed scheme and other related schemes
C1

C2

C3

C4

C5

C6

Total

Moon et al. [23]

1H+1F

4H+4X

5H+1F+2P+2X

4H+1F+2P+3X

3H+1F+4X

-

17H+4F+4P+13X

The proposed

1H+1F

5H+3X

6H+1F+2P+2X

5H+1F+2P+2X

3H+1F+4X

-

20H+4F+4P+11X

C1: Computational cost of the user in registration phase; C2: Computational cost of the server in registration
phase; C3: Computational cost of the user in login and authentication phases; C4: Computational cost of the
server in login and authentication phases; C5: Computational cost of the user in password change phase; C6:
Computational cost of the server in password change phase; H: Hashing operation; E: Modulus exponential operation;
S: Symmetric encryption/decryption operation; M: Multiplication/division operation; Null: P: ECC operations; X:
XOR operations; F: Fuzzy extraction; Null: Cannot provide this functionality.
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